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ABSTRACT 

Current activities on the project are reviewed 
i'nder the following headings: 

1. Segmentation and texture analysis 
2. local and global shape analysis 
3. Hierarchical representation 

INTRODUCTION 

This project is concerned with the study of 
advanced tecnniques for the analysis of reconnais- 
sance imagery.  It is being conducted under Con- 
tract DAAG-53-76C-0138 (DARPA Order 3206), monitored 
by the U.S. Army Night Vision Laboratory, Ft. Bel- 
voir, VA  (Dr. George Jones).  The Westinghouse 
Systems Development Division, as a subcontractor, 
is investigating implementation of the techniques 
being developed by Maryland, particularly in the 
area of relaxation; their efforts are reviewed in 
separate quarterly reports. 

The current phase of the project is concerned 
with the development and application of advanced 
techniques for image processing, feature detection, 
segmentation, texture and shape analysis, and re- 
gion representation.  These aspects are reviewed in 
the following sections.  This report deals primarily 
with the work done during the past six months; ac- 
tivities during earlier periods were reviewed in 
previous reports [1-6].  Some of the topics are 
discussed only briefl", since they are treated in 
greater detail in individual technical reports and 
Image Understanding 'workshop papers. 

SEGMENTATION AND TEXr.URE ANALYSIS 

2.1  Edge detection 

Edges are generally detected by thresholding 
the output of some type of difference operator; but 
the choice of a threshold for this purpose is not 
easy, since the histogram of difference values 
tends to fall off smoothly from a peak near zero. 
Threshold selection becomes easier if we suppress 
nonmaximum difference values (in the gradient di- 
rection) before histogramming.  As Figure 1 shows, 
this yields a histogram composed of a sharpened 
peak near zero together with small sets of higher 
values; the latter are likely to be good choices 
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for edge points [7]. 

Difference operators for edge detection can be 
designed by fitting a polynomial surface to the 
gray levels in the neighborhood of a point, and tak- 
ing the gradient of that surface as an estimate of 
the image gradient  This approach can be genera- 
lized to the design of operators for surface detec- 
tion in three- (or higher-) dimensional arrays of 
data, such as those obtained by reconstructing ob- 
jects from x-ray projections, by stacking cross- 
sections, or by stacking successive frames in a 
time sequence of images.  Surface detection pro- 
vides results that are more accurate and more reli- 
able than those obtained by applying two-dimen 
sional edge detectors to the Individual slices, as 
can be seen from Figure 2 [8].  This work is part 
of a Ph.D. thesis on processing and segmentation 
of three-dimensional arrays. 

2.2  Pixel classification and texture analysis 

During the past reporting period, an M.S. 
thesis was completed [9] on a general-purpose soft- 
ware package for performing relaxation operations 
on arrays of pixels.  This package allows the user 
to specify the process for computing initial proba- 
bilities, the neighborhood to be used, and the pro- 
bability adjustment algorithm (including the compa- 
tibility coefficients).  As an application, a 
light/dark lelaxation process was implemented; 
examples of this process can be found in earlier 
status reports [2,5].  Some analytical results re- 
garding sue h two-label relaxation processes will be 
presented i« a forthcoming quarterly report on the 
Westinghouse subcontract. 

Relaxation has been successfully used to im- 
prove pixel classification based on i.olor, as 
reported elsewhere.  It can similarly be used to 
improve pixel classification in single-band images 
based on local property values such as gray level 
and "busyness".  Figure 3a shows a house picture 
containing five principal types of regions—sky, 
grass, bushes, brick, and shadow.  The bush and 
shadow classes are very difficult to distinguish; 
they have similar mean vectors, and the bush class 
is more variable, so that a maximum-likelihood 
classification (based on Gaussian fitting to the 
clusters defined by hand segmentation) misclassl- 
fles most of the shadow pixels as bush (Figure 3b) . 
The results are greatly improved when relaxation 
is used to adjust the initial class probabilities 
for each pixe1 based on those of its neighbors; 
see Figure 3c  Similar Improvement is obtained 



when the busyness values are Iteratively smoothed, 
e.g. by median filtering, prior to clustering and 
classification (Figure 3d).  Further details on 
these experiments can be found in [10]. 

Iterative smoothing can also be used to Im- 
prove the results of texture classification using 
texture features derived from small windows, as 
described in [11-12]. 

2.3 Interactive segmentation 

An interactive image segmentation system is 
being designed as a contribution to the DARPA/DMA 
Testbed.  The system allows the u.ser to designate 
samples of two classes (e.g., objects and back- 
ground).  It analyzes the samples, designs a clas-' 
sifier to discriminate them, and displays the clas- 
sification results to the user for evaluation; if 
errors are designated, the system attempts to 
modify the classifier so as to eliminate them.  The 
user need not know anything about the classifica- 
tion process or the features that are used for 
classification; the system selects them from a pre- 
specified repertoire.  The current, pilot version 
of the system classifies pixr.ls based on gray level 
only; future versions will make use r.l   various 
types of local features and will allnw more than 
two classes. 

LOCAL AND GLOBAL SHAPE ANALYSIS 

3.1 Coiner detection 

Several types of operators have been developed 
that respond to the presence of "corners" (i.e., 
sh^.r^. changes in edge direction) in an unsegmented 
image [13].  For example, onr can express the rate 
of change in the gradient direction in terms of 
first and second derivative operators, and then 
approximate these by difference operators; or one 
can simply compute a digital gradient direction, 
and estimate its rate of change at P by comparing 
it with the directions at the appropriate neighbors 
of P.  To measure "cornerity", the rate of change 
in gradient direction should be raultlplitl by the 
gradient magnitude, since we are only interested in 
corners that lie on edges.  Figure A  shows a dis- 
play of cornerity values fo^- T simple grayscale 
image; the results seem reasonable. 

3.2 Collincarity and parallelism 

Colllnear and parallel (or "antiparallel") 
sets if edge and line segments are important ele- 
ments in the description of many types of scenes. 
The following paragraphs aescribe general-purpose 
programs for analyzing colllnearity and parallelism. 
A more specialized program that links edge segments 
based on gray level, as well as geometric, criteria, 
with application to the detection of buildings and 
roads on aerial imagery, is described in a separate 
paper in these proceedings [14]. 

The "cöllinearity strength" of two segments 
depends on several factors: 

(a) The distance between their nearer ends, 
relative to their lengths 

(b) The angles that they make with the line 
joining their nearer ends 

(c) The distance between their farther ends, 
relative to the nearer-end distance and 
lengths. 

A colllnearity strength measure based en a combina- 
tion of these factors gives generally reasonable 
results, as illustrated in Figure 5 [15]. 

Colllnear segments can be grouped into 
"clusters" based on their relative sizes and sepa- 
rations.  Several types of cluster merit function« 
can be used for this purpose; a good figure of 
merit should depend on both the segment density aiid 
the total segment length in the given cluster. 
Examples of clusters defined by maximizing such a 
figure of merit are given in Figure 6.  A report 
on these experiments is in preparation [16]. 

Segments can also be linked based on paralle1 

ism (or, in the case of edge segments, antiparal- 
lelism: the dark sides of the edges should face in 
opposite directions).  The figure of merit for this 
linking process should depend on the separation of 
the segments, their lengths and the amount by which 
they overlap, as well as their parallelism (i.e., 
the angle between then).  Mutually best pairs based 
on this merit function can be linked, and the pro- 
cess can then be repeated with the linked pairs 
eliminated. For examples of the results obtained 
using this approach see [17]. 

3.3 The medial axis 

The medial axis (MA) of a set S is defined as 
the set of centers (and radii) of the maximal 
"disks" contained in S, or equivalently, as the set 
of  points of S whose distances from the complement 
S are local maxima.  It can be used as a compact 
representation of S, and can also serve as a basis 
for approximating S by a union of "generalized 
ribbons" (= connected arcs of MA points, with radii 
specified by a "width function" defined along each 
arc). 

The MA is Stnsitive to noise, i.e., to errors 
in extracting the set S; thus It would be desirable 
to define it directly for unsegmented images.  This 
can be done using a "gray-weighted" concept of dis- 
tance, but It Is hard to reconstruct the image from 
such an MA.  Another possibility (the "SPAN": 
Spatial Plecewise Approximation by Neighborhoods) 
is to approximate the image by maximal homogeneous 
disks, but the approximation process is computa- 
tionally costly.  Still another alternative is to 
assign an MA score to each point P based on the 
presence of high gradient values at pairs of posi- 
tions symmetrically located with respect to P; but 
this process turns out to be quite 3ensitlve to 
noise. 

A more robust approach to defining an MA for 
unsegmented images is based on a characterization 
of the MA of a set S in terms of shrinking and 
expanding operations performed on S.  Let s(~n' 
denote the result of shrinking S (i.e., deleting 
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Its border) n rimes, and similarly let.S(n) denote 
the result of expanding S n times (s(n) = ft=H7, 
Tt?!k.4> i3 r-ot  hard to see that Sk = (S(-kO(l) '- 
I .„ t£  nc6 T1 f ^ POintS  at d^tance k from 
S, so that USk is the MA.  To generalize this to 
unsegmented Images, we use local MIN operations 
instead of shrinking,and local MA* operations in- 
stead of expanding; we can then define the "MMMAT" 
(- min-max MAT) as ZSk. Examples of such MMMATs are 
shown in Figure 7; for further details see [18] 
Approximations to the image can be reconstructed 
by using only points having strong MMMAT values, 
and k s that make strong contributions to these 
values.  For examples of such reconstructions see 
Figure 8; a report on this work is in preparation. 

4.2 Quadtree shape approxlm^t1c 

3.4 Shape segmentation 

\ario-.s types of shape features, such as pro- 
trusions and intrusions, can be detected by compar- 
ing boundary arcs with their chords; for example, 
if the chord is much shorter than the arc, or If 
the arc does not lie close to the chord, that arc 
must be a protrusion or intrusion.  Suppose that we 
measure various arc-chord figures of merit (e g 

a'rc anTh "H^I^ Ch0rd len8th' 0r area »«^ arc and chord divided by squared chord length) for 
every arc.  In many cases, extrema of such figures 
of merit correspond to arcs that are natural 
Pieces of the shape, as illustrated in Figure 9. 

However  this approach sometimes leads to segmenta- 
tions that are not Intuitively plausible, since the 
extrema depend only on (e.g.) the ourvefe slopes at 
the rrc endpoints. and not on the shape of the arc 
between the endpoints; see [19]. 

Work on shape segmentation using relaxatior, 

handT H ^ "V^  rep0rtS' is being extended o 
handle shapes with major occlusions or missing 
parts; the results will be described in a forth- 
coming report. 

HIERARCHICAL REPRESENTATION 

4 • I    Quadtrees and nextrees 

The quadtree algorithms developed on Uli pro- 
ject usually involve locating neighbors of a given 
block in the image by searching the tree starting 

of L ^KC0%T.Prding n0de-  A general meatmen' 
ivls of rh0' findin84

in ^«dtrees. including an ana- 

foJndln^or6"60 COmpUtatl0nal ""•• - ^ 
Quaotrees are defined on the basis of recursive 

subdivision into quadrants; they Involve square 

a hl^ afl°UI  bl0CkS 0f a 8iven slze constitute 
it Lv K H  ? "v" lar3er SlZe-  For SOD>e P-P°-S it may be desirable to define a representation 
based on hexagonal rather than square blocks, since 
such a representation would be less sensitiv^ to 
rotation.  Hexagons cannot be combined to form 
exact hexagons of a larger size, but one can com- 
bine seven hexagons into a "ragged" hexagon, and 
this process can be iterated, as illustrated in 
Figure 10  A detailed discussion of how to define 
hexagonal "pyramids" in this «ay can be found in [21] 

When a region is represented bv a quadtree 
the upper levels of the tree, corresponding to 
large blocks of the image, define approximations 

e^Ve^0n'  TheSe ^P^^tions can be used to 
estimate shape properties such as moments, and to 
speed up shape matching by eliminati;,. gross mis- 
matches rapidly [22] .  For examnlo  fh'.    j? , '   i"i.  ror example, thj coordlnateB 
of the centroid of a shape can be estimated to a 

• s^n 0V.V^el USin8 "^«e approximations, 
as illustrated in Figure 11. This should make It 
pogslbl« to track moving shapes quite accurately 
even theough the quadtree itself changes radicaliv 
when a shape is shifted, the moment approximations 
remain stable.  Similarly, the approximations can 
be „sed to determine upper and lower bounds on the 
mismatch area; thus if we arc matching a given 
shape Sj against a collection of stored shapes 

U    2'i"\V2  C,n ellmln3,e any Si such that the 
lower bound on the mismatc! of S. with Si exceeds 
the upper bound on the mismatch It  S. „ith some 
other shape.  This error bounding process Is illu- 
strated in Figure 12. 

4• 3 Hierarchical image processing 
and segmentation 

Extensive work Is now in progress on the use 
of pyramid structures for image processing and seg- 
mentation.  This work is sununarized in a parate 
paper in these Proceedings [23].  The following are 
some of the chief areas of investigation: 

a) Iterated local convocation operations can 
be used to produce large-kernel convolu- 
tions having almost exactly Gaussian ker- 
nels.  These can in turn be combined to 
yield various types of circular or elon- 
gated center-surround operators [24]. 

b) Image pyramids can be defined in which the 
blocks at each level overlap; this largely 
negates the objections to conventional 
power-of-2 pyramids on grounds of shift 
sensitivity. 

c) In an overlapped pyramid, by associating 
nodes with their most similar ancestors 
one can establish linked clusters of nodes 
representing homogeneous regions; this 
facilitates smoothing or segmentation of 
the regions. 

Local operations in a pyramid can be used 
to detect simple types of objects in the 
image, and to extract these objects by 
local thresholding.  This approach was 
applied to blob-like objects in an earlier 
report; it has now been extended to 
streak-like objects [25]. 

e) Pyramids can be used to define quadtree 
approximations to an image ("Q-images") 
based on the concept that a block is sub- 
divided only if it is unhomogeneous. 

d) 

"H— 



f)  The use of Q-images facilitates segmenta- 
tion by thresholding, since the peaks In 
the histogram of *  Q-lmage (where each 
block contributes. Its mean gray level a 
number of times proportional to Its ulze) 
tend to be sharper and more cleanly separa- 
ted.  The histogram is further Improved 
when we eliminate small blocks, since these 
tend to lie on region borders.  Conversely 
If we histogram only the small blocks" we 
obtain a unimodal histogram whose mean is 
a good threshold [26].  More generally, 
ve can find blocks in the quadtree corre- 
sponding to peaks in the histogram, and 
apply local thresholds in the vicinity of 

leTiiit^:0 extract the appropri^ 
g)  Q-images can also be used to Improve -dge 

detection, based on establishing correspon- 
dences between edges in th. Q-image anc 
edges in the original image (28). 
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Figure 1.  Nonmaximum suppression as an aid in edge detection.  (a) Image; (b) digital (Sobel) 
gradient magnitudes; (c) results of suppressing nonmaxima in the gradient direction; 
(d) results of thresholding (b) at 6; (e) histograms of (b) and (c) superimposed. 



Figure 2. Surface detection in 3-d arrays, 
(a-c) Three consecutive cross-sections 
of a CT reconstru« clon; (d) results of 
applying the 2-d Prewitt operator to 
the middle cross-section; (e) results 
of applying a 3-d Prewitt operator to 
the three cross-sections. 



Fraction of class 
correctly classified 

Iteration of 
relaxation 

1 ■ 3 ^ 5 

0 .925 .938 .87A .057 .876 

1 .933 .920 .871 .063 .872 

2 .933 .921 .875 .067 .875 

i .933 .921 .876 .072 .874 

4 .935 .921 .878 .157 .871 

5 .937 .921 .880 .330 .841 

6 .937 .921 .881 .413 .824 

7 .938 .921 .881 .465 ,820 

8 .938 .921 .881 .500 .815 

Fraction of class 
Fraction classified as 

Class 1 2 3 4 5 

1 .925 .003 .023 .003 .047 

2 .011 .938 .028 .002 .021 

) .114 .002 .874 .000 .011 

4 .019 .006 .003 .057 .914 

5 .083 .005 .008 .025 .876 

Iteration 
of medium 

correct lv c] assifled 

filtering 1 2 3 4 5 

0 .925 .938 .874 .057 .876 

1 .897 .937 .915 .535 .866 

1     2 .900 .940 .921 .536 .866 

1 .901 .939 .921 .534 .867 

'. .903 .937 .922 .531 .872 

Figure 3.  Segmentation based on gray level and local "busyness".  (a) Image (bottom) and ,nnd se^- 
mentaticn(tcp).  (b) Confusion matrix for maximum-likelihood classification of the 
pixels Into sky, brick, grass, bush and shadow, based on bivariate Gaussian fitting 
to the populations obtained by hand segmentation; note that the shadow class is 
mostly classified as bush.  (c) Results of applying probablistic relaxation to initial 
classifications based on Gaussian fitting; note the gradual improvement.  (d) Results 
of smoothing the busyness values by median filtering prior to clustering and classifica- 
tion; the improvement is Immediate. 

Figure 4.  Corner dfetection in grayscale Images, (a) Image; (t) results of "comerlty" computation. 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

-i) 

e) 

E) 

linked. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. The min-max medial axis transformation 
(MMMAT).  (a) Images; (b) MMMATs. 

Figure 8. 

(a) (b) ic) (d) 

Reconstruction from the MMMAT. 
(a) Original images; (b-d) reconstruc- 
tions from the one, two, and three 
largest increments at those points 
having values above the 25th percentile 
(189, 582, 226, and 462 out of 4096 
pixels, in the four cases). 
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(a) 

(b) 

(O 

Figure 9,  Shape segmentation based on extrama of arc/chord functions.  (a) Maxima of area/chord ; 
(b) maxima of arc/chord; (c) negative maxima of area. 
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Figure 10.  Hierarchical hexagonal grid (three levels), 
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(«) -t 
(b):  Level 

(c) Level No. of  nodes Area 

2 15 240 

1 53 392 

0 155 494 

Centrold coordinatt-s 

35.63,33.50 

34.64,32.38 

34.17,32.36 

-J1.- 

11 

Figure 11.  Approximating the centroid of a shape using its quadtree representation.  (a) Airplane, 
(b) Black nodes at each level of the quadtree representation of (a), displayed as black 
blocks, (c) Cumulative number of nodes, area, and centrold coordinates as a function of 
level. 
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a to     a 

L LD UD 

1 0 4096 
2 0 2048 
3 0 1152 
4 0 608 
5 0 212 
6 0 0 

b to 

1 0 4096 
2 0 2304 
3 0 1216 
4 0 592 
5 0 200 
6 0 0 

• 

(a) (b) 
a to 

1 0 4096 
2 0 2816 
3 0 1600 
4 352 1392 
5 504 900 
6 601 601 

(c) 

Figure 12.  Lower and upper bounds on the mismatch when two airplareu are matched to themselves and co 
each other (L=level, LB=lower bourd, UB=upper bound).  Note that at le*. el 5, the lower bound 
on the mismatch to each other exceeds the upper bounds on the mismatches to themselvas. 
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IMAGE UNDERSTANDING RESEARCH AT CMU: 

A Progress Report 

John R. Kender and Raj Reddy 

Department of Computer Science 
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Pittsburgh, PA   15213 

INTRODUCTION 

Onr effort-; thK pa'A Mf-yrnr have been to continue 
to develop an Intcpraled demonstration ;.yr.tcm, and tlic 
imacc processing technique that such a '.yr.tnn implies, Wo 
can report proprer.;; on several fronts this pa'.t si* months: 
advances in the theory and implementftlion of low- and 
middle-level image proccssmp, algorithms, Iwsic system 
hardware enhancements, and software systems development. 

For much of this period we have beerf concenlr.itme on 
creating and readaplinp, algorithms for the VAX UNIX 
environment. 

We continue to focus our efforts on three major tasks 
areav The first concerns the understanding of two- 
dimensional aerial and satellite images of the Washington, 
D.C., area. We are examining cost-effective methods of 
matching the visual input agamsi the symbolic map. Major 
effort has been applied to the difficult problems that occur 
when resolution is very good, including the modeling of 
buildings and the problems of shadows. WorK on the three- 
dimensional analogue of this lask--the understanding of 
color images of downtown Pittsburgh--has lead to further 
exploration of the relationships of surface texture to 
surface orientation. Development of high-speed convolution 
algorithms, applicable to both domains, lias also started. 

Our second area of concern is the development and 
evaluation of computer architectures for computer vision. 
FurHier work in this area awaits Uie delivery of the SPARC 
ultra-high speed signal processing computer (Allen, 1979), 
and the installation cf the Programmable Sum of Products 
Operator chip (Kversole, et. al., 1930). Both are being 
developed on subcontract, to Control Data and Texas 
Instruments, respectively. We an.icipate that a fair amount 
of software development will occur on their arrival. 

It is in our third task area that we have devoted much 
of our energies; the development of user-friendly 
interactive aids for imago processing applications. !n 
addition to continuing work on our image data-base 
management programs (McKeown, 1979), v/e have written 
and modified many programs for the new hardware and 
software environment that a UNIX VAX with frame buffer 
provides. Some of our code should also make the IUS 
testbed facility a more efficient environment. 

The following is a more detailed discussion of our 
recent work. 

SYSTEMS 

Software development has spanned many levels of 
software needs. We have worked on the facilities that are 

necessary for interprocess communication to be added to 
UNIX; this will aid the testbed. This has required substantial 
modifications and additions to the C language and its manual. 

A bit higher, we have defined the necessary new 
image format, which more efficiently groups pixels into 
blocks instead of rows. We have coded the support and 
library routines that allow us to easily manipulate images. 
Although a given image can be hardware paged, we have 
provided programs to allow them to be software paged, for 
convenience and efficiency. 

Our Gnnnell frame buffer has been installed. We have 
begun to convert many of our system-level and user-level 
software from our multi-processor Imago Understanding 
System to its n.-w host, the UNIX VAX. The frane buffer will 
provide us with rnuch-nccded flexibility in the display of 
cultural data superimposed upon raw imagery; it also 
contains some local image processing capabilities. We are 
implementing a general-purpose user-level subroutine 
package for the frame buffer, inc aiding a system for 
generating the maps for its color mappini, hardware. 

User-level facilities under development Include 
programs to display multiple images simultaneously, and 
programs for flexible menu display. Many low-level image 
operators and routines have been moved and adapted. 
Specific algorithms newly being brought up for the task 
domains are found in the next section. 

At the level of existing full user systems, we have 
adapted the BROWSE information management system (Fox, 
et. fl., 1979) to the VAX, as one of our interactive aids. The 
KIW.' color-image segmentation system (Shafer, 1980), also 
highly interactive (as well as automatic) is in the process of 
being moved, too. 

And, of course, we have refomated and copied much 
of our large library of images. 

TASKS 

Our   efforts   in   the   task   domains   have   been   both 
practical and theoretic. 

I 
rmmmi 
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Two ',pp.,r.-,l. effort', havo oxplorod algorithms to 
handle h.rh-rc.olul.on acnal imagery The first anticipates 
a sy&fom in which a r,ym„0,lc ,n,.p „ ,K(„l,,te |n ,hc b|]ikl|nn 

levej the Slp.nai is matched to the symbols. Current desirn 
employ,, M „„...•.e spn.mentation -lep, which will be followed 
by a chamfcr-basod matchinC step (Darrow, el al ;9/7) 
The sesmenter is a lypc of reCion-nrower, It appears that 
it may be easier to embed any heuristic Knowlcdcc 
ncccv.ary for U,,, task ,nlo r.uch a r.ep.menter; further "it 
seems ,1 would he easier to inte8rate ouch a .eomenter mto 
the matching step, if ncrcssary. 

Initial dc..,r,n of the sosmentrr was similar lo that of 
Nagao, Matsuyama, and Ikoda (Najjao, et al 197s) 
However, ,1 was necessary to aup.ment and rewrite'portions 
of the alßontlm,, apparently duo to differences in rcoluhon 
and our lack of mullispcclral Information. Several low-level 
operation'. were enhanced and tune< 
heuristic, were added to guide 
Exponmenlalion continues, 

The 

the 
Additionally, 

eßiiicntation. 

second effort lakes a somewhat different 
approach; it Is line-based, and is intended lo help build up 
the symbolic map. In Ihr, l.r.k, we have (our.cd on the 

problem of odractina hi^nly accurate line boundaries of 
builclinG',. As part of this system, wc have experimented 
with various way. of obt.iimnS and rcfinin<; ecl^c profiles 
We believe that an npderMandinS of profiles may lead to a 
new, efficient, and highly accurate method of locatin« and 
tracking, extended line segmenl „ We anticipate that the use 
Of the hnc, tiiemsclve-, will also lead lo efficient 
representations. This work intends to interactively build 
model descriptions of a city, diroclly bom images contained 
in our database. Parallel effort, in using line descriptions 
for irnage-lo-map matching have also begun. 

Continuing research into the rclaJtom of textures to 
surface orientations has produced more theorchc results 
concerning the physical imagmg process, the repre..,enlation 
Of surface Orientation, and the problems of representing 
surfaces themselves (Xender, 1980), (Additionally, some 
aspects of the theory have been implemented and arc bem? 
explored.) "   G 

A general method has been developed to find the 
camera parameiers of focal length and focal point directly 
from features in the image. These parameters correspond 
roughly to the si^e of the lens and to the location of the 
center of the image belorc it was cropped. Until now those 
parameters must have been known a priori before any 
image processing requiring absolute position could begin 
Like all image unclcrstanding !,„>,,,, lho mpth0(, ^^^ 

certain assumptions of the image; the method works best on 

scenes with sharp angles. The method »uggests that 
topological relations between surfaces are'"far more 
important that exact ones; indirectly, it helps explain both 
the success and inextensibility of line-labeling schemes. 

Additional work has revealed some msioht mlo why 
the ground plane is so difficult to find in a single imaoe 
under the conditions or assumptions of orthography. A leas, 
in one common instance, the problem of Nockcr reversal :-' 
compounded by a second ambiguity that leads to situations 
reminiscent of the drawings of Esclier. 

Since texture. are often sparse, Imding and 
representing the su f-Ps Ihey delineate is a dtff.cull task 
II is often that case that a teyturr is largely transparent^ 
consider a window screen, lor example. Rcpresentrng su^h 
textures is difficult, since ,1 implies that the image .keif „ 

multivalurd as far as distances and Oriental.ons al a ■ .,„ 
pi*H are concerned. However, lb,, problem ,., (k:,(,|y 

related lo the problem, of occlusions, „n.-i even of shadows 
(which often are common, but rarely are total). 

A   second    area Of    theoretic    endeavor    {under      "" "   l"    uieoreiic    endeavor    {under    ONR 
support)   is  exploring   three-dimensional   „utoi ,c   com-pt 
formation.    The   goal   r.   a  program   leal   is   given  a  set  of 
examples and non-examples of a concept rcprcsontinc 
three-dimensional objecl (such as a chair) From Ihe'c it 
generates a three-climonsional morlel of the concept The 

approach describes objects as combinations of generalized 
cylinders. Carefully chosen properties of each object 
description are extracted, and compared with olher object- 
to   determine   how   best   to   describe   the   concept   model 
There are many issue 
them   devisin 

that still need to be studied, amonp 
8   heuristics   (or   choosing   promising   feature? 

and for merging features into good models. 

Lastly, we are C/ptOring techniques to decompose 
convolution masks into sequenlilrfly applied submasks that 
are more cost-e((eclive. We hope matrix decompositions 
Wll allow us lo quickly, but accurately, apply operators or 
match templ.des to our images; these expensive operations 
are required in all o( our task do lams. 
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UNDERSTANDING IMAGES AT MIT: 
REl'RESEM ATIVE PROGRESS 

Kent Stocns, Keith Nishihara. 

Brian Schunck. and the StalT 

The Artificial Intelligence laboratory 

Massachusclt«. Institute of lechnology 

In this series of image understanding conference proceedings, we have 

stressed ihe issue of represcmalion In panicular. we have described the 

developmenl by Horn and his collaboralors of Ifu reflectance map, and 

Ihe albedo image (in working with satellite images), and we have 

described the work of Mar'- and his group on the primal sketch, the 2 

1/21) sketch, and axis-based .?-/) models as part of a comprehensive 

theor) of recognition. 

In the November, lOT) Proceedings, we reviewed our contributions to 

the design of adequate representations and enmm 'oled techniques that we 

have devised to exploit them. 

Here we review work by Horn's group on optical flow and work by 

Man's group concerning zero-crossings, stereo, stereo hardware, and the 

contributions oftexlure gradients to the 2 1/2-D sketch. 

Zoro-Crossinns and Ihe Primal Sketch 

Marr's group has devoted considerable attention to the theory of the 

raw primal sketch of the image, a primitive description of the intensity 

changes in tenns of blohs, bars, edges, and terminations, which are 

characterized by position, orientation, contrast, and si/.c. (Ihe full 

primal sketch later emerges when local geometric relations arc made 

explicit along with larger, more abstract descriptions of groupings, 

aggregations, and sumtnari/ing descriptions, e.g., of texture. Marr 

provided the foundations for the full primal sketch by specifying a 

number of grouping operations such as the so-called theta aggregation. 

Here we will report on recent progress on the earlier, raw primal 

sketch.) 

Computing the raw primal sketch falls naturally into two 

parts: (i) die intensity changes at a set of different scales arc first 

computed since intensity changes occur in natural images over a wide 

range of scales, and (ii) the descriptions that arise from these 

independent channels are then combined into the raw primal sketch of 

the image. 

The use of multiple-scale zero-crossings in images filtered by 

convolution with the Laplacian of a two-dimensional Gaussian (V2G) 

is now a central component of early vision computations [Man & 

Poggio 1978; Marr, Poggio & Hildrcth 1979].    This reflects two 

undcrl)ing requirements, the need to separate information in an image 

acairdmg to its scale, and to identify fixed locations on \ icwed surfaces. 

Peaks iu the rate of inlensiu change correlate well with physical 

lotMUons at the smallest scale and diese peaks correspond to zeros in the 

laplacian. Similar information at other scales can be obtained by first 

convoh mg die image with a Gaussian having a suitable space constant. 

Gaussian convolution has the property of removing high frequency 

inlomiation while preserving die local geometric structure of larger 

scale variations in intensity. The two steps, Gaussian convolution 

followed by the Laplacian. can be combined into a single operation of 

convolution with the laplacian of the Gaussian, since 

V2{G*1) = V-G* I. V?G fi tcred images are essentially the same as 

die difference of Gaussian fi lered channels observed in the human 

visual system |M?rr & llildrelh 1979]. 

The zero-crossings ire represented by a set of oriented 

primitives called zero-crossing segmcius. each describing a piece of the 

contour whose intensity slope (rale at which the convolution changes 

across the segment) and local orientation is roughly uniform. Small, 

closed contours are represented as blobs, also with an associated 

orientation, average intensity slope, and size defined by their extent 

along a major and minor axis. 

//cro-crossings and .Sampling Theorems 

Continuing work on Marr and Poggio's stereo theory has led to several 

computational results concerning (i) die relationship between mask sin 

and resolving power at die level of zero-crossings, (ii) the sampling 

interval necessary to lociili/.e those zero-crossings reliably, and (iii) the 

sufficiency of the slopes at zero-crossings as a representation of V^j 

filtered images. The first two parts of Uus work started out as questions 

about the human visual system. Psychophysical experimentation has 

revealed the remarkable capabilities of the human visual system to 

resolve fine detail. Marr. Poggio. and Hildreth [1979] have shown that 

if the 'imi' of resolution is detcnnlncd by the smallest separation at 

which disdnct zeio-crossmg ontours can be obtained between two dots 

or lines, then the VJG mask of the smallest channel in the visual system 

must have a central excitatory diameter (w) of at most 1.5 minutes of 

arc. This is about an octave smaller than the smallest channel (w = 4.38 
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minutes) measured psychophysically b> Wilson and Bergen |1979J 

This fifth channel is also ronsiitem with the optical limitations of the 

eye which place a üieoiotical limit on resolution, and with known 

physiological data concerning midget ganglion cells to the retina which 

are believed to be driven by a single cone cell. 

There is a second type of visual acuity, called hyperacuity. 

which refers M our ability to make accurate Judgments rcquinng the 

locali/ation of some visual fcatuie to a resolution of a few seconds of 

arc. rough.y one fifth the diameter of the smallest foveal cone cells 

[Westhcimer 1976). ilie input to the visual cortex has a sampling 

interval of about I minute of ar which is even coarser than the initial 

cone spacing. To ex ilain tins Marr, Poggio and Hildreth (1979) and 

Crick, Marr and Poggio [1980] have shown that zero-crossings can be 

localized to within a few seconds of arc by straightforward interpolation 

between values at the sample points. 

These results have relevance to both the study of human 

vision and the development of practical machine vision systems.  To 

make the propr.«ics of V^i  filtered images more precise, Keith 

Nishihara has been studying thr constraints placed on V2G filtered 

images by boundary conditions at (i) their zero-crossings and (ii) 

regularly spaced sample points.     ITie objective of the firet is Jo 

determine the degree to which  the slopes at  the  zero-crossings 

dctcrmmc the overall filtered signal. It is Important to understand how 

diffeicnt  two filtered  signals can  be and still  satisfy  the same 

zero-crossing boundary conditions. The nature of V2G filtering does 

not allow a uniqueness theorem such as  1 og, n's [Logan 1977). 

Nevcihcless, it is possible to show that the difference between two 

filtered images which have the same zero-crossings and the same slopes 

at those zero-crossings is bounded in a useful way which depends on (i) 

the smallest distance between zero-crossings at die point in question 

and (ii) the range of magnitudes allowed in the original images. These 

results are consistent with, and strengthen, the earlier empirical results 

by Nishihara which showed that a good approximation to a V^ 

filtered ima,,; can  be reconstructed from just  the  slopes at its 

iero-crv'-ings (Winston 1979).   The techniques used to obtain these 

results can also be used to bound the difference between two V^ 

filtered images having the same values at regularly spaced intervals. 

Stereo Implementation and Stereo Hardware 

The implementation by Eric Crimson of Marr and Poggio's stereo 

algorithm [Marr & Poggio 1978) has been tested successfully on a wider 

range of natural images and this work has led to further refinements of 

the implementation (Grimson & Marr 1979, Grimson 1980, see also 

Crimson's paper in these Proceedings). Much of his effort is presently 

directed toward the problem of interpolation between the contoure of 

known depth provided by the stereo program. The basic components 

of the computer implementation are straightforward and can oe 

implemented efficiently in hardware. 

Noble Larson has completed the design of hardware o 

compute r*C convolutions at near video rates using the Hughes CCD 

convolver chip [Nadd et. al   1979)    The hardware construction is 

undcrwdv and should be completed soon after the chip becomes 

available from Hughes. I jrson and N'shihara are also working on the 

hardware design for the stereo matcher which will work off of the 

outputs of two convolvers, one for each of the stereo images, and it 

should also operate at near video rales.   Ilie stereo hardware has two 

components, matching and statistics checking.    The matching step 

involves determining the number of possible matches (zero-crossings 

with the same sign) in a neighborhood in the left image that is twice as 

wide as the positive pan of V2C. The neighborhood is centered on the 

position corresponding to a ztro-crossing in the right imaje (see 

Crimsons paper for further details). Ifthere is only one possible match 

it is accepted as a candidate match and its position relative to the 

position of the zero-crossing in the other image is passed on to the 

statistics module.   ITie sutistics module receives this information along 

with biLs indicating whether there was a zero-crossing to be matched 

and whether or not at least one possible match was found as a raster 

scan from the matching module,    ITie Marr and Poggio algorithm 

allows candidate matches to be accepted only if the ratio of matches 

found   to   number   of   zero-crossings   requiring   matches   in   a 

neighborhood about the candidate match is greater than what would be 

expected if unrelated images were being compared. This computation 

will be accomplished by buffering the last 20 o, so lines of data from 

the  matcher and  computing  a  running  ratio   for  a  20  by  20 

neighborhood at the current raster position. 

Texture Gradients 

The information content of "texture gradients" has been re-examii.ed 

by Stevens [1980),  Texture gradients are systematic variations in the 

densky, size, and other measures of projected surface texture.   It is 

generally expected that these texture variations encode information 

about the shape of the surface either in the form of surface orientation, 

or distance, or perhaps both. Various mathematical relations have been 

proposed between quantities in the image texture such as density and 

3-D quantities such as distance or slant.    However most of these 

relations are not useful since they embody assumptions (in the form of 

geometric restrictions, e.g., for global planarity) which arc seldom 

satisfied  in natural scenes.   The problems of computing surface 

oricnution and distance were examined in turn. Each computation is 

assumed to have local support in the image. A principle result is that 

while both computations share several common limiting factore, the 

distance computation is often more robust and accurate than the 

surface orientation computation. 

The perspective projection may be usefully thought of as 

comprising two independent transformations to any patch of surface 

texture: scaling and forcshonening. Scaling is due to «stance, 

foreshortening is due to surface oiiontation. A decomposition of the 

problems of computing distance and surface orientation is therefore 



suggested: when compuling distance, the texture measure (the specific 

numeric quantity extracted from each locality of the image texture) 

should vary only with scaling: when computing surface orientation, the 

measure should vary only with foreshortening. 

One consequence of this is that texture density is not a useful 

measure for computing distance or surface orientation, sine? it varies 

with hoth scaling and foreshortening. This explains the observation 

made by some psychologists that a pure density gradient (e.g., of dots) 

is ineffective in suggesting a definite 3-i) surface. If density is not a 

useful measure for computing either distance or surface orientation in 

general, what texture measures should we choose? 

Irirsl consider the distance computation. Distant features on a 

surface project to a smaller si/e than those that are closer, pro» ided the 

features arc physically the same size. Ilierefore a smooth surface of 

unitorm texture presents a continuously varying scale from which 

distance up to a multiplicative constant might be recovered. What 

remain:- to be made precise is the notion of "size" or "scale" in terms of 

real images. ITic appropriate measure for the distance compulatior., 

keeping in mind the measure should vary only with distance and not 

foreshortening, are termed charnclcrisuc dimensions and correspond to 

nonforeshortened dimensions on the surface. Distance up to a scale 

factor may be computed from the reciprocals of the characteristic 

<' .nensions, assuming that the corresponding physical dimensions on 

the surface arc uniform. Since we assume that no a pnuri knowledge of 

the physical makeup of the surface is available at the point in visual 

processing at which the depth map is computed, the computational 

problem centers on choosing the characteristic dimensions, for a natural 

image presents a wealth of potential useful dimensions in any locality of 

the image. Fortunately, characteristic dimensions may be defined in 

the image by the following geometric properties: they are locally 

parallel, oriented pencndicular to the texture gradient, and arc parallel 

to the orientation of greatest texture regularity. Analysis of the local 

image texture can then identify the characteristic dimensions, and their 

reciprocals specify the depth map. 

The precision and accuracy of the depth map is limited by the 

uniformity across the surface of the physical dimensions that 

correspond to characteristic dimensions. Kvidence of uniformity is 

present in the textured image: this evidence would be useful in 

restricting the distance computation to those instances where the depth 

map would be likely correct. The visual evidence for uniformitv of the 

actual surface texture is both local and global. Locally the texture must 

project as regular (c,g„ the characteristic dimensions must have small 

variance locally) and globally the texture must be qualitatively similar. 

Hxamples of similarity measures might be color and intensity statistics, 

coarse shape description and other measures that arc roughly invariant 

over perspective projection, 'Die local regularity and global qualitative 

similarity together allow one to deduce global uniformity, for 

constraints on the physical texture that are so strong as to restrict the 

surface markings to a snail range of sizes in any locality are often 

independent of the position of the markings on the surface,  (For 

example, oak lea>es strewn across a yard arc qualitative!) similar and 

have similar sizes. Die global umformm in leal si/.e h a consequence 

of how leaves grow and is independent of ho» they are distributed 

across the ground.) 

furface orientation is also believed to he computable from the 

texture gradient. There ITC actually two paths thai might lead to a 

representation of local surface orientation [MUT 1977] where the 

primitnes specify the slant and till [StCNcns 1980) of each Msible patch 

of surface. The first path is to first compute a depth map, e.g. by the 

method just described, then to compute the slant and tilt from the 

gradient of distance. This indireci path is succcsftll only when there is 

significant scale iariation in the image and fails for surfaces in 

orthographic projection. (If the surface is relatively distant - tlv 

variation in distance to the surface is insignificant relative to the mean 

distance - then the projection is effecmely orthographic, or parallel 

projeclion. Surface cannot be computed from the depth map in those 

cases because the depth map would falsely indicate a flat surface in the 

frontal plane.) The other path is to attempt to compute surface 

orientation directly from the image. Accordingly, the texture measures 

used in doing so should vary with foreshortening but not v,.ry with 

scaling. However such measures are difficult to interpret unless the 

particular foreshortening function is known which relates the measure 

to surface slant. Furthermore, successive occlusion associated with 

viewing texture which lies in relief relative to the mean surface level 

acts to confound the apparent foreshortening. Slant is therefore 

difficult to compute. However the till may be computed as the 

orienlauon of the characteristic dimensions. 

Atmospheric Modeling 

Turning now to Horn's work, re jail that in the previous proccedino«, we 

listed the following uses for synthetic images: automated generation of 

shaded relief maps, generation of low-le\cl, obliquely-viewed images, 

generation of special maps that bring out particular terrain features, 

classification of ground cover for crop prediction, matching images to 

terrain data for satellite navigation, and making maps for automatic or 

semiautomatic change detection. 

In general, four factor must be considered when making 

synthetic images for these purposes. They arc: (i) imaging geometry ■ 

the projection of the viewed scene onto the image, (ii) incident 

illumination - the intensities and distribution of light sources, (iii) 

surface photometry - the way a surface reflects light, and (iv) surface 

topography - the shape of things in the scene. 

Synthetic images that arc to mimic real ones obtained from 

spaceenft require attention to a fifth factor: the atmosphere attenuates 

visual signals, scatters sourious light into the viewing port of the 

satellite, and illuminates the ground as a large, diffuse light source. 

Sjoberg's paper in these Proceedings describes work on modeling such 

effects. 
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P'ROGRKSn AT TH?. 
ROCHESTER IMAGE UNDERSTANDPJG PROJEC,,, 
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The University of Rochester 
Rochester, *Jew YorV HS2r7 

1.  Model Refinement 

1.1.  Constraint Networks and Procedural 
Description 

One important goal of the Rochester 
Vision  Project  is  to  investigate a 
generalized  representation  of  complex 
objects by semantic networks.   In our 
formulation  these   include  procedural 
invocation in which an executive procedure 
chooses worker procedures to perform a job 
not  just on the basis of input/output 
behavior (as traditional pattern- directed 
invocation does),  but  also taking into 
account cost/benefit estimates and perhaps 
other information as well.  This scheme is 
motivated  by the desire to have  the 
advantages of declarative knowledge about 
what is doable  (the  descriptions)  along 
with   the  advantages  of  procedural 
knowledge about how to  do  it   (the 
workers).   The  declarative,  descriptive 
component will allow conviences such as 
the  modular   addition  of  procedural 
knowledge.  The main research issue is  to 
decide what  exactly needs to be known 
about worker procedures,  and  how  to 
express  that  in a useful and  uniform 
manner.  This must  also be coordinated 
with  the use of  relational constraints 
[Russell and Brown, 1978].  A recent paper 
at Rochester exploring aspects of these 
issues is [Lantz et al., 1978]. 

1.2.  Decision Theory 

The use of decision theory not only 
as an abstract model of intelligent 
perception but as a practical tool to 
maximize computational benefit/cost la 
Voing investigated in the scv1-- " of 

procedural irv-- ■- ■" Tllis work 
in  the  tradition  of Bolles 

P^     Applications In Piomedlcine 
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applications.  BallaM  (see Section c ton 9) 
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2J_     Appl ication j_n Aerial Image Anaiysia 

The three-level organization of Image 
analysis (strategist, executive, worker) 
and a further exploration öf useful 
procedural description mechanisms were 
first applied to photointerpretation work 
in iLantz et al., 1978], The object is to 
use the sorts of knowledge- baocd 
inferencing used by skilled 
photointerpretem, «a^ng with models 
inspire" uy Pho1;ointerpretation Veys ^or 
.aentifying small industries, to do 
reliable and flexible identification of a 

inltmi ^ea 0f 3raan Inductrial installations. 

A second phase of experimentation was 

?nrfni if? ^he analyals of selected 
industrial sites using locally acquired 
??IJ?J  Imagery.  We have now acquired and 

M=! < «a Sample lmaSe fr™ *»»• Defense 
Mapping Agency and are working on the 
structure of our third generation syatem. 
The current plan la to rely heavily on the 
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general techniques described in Sections 1 
and 2 above. 

4^  Image Encoding and Transmission 

4.1  Hierarchical Image Encodings 
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4.2  Composition and Re-interpretation of 
Images 

It is often convenient to specify an 
image in terms of the combination of 
several existing images, rather than 
transmit an entire new , image. The 
combinstion or re-interpretation may 
sometimes be performed with relatively 
simple hardware devices. We have 
developed and implemented several such 
techniques based on the "video lookup 
table" supplied with our Grinnell GWR-26 
display [Sloan and Brown, 1979]. These 
techniques are currently being ust" to 
overlay map features on aerial images, 
display three-dimensional surfaces under 
quickly varying lighting conditions, and 
show short, repetitive motion sequences. 

3.     Component Building 

5.1.  Hardware 

The Grinnell GMR-26 display device is 
DMA-interfaced to an Eclipse computer, i 
and has been invaluable as an output 
device for our experiments. An Optronics 
Colorscan C-4100 ilrum scanner is on site 
and interfaces to the Vision Eclipse. 

Both Eclipse computers are fully 
configured and have been running 
effectively with our distributed  system 

software. A VAX 11/780 (purchased with 
non-DoD funds) is operating and has been 
integrated into the local network. A new, 
larger capacity Eclipse has been added to 
the gateway configuration, giving greater 
capacity and reliability. We are 
expecting several additinal personal 
compters and a laser printer later this 
year. 

5.2.  Software 

Advanced system software support is 
now used routinely, and more is under 
development. Communications protocols and 
distributed computing packages fEeldman 
1P78, Sheininger and Sabbah 19T7, 
Selfridge 1^79, Sloan 1^78] have b^en 
developed to allow access to the G^H-^fi 
through the local ALTO computers or the 
remote PDf-10, to achieve reliable 
transmlss-i on between distributed 
processes, to produce graphics and 
halftone images on AL^O screens from the 
PDP-10, and to allow file transfer and 
telnet to the Arpanet. At Rochester, the 
RIG messae is the lingua franca that 
allows processes on remote machines to 
command the GMR-?^, perform file 
manipulations, and other operations. Some 
of our work has been utilized by other 
image understanding groups, most 
extensively at SRI. We have been working 
closely with other III contractors 
(particularly CMW) to develop a uniform 
communication facility for use in the 
testbed . 

A comprehensive library of vision 
routines [Sloan 1077-791 \yns been 
developed, centralized, documented, and 
incorporated into the NEXUS system. ""hey 
allow interactive users a wide range of 
image-processing and display (graphics, 
halftone, color and B^W TV) capabilities. 
A program to acquire images ^rom the 
Optronics scanner and package them 
according to our Raster Image Pile Format 
TSelfridge and Sloan, IW] has been 
developed and is in routine use. 

6.  Motion Understanding 

Understanding motion pictures has 
always presented an unusually difficult 
problem to computer vision efforts. "he 
compelling gestalt induced in humans by 
moving objects Is not well understood, and 
so there is little leverage on the 
immediate problems resulting ^rom the 
large mass of data in multl- frame images. 
We began on a pared-down version of the 
problem which nevertheless offers an 
interesting set of perceptual phenomena to 
model. The domain is raulti- frame Images 
of animal motion; initial research is 
being carried out on sequential images of 
points of light attached to  joints.  A 
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detailed  progress report was presented at 
the last IU Workshop. 

"h.     Parallel Algorithm Developnent 
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We approach the texture problem by 
ding texture regions into meaningful 
elements of similar intensity sample 
ts, then using rotation- and 
e-invariant shape measures to 
acterize these regions and finally 
rmining spatial  relationships among 
sub-elements.   3y    using a decision 
program structure, easily 
rimlnated textures are separated 
ikly, and more complex textural 
cture is extracted only when necessary 
eson. Brown, and Feldman, 1977]. A 
r report on this work will be 
lable this summer. 

2i, Applications in Biomedicine 

The m 
chest radi 
an illust 
Rochester 
procedure 
and top-d 
The object 
amounts 
without un 
on  a de 
structures 
about how 
which uses 
image-unde 
complete 
developed 

odel-directed finding of ribs in 
ographs [Ballard, 1978] provides 
ration of the use of the 

Vision Syprem, Incorporating 
description, utility measures, 
own,  model-directed perception. 
here Is to cope with large 

of possibly low-quality data 
due processing time by depending 
claratlve model of anatomical 
, described procedural knowledge 
to locate them, and an executive 
decision theory to control the 

rstandlng process. A prototype 
analysis sytem Is now  being 

A novel and urii^orm method of 
describing arbitrary ^uncMons on the unit 
sphere (which define "museum-viewable" 
volumes) is under investigation, with 
immediate application to an^+omlcal 
s + ructures iSehudy and ■"allar'', 1 OTO 1. 
The idea is rela + ed to the weTl-'cnown 
Fourier descriptions of two-dim°nslonal 
shape. Volumes ire modelled and described 
as +he leading coe-^f i ci en+s 1n certain 
spherical harmonic expansions of the 
volume functions. '"his me+hod olso allows 
lernst squared error fittlnn o^ volumes in 
coefficient space, which interfaces nicely 
with routines that locate the 
three-dimensional bojndaries of volumes in 
im-ige data. 

Applications of generalized cylinders 
[Agin, in'72l previously have been limited 
to simple cross sections. We use 
B-splines as an embedding for generalized 
cylinders fshani, 1o7ol. ^his allows an 
efficient realization o^ the original 
notion of generalized cylinders as 
arbitrary cross sections about a space 
curve. 
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SPATIAL UNDERSTANDING 

Thomas 0. Binford 

Artificial Imell.gence Laboratory, Computer Science Department 
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305 

Abstract 

We have introduced a ^presentation mechanism in 
ACRONYM for specific and generic objects and partially 
specified scenes. The mechanism relies on specialization by 
constraints on a class of variables called quantifiers. The 
specialization mechanism is used in implementing constraints 
in interpretation associated with alternate candidate model 
matches. The rule language of ACRONYM has been 
entirely revised to simplify rule sets. 

A powerfil system has been developed for determining 
parameters of object models in interpretations of image 
descriptions. This enables subsequent information gathering 
and detailed testing of small object structures. 

INTRODUCTION 

We  describe  extensions  to  ACRONYM, the model-based 
interpretation   system.   ACRONYM   includes  a  geometric 
modeling subsystem, a geometric reasoning subsystem, and 
subsystems for desciption. prediction, and interpretation. The 
geometric modeling system supports a high level language for 
object   models   as   structures   of  generalized   cylinders.   A 
rUe-based   geometric  reasoning  subsystem  is  used  by  the 
other subsystems. We use the word description to mean a 
structure    instantiated    from    representation   elements,    a 
structure   of   relations   and   primitives   at   all   levels.   By 
description    process    we    mean    building   up   structural 
descriptions  from  image  level  to the level of volume or 
surface.   By   prediction,   we   mean   synthesizing  structural 
descriptions   at   the   level   of  observables  (edges,  ;ibbons, 
surfaces  in  stereo) or closely related level. Prediction and 
description are closely complementary and interact closely in 
that they share the same knowledge base. We report work In 
ail these parts of ACRONYM, but particularly in geometric 
rtaionlng and Interpretation with partially constrained object 
modoh and scenes, and in determining model parameters in 
interprecation. 

ACRONYM 

ACRONYM Interprets in the domain of volumes; we are 
working on two approaches to go from images to volume». 
We have developed the predictive approach furthest, to 
make a first tentative identification between image features 

and obssrvables of objects, then to make detailed verification 
of those mrerpretations. Lowe has built an imp -tant element 
of the detailed verification stage, a program wl ich solves for 
model     parameters    given     an     identifies;    )    of    image 
descriptions with observables of a model ([6]'    liven accurate 
model par?meters, gathering of additional   .iformation and 
detailed  search for small features can b   carried out. The 
system provides a natural way of using partial knowledge as 
constraints on model parameters, e.g. the fact that an aircraft 
is   on   the   ground   implies   its   support   points   are  in   a 
horizontal plane. The system determines model parameters 
and  a coordinate transform which relates the object to the 
observer frame. It includes articulated models and constraint 
relations    on    parameters.    It    sets   up   a   search   system 
automatically with appropriate parameters. The solution is 
expressed  in terms of image features which are lines and 
points; lines are a natural output from image descriptions. 
Newton-Raphson search converges in less than 6 iterations 
typically, with each iteration executing in about 20 msec on a 
DEC KLIO in compiled MACLISP. We are extending the 
system to svaU-ate which parameter can be determined, to 
set up constra.nt conditions on those parameters which can 
be    determined,    to   set   up   Initial   estimates   for   search 
parameters, and to evaluate which measurements should be 
made   to   determine   parameters   which   have   not   been 
sufficiently constrained. 

GEOMETRIC REASONING 

Previously, the rule language was quite limited. The data 
base for rules consisted of assertion triples. Because most 
geometric information was in Object and Observability 
graphs, most manipulations took place outside the rule 
mechanism in the form of side effects which were not 
transparent to the rule based reasoning. Brooks has made a 
completely new, much generalized rule language which works 
with Object and Observability graphs directly. Rule sets are 
much simpler and dearer, much less is hidden and the 
system has much more power. The rule base for aircraft 
recognition has been redone in the new rule language. 

Brc has introduced a new mechanism for dealing with 
part. ./ specified objects and scenes ([2]). ACRONYM 
incorporates resty'ctUn nodes which represent the following 
with onr mechanism 1. instances or subclasses of models; 2. 
multiple aspects of a singl ■ abjer?; and 3. multiple candidate 
ribbons matching a single object and multiple object 
Interpretations   for   single  image   ribbons.  They  all  ire 
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represented  as specializations of models, Part.allv soec.f.ed 

a r:^"1 svr:presen;ed by ^'^ ää 
re;^sr^ic

rr
stra,ms-They prov,de • ^ 

2jrÄülP^ USeS qUamif,eri '" ma^,ng .mage desmptlons Wlth object ^^ whfn g       ? 
em   .Ve  matche5  of features as

P
ri^

ak 

b "reu'rrquant,f,er$ pf cand'date --- °" 
rnn.1 the Same tlme' " checks consistency of 

mak "'"l^r5 Th,S Pr0V,deS a P-^" -chan^fo making globally consistent interpretat.ons of local constramts 

sTruct^7;?: 1S being Chan^ » • -le-based control 
structure, .n order to sat.sfy these new requirements Figure 1 
shows one aspect of ACRONYM structure. g 

l^Jiw'T and P,anner haS neW "P^"'"« f« pred.ct.on   of  quasi-mvariant   observables   usmg  symbolic 

o^r'r; irss' t:sforms of «-^ä 
Packaged ^r^iSar It "U quasi-inva^ant,     whjch     „    ran n 

"ormation   ab°^  the particular case,  .nclud ng dynam 
information which arises in the course of matching6    ' 

FIGURE 1 
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MACUSP  ZrSTtt1* e0nVerting 0Ur Vision 9-W to 
ACRONYM   TT U   t0   integrate   ^   caPabi,i"«  '" At RONYM. The conversion Is intended also t0 feMOM 

portability to the VAX system, as well „ mo..,., 10w,rd 

compatibility with a segment of the Image Understandmg 
community We advocate ARPA development of a 
MACLISP^LISPM portable system to complement ADA We 
are planning to sdopt graphics and image handling protocols 

SMS! ?£ i0me SUbSel 0f ,U «rouPs SRI's proposals 
tCtuam] look like good choices. We have transported Nevatia 
and Babus edge finding and curve linking system to the 
w AU S time-sharing system [Nevatia]. 

STEREO VISION 

Arnold and Bmford are working out detailed geometric 
constraints for stereo correspondence. Any correspondence 
between two images represents a particular evaluation 
function and search procedure among all the possible 
correspondences. CDC minimized mismatch along epmolar 
hnes on ,  |lne t0 |jne basjs  using ^^ ^ 

with a heurist.cally chosen evaluation /unction We are 
designing an evaluation function from f .st principles, while 
considering solution procedures which include interline 
constraints. . he dynamic programming procedure requires 
significant improvements: ?irst. it does not have solutions 
with overhang because two sequences of edges must have 
monotomc correspondence. Second, it should include interline 
constraints; we have generalized the procedure to include 
interline constraints, however it requires prohibitive 
computation cost. ^vmoiuve 

It Is well known that two views of n indistinguishable points 
have n-squared ambiguous correspondences. Along a smele 
epipolar line, after all local distinctions between edres are 
made,    the    n-squared    ambiguity    remains    amonV    all 
indistinguishable  subsets.   If two views are interpreted by 
mapp.ng onto a single underlying surface, then stretchm? 
and cutting m the image correspond to tilting, bending, and 
folding of the surface. With n indistinguishable edges the-e 
appear to be of order n.N surface interpretations (where N u 
the  number of occlusions at depth discontinuities), given 
reasonable Interpretation assumptions. That is a significant 
reduction, small enough to be enumerable. However  there 
are   powerful  constraints  which  reduce tha' number   An 
important general constraint Is occlusion. Arnold has derived 
an image condition necessary for occlusion; we intend to find 
a  related  sufficient condition. We have found additional 
strong local comtraints on »urface imerpreutlom, These will 
be described In a forthcoming paper. 

One of the strongest constraints is continuity of edges from 
f'ne to line. Arnold used edge continuity previously [Arnold 
77J with considerable success without these additional 
geometric constraints. Liebes is developing constraints for 
cultura scenes, for horizontal and vertical surfaces 
particularly planes and cylindrical surfaces. Vertical surfaces 
give special problems In establishing correspondence 
however there are strong special case constraints for these 
surfaces. Those constraints are useful also In establishine 
correspondence in cultural areas for passive navigation using 
linear features. e 

BaVer describes an edge-based stereo mapping system which 
searches   for   consistent   edge  correspondences   line-by-line 
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along  epipular  |lnes an)   At  then  re]Kts p        t ^.^ 
violate mterlme continuity. Implementation of the system was 
motivated   by  a  desire for speed; it executes in about 30 
seconds  for  256x256 images.  Edges are obtained by zero 
cross.ngs of 1x7 and 7x1 bar masks. They are paired or, the 
basis of matching contrast or intensity on one side of the 
edge.  For each  edge there are a set of   possible matches, 
formerly, a branch and bound search procesi was used to 
establish   correspondence.   That   has   been   replaced  by  a 
/iterbi    algoruhm   dynamic   programming   method.   The 
Viterbi algorithm is much faster. It returns only a single best 
solut.on however, which may be error sensitive. That is the 
locally optimal solution for single lines may not be globally 
consistent. A later stage removes some of these errors. The 
program  uses  a  coarse to fine search  procedure like the 
binary search correlator introduced by ([8]), however limited 
to  single  epipolar   lines.   Branch   and   bound  search  and 
dyi.amic    programming    both    sought    solutions   which 
maximize   the   number  of  edgei   which   matched;  among 
»o ut.ons with equal number.- of edge matches, they sought 
solutions   which   minimize  the  sum of squared  errors of 
intensities of intervals to either side. Pairings for individual 
epipolar  lines   are  tested  for consistency  by testing dtpth 
continuity. The consistency procedure follows connoted edges 
in    both   images,   calculating   local   mean   and   standard 
deviation of disparity, and removing pairings by a sequence 
of tests on disparity. o     ;       i 

Clarkson and Binford are evaluating feasibility of improving 
the solution program for the stereo camera transform ([3]) to 
make it more stable and robust, i.e. less sensitive to errors of 
mismatched   points,  to improve speed of solution, and to 
make  a  single solution  program  for both degenerate and 
non-degenerate cas-s. The solution must determine a rotation 
of one camera coordinate system relative to the other (3 
parameters)  and   a  translation  unit  vector of one camera 
center relative to the other (2 parameters). Rays through the 
two lens centers to a single space point are coplanar. This 
provides one constraint per point Translation parameters are 
poorly determined  in  the degenerate case with little relief 
compared to camera distance. We are investigating solutions 
which separate out subspace solutions. Clarkson has found a 
condition  using pairs of correspondences to d-termine the 
rotation  independent of the translation. He is evaluating 
whether   that   constraint   system   has   a   computationally 
effective    solution.     We    are    also    considering    using 
corresponding lines, which are natural for edge operators 
and   considering   alternative  parameteriza'^ons which may 
lead tc simplified solutions. 

EDCE-BASED DESCRIPTION 

We are developing an improved edge finding and curve 
nnking program based on extensions of the approach of the 
Binford-Horn system ([5]). At that time we considered the 
following problems and solutions for them: 1. Smooth 
shading gives continuous areas of false edges with gradient 
operators. Solution: "lateral inhibition", difference from the 
local average. 2. Low contrast edges are difficult to find. 
Solution: directional derivatives of laterally inhibited signal- 
sequential detection edge-linking algorithm. 3. Gradient 
operator» do not provide accurate edge estimates (a function 

's Hat near its maximum). Solution: interpolate edges from 
zero-crossings of the laterally inhibited signal t Texture and 
surface narks provide spurious edges. Solution Use 
directional derivatives and use a non-l.near measure 
(gaussian residuals) in curve linking. We are work.ng towaro 
improved localization in position and angle, curve l.nking 
which is isotropic in angle, and improved treatment of 
spurious marks 

Marr and coworkers have given a valuable alternative 
motivation for the use of zero crossings, based on analogy 
with Logans theorem on characterizing one-dimensional 
waveforms from zero crossings «7)). They provide powerful 
insight *nto the role of zero crossings in natural stereo vision 
and edge finding. 

PLANS 

Research will continue to extend the interpretation 
capabilities of ACRONYM. The module for determmat.on 
of model parameters will be integrated into ACRONYM and 
it will be extended to deal with partial information. The 
representation mechanism for quantifiers and »pecialfation 
by constraints will be completed. Both will be used in 
experiments in interpretation with aircraft and vehicles. 

^™,!,\,weg'nn,ng on exter»ding descriptive parts of 
ACRONYM beyond edges and regions to surfaces and 
volumes, using generalized cylinders. In addition, we will 
integrate stereo with ACRONYM and implement a part of 
the large descriptive system of ([9]). 
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THE   SRI   IMAGE  UNDERSTANDING   PROGRAM 

A-   Flschler   (Principal   Investigator) 
SRI  International 

Menlo  Park,   California    94025 

INTRODUCTION 

Research  at   SRI   International   under   the ARPA 
Image Understanding Program „as   initiated   to 
investigate  „ays   in  „nich  diverse  sources   of 
knowledge might  be  brought   to bear on  the  problen, 
of  analyzing and  interpreting aerial   images.     The 
nitial phase of  research „as  exploratory and 

identif^c   various  means   for exploiting knowledge 
in  processing aerial photographs  for such  military 

.uldan     ^V5  CartograPhy.   intelligence,   „eapon 
guidance,   and  targeting.     A key concept   Is   the  use 
of  a  generalized digital  map  to guide  the  process 
of   image analysis.    The  results of   this  earlier 
work „ere  Integrated  into an  interactive  computer 
system   called   "Ha„keye"   [,]■     This  system  provides nece  s baslc  facllltles   for  a ^ P   « 

t   ^ovLer^f"15^ and  Ph0t0  ^"pretation,  and it  provides  a framework „ithin „hioh other 
applications   can  be   readily  demonstrated. 

Research subsequently  focused  on development 
of  a  program capable of  expert  performance  in a 
specif   c  task domain-road monitoring.     The prlmarv 
objective  of  this ongoing  research  is  to buUd a    ' 
computer system that   "understands" the nature of 
roads  and  road evento.     It   is  intend  that   it  be 
capable  of  performing such  ta.ks as. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3; 

Finding  roads  in aerial  Imagery. 

Distinguishing vehicles  on  roads  from 
shado„3,   signposts,   road markings,   etc. 

Comparing multiple  Images and symbolic 
information pertaining  to  the  same  road 
segment,   and deciding whether significant 
changes  have occurred. 

The  general  approach,   and  details  of   technical 
progress   on  developing  the  components   cf   the  Road 
Expert  are contained  in References   [2-6].     We  are 
no„  integrating these separate  components   Int'o a 
coherent  system that  facilitates  testing and 
evaluation and „ill be  in a form suitabL  lor 
transfer  to  the ARPA/DMA Integrated Demonstration 
System   ("tt3tbed").     Plans  for  the Road E 

l0n 

demonstration system are presented  in Reference 

Recently,  „e have  initiated major efforts   in 

o  nriR^10113-     The   ""'   iS   ^  ™^   °t* joint ARPA/DMA program to provide a frame„ork  for 
demonstrating  the applicability of  imagf 

IU coT^ 8 """^ (fr0m ^roughout the entire 
ID community; to military problems in general, and 
to  the problems of automated  cartography  in 

are  described  later in this paper. 

The second  effort   is   to  broaden the  scope  and 
genera   ity of  our  image  understanding  research- 
specifically  in  the areas  of   3-D  terrain 

d^s   rTMdln8'/erCePtUal   reasoning.   ^d   image 
description and matching.     A complementary  research 
program  (described   in Reference   [7]),  jointlv 
supported  by  ARPA  and NSF,   augments   th'se 
investigations   by  focusing  on   fundamental 

vismuPaTnrl0nal  V^t**  "^^"S  ««ly  stages   of vlsual  processing   in both  man and  machines. 

THE ARPA/DMA  INTEGRATED  DEMONSTRATION 
SYSTEM   ("TESTBED") 

Overview 

ARPA and DMA have   jointly  established  an 
integrated  demonstration  system   ("testbed"),   „ith 
SRI  as   the   integrating  contractor.     The  system 
which   is  being  developed  at   SRI,   is   Intended   ^  be 
used  for demonstrating  and  evaluating  the 
applicability  of   IU research  to cartography.     For 

sILlT^  lt Wl11 haVe  a  U8er mterface'that 
slnulates   the environment  of  a cartographic  „ork 
station consisting  of  a  computer „ith CRT  terminal 
an    nage display with  track  ball,  and a digitizing 

wh  ch'or^6  eXCepti0n  0f   ^ '«UltS.tS 
bv DMA     ^ P^poses  will be  performed olt-line 
by DMA     the  system will  SUppol-t  aU  ^j^ 

ZloZ'lZ:^  a  —-y evolving degrePeSofln 

Initially  the  system will allow interactive 

mUarto^ T'l^  ^^  ***'  ln a  fash^ similar  to Hawkeye   [1].     Existing maps,  for 
example,   can be  overlaid on  new imagery,   edited 
an     extended     using a  variety   of  inte^ctive  aids 
for  tracing  linear features and modeling objects. 

the' lÄfiJ alr allr rem0te —uaonJ(OVer the ARPANET)   of automated  and  semi-automated 
techniques  developed by  IU contractors.     Those 
techniques  whose  utility  and   reliability  justify 

Itll^lT^110" W1U  then ^  ^-^P-ated   lL 

F«!^'  SySte^, Wil1 alS0 be  usable as  a research 
facility,   providing  the  IU and DMA communities with 
access  to  the most  advanced  tools available.     This 
plus  the  existence of  compatibility standards  for   ' 
programs  and  data,  will encourage building upon the 
work of others,   allowing more  ambitious projects  to 
be undertaken.     Furthermore,   the availability  of 
common data sets  „ill promote more systematic 
evaluation of  competing  techniques. 

The above  objectives share  the  requirement  for 
a very  flexible architecture so that  co'ntribut  ons 
developed  in a diverse  community  can be fully 

' 
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utilized.  Integration support must be provided for 
a wide range of contributions, from primitive image 
processing techniques (e.g., an edge follower) to 
stand-alone subsystems {e.g., an expert system for 
terrain modeling).  Language and operating system 
support must be sufficiently broad to encompass 
programs running under the multitude of systems 
used throughout the community.  These systems cdn 
be expected to hange continuously during the 
testbed's lifetirec. 

To meet these requirements, the system will be 
configured as a lib.ary of application modules that 
accepts Input and deposits results in a shared 
global data base.  For normal research and 
development, modules can be directly controlled in 
an Interactive environment via the keyboard and 
graphical devices.  For demonstrations a front-end 
process is Interposed, simulating the environment 
of a cartographic work station similar to Hawkeye. 
This interface facilitates communication with the 
system via menus (e.g., ZOG) or limited natural 
language (e.g., LIFER, RITA) and includes a "help" 
facility. 

Ea..!: application module performs a well- 
defined, high- or low-level task.  Modules are 
independently compiled so each can be imp lernented 
in different languages and can reside on different 
processors.  Modules interact with each other by 
means of a standard interfacing mechanism, 
resembling a procedure call.  Details of how 
control is actually passed will, of course, vary, 
depending upcr. the level of module integration 
(same address space, same processor, or remote 
processor). 

Most data Interactions will be affected by 
accessing the shared data base.  Modules operate on 
common data fron- the data base and deposit their 
results back into the data base, where they will be 
available for display or subsequent processing by 
other modules. 

The data base is accessed via a uniform query 
language, which enforces compatibility and 
raaintaino integrity without constraining a module's 
Internal representation. Modules need not know the 
source of the data they use nor who will use their 
results.  For example, a program that needs the 
locations i t edges in Image X will look in the data 
base; if they are not there, the program requests 
the use of an edge-locator module which will 
deposit results  tagged as "edges for image X" in 
the data base, where they will remain available for 
future use.  The data base is thus the key to 
modularity in a large integrated system. 

The VAX 11/780 has been selected as the main 
testbed machine  All tightly integrated parts of 
the system will be resident there.  All other III 
machines will be viewed uniformly as remote ARPANET 
hosts, including SRI's KL-10.  However, the SRI KL 
will have a high-speed channel to the VAX via a 
shared disk, so application modules runr.ing there 
will incur minimal overhead- 

SRI Is building a core system on the VAX.  It 
will include a data base and some general system 

utilities, such as display servers, data base 
manager, work station front end, and an ARPANET 
gateway. 

Development of application modules will 
proceed in parallel at all 1U sites.  Each site 
will maintain local copies of relevant parts of the 
official data base (e.g., imagery) needed to 
develop and demonstrate their routines.  Each site 
will also be able to call remotely resident modules 
over the network, using the gateway mechanism. 

SRI will use the ARPANET to exercise 
application modules in the context of the core 
system.  As utility and performance justify, 
modules will be Imported to run at SRI on our KL or 
VAX.  As the final demonstration likes form, 
critical modules may be recoded to integrate 
efficiently with the core VAX environment. 

Having completed the system definition, our 
time schedule is to do the detailed design and 
construction of the core system In 1980, Integrate 
application modules provided by the 11 community in 
'981, and evaluate and possibly extend the system 
in 1982. 

Progress 

The VAX 11/780 computer system has been 
installed at SRI.  The B.C.  Berkeley UNIX and 
DEC/VMS operating systems have been obtained and 
subjected to benchjiark testing to determine their 
relative merits with respect to our special needs. 
Since UNIX has been agreed upon as the ARPA 
community standard, our use of VMS will be 
compatible with, and fully support, a UNIX 
operating environment.  Processing environment 
standards to facilitate the community-wide effort 
are required for the success of the testbed effort 
and have received a great deal of attention on our 
part in recent months.  A document describing our 
detailed plans and proposals in this area is 
currently available.  (Requesters can obtain this 
file over the ARPANET from the file <TESTBEDDOC> 
INTEGRATION.D0C(3SRI-KL. ) 

RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

Two of our recent research accomplishments are 
described in papers published in these proceedings. 

A paper by Fischler and Bolles [8] introduces 
a new paradigm. Random Sample Consensus (RAN3AC), 
for fitting a model to experimental data. RANSAC 
is capable of Interpreting/smoothing data 
containing a significant percentage of gross 
errors, and thus is ideally suited for applications 
in automated image analysis where interpretation is 
based on the data provided by error-prone feature 
detectors. A major portion of this paper describes 
the application of RANSAC to the Location 
Determination Problem (LDP):  given an image 
depicting a set of landmarks with known locations, 
determine that point in space from which the image 
was obtained.  New results are derived for the 
minimum number of landmarks needed to obtain a 
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thiL        ,'/       fl80rtU>«   are   given  for  computing 
these  minl^-landraark  solutions   In   closed   form 
These  results  form  the basis   for an autonatlc 
system that  can solve  the  LDP under  severe vieviP. 
rnd  analysis  conditions.     Implementation  details 
and  computational  examples  are also presented. 

A paper by Quam   [9]   addresses  problems 
associated  „1th  the  access   of  elements   of   large 
multidimensional  arrays when  the  order of  access  Is 
either unpredictable  or   Is  orthogonal  to  the 
conventional  order  of  array  storage.     Large arrays 
(specifically  arrays  which  are   la%er   than

8  ^     * 
Physical  memory available  to store  them)  must  be 
accessed either by  the virtual  memory  system of   the 
computer and operating  system or by  direct   input 
and  output  of blocks  of  the array to a  file  sys  em. 
In either  case,   the  direct   result  of  an 

hnePaPrrPrife T'" ^  reference  ^   'he  elements  of 
ehe  array   is  the very  time-consuming movement  of 
data  between  levels  in  the  memory hierarchy,   often 
costing  factors  of  three  orders  of  magnitud^   In 
algorithm performance. 

The access  to elements  of  large arrays   Is 
decomposed  into  three  steps;     transformation  of  the 
subscript  values of  an  n-d imensional  „«,   into  the 
element   number   In  a  one-dimensional  virtual   array- 
mapping of  virtual  array position  to  physical 
memory  position    and access  to  the array  element   in 
P  ysical memory.     The  virtual-to-physiJl  mapping 
step   is  unnecessary on  computer  systems  with 
sufficiently  large virtual  address spaces. 

A  subscript  transformation  Is  proposed   that   is 
believed  to solve most  of  the  order-of-access 
problems  associated with  conventional array 
storage.     This  transformation  Is a  based  on an 
nddltlve decomposition of  the  calculation  of 
element  number  in  the array  into  the sum of  a Mt 
ot   integer functions applied  to  the set of 
subscripts  as  follows; 

element-numherd,j  k. ■> " fUi)  + fj(j) 
+ fk(k) + ... 

which1^ fT"8 fC'r the tra'lsf°"*"°n functions 
which minimize access time to the elements of the 
array depend on the characteristics of the memory 
hierarchy of the computer system and the order of 
accesses to the elements of the array.  It Is 
conjectured that there are easily obtained models 
for system and algorithm access characteristics 

LIZ  f  ^a prfgmat1ca1-' ' °Ptlmum choice can be 
made for the subscript transformation functions! 

and f]^  r6 ^ tableS t0 eval"at. the functions fl 
and fj makes the Implementation very efficient 
usl:,g conventional computers.  When the array 
accesses are made in an order Inappropriate to 
conventional array storage order, this scheme 
requires far less time than for conventional array 
accesseslng schemes otherwise the accesring timel 
«re comparable.  The semantics UH a set procedures 
for array access, array creation, and the 
association of arrays with file names is defined. 
For computer systems with insufficient virtual 

memory such as the PDP-10, a software virtual to 
Physical mapping scheme Is used.  Implementations 
to access pixels of large Images stored as two- 
dimensional arrays of „ bits per element for the 
VAX and PDP-10 series computers are presented. 
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PROGRESS IN IMAGE UNDERSTANDING RESEARCH AT USC 

Ramakant Nevatia 
and 

Alexander A. Sawchuk 
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Los Angeles, California 90007 

We have continued work at various levels of 
our IU system and started to evaluate techniques 
for applxcations to DMA supplied images. These 
act^t.es are described in more detaU In ou 
semiannual technical report |1J, and the 

following contains only a brief abstraction. 

IMAGE MATCHING 

Matching of an image to a symbolic map, or 
a symbolic description of another image is 
central for the tasks of map updating and change 
detection. In the past „e have described 
results using aerial images of areas such as San 
Francisco, Stockton, San Diego, etc [2] 
These previous techniques used a simple mashing 
scheme, with each element in one description 
being matched to the best corresponding element 
in the other description, and not allowing for 
any revision based on the .matching of other 
neighboring elements. We have now incorporated 
a relaxation matching algorithm. This algorithm 
is different from those used by Rosenfeld and 
associates [3], in use of a well defined 
optimization citerion. Details nf this 
algorithm are described in a separate paper in 
these proceedings [4] . 

TEXTURE ANALYSIS 

as  they  validate the sufficiency of the models 
used for analysis. 

SEGMENTATION 

We are trying to use the texture analysis 
techniques to aid m scene segmentation. 
Texture features car be used as intensity 
features for segmentation. However, 
difficulties arise because texture features must 
be measured over a window assumed ro contain a 
•ingle texture only. Also, texturt features 
have many components and should be treated as a 
vector. Faugeras and Lee give some prelimirary 
results in |11. ' 

Another segmentation project is to develop 
techniques foi segmenting images that have 
ummodal intensity (or color) histograms. This 
happens typically when the image consists mostly 
of a large background region, with small but 
significant other regions. Faugeras and Bhanu 
have developed s gradient relaxation technique 
to modify the histogram to bring out the peaks 
corresponding to the small regions [1] 
Currently, this technique is anplicable if only 
two types of regions are present in the image  ' 

We have continued development of our 
structural texture analysis techniques. The 
analysis uses micro-euges detected in a texture 
and derives repetition pattern characteristics 
of these edges. Our previous presentations have 
described techniques for determining the width 
of texture primitives and a repetition period 
if any. Our new techniques are also able to 
extract the length of the primitives and thus 
describe the shapes of the primitives. The 
usefulness of these descriptions for recognition 
of natural textures is currently being tested. 

TEXTURE SYNTHESIS 

We have several ongoing projects in 
synthesis of natural textures fro* a stochastic 
model using few parameters. The techniques 
include auto-regressive model in* with 
conditional expectations and algebraic 
reconstruction techniques. Models for texture 
synthesis are also useful for texture  analysis 

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

In continuing work with Hughes Research 
Laboratories, Malibu, California, we are 
investigating the use cf VLSI technology for 
hardware i,.iplementaticn of IU algorithms. We 
have chosen to investigate the following 
algorithms initially: 

i) Nevatia-Babu Line Finder (5) 
ii) Ohlander Region Segmentor [6] 

iii) Laws Texture Analysis System (7) 

The choice of the abc e three algorithms 
Ml based on their compuration intensive nature, 
their use for a broad range of orobiems and 
experience with a large number of images fo ■ tne 
first two. Mso these algorithms are largely 
local and hence easier to implement in VLSI 
hardware, where re^. mg interconnections is 
important. Further, the three algorithms have 
common kernels, such as convolution, but also 
require  different  subsequent  processing.   K 
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study of there should provide valuable feedback 
on the feasibility of hardware implement at .on 
lor a large class of algorithms. 

At this time, no decision on algorithms for 
actual implementation has be<n made and opinions 
ot the l\l community art- invited on the 
suitability o: the proposed algorithms as well 
as suggestions for other algorithms. 
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TOWARD THE RECOCNITION OF CULTURAL FEATURES 
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Computer Vision Laboratory 
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ABSTRACT 

The goal of this re^arch Is to find a method 
tor recognition of cultural features such as roads 
and buildings extracted from aerial photographs 
The approach Involves several successive stapes of 
grouping of linear features.  In this process, it 
is highly desirable to avoid firm decisions at any 
stage, but rather to make fuzzy or "probabilistic" 
decisions whenever possible, thus deferring commit- 
ments until they are confirmed by other evidence 
The decisions at each stage are based on as much 
information as possible, and each stage uses an 
appropriate type of data representation.  In this' 
report, the stages of the feature extraction oro- 
cess, as they are presently conceived, are de- 
scribed, and examples of results obtained at the 
first few stages are given. 

INTRODUCTION 

Cultural features often contrast with their 
surrounds, and are usually bounded by sharp, local- 
ly straight edges.  Thus In order to find cultural 
features, edge detection and line finding tech- 
niques  can be used as a starting point.  Such 
techniques have been studied for many yf-.rs; par- 
tial surveys may be found in [1-5]. 

Several considerations have led us to use an 
edge-based approach at the pixel level.  We first 
use local operators to estimate the magnitude and 
direction of the gradient at each point.  We then 
use an iterative process at the pixel level to ad- 
just the magnitudes and directions.  See [6] for 
more details.  The approach to feature extraction 
at the University of Southern California [4] is 
also edge-based, but it involves a one-step process 
of non-maximum suppression and thresholding, rather 
than an Iterative, quantitative process.  The USC 
approach is thus computationally cheaper, but it is 
probably more likely to make error«. 

After extracting edges at the pixel level 
we want to construct a more global data representa- 
tion.  This will allow us to use more knowledge 
about cultural features.  In order to obtain a more 
global representation a global stralghtness crite- 
rion is used In defining connected components of 
edge pixels by requiring each pixel's direction to 

•"Permanent address: Shiraz University, College of 
Engineering, Shiraz, Iran. 

be close to the average direction of the already 
accepted pixels [6].  This breaks up smooth 
curves into segments having relatively low net 
change In slope from one end to the other. 

We now have a sec of edge segments, with each 
ot which we can associate various properties  At 
this stage local properties are used to define t 
figure of merit vector representing initial guesses 
for object interpretation.  Using this vector, one 
can define the initial probability assignment. 

After the above stage, we use knowledge about 
the linear features to find compatible and anti- 
parallel pieces and group the edge segments 
Finally, we update the probabilities of each I'ne 
segment based on these groups of line segments and 
the physical descriptions of the objects. 

In what follows, we present a detailed de- 
scription of the design of some of the low level 
grouping operators. 

INITIAL PROBABILITY ASSIGNMENTS 

As already mentioned, a global stralghtness 
criterion is used to construct the edge segments. 
We associate various properties with each segment, 
including its length, average strength, etc.  as 
well as properties of the gray levels on the two 
sides of the segment's constituent edge pixels  At 
this level there are many edge segments which do 
not belong to objects such as roads or buildings 
They are edges of other typen of objects or simply 
noise.  For simplicity these edges are called 
other edges." 

One of the most useful properties that can be 
used for calculation of the initial probability 
assignment vector is the average gray level in a 
strip on each side of the segment.  These averages 
can then be compared with typical gray levels of 
cultural features such as roads or buildings.  The 
minimum difference of these side average gray 
levels from the typical gray levels of roads and 
buildings is used as a figure of merit in the cal- 
culation of initial probabilities. 

Roads and buildings are the brightest objects 
on the photographs that we used.  They also have 
similar gray levels (similar reflectances) in the 
scene.  Using these facts, in what follows an auto- 
matic method for estimating the gray level is 
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described, 

1) Calculate the average gray level in a 
strip on eacli side of each line segment. 

2) Sort the line segments in decreasing order 
of length. 

3) Select the longest p%  of the lines 
(usually 5%). 

4) Calculate the average gray levels of the 
brightest sides of the lines selected in 
step (3). 

The average gray level calculated in this way 
can be accepted as a good estimate for the typical 
gray level of the objects. 

To define the process of calculating the 
figures of merit more precisely, each line segment 
in the r.cene has two sides.  The average gray 
levels of the strips along the two sides of the 
segment are denoted by gl and g2 (see Figure 1). 

Suppose that the typical average gray levels 
of roads and buildings are gr and gh respectively. 
Then thi differences 

fl |gr - gl and f2 = |gr - g2| 

measure the dissimilarity between the two sides of 
the line segment and the gray level of a typical 
road.  Therefore, the function sr = mln(fl,f2) is 
a measure of the gray level similarity between the 
given line segment and a typical road.  Similarly 
the differences 

hi |gh " gl| and h2 Igh - g2| 

measure the dissimilarity between the two sides of 
the line segment and the gray level of a typical 
building, and the function sh = min(hl,h2) is a 
measure of the gray level similarity between the 
given line segment and a typical building. 

Finally, 

s = mln(sr,sh) 

will be small if the gray level average on one of 
the sides of the line segment is close to the gray 
level of a typical building or road.  Therefore, 
If s is small the line segment is more probable to 
be an edge of a house or a building than to  be an 
"other" typ-j of edge, whereas if s has a large 
value, the probability that the line segment is in 
the "other" class is high. 

In order to express the value of s as a figure 
ot merit, linear functions are used. Let dl (i = 
1,2,3) represent the figures of merit  To define 
them as linear functions of s, the following linear 
expression is used for calculation of a road figure 
of merit.  This linear function is shown in Figure 
2 by thin solid lines. 

.(l/dgr-l/gr)(g-gr) + 1 

when (g r-2gr dgr) / (gr-dgr) s. g s. gr 

when g:?r/(gr-dgr) < g < (g2r-2gr dgr)/ 
(gr-dgr) 

*'l/gr-l/dgr)(g-gr) +i 

when gr s. g s. g2*/(gr-dgr) 

Here dgr is the deviation allowed for road gray 
level; beyond it, the figure of merit of "other" 
will become greater than the figure of merit of 
road.  The value of g is 

and 
g = gl 

g = g2 

if fl < f2 

if fl > f2 

Similarly the figure of merit for a line segment 
being a pie.;e of a building 13 shown by the thick 
solid lines in Figure 2 and Its expression is as 
follows: 

.(l/dgh-l/gh)(g-gh) + 1 

when g h-2gh dgh)/(gh-dgh) s. g s. gh 

d2= when g h/(gli-dgh) < g 
(gh-dgh) 

(l/gh-l/dgh)(g-gh) + 1 

(gV2gh dgh)/ 

when gh s. g s g2h/(gh-dgh) 

Here dgh is the deviation allowed for building gray 
level; beyond it, the figure of merit of "other" 
becomts greater than the figure of merit of build- 
ings.  The value of g is 

and 
= gl  if hi < h2 

= gi  if hi > h2 

When sr < sh road Is more probable; therefore 
we use the dashed line for calculation of the 
figure of merit for "other".  Similarly when 
sr > sh buildings are more probable ani the dotted 
line^is used for calculation of the figure of merit 
for "other".  In summary, the figure of merit for 
the "other" class is calculated using the followino 
formula: 

When sr < sh 

d3 = { 
|gr - g|/gr   wher 0 < g < 2gr 

1 when g ^ 2gr 

Similarly when sr > sh 

d3 - { 
igh - g|/gh when 0 < g < ?gh 

when g £ 2gh 

The initial probability for each label is ob- 
tained by dividing the figure of merit of each 
label by the sum of the figures of merit of the 
three labels. Defining the initial probability 
in this manner, we have 

(0)        3 

p{ '(i) = dl/ £ dl    1 = 1,2,3 
A 1=1 
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H^1-"-------sir Is the edge segment label. 

When we use the functions in Figure 2 ».„„ 

as noise e Se^e"tS can be discarded 

^f^Z?  AVERAGE GRAY LEVEL 0N BOTH «IDES 

latlon ^r- e al80rithm for calcu- 
lation or average gray level on both sides of an 
edge segment is as follows: 

1)  Generate a strip of width "d" on each side 
of the segment.  Find the co-ordinates of 
the points inside the two strips as „ell 
as the number o/ points on each side 

2)  Calculate the average gray level on each 
Side by dividing the sum of the gray levels 
by the number of points on each side. 

«vH ^  alf0rithm starts by reading in the co- 
ordinates of the end points of each line  Then rh 
slope of the line is calculated.  At thi^ poxnt it 
is determined whether the angle (9) of the li- 
with respect to the x-axis it  beLeen 0 and JS 
degrees or is between 90 and 180 degrees! This 
differentiation is necessary in order tn HJ? 
sense for each side of the LS ^t^ ^^  a 

A.«   Rei"TinZ  to Fi8"re 3. the end points are 
designated as end point 1 and end point 2  The 
sides are denoted similarly  n«!«» th0 . 
in Figure 3  i-K- f^n  ^ y-  Lslng the  conventions 
for pf^h A1 f^^wing equations can be written 
for each edge segment and for the boundaries of the 
strips on both sides of each segment  When 6 L 
not equal to 90 degrees we have! 

YQCX) = mx + mx , + y 

y13(x) = -x/m + x /m + y 

y14(x) = -x/m + x2/m + y 

y11(x) = mx - m(x1 + Ax) + y    -  Ay 
r12 (x) = mx - m(x1 - Ax) + y1 + Ay 

where Ax = d sine, m= (y^y.,/^.^ 

Ay = d ciDse when 0 i 6 < 90 

and Ay = -d cosS when 90 ^ 6 < 180 

When 6 is equal to 90 degrees we have the fal 
lowing equations for the boundary lines of he 

eq ations'^re:386 ^ ^^ in FigUre '  a"d ^ 

"0 = x 2' 
x12 = x0 - d> 

yu • vz 

xii 
yi3 ■ yi 

x0 + d 

The digitized image is eiven in tha  t 

B(l 1> i! ^ CarteSia" coo^inates of a point and 
gU.j) is the value of the brightness at the poS 

In order to calculate the erav lmr-1 , 
nside the strips, we sum up the  a  eie ro"8" 

and d'ivid h
S ^^ SatiSfy the -nditions below and divide by the number of points in the strip: 

Average gray level =  E B(l,J)/n 

1)  When 0° & 0 < 90° 

a) For side "1" 

X2 ^ I ^ Xi+Ax 

yii(1) <J ^yod) 

b) For side "2" 
x2-Ax » 1 « x 

yo(i)< J <yi2(i) 

2) When 90° < 6 < 180° 

a) For side "1" 
x1 ^ i s. x2+Ax 

b) For side "2" 

x1-Ax s. is x 

y12(i)< j<y0(i) 

3)  When 6 = 90 

a) For side "1" 

x1-d s i < x 

b) For side "2" 

Kj < 1 < x1-rd 

y2 - Ay & j s. yl 
yu(1)< ^ y13(i) 

y2(l)S J < yi+Ay 

yi4<l><J <y13(i) 

y2s j • yi+Ay 

yi4<i)<i<y13(i) 

y2-Ay s.j S,yi 

yi4(i)< J<y13(i) 

jr. s 1 ft v 
1  J  •> 2 

yi s J ^ y. 

FINDING PAIRS OF COMPATIBLE SEGMFNTS 

ects h  ^'"u'1618 0f the •d«M constituting obi 
iul dWs   .be.USed-  The raodels of r-ds JnT 
buildings used in the program „ill now be described. 

a) The^odel of edges belonging to a piece of . 

From the function of a road  -n- f„n 

are^LV  pr0pfcrties *"&  - **•  model 

1) The spectral properties of a road corre- 
spond to materials such as concrete and 
asphalt and it is usually homogeneous. 

■jf —*.•-. ^ 
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2) A piece of an edge of a road should have 

an anti-parallel edge. 

3) A piece of an edge of a road is usually 

connected to other neighboring pieces with 
low angle deviation. 

b)  The model cf edges belonging to a building 

Similarly, the physical and geometrical pro- 
perties of a building are: 

1) The spectral properties of the roof of the 
building. 

2) The similarity of gray level inside the 

edges constituting a building. 

3) A piece of an edge of a building is con- 
nected to other pieces. 

4) The edges of a building form a closed 

figure (usually with right angles). 

In order to use the above models the geometric 

relationships between each pair of lines within a 

neighborhood in the scene should be studied.  In 

general, using the conventions of Figure 3, every 

pair of lines in the scene belongs to one of six- 
teen cases.  These cases are listed in Table 1. 

The entry "side" in Tat1e 1 refers to the object 
side of the given segment. 

In order to find the object side of a line 

segment, first the two values sr and sh are calcu- 

lated.  Then, using the following decision rules 
the object side is found; 

and 

when sr < sh 
if fl < f2 side = 1 

else side = 2 

when sr > sh 
if hi < h2 side = 1 

else side = 2 

To check the similarity condition, the average 
gray level on the object side of the pair of lines 
is calculated by 

g - (gA + gB)/2 

where gA and g3 are the average gray levels of the 
strips along the object sides of lines A and B. 

Then, the corresponding average gray level of a 

strip along a line  connecting the ends cf the lines 
is calculated.  The difference between this value 

and g is a measure of the gray level similarity 

of the line connecting the two ends with the pairs 

of lines.  If this difference is within the limits 

used in calculation of the figures of merit, then 
the similarity condition is satisfied. 

In a case where tne Jistance between the ends 

is very small, that is, comparable with the width 

of the strip used in calculation of the gray level, 

the similarity measure is not reliable.  This is 

because the number of points used in calculation 

of the average gray level is limited.  In cases 

where the distance between the ends of pair under 

study is less than the width of the strip used in 

calculation of the average gray level, the simila- 

rity condition will not be checked.  In this case 

the pair is considered as a compatible candidate 

if the appropriate geometrical conditions are 
satisfied. 

Geometrical conditions are important in making 

two lines compatible.  Figure 6 and Figure 7 show 

examples of geometrically compatible and incompati- 

ble pairs, respectively.  To differentiate between 

geometrically compatible and incompatible pairs, 

certain constraints on the geometrical locations 
of the end points are necessary.  The ratio of the 

distances between end points can bs used to reject 
the geometrically incompatible pairs. 

In what follows, the first four cases in Table 

1 will be analyzed and their compatibility condi- 
tions derived.  The other cases have similar con- 
ditions . 

Assume that the pair of lines under study are 

labeled as line A and line B.  The angles of the 

two lines with respect to the x-axis are 6A and 

63 respectively.  Depending on the orientation 

of the pair of lines, different angles between the 

two lines are possible.  Figure 5 shows examples of 

the angle 0 between two lines.  The plus sign in- 

dicates the side of the road or building. Accord- 

ing to this convention the angle between two col- 
linear lines Is 180°. 

Referring to the model of edges constituting 
the objects, each of these pairs of lines should 

satisfy certain conditions in order to be accepted 

as a candidate compatible pair.  In general, these 
conditions are: 

a) Similarity of gray level of a strip along 

a line connecting their ends with respect 
to the object side of the pairs. 

b) Conditions on the geometrical configura- 
tion Tf the pair of lines. 

Case (1) 

Referring to Figure 8, there are five diffe- 
rent configurations.  In this case the compatibi- 

lity of line A with respect to line B at end (2) 

or the compatibility of line B with respect to 

line A at end (1) Is considered.  Table 2 summa- 

rizes the conditions imposed in these cases.  The 

pa.ameter m in the table is taken to be 1.5.  This 

allows some overlap between the pairs of compatible 
line segments.  The angle between the two lines is 

and 

= ^+|eA-eB|     ifOg^e 

« - |6A-6R|     if eB ^eA A "B1 

Case   (2) 

In this case seven different configurations 
are considered.  These are shown in Figure 9. The 

compatibility of end (1) of line A or line B is 
considered.  Table Z  summarizes the required 

1 
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conditions.  The angle between the two lines in 
this case Is 

and 
e 

where 

^ " IVeBl when ya2 < yO 

when ya2 > yO 

yQ  ■ mb xa2 - mb xbl + ybl 

and mb is the slope of line B.  The conditions at 
end (2) of the lines are similar to the end (1) 
conditions.  To find these conditions al and bl 
should be changed to a2 and b2 except that in this 
case 

yQ  = mb xal - mb xbl + ybl   • 

The side similarity for some configurations is dif- 
ferent in this case. 

Case (3) 

When the compitibility of end (1) of line A 
with end (2) of line B is considered, there are 
five different configurations.  Figure 10 shows 
these conrigurations.  The conditions are summarized 
in Table 4.  The angle between the lines is 

9 - TT + |9A-eB| 

The other possibility is to study the compatibility 
of end (2) of line A with end (1) of line B.  Here 
again there are five different configurations. 
Figure 11 shows these configurations.  The condi- 
tions are summarized in Table 5.  The angle between 
the lines is 

= TT - ü
A-

U
BI 

Case (4) 

The conditions for this case are summarized in 
Table 6 and Table 7.  The different configurations 
are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13.  The angle 
between the lines is 

e = 
A B1 

when the compatibility of end (1) of line A is con- 
sidered.  Similarly the angle is 

e - |eA-eBi 

when the compatibility of end (2) of line A is in 
question. 

So far the geometrical and similarity condj- 
tions for the pairs of compatible pieces have been 
found.  In what follows the algorithm for finding 
compatible pairs will be explained. 

Algorithm for Finding Compatible Pairs 

1)  Choose those line segments whose "other" 
probability is not equal to 1. 

2) For end  "1" of each line, find the short- 
est distances from other end points of 
line segments. 

3) Find the object side of the given line and 
the other lines found in (2;. 

4) Check the geometrical and similarity con- 
ditions for the given line and the other 
lines found in (2).  Reject those lines 
for which the required conditions are not 
satisfied. 

5) If all the lines are rejected go to (8). 

6) Find the angle of the line with respect to 
the remai;lng lines in (4).  Choose the 
line which has the smallest angle (e.g. 
greater than 23°) with respect to the line 
under study. 

7) Choose the other end of the line found in 
(6) atid go to (2) . 

M 

8) Choose the other end of the given line 
and go to (2).  If the other end has al- 
ready been tested go to (9). 

9) Continue the above process for the other 
line segments. 

FINDING PAIRS OF ANTIPARALLEL EDGES 

The edges of cultural features usually occur 
in pairs, as in the sides of roads and of buildings. 
To identify these features the edges should be 
clustered into antiparallel pairs (i.e. pairs of 
facing edges that are parallel but have opposite 
senses).  aust;erlng must take into account infor- 
mation from the picture in the region? around the 
edges.  F.-r example, a road usually has a uniform 
gray level and thus it is reasonable to expect the 
facing sides of an antiparallel pair of edges to 
have similar gray levels.  Previous work [4,7] has 
restricted the choice of pairs to lines that are 
closest neighbcrs.  A method of pairing anti- 
parallel straight lines reported in [8] is based on 
the distance between the lines, the amount by which 
they overlap, and on whether or not other lines 
are interposed. 

The present method finds the pairs of lines 
that are anti-parallel up to a certain a>igle dif- 
ference (usually 25°) when similarity of gray level 
between the pairs is satisfied. 

The basic procedure is as follows. A strip is 
moved along the object side of each edge segment. 
The movement is continued until the similarity is 
lost or the distance moved is greater than the 
largest expected object size in the scene.  While 
the strip moves, it hits other line segments. 
Among these line segments the following segments 
are rejected: 

a)  If they are not anti-parallel 

A 
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Scatter plots of «1 ar,H „1    t   , 
are shown In Figure 16 for  if ^^ reSpect to S 
«nt. and in Figure 17 £  ^ °  the ^"e seg- 
"°iSe cleaning.  Figure 17 1 I  "«»«t. after 

l-els. the Population opow! ?h" ** '^ ^ 
«■"eater than the population  f   r 6 1800 is 

rhle shows that in certain 0°, POintS '" P<1800- 
line, se^ents. there exist llrTT^5  alon« th« 

«ist dark shadow regions. 

To study this pffo„.- 
Pick the darkest pVof  hV^"^1^. ^  us 

'  ot   the  Population.  I.et 
ni 

and 
T£)0t  dark POlntS in ">« ^terval 

n2 = number of Havi, „ ■ 
(O+TT, 6+2^   P lntS in th- lnt«val 

for 8 = 0,20,^0,... 34o rh      , 
function of 6 for different  ?  ' 0f nl/n2 as • 
Hne segments after and hpf ,*"  0f P and f« ^e 

•how« in Figure 18 an^'F glTl^!6 Clering a- 
These figures show thai- lh resPectively. 
The peak is greater for the !   ' Peak arOUnd 1S00- 
removal.  As expected  if p fT"^ after noise 

becomes smaller.  This IffLr     inCreased ^e peak 
several other scenes anH!/"'38 tested on 
tained. S and si^^r  results were ob- 

THE RECOGNITION PROCESS 

After appllcation of the ,,- 
up to now. „e have    " "

e programs described 

(also the angles between thp f0"*«1"« segments 
Parallel segments.  Usi" th  f,***"  "i  anti- 

bulldings. we want to update .h' ^ r0adS and 

«ere Initially obtained usw   PI°bahili^  that 
"on.  Based on these pröÄ-"^ leVel inf°rma- 
nlZe objects with good conf I 

ltieS We Can recog- 
dence. 800d co"fldence or fair confi: 

'---'^VLt^i^^zr' compatible 
A) Closed groups 

B)  Semiclosed groups 

0  Other lines and groups 

-iiSSLI^^d^i."0------ 
A)  Closed groups 

By a closed groun UP . 

the end segment labels aro th!" ^ the Start a"d 

shows an example of thi* ^   ?**'    Fi^e  20 
"Sure A.B.C... are t^ lT^■<Sr0UP'     In <**• 
group. e the W*U  in a compatible 

It is obvious that- i-iw  .J . 

is a g00d candidate for belL th ^ 
Cl0Sed 8rouP 

of a building.  To check «1^.,   8r0Up of ed8es 
is a house, we test for jf""" ^  ^-d group 

sides, and also check that ea""^1"8"6 the °b^ 
group is antiparallel to a lin* J

1" '•«*»»« 1" the 
a llne ln the group. To 

check solidness we use th. 
"sed In finding the ant, n! ^^ 0Perator that was 

also guarantees the simn   llel PaIrs-  Thls test 
the object.        sinularuy of gray level inside 

The above check rar. AJCC 

'"•• (b) and (c) in M^'S^«' ""— the 
group with the above cond^M       S a closed 

a house with good con den e  Purth^ 
COnSldered 

shadow can be used for further verifi^tCn^6 

B)  Semiclosed groups 

A semiclosed groun !■ 4.«J 
a fP less than the' longest line"  aS ' 8rOUp With 
ends of compatible pairs in th  COnnectlng the 

remonstrates an example oth^ f™^'     ^^  21 

"se of a closed group  If Hh %'??••  As 1" the 
valid, then the groS la Lo^/^l0,'ln8 tests are 
good confidence.        accepted as a house with 

1)  Solidness 

^  l-^ror" ^ ^-^  *>  a Hne 

Operators similar t„  M 

dosed groups are used here  The"^Z01' ^^ 
used for further verification     ' " "" be 

C) Other lines and groups 

Here again the model of  m 
a nouse or road will be used ^ £" COnstltutin8 
the remaining lines or groups  Th/"08"1"0" of 

features are the angles b^    ^  lmportant 
Pairs and information 1 .^   the comPatlble 
Figure 22 shows examnl   a"tl-P«allel pairs. 

-cur in theTcene ^ „"tb s
P
F
OSSlble "ses that may 

2«>».  Special care slouuL'T' ^  iS  aro,lnd 

the anti.-parallel pairs or r CaSeS where 

available, due to cutoff at ar^1"16 PairS are ** 
The implementation S tM."^^' the fra-- 

Part is in progress. 

EXAMPLES 

tlzed'ma^s^ofl^bur^n^a^^'o3 ^  0f di8i- 
were used. The straight PH»  ■  Occoquan, VA 
extracted using the iterativ  ^ ^ ima8es ^re 

f 6].  The resulting i LTanTth""" teChnl<'Ue 
scale picture were used as in     e orl8inal gray 
Figure 23 shows one ofthe , P  t0 the pro8r™- 
24 shows the set of Hn«   

PUt ima8es and Figure 
data of Figure 24 Lp  V    ted fr0m "'  The 
"1th t,e grayscale''Sput'L

0^ C°°^^   *X 
another program for caLulation /'u the lnput to 
levels on both sides of the lin "   ^! aVera8e ^ray 
"Idth of the strip is taken tn h ^^ents.  The 
value was selected baspH   ,   e four Points. This 
resolution of the picture  *™'lt**'  about the 
the averages on litres    thp" Calculation of 
of merit is calculated acC'd? VeCt0r 0f "^ures 
typical gray leveuTf  aCC°TdinZ  to Section 2.  The 

taken to'be'ejualin '1^   and bUlldln8S ^ 
the probablUt'y o£ "oS^"^:. ^ his^r™  of 
*r°* this hiSt08ram,

h AlTZtViir25- 

A 
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completely differentiate between two classes of ob- 
ject boundaries, namely objects and noise.  Figure 
26 shows the line segments whose probabilities of 
being a piece of road or building are not equal to 
zero.  This figure shows quite an improvement in 
rejecting the noise edges.  Figure 27 shows the 
results of finding compatible segments, and Figure 
28 shows the results of finding anti-parallel seg- 
ments: the midpoints of the anti-parallel pairs 
are connected together.  Figure 29 shows the good- 
confidence houses.  Figures 30 to 35 and 36 to 41 
show the results of the program on two other 
scenes.  So far, only the recognition of houses 
with good confidence has been implemented.  Work is 
in progress on other cases. 
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Table 1. 

Segment A 
case  side 

Segment B 
case side Similar to: 
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b 

b 
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1 
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b 

b 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

? 

1 

2 

1 

2 

'■■: 

n 
III*  rotated 180° 

#3 rotated 180° 

#3 

#7 

11 
"2 rotated 90° 

#4 

#8 

#12 

#6 

Different cases of pairs of line segments 
according to the conventions of Figure 3. 

Case 
1 

Geometrical 
conditions 

3,1^ < a b /m 

d2bl < aibi/'m 

V9B 
(a) Xa2  " XP  < Xa 

Xb2
<Xp&Xb 

(b) 
x      < xK 
a2         bl 

(c) V\ 
(d) X          < }L 

a2 ^\ 

(e) 

Similar 
tlons  for 
a2bl 

Ity condi 
the  line 

If a2b1  < d 

or Vi <d no  check 
or 

no 

xpa2  < d 

check 

check side 2 

check side 1 

check side 1 

check side 2 

Table 2. Geometrical and Similarity conditions 
for case 1. 
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Geoi.ietrlcal 
conditIons 

Caye albl < a2b2/^, 

2  a1b1 < a1b2/m 

albl * a2bl/,,1 

A r B 

(a) 
Xb. ^ ^ i xb 

Similarity conditions 
for line ab 

If albl *" d no check 

2        ■■        "1 

Vl* Xpa2/m'  Xpbl<Xpb2/n 

no check 

Ceometrical 
conditions 

Case ab, < a,b./m 

end  alb2 * a2b2/m 

1   alb2 < atbi''m 

X    < X  i X 

(a) 

Xpal< xpa2/m 

Xpb2 * xpbl/m 

Similarity conditions 
for line ab 

If a1b2 < d 

no check 

no check 

(b) 

(c) 

(cD 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

ya2 
< ^O 

%< XbrV S 
ya2 

< "0 
x >x, , y, s- y al  bl   bl  S 
ya2 " ^0 

xa * xh ^K  > y al   bl bl    al 

V   > V ra.   y0 

\'\\ 
ya2 

>  ^0 

x  < x, ,y  i v 
al   bl  al  ^1 

ya2 > ^0 

X    ^ X,  .y  > y 
al   bl al ybl 

If  ^A 5* eB and x  < d 

nc check 
else check side 1 

If  3A ^ eB and x^^ d 

no check 
else  check side  2 

check side  1 

If    8    j 6    and x b,< d AB pi 
no check 

else check side 2 

If    9. 4 6    and x an< d AB pi 
no check 

else  check side  1 

Table 3.  Geometrical and 
for Case 2. 

check side 2 

similarity conditions 

Geometrical 
conditions 

Case a2b1 < a^/ 

end 
2 

(a) 

a2bl ^ a2b2/m 

a2b1 < .^ /„ 

xpa2< xpal/m 

Vl* xpb2/m 

x„ i x < x 
"2      '      ai 

If 9D 5* 90° 

x^ ^ X < X, 
^1  P  b2 
elsi! y, < v i v 

b2  P  '"I 

Similarity conditions 
for line ab 

If a2b1 < d 

no check 

no check 

If 9  )l 90° 
B 

X. < X  fc jr 
b1  P   b2 

else y, <. v < v 
b2  P yb, 

x  s 
(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

"b. 

x < x,. 
al   b2 

y * * 
al   b2 

x < x, 
al   b2 

al   b2 

check side 1 

check side 1 

If x a^«; d no check 

else check side 2 

x > x, 
a1   b2 

ya * yh al   b2 

If Xub2< d no check 

else check side 2 

Table 4. Geometrical and similarity conditions 
for case 3: end 1 of line A. 

(b) 

(c) 

id) 

(e) 

yv S y 
bl a2 

x > x, 
a2 \ 

"1 "2 
x  s. x, 
a2  

Ab1 

ya/ yb. 

x < 
a2 -a„ «M. 

y  s v 
a2   bl 

x  > x 
a2    b1 

rf xD
a2< d no check 

else check side 1 

check side 1 

If xpb1< d no check 

else check side 2 

If xpa2
< d no check 

else check side 2 

Table 5.  Geometrical and similarity conditions 
for case 3: end 2 of line A. 
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Geometrical 
conditions 

Case  a,b, < a^bp/m 

end 
1 

(a) 

(M 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

ab. < a,b./m 

a.bj < a b2/in 

x a.^ x a./m 
p i.   p 2 

x  > x. 
al   bl 

ya, > yb. 

< Vu 

Similarity conditions 
for line a^. 

If a.b. < d no check 

x b< x b^/n 
pi   p 2 

X  *-  X  s> X 
a,         p        a1 

no check 

If 0n )l 90° 
15 

X,  ^ X ^ X, 
bj  p  b2 

else yb; V'bj 

X    i- XL 
al   bl 

check s 

ya  > yb al   bl 

X    < X, 
a1   bj 

Table 6.  Geometrical and 
for Case 4: end 

check side 1 

If x b, ^d no check 
P » 

else check side 2 

If x a < d no check 
P 1 

else check side 1 

similarity conditions 
1 of line A. 

Geometrical 
conditions 

Case a
7b7 < a.b /m 

,  a^b. < a.b,/m 
end  2 2   2 1 
2  a-jb. < a b./m 

x a,,< x a, /ra 
P -  P 1 

x b-< x b, /m p 2  pi 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

x a„i x < x 
p 2  P  aj 

If 8, j< 90° 

X^ <■ X  =• X, 
b1   p    b2 

else y, i y <- y 
1  ' P   1 

a2 ^ ^2 
ya2  

yb2 

x  ^ x, 
a2   b2 

a2   b2 

x  -: x^ 
a2  "bj 

x  < x, 
a2  ^2 

ya  < yb a2   fc2 

Similaritv conditions 

If  a„b.  <• d    no check 
i   2 

no   i-htvk 

Table  7.     Geometrical  and 
for Case 4:   end 

If x a„< d no check 
P 2 

else check side 1 

If x a < d no check 

else check side 1 

If x b0<. d no check 
P 2 

else check side 2 

If x b < d no check 
P 2 

else check side 2 

similarity conditions 
2 of line A. 

Figure 1.  A line segment and stilps along each side of it 
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ii 
1 

0.9 
Figure of 

merit 

0.7 

0.5 

0.3 

0.1 

Lines for calculation 
of figure of merit 

for road edge segments 

Lines for calculation 
of figure of merit 

for "other" when sr<sh 

\ 
\ 

(g r-2grdgr)/(gr-dgr) 
dgh 

g r/C.T-dgr) 

Grav level 

Figure 2.  Linear functions for calculation of figures of merit 

y, -J 

y, — 

■ 

1*               SK 13 
end  1 

/  / 1 \ 
side 2                •      y0   / 1    ^ 

Hi/     /    / 
/     /\'' 1 

'         /         / yll 

^y   / 1 
'™&l/\S^/'           side  1 

X9          1 Ax 1 

(a) 

0 < 9 < 90 

y    4 

y,  rr 

'2 

(b) 

90 < 6 < 180 

Figure 3.  End and side conventions. 
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end   I   (Xj   ,   y^ 

I        side   1 

... 

Figure  4.     9=90° 

(a) 

^+IVV if   oB.eA 

ff- IV«!,! "  atsBA 

A    B1 

Figure  5.     The angle between  two  lines   in 
different orientations 
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(a) (b) 

vt 

^b„ 

(<-) (d) 

Flgnre 6.  Examples of geometrically compatible candidate pairs. 

>' ♦ ai      y 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.  Examples of geometrically incompatible candidate pairs. 
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(c) (d) 

Figure  7,   continued. 

Figure 8.     Configurations  In Case  1 
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(a) 

/ 

(e) (f) 

Figure 9.  Configuradons In Case 2 

v. 

(a) (b) 

I «i 

X-      ^ "2      ■     /. 

(d) (e) 

Flgulo  10.     Configurations   in Case   3;     end  1 of  line A 
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i s, 

(b) 

(d) 

Figure   11.     Configurations   in  Case   3:     end 2  ot'   line A 

■ 

Figure  12.     Configurations  In Case 4:     end  1 of  line A 
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Figure 13. Configurations In Case 4: 
end 2 of line A. 

3  , 

Figure 14.  Calculation of the distances between 
two lines. 

side 2 

side 1 

Jizi^Ne, 

Figure 15.  Angle convention for gl and g 
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figure  18.     Plot  of n^  as  a   function of 6.   after noise cleaning. 
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Figure  19.     Plot  of n./n. as a  function of  6,  before noise cleaning. 
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a)  A group b)  A house c)  An intersection 

Figure 20.  Examples of closed groups. 
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A E E C 

E C C D 

C n E A 

a) A group b) A group 

A /• 

./, 

x the gap 

c) A house with 
missing edge. 

Figure 21.  Examples of semiclosed groups. 
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,1 

c 
'iff- 

; M, 

a) A curved road 
0n + e,  > e , 
1    l rain 

b)  Three or  four way intersection 
6,  + 6.   > 6   . 

1 2 rain 

c) Merging roads 
e, + 9,, > e , 1   2   rain 

,e2 
! ^ 

d) Single houses 
ei + 92 < Vn 

Figure 22.  Examples of possible cases of roads and buildings. 
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Figure  23.   A suburban scene. 

%wmt 
Is.^ 

Figure 24.  Line segments fitted to the edge 
components of the scene of Figure 23. 

4. »IIIITTi T 

Figure 25. Histogram of the probability 
•• "other". of 
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Figure 26.  The line segments whose probabilities 
of being a piece of a road or building 
are not equal to zero. 

Figure 28.  Antiparallel lines. 

lb//Or'[P \/ 

^\ 

Figure 27.  Results of linking compatible lines.     Figure 29.  Houses with good confidence. 
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Figure 30.  Another suburban scene 
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Figure 32.  Line segments whose probabilities 
of being a piece of road or build- 
ing are nonzero. 

Figure 31.  Line segments fitted to the edge 
comj-anents 

Figure 33.  Compatible lines. 
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Figure 34.  Antiparallel lines. 

n 
Figure 3J.  Houses with good confidence 

Figure 36.  Another suburban scene. 
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Kgure 37.     Line segments  fitted  to  the edge 
components. 
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Ü 
Fieure 38.  Line segments whose probabilities of Figure ^^ of road or building 

being a piece 
are nonzero. 

Figure 40.  AntiparaLlel lines. 

Figure 39.  Compatible lines. 

Figure 41.  Houses with good confidence. 
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ATMOSPHERIC MODELLING FOR THE 
GENERATION OF ALBEDO IMAGES 

Kohirl W, Sjobcrg 
Bcrihold K. P. Horn 

MIT Artificial InteUigcncj Lsbontoiy 
545 Technology Square 
Cambridge, MA 02139 

ABSTRACT 

Accurate classificaiion of terrain ,s important in the management 
nattual and other resources.    Images obtained from satellfte and 

other h.gh-almude ohsenat.ons are useful in th.s task, but only as they 
provide reflectance information about the surface.  In areas of rugged 
topography, Wl.,re much of the worlds resources are found, the deter- 
mmauon of surface reflectance is hampered by interference from the 
atmosphere and by the presence of cast shadows,   ^e sky serves as 
a distributed light source which diflerentially illummates the surface 
depending on local surface orientation. Path rad.ance, which included 
t e rcflcct        f Slln|]ght off [hc ^^^ ^^^ to ^ ^^^^^ 

Platform, adds a s.gmficant "noise" component to the mcasurcl scene 
radiance, Ihe research reported herein demonstrates thai although un- 
demanding the effects of .he atmosphere is a complex task, the adop- 
non of even s.mple models can provide substantial improvement over 
results obtatacd with no model. In particular, it is shown how the abun- 
dance of cast shadows in mountainous regtons aids in the detcmina- 

p«     radianeC- SCVCrai SimPlC Sk-V i"UniinaIi0n nil>dc,s are ^ 

1. Introduction 

ham imlr faCt0rS W'liCh imCraCt in "^ '^^ SiU'ati0'' are f*«* 
• the geometrical arrangement of the objects and the viewer 

• the spatial (and spectral) distribution of incident illumination 

• the photometry of the surface (its reflectance properties) 

• the topography (shape) of the surface viewed. 

Armed with the right theory, knowing three of these factor oft.n 
enables us to obtain .e fourth from a given image, W^tSS 

sua^S ^2r ,,ürn 1979; ,M 1979] ^ b--- 
One useful variation is the detennination of surface reflectance at 

aeh pomt m an image, given the surface shape. Applications o^emoe 
sensmg ^mediately come to mind, m essenttal .sk fac       „ uTag 

-ntcrpreter or an automated classification system ,n large-sc'le teTrS 

aZr 'S T* d,i,,iZCd rddianCC Va,UCS f('r a — mad    y S 
^..tude aircraft or spacecraft, and produce a description of the uZ 
Much of the earlier interpretation of conventional satellite ^Zö 
radiance values dtrectly as input to a classifier.   Some attemptT^re 

******** successful over large agricultural areas in the SZ 

United States [Henderson 1975).   Most suffered from large variations 

;;i:X',csHhichüca'rrod,narcdsofcvcnmotereiief 

If one -ould correctly aecoun: for all effects in the image other 
than surface reflectance, the , ,t should be possible to create an altedo 

umgf as mput to an automated classifier, "Ihe albedo image charac- 
ctves intrinsic properties of the surface, independent of local topog- 

raphy, illumination, or satellite positmn, and should lead to more ac- 
n-rate results.   Related work by Horn [Horn 1978] in hillshading Z 

monstrated the feasibility of creaung synthetic „nages using mod 

ofsourccilluminationand surface topography. 

In order to correctly model the satellite remote sensing situation 
one must constder a fifth factor, one ütat .s no, ^^^2 

m terres.rial „nagmg: the effect of the intervening atmosphere Its 
.uahutne e ects have beer, known for a long ume and are we" 
..uinented [Mmnaert 1954], The aunosphere attenuates radiation due 

o scattering and absotption. To an observer on the ground, the seat- 
ed radiat.on g.ves nse to the famil.ar blue sky. To an obscer in 

pate, the scattered component contributes "noise" in the form of path 
ad.ancc or air glow.   Ife Mn& älso scrvcs „ , b]urr.       P 

*m redirects reflected ground radiaü.n, from outside the imaged tar 
get into the obsc.vation path [Ottennan and Fräser 1979]. m masnit. 

dude of these effects depend on wavelength.  Abso^.ion is reZt   K 
nunor m the near-infrared and visible wa.elenghs to which satellites    * 
ta tto popular Landast series are sensitive, but scattering increases at 
*   shorter wavelengths.   All four effects-attenuation, sky radiance 
pa* radiance, background radiance-should be represente   in an at- 
mospheric model in order to construct accurate albedo maps. 

Our research concentrates on areas of rugged topography, TOS 

focus sumsnaturally from the earlier shape from shading and hill shad 
-ng wor., [t ls m such areas that the aunosphere causes the greatest 
vanatioas m .mage data and where albedo maps should provide Z 
mos benefit. Mountainous regions are important, since a major use 
of Landsat imagery ,s m mapping natural resources, particularly forests 
and watersheds, which usually occur in areas of significant relief 

2. Development of an Engineering Model 

2.' Role of Radiative Transfer 

Any investigation into understanding the nature of atmospheric 
effects must reckon with the field of radiative transfer through dis- 
tnbuted media,   m study of radiative transfer is an enormous and 

f 
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omiplcx domain. Out cil earlv theoretical work mi clear .md ha/y at- 

mosphercs |Kaylcigh 1871; Schuster l^OS: Schvtar/^child 1906] grew 

scattering theory. Astrophysicists studying stellar ,md pi.incuo atmos- 
pheres worked nut the first matlicmatical foiimil.mons of the prohiem 

as .i sei of non-linear iiuegrodiflTcrentuil equations in three dimensions 

ICIundrasckhar 1%0: Sckcn 1968). An analytic solution has been 

found only for tlic r.itJicr rcstncicd case of isotropic or molecular scat- 

tering in a semi-infimlc or finite. lion/onl.ilU homogenous pianar at- 

n osphcre (Chandrasckhar 1960]. Numerical methods provide inroads 

to a solution as well as somewhat clearer insight inio the physical prin- 

ciples involved. Research in this area, especially applied to satellite 

remote sensing and communications, has generated a va't literature 

[Howard, Caring 1971; LaRocca, Turner 1975: Ro/cnberg I960], several 

annual symposia, and a host of muludisciplinai^ journals. 

2.2 Simple Models Permit F.ngineering Approach 

One goal of this research is to construct an engineering model of 

the satellite imaging process. It should be computationally simple, rely 
as much as possible on the Image data itself, very little on a priori 

or o posteriori information about particutai scenes, and provide ade- 

quatc accuracy for the application. The full set of radiative transfer 
equations is far too complicated for our purposes, and unnecessarily 
cumbersome. On the other hand, numerical methods such as doubling 

optically thin layers [Hansen 1969] or Monte Carlo techniques [Plass, 

Ka.tawar 1968] require knowledge of boundary conditions (including 
the surface reflectance we a.c trying to find!), complete specification of 

the atmospheric state (generally unknown or ill-determined), and take 

considerable amounts of computation time to vicld a result for a single 
set of conditions. A more productive approach is the use of simple ap- 

proximate models which are manipulablc and have a small number of 
parameters to be determined by the data. 

2.3 Peculiarities of Ruyucd Terrain 

There aie certain atmospheric effects in areas of mountainous ter- 

rain due to elevation diflcrences and the consequent variation in the 

amount of air between ground and observation platform. With increas- 

iiig eievation, one expects 

• increasing incident solar irradiance 

• increasing reflected (target) radiance 

• decreasing path radiance 

• decreasing sky irradiance 

Hie first two result because there is less attenuating material at the 

higher elevations. Hie last two result because there is less scattering 

material at higher elevations. 

Hill slopes also cause the target irradiance to vary across the 
image. 

• surfaces tilted toward the sun receive more energy than those 
tilted away 

• surfaces with large slope see less of the sky than flat surfaces and 
are irradiated correspondingly less. 

Finally, at the relatively low sun angles typical of Landsat images, 

there should be significant areas in shadows cast by neighboring hills. 

Since the sky is the only source of illumination in shadows (both cast 

shadows and self-shadows), it is important to understand its contribu- 
tion. 

3. Satellite Imaging Equation 

3.1 Relation of Reflectance to Sattllite Radiance 

The image-forming process considered hero is shown in Figure 1. 
The satellite plaiionn is assumed to be at infimu and views the surface 

normally, hs insuntancous field of view (IFO\ I defines a surface cle- 

ment of area 4 at some altitude MI wuh surface normal making an angle 

(?„ with respect to the vertical. This element is illuminated directly by 
the sun. whose extraterrestrial solar irradiance EQ I. attenuated by a fac- 

tor TV Of course, there is no diroci Illumination iM lies in shadow, fhe 
clement is also irradiated diffusely by the s^y wuh total ski irradiance 

E,. E, depends on the surface slope, and both £■, and T« depend in 
general on altitude. 

Assume that the surface is a I ambcrtian reflector with albedo p. 

0 < /3 < 1 {albedo as used here is the bihemispherical roflextance 
defined in [Nicodcmus et al 19'7]; the proper hidircciioii.il reflectance 

distribution function foi a I.ambcrtian reflector is fr(0,,(t>„9r,<t>r] = 
p/t). Many substances arc approximately I ambcrtian, and die assump- 

tion makes calculations reasonable, since the reflected radiance is mde- 

pendent of cmittancc angle and is proportional tu the total irndiance. 

The target element A emits a radiance /,, in die zenith direction 

which is attenuated by the factor Tu. and augmented by die path 

radiance L,,. The radiance L,„ actually measured by the satellite is 
therefore 

= faftS + £9)r„ + Lp 

The factor 5 accounts for A being In shadow and for the reduced solar 
irradiance due tu foreshortening. 

fO. if pixel is in cast shadow; 

cosö.o.   if cosfl.o > 0; 

0. otherwise. 

0,0 is the angle between die surface normal in polar direction (ff„>n) 

and ehe sun's direction %, <h)- 

cosffjo = cosfl.icos^j -f sin^sm^icos^,, — ^y) 

(The reference line for a/imuthal ang'es <t> is arbitrary, but lies in the 

plane of the earth's surface.) The albedo of the surface at 'Mi imaged 
point can be written 

=     "l^'n — Lp) 
P ~ {EoTjS + E,)TU 

We assume that L,„ (converted from its digitized value to tne ap- 

propriate radiance in mwem^sr-1). £^, and S (computed from the 
shadow and surface slope models) are available. The remaining four 

parameters—fd, Tu, Lp, and .E,,—depend on the actual atn.ospheric 
model adopted. 

3,2 General Assumptions 

The discussion which follows assumes geometrical ray optics, a 
point source, distant source and observer, and monochromatic light 

or the equivalent band-averaged quantity. It ignores polarization, at- 
mospheric absorption, and mutual illumination of surface elements by 
neighboring ones as in valleys. 

■ 
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3-31 sc of Topographie Models 

31 Clinic had an elevation „f^o i ucl0Dcr y-1972. Hie sun 

were naessarv m r-,,, , '   '^diomcinc corrccüons 

'''!■   IIK stuic «JS ii,cn registered in Mir IHM i 
described j,, [„.,,.„  |Ullln „, .nV'     , "  Üt   " M US,,IS ÜK method 
nerband4(MSS4 0    on ' ''^^ ^'"'^'"„h.spectral scan- 

na-»(ivi»4.0.5 0.6//m, green-yellow) for the scene. 

A digital slope model »as cunstnictcd from rh,- nru u 
modified fim-diffcrenecs [Horn 19791   CaS1 ' USln8 

bVW'i-tinnofahiddcLrfac.rei,S,ß^ 
^e viewer fW.H.dham 1976  l^shl l,S",8 U,e SUn as 

r     , !<b'- hl8urc-'shows the terrain a« if i. 

^^f'-^enianrelleuoMt-nit albedo, illuminatX^ 

N8urc4-^ black point indicates the pixel is in shadow 

4. Modeling Path Radiance 

41 Constant IVh Radiance Model 

sr    here), and remove the hazy appcarance of the image. 

4.2 EletalionDependcnt 1'ath Radiance 

by Lord Rayleigh IRavlemh 1X711 A,m    V explained 

r-^:,:;::r::-;,;:::::r-kr~.T- 

""7 ■« :-:»;::^r:,::r-- 
F-1"'compuiationa'simplicin  we .«„mn 
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4.3 1 iiidiii|41'nlh Kudiunrc Parameters 

For our two-cümponcnl model, there arc four parameters to deter- 

mine from the image d.iui. One method is to use clear water lakes as 

standard, low-albedo reflectors lAhcrn ct al 1977). It" the) were ideal 

absorbers, the measured radiance would indeed be all path radiance. 

Unfortunately, not all images will have sufficient!) many clear vviter 
lakes, nor arc the lakes likely to be distributed conveniently through Ü»« 
altitude range. 

Areas in cast shadows, on the other hand, are common in moun- 
tainous regions, and provide an alternative way to determine path 

radiance. Shadowed pixels arc generally scattered throughout the image 
at al! but die highest elevations. They arc illuminated only by the sky, 

but il their albedo is small, one may take the recorded satellite data as a 

fair value of the path radiance for die corresponding elevation. 

Figure 7 shows a scattergram of the radiance values for all shad- 
owed pixels in die MSS 4 linage. The straight line at the bottom is 

from the constant padi radiance model mentioned earlier. The curve is 
considered a good fit to die data for die L^] equation given above. 
The parameter values are r„(0) = 0.0984, T,(0) = 0.1834, HR = 

9500 m, and H\ = 1800 m. The curve is not very sensitive lo the 
precise choice of parameters. The optical depths at sca-levcl were taken 

fn n tabulated values for molecular and aerosol components |V'allcy 
l%5| and the scale heights adjusted tor an eyeball fit (a slight gap was 

left since the surface docs not really have zero albedo). There is no 
point to modelling die upward turn ol the minimum radiances at higher 
elevations, since diese pixels are mostly covered with snow. Their high 

albedo results in large values of reflected sky radiation even diough the 

sky is not as bright. There is also considerable radiance due to mutual 
illumination and multiple .scattering from die surrounding bright back- 
ground. 

No image is included here to illustrate diis improved path radiance 

model. The differences between it and die constant model (Figure 6) 
arc too subtle to survive the printing process. The major diPcrence is 

die appearance of slightly darker valleys. This is to be expected, since 

subtracting a single minimum value from every point in the image fails 

to compensate adequately for the larger path radiance at lower altitudes. 

'Ilie exponential model of path radiance is used diroughout the 
remainder of diis paper, although it is unlikely diat large discrepancies 

would result from using a constant value instead. 

5. Models of Sky Radiance 

5.1 KITects of Sky on Scenes witli Mountain Slopes 

The slopes found in rugged terrain certainly affect image forma- 

tion. A tilted surface is exposed differentially to the sky, and receives 

more or less radiation as the magnitude of its slope changes. Conside ■ 
an element of surface at altitude ZQ with surface normal pointing in 
direction (6n, <&,). Let the distribuüon of sky radiance for an observer at 

altitude JO be given by L,(io, 0, <j)). Then the total irradiance due to sky 
illuminaüon is [Horn and Sjobcrg 1979] 

£«(au,0.,,O„) LL 
w« 

/..(co.C.c'Ocosö.sinöc^d* 

The geometry I1, illustrated in Figure 8. fhc double integral is over 

die entire hemisphere of sky to winch the surface element is exposed. It 
is implicit in the equation that only downwclling radiance from the sky 

is included, dial is, L, for 0 > t/2 is zero, I he factor cosfl, accounts 

for the foreshortening of the surface as ihe integration direction Joviales 
from ((?„, oM) and is given by 

cost?, = cos^cosö T sin^sintfcos^,, — 0) 

The upper limit on polar angle 0 is a non-trivial function of the a/unuthal 

angle 9. and reflects the situation illustrated in Figure 9 where part of 
the sk> behind the surface element is cut off. 

coißiM 
\— tan — tan^cos^,, — 0). 

if>| < */2 
ifH>V2 

Except for relatively simple expression', of /.,. the sky irradiance 

integral is exceedingly diflicult to solve. Fortunately, the assumption of 
isotropic scattering implies that all sk. radiance (unctions we consider 

, are independent of a/imuthal angle <p. It also means üiat irradiance 

from the sky on anj surface clement is independent of the a/imuthal 
angle ^n. 

5.2 Uniform Hcmfsphciical Sky 

If the skv radiance function L,, is a constant, then the sity ir- 

radiance integral is easily evaluated [Horn and Sjobcrg 1979; Brooks 
1978: Moon 1942] 

E.(«bA)= JUl-f cos0n) 

This function was used to generate die albedo image shown in Figure 

10. The brightest areas correspond to albedos of 0.73 or larger, dark 

areas to 0.0, The constant L, was chosen to be 0,83 mwcm-2sr—', 

a value calculated so that a flat surface would have an irradiance com- 

parable to measured values [Rogers 1973). The improvement over the 

naively made albedo image is striking. For one thing, shadows now con- 

lain useful infoniiation dial was not appparent in die original I.andsat 

data. Snow fields on die glacier in the northeast (upper left) comer 

which are shadowed are visible as high-albedo regions. Much of the 

terrain now appears somewhat flattened because the shading variations 

which give clues to shape arc diminished or eliminated. Of course, 

there are many isolated high-alu?do points which result from noise in 

the data, especially on the ridge lines, where slope information is very 
coarse or outright wrong. 

5.3 Elevation-Dependent Hemispherical Sky 

One improvement to the uniform hemispherical sky model made 

at only a slight cost in computation is to make the sky radiance L, a 
function of elevation. The sky is brighter at lower altitudes, and sky 

irradiance should be greater. A simple mode! for elevation-dependent 
sky radiance is 1,(20,9) = CL^ZQ), where L^) is the zenith sky 

radiance measured by an observer at elevation ^. Except at extreme sun 
angles, the zenith sky radiance differs from the path radiance by only a 

few oercent. C is a constant which may be varied for the best effect 
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f-'igurc 11 is .in albedo map for C = 3.74, a value selected so that 
die total irradiancc of a flat clement at an average altitude would match 
experimental values. There are no readily apparent differences between 
die altered model and die constant one. Close examination reveals that 
points .ii low altitudes have sligluh lower albedos with the elevation- 
dependent model, due to the increased sky irradiance. Similarly, points 
at high altitudes have sligluh higher albedos because of the reduced sky 
irradiance. 

M Skv Radiance for an Infinite Planar Sky 

The two previous sky models are easy to compute, but do not 
reflect a verj realistic aunosphere. To an observer on the ground, 
die real sky becomes considerably brighter toward die horizon. This 
suggests one regard the atmosphere as the plane-parallel, horizontally 
homogeneous and infinite model described in section 4.2 above. Sup- 
pose Üiai die sky radiance in direction (0, d) were proportional to the 
number of scatterers in the slant path. Since dlis varies as the secant 
of the zenith angle. Ls^ff) — L-(Ai)secfl. The constant of propor- 
tionality here is once again t'ic zenith radiance. For a flat surface, this 
form (if L, integrates out to 2tL:{zu]. Vox tilted surfaces, the integral 
blows up as 6 approaches r,/2. It is better to adopt a bounded sky 
radiance. 

sec 9. VS<en 

L.-ta) sec 0m,    \S9>en 

With a suitable approximation in the integral, the sky irradiance may be 
worked out. 

E.(2bA) = 2L,(A)){Ci cos<?„ + Casing 

+ (2 ^ ö")cos ö" ~ 3 cos2 ö" sin M 

w here the constants C| and Ci depend on 9n 

t 
C,= 

Ci = i 
-COS0n 
4 

j-tf„ 
21   oos0m 

— s\n0„ |n 1 — singm\ 
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Figure 12 shows the above sky irradiancc relative to the /.cnidi radiance 
as a function of»,, for 0,n = 85 degrees. For a given 0H, the variation 
with altitude is identical to die dcponlcnce of the /enitli radiance (that 
is to say the path radiance, which is almost the same). An albedo map 
constructed using diis form for sky irradiance is shown in Figure 13. 
Once again, there are no striking differences between it and the previous 
two models. There seems to be slightly better definition of some of the 
lower areas, and more snow cover is picked up with die secant model. 

5.5 More Sopliisticated Models 

The form for Ea developed in the previous section indicates how 
solving die sky irradiancc equation can be difficult and tedious. Pro- 
gressively more sophisticated models prove disproportionately more 
awkward, even with approximate mediods. We are continuing research 
into more realistic yet (we hope) computationally tractable formulations. 

6. Evaluation 

It is clear that some sort of atmospheric correction must be applied 
before albedo maps can be reliably generated for mountainous terrain. 

Cast shadows can be used to find parameters lor path radiance. The 
padi radiance so determined may be used in the expressions lor sky 
irradiance. Even simple models of path and sky radiance reveal more 
than is apparent in die raw satellite image. If the results obtained so far 
in this research arc a good indication, die important conclusion may not 
be so much in die choice of model, but that some model of atmospheric 
effects be incorporated into the interpretation phase. 
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F'Kure 2. A portion of band 4 of the I and«f 1 m, M 

from its flight over the pan of SwSr and H '    ™   ^^ '^^ 
elevation is 34.2 degrees azim ^7.4 «. ""^ m ^ teXt- Sun 

aegrees, az.muth 154.8 (counterclockwise from North) 
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Figure 3. A syntUeuc image ot ihe Swiuterland area. Ilic surface is a 
perfect Lambcrüan reflector, illuminated b> a distant point sun from 

the same direction as during the Landsat overflight. Cast shadows are 
included. 

Figure 4. Locations of all pixels which are in shadow fur the sun posi- 
tion given in the text 
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Figure 5. Pnrnime .tlbcdo rrup gencr.itod as Üic ratio of actual satellite 

radiances to those predicted by the synthetic image, Shado*ed areas 

show up as infinitely reflective. 

Figure 6. The result of subtract:«ig a constant value from the original 
radiance data. The removal jf the haze layer causes an increase in 
contrast. 
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Figure 7. Scaticrgram of radiance values from the Landsat data for those 
pixels determined to lie in shadow. Vertical axis is digitized radiance (a 

value of 511 corresponds to 2 48 m* cm^sr '). The horizontal ax^ is 

elevation, in 10 m intervals. The straight line represents a constant path 
radiance level, and the curve is the altitude-uependent model described 
in the text. 
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Figure 9. A tilted surface is exposed only to part of the hemisphere 
overhead. 
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SATELLITE 
Figure 8. ITic gcomciry nf sky irradiance. The sk> in direction (0,0) 

contributes a porliiin L,(^,0, 0)dw = L.^i,5,0)sin(?dod0 through 

solid angle duiio tlic total sk> irradiance ^>t' the surface element at eleva- 

tion *. theta, is the angle between the surface normal and the sky 

direction 

Figure 10. Albedo image for a uniform hemispherical sky. The brightest 

pixels correspond to albedos of 0.73 or larger. 



ligurv II.    Albedo image lor an clcvatlon-dcpcndcni hut olhcnvise 

unirorm liemlsphcrcical sk>. liriglu areas have albedo 0,73 or larger. 
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Figure 12. Form of sky irradiancc £,(^,6^) for the infinite planar skv 
under assumption that L,^, 0) varies as sec 9. Horizontal axis is 9n, the 
tilt of the surface with respect to the zenith. Vertical axis is radiance 
relative to zenith radiance L,fa). 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we introduce a new paradipm, 
Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC), for fitting a 
model to experimental data.  RANSAC is capable of 
interpreting/smoothing data containing a 
significant percentage of gross errors, and thus is 
ideally suited for applications in ajtomated image 
analysis where interpretation is based on the data 
provided by error-prone feature detectors.  A major 
portion of this paper describes the application of 
RANSAC to the Location Determination Problem   ' 
(LDP):  given an image depicting a set of landmarks 
with known locations, determine that point in space 
from which the image was obtained.  We derive new 
results on the minimum number of landmarks needed 
to obtain a  solution, and present algorithms for 
computing these minimum-landmark solutions in 
closed form.  These results provide the basis for 
an automatic system that can solve the LDP under 
difficult viewing and analysis conditions. 
Implementation detailn and computational examples 
are also presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we introduce a new paradigm. 
Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC), for fitting a 
model to experimental data; and we illustrate its 
use in scene analysis and automated cartography. 
The application discussed, the location 
determination problem (LDP), is treated at a level 
beyond that of a mere example of the use of the 
RANSAC paradigm; we present new basic findings 
concerning the conditions under which the LDP can 
be solved  and describe a comprehensive approach to 
the solution of this problem that we anticipate 
will have near-term practical applications. 

To a large extent, scene analysis (and in 
fact, science in general) is concerned with the 
interpretation of sensed data in terras of a set of 
predefined models.  Conceptually, interpretation 
involves two distinct activities:  first, there is 
the problem of finding the best match between the 
data and one of the available models (the 
classification problem); second, there is the 
problem of computing the best values for the free 
parameters of the selected model (the parameter 
estimation problem).  In practice, these two 
problems are not independ9nt--a solution to the 
parameter estimation problem is often required to 
solve the classification problem. 

Classical techniques for pan 
such as "least squares," optimize (ac^ 
specified objective function) thi fil 
functional description (model) to ALL of the 
presented data.  These techniques have no Inl 
mechanisms for detecting and rejecting gi 
errors.  They are averaging techniques      Ly on 
the assumption (the "smoothing assumption") that 
the maximum expected deviation of any datum from 
the assumed model is a direct function of the size 
of the data set, and thus regardless of the size of 
the data set, there will always be enough "good" 
values to "smooth out" any gross deviations. 

In many practical parameter estimation 
problems the smoothing assumption does not hold: 
that is, the data contains unoompensated gross 
errors.  To deal with this situation, a number of 
heuristics have been proposed.  The technique 
usually employed is some variation of the idea of 
first using all the data to derive the model 
parameters; next, locate the de.tum that is farthest 
from agreement with the instantiated model, assume 
that it is a gross error, delete it, and itei 
this process until either the maximum deviation is 
less then some preset threshold, or until there is 
no longer sufficient data to proceed. 

It can easily be shown that a single gross 
error ("poisoned point"), mixed in with a set of 
good data, can cause the above heuristic to fail 
(for example, see Figure 1).  It is our contention 
that averaging if not an appropriate technique to 
apply to an "unverified" data set. 

In the following section we introduce the 
RANSAC paradigm, which is capable of smoothing data 
that contains a significant percentage of gross 
errors.  This paradigm is particularly applicable 
to scene analynis because local feature detectors, 
which often make mistakes, are the source of the 
data provided to the interpretation algorithms. 
Local feature detectors make two types of errors  
classification errors and measurement errors. 
Classification errors occur when a feature detector 
incorrectly identifies a portion of an image as en 
occurrence of a feature.  Measurement errors occur 
when the feature detector correctly identifies the 
feature, but slightly miscalculates one of its 
parameters (e.g., its image location). Measurement 
errors generally follow a normal distribution, and 
therefore the smoothing assumption applies to them. 
Classification errors, however, are gross errors 
because they have a significantly larger effect 
than measurement errors and they do not average 
out. 

—gT*""1 
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In the final sections of this paper we discuss 
the application of RANSAC to the location 
leteimination prohlera: 

Given a set of "landmarks" ("control points"), 
whose locations a-e known in some coordinate 
frime, determine the location (relative to 
the coordinate frame of the landmarks) of 
that point in space from which an image of 
the landmarks was obtained. 

We first derive some new results or. the 
minimum number of landmarks needed to obtain a 
solution, and then present algorithms for computing 
these minimum-landmark solutions in closed form. 
(Conventional techniques are iterative and require 
a good initial guess to assure convergence.)  These 
results form the basis for an automatic system that 
can solve the LDP under severe viewing and analysis? 
conditions.  In particular, the system performs 
properly even if a significant number of the 
landmarks are incorrectly located due to low 
visibility, "-errain changes, or image analysis 
errors.  Implementation details and experimental 
results are presented to complete our description 
of the LDP application. 

RANDOM SAMPLE CONSENSbS 

The philosophy of RANSAC is opposite to that 
of conventional smoothing t3chniques--ratheT than 
using as much of the data as possible to obtain an 
initial solution and then attempting to eliminate 
the invalid data points, RANSAC uses as small an 
initial data set as feasible and enlarges this set 
with consistent data when possible.  For example, 
given the task of fitting an arc of a circle to a 
set of two-dimensional points, the RANSAC approach 
would be to select a set of three points (since 
three points are required to determine a circle), 
compute the center and radius of the implied 
circle, and count the number of points that are ' 
clos> enough to that circle to suggest their 
compati lity with it (i.e., their deviations are 
small enough to be measurement errors).  If there 
are enough compatible points, RANSAC would employ a 
smoothing technique, such aa least squares, to 
compute an improved estimate for the parameters of 
the circle now that a set of mutually jonsistent 
points has been identified. 

The RANSAC paradigm is more formally stated as 
follows: 

Given a model that requires a minimum of n 
data points to instantiate its free para- 
meters, and a set of data points P such that 
the number of points in P is greater than n 
(#(P) > n), randomly select a subset Si of n 
data points from P and instantiate the model. 
Use the instantiated model M1 to determine 
the subset SI* of points in P that are with- 
in some error tolerance of M1. The set S1* 
is called the consensus set of 31. 

If *(S1#) is greater than some threshold t, 
which is a function of the estimate of the 
number of gross errors !;i r, use 31* to 
compute (possibly using least squares) a new 
model Ml*. 

If (S1*) is less than t, randomly select a 
new subset S2 and repeat the above process. 
If, after some predetermined number of trials, 
no consensu;. oet with t or more members has 
been found, either solve the model with the 
largest consensus set found, or terminate in 
failure. 

There are two obvious improvements to the 
above algorithm:  first, ir there is a problem- 
related rationale for selecting points to form the 
S's, use a deterministic selection process instead 
of the random one; second, once a suitable 
consensus set S* has been found and a model M* 
instar.tiated, add any new points from P that are 
consistent with M* to S* and compute a new model on 
the basis of this larger set. 

The RANSACparadigm contains three unspecified 
parameters:  (i) the error tolerance used to 
determine whether or not a point is compatible with 
a model, (2) the number of subsets to try, and (?) 
the threshold t, which is the number of compatible 
points used to imply that the correct model has 
been found. We discus-i methods for computing 
reasonable values for these parameters in the 
following subsectionc. 

Error Tolerance For Establishing Datum/Model 
Compatibi1 '        "" 

The deviation of a datum from a model is a 
function of the error associated with the datum and 
the error associated with the mcdel (which, in 
part, is a function of the errors associated with 
the data used to instantiate the model).  If the 
model is a simple function of the data points, it 
may be practical to establish reasonable bounds on 
error tolerance analytically.  However, this 
straightforward approach is often unworkable: for 
such cases it is generally possible to estimate 
bounds on error tolerance experimentally.  Sample 
deviations can be produced by perturbing the data, 
computing the model, and measuring the implied 
errors.  The error tolerance could then be set at 
one or two standard deviations beyond tne measured 
average error. 

The expected deviation of datum from an 
assumed model is generally a function of the datum 
and, therefore, the error tolerance should be 
different for each datum.  However, the variation 
in error tolerances is usually relatively small 
compared to the size of a gross error. Thus, a 
single error tolerance for L11  data is often 
sufficient. 

The Maximum Number of Attempts to Find a Consensus 
Set ~ 

The decision to stop selecting new suoseta of 
P can he based upon the expected number of trials k 
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lequired to select a subset of n ^ood data points. 
Let. w be the probability that any selected data 
point is within the error tolerance of the model. 
Then we have: 

E(k) = b ♦ ?»(l-b)*b * ^d-b)2 »b  ... 
♦ i»(l-b)1-1*b + ... 

E(k) = b»[l + 2»a ♦ 1*a2   ... 
+ i^a1"1 * ...] 

where'     E(k)   is  the expected value of k,   b  = wn, 
and a  ■  (l-b). 

An identity for  the oum of a geometric  series ia: 

1/(1-«) a  + a 2  ♦ «5 

Differentiating the above identity with 
respect to a, we have: 

l/(l-a)2 = 1 + 2
#a + 3#a2 ... ♦ i'a1"1 * . 

Thus: 

E(k) - 1/b = w"11 

thus: 

and: 

E(k2) ■ (2-b)/(b2) 

PD(k) = [aqrt(l - «a)]»(l/wn) 

We note that generally SD(k) will be 
approximately equal to E(k): thus, for example, if 
(w ■ .5) and (n =4), then E(k) « 16 and 
SD(k) = 15.5.  This means that we might want to try 
two or three times the expected number of random 
selections implied by k (as tabulated above) to 
obtain a consensus set of more than t members. 

From a slightly different point of view, if we 
want to ensure with probability z that at least one 
of our random selections is an error-free set of n 
data points, then we must expect to make at least k 
selections (n data points per selection), where: 

(l-b)k (1-z) 

k - [iog(i-z)]/[iog(i-b); 

The following is a tabulation of some values 
of E^k) for corresponding values of n and w: 

■9 
.8 
■/ 

.6 

.4 
• 3 
.2 

■ 1 

1 .1 

1.3 
1.4 
1.7 
2.0 
2.5 
3.3 
5.0 

1.2 
1.6 
2.0 
2.8 
4.0 
6.3 
11 
25 

1.4 
2.0 
2.9 
4-6 
8.0 
16 
37 

125 

1.5 
2.4 
4.2 
7.7 
16 
39 

123 
625 

1.7 
3.0 
5-9 
13 
32 
98 

412 

1.9 
3.8 
8.5 
21 
64 

244 

In general, we would probably want to exceed 
E(k) trials by one or two standard deviations 
before wo give up. We note that the standard 
deviation of k, SV(k),   is given by: 

SD(k) =sqrt[E(k2) - E{k)2] 

Then; 

E(k2) = SIGMA(i): ibV'a1-1) 

" SIGMA(i): fb^i'Ci-O'a1"1! 
- ?IGMA(i): {b»i*ai-1! 

but  (uding  -le geometric series identity and  two 
different!     ions): 

2aA1-a)3 = 
SIGMA(i):   fi'd-O'a1-1! 

For  example,   if  (w  -   .5) and  (n  =4),   then 
(b ■ 1/16).    To obtain a  QO? assurance of making at 
least  one error-free selection, 

k  =   log(.1 )/log(lt;/l6)   =35.7 

A Lower Bound On the Size of an Acceptable 
Consensus^ Set 

The threshold t, an unspecified parameter in 
the formal statement of the RANSAC paradigm, is 
used as the basis for determining that an n-subset 
of P has been found that implies a sufficiently 
large consensus set to permit the algorithm to 
terminate. Thus, t must be chosen large enough to 
satisfy two purposes:  that the correct model has 
been found for the data; and that a sufficient 
number of mutually consistent points have been 
found to satisfy the needs of the final smoothing 
procedure (which computes improved estimates for 
the model parameters). 

To ensure against the possibility of the final 
consensus., set being compatible with an incorrect 
model, and assuming that y is the probability that 
any given data point is within the error tolerance 
of an incorrect model, we would like y*-" to be 
very small. Uhile there is no general way of 
precisely determining y, it is certainly reasonable 
to assume that it is less than w (w is the a priori 
probability that a given data point is within the 
error tolerance of the correct model). Assuming 
y < .5, a value of t-n equal to 5 will provide a 
better than 93%  probability that compatibility with 
an incorrect model will not occur. 

To satisfy the needs of the final smoothing 
procedure, the particular procedure to be employed 
must be specified; if least-squares smoothing is to 

■""«T- 
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he userl, there are many situations where formal 
methods can be invoked to determine the number of 
points required to produce a desired precision 
(e.g., see Sorenson [1970]). 

Examfle 

Let us apply RANSAC to the example described 
in Fipure 1.  A value of w (the probability that 
any selected data point is within the error 
tolerance of the model) equal to .85 is consistent 
with the data, and a tolerance (to establish 
datum/model compatibility) of .8 units was supplied 
as parf cf the problem statement.  We will accept 
the RA?,rAp-supplied model without external 
smoothing of the final consensus set: thus, we 
would like to obtain a concensus set of at least 
seven data points before terminating our search. 
Since there are only seven data points total and 
one of these points is a gross error, it is obvious 
that we will not find a consensus set of the 
desired size, and so we will terminate with the 
largest set we are able to find.  The theory 
presented earlier indicates that if we take two 
dat.- points at a time, compute the line through 
them and measure the deviations of the remaining 
points from this line, we should expect to find a 
suitable consensus set within two or three trials; 
however, because of the limited amount of data, we 
might be willing to tr,, all 21 combinations to find 
the largest consensus set.  In either case, we 
easily find the consensus set containing the six 
valid data points -md the line that they imply. 

THE LOCATION PFTERMINATION PROBLEM (LDP) 

A core problem in image analysis is that of 
establishing a correspondence between the elements 
of two representations of a given scene.  One 
variation of this problem, .specially important in 
cartography, is to determine the location in space 
from which an image or photograph was obtained by 
recognizing a set of landmarks ("control points") 
appearing in the image (this ia variously called 
the nroblem of determining the elements of exterior 
camera orientation, or the camer calibration 
problem, or the image-to-data-baae-correspondence 
problem).  It is routinely solved using a least- 
squares technique (e.g.  see Wolf [1974] or Keller 
[1966J) with a human operator interactively 
establishing the association between image points 
and the three-dimensional coordinates of the 
corresponding landmarks.  However, in a fully 
automated system where the correspondences must be 
based on the decisions of marginally competent 
feature detectors, least squares is often incapable 
of dealing with the gross errors that may result: 
this consideration, discussed at length in the 
preceding section, i„ illustrated for the Location 
Determination Problem in an example to be presented 
later (see the section on experimental results). 

In this section we present a new solution to 
the Location Determination Problem (LDP) 'based on 
the RANSAC paradigm, which is unique in its ability 
to tolerate gross errors in the input data. We 

will first examine the conditions under which a 
solution to the LDP is possible and describe new 
results concerning this question: we then present a 
complete description of the RANfUC-hased algorithm, 
and finally, describe experimental results obtained 
through use of the algorithm. 

We formally define the LDP as follows: 

Given a set of m landmarks, whose 3-D coordi- 
nates are known in some coordinate frame, and 
given nn image in which some subset of the m 
landmarks ia visible, determine the location 
(relative to the coordinate system of the 
landmarks) from which the image was obtained. 

We will initially assume that we know the 
correspondences between n image points and 
landmarks: later we consider the situation in which 
some of these correspondences are invalid. We will 
also assume that both the principal point in the 
image plane (where the optical axis of the camera 
pierces the image plane) and the focal length of 
the imaging system are known; thus (see Figure 2) 
we can easily compute the angle to any pair of 
landmarks from the Center of Perspective (CP). 
Finally, we assume that the camera resides outiide 
and "above" a convex hull enclosing the control 
points. 

»'■ will later demonstrate (Appendix A) that if 
we can compute the lengths of the rays from the CP 
to three of the landmarks, then we can directly 
solve for the location of the CP (and the 
orientation of the image plane if desired). Thus, 
an equivalent, but mathematically more concise 
statement of the LDP, is: 

Given the relative spatial locations of n 
control points, and given the angle to every 
pair of control points from an additional 
point called the Center of Perspective (CP), 
find the lengths of the line segments ("legs") 
joining the CP to each of the control points. 
We call this the "perspective-n-point" problem 
(PnP). 

In order to apply the RANSAC paradigm, we wish 
to determine the smallest value of n for which it 
is possible to solve the PnP problem. 

Solution of the Perspective-H-Point Problem 

The PlP problem (n = 1) provides no 
constraining information, and thus an infinity of 
solutions is possible.  The P2P problem (n = 2), 
illustrated in Figure 3, also admits an infinity of 
solutions; the CP can reside anywhere on a circlr 
of diameter Rab/sin(Oab), rotated in space aboL.„ 
the chord (line) Joining the two control points A 
and B. 

The P3P problem (n = 3) requires that we 
determir.? the lengths of the three legs of a 
tetrahedron, given the base dimensions and the face 
angles of the opposing trihedral angle (see 
Figure 4). The solution to this problem is implied 
by the three equations [A*]; 
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(Rab)' a"- ♦ b^ (-.»a*1?»[Coa(0ab) ] 

(Rac)2 = a? + c? - 2*a»c»[Cos(0ac)]      [A#] 

(Rbc)2 = b2 + c? - ?#b*c#[Cos(Obc)] 

It is known that n independent polynomial 
equations, in n unknowns, can have no more 
solutions than the product of their respective 
degrees.  Thus, the system A* can have a maximum of 
eight solutions.  However, because every term in 
the system A* is either a constant, or of second 
degree, for every real positive solution there is a 
geometrically isomoiphic negative solution.  Thus, 
there are at most four positive solutions to A*, 
and in Figure S we show an example demonstrating 
that the upper bound of four solutions is 
attainable. 

In Appendix A we derive an explicit algebraic 
solution for the system A*.  This is accomplished 
by reducing A* to a biquadratic (quartic) 
polynomial in one unknown representing the ratio of 
two legs of the tetrahedron, and then directly 
solving this equation (we also present a very 
simple itsrative method for obtaining the solutions 
from the given problem data). 

For the case n = 4, when all four control 
points lie in a common plane (not containing the 
CP, and  such that no more than two ol the control 
joints lie on any single line), we provide a 
tec 'ique, in Appendix B, that will always produce 
■J an-.que solution.  Surprisingly, when all four 
5aB+*ol points do not li" in  the same piano, a 
uruque solution cannot p ! ■ --; 7-• be assured: an 
t imple, iiresented in Figui. ■ 6. 9nows that it least 
txo solutions are possible for the P4P problt-m with 
the control points in "general position." 

To solve for the location of the CP in the  ' 
case of four nonplanar control points, wi inn urf , 
the algorithm presented in Appendix A 0-. tvo 
distinct subsets of the control points taken tlret" 
at a time- the 30lution(s) common to both subsets 
locate the CP to within the ambiguity inherent in 
the given information. 

The approach used to construct the example 
shown in Figure 6 can be extended to any number of 
additional points.  It is based on the principal 
depicted in Figure 3:     if the CP and any number of 
control points lie on the same circle, then the 
angle between any pair of control points and the CP 
will be independent of the location on the circle 
of the CP (and hence the location of the CP cannot 
be determined).  Thus, we ai» able to construct the 
example shown in Figure 7, in which five control 
points in general position imply two solutions to 
the P5P problem-  While the same technique will 
work for six or more control points, four or more 
of these points must now lie in same plane and are 
thus no longer in general position. 

To prove that six (or more) control points in 
general position will always produce a unique 

solution to the P6P problem, we note that for this 
case we can ilways solve fjr the 12 coefficients of 
the ? x 4 matrix T that specifies the mapping (in 
homogeneous cooriinates) from three space to two 
space- each of the :3ix correspondences provides 
three new equations and introduces one additional 
unknown (the homogeneous coordinate scale factor). 
Thus, for six control points, we have 18 linear 
equations to BCltr« for the 18 unknowns (actually, 
it can be shown that, at most, 17 of the unknowns 
are independent).  Given the transformation 
matrix T, we can construct an additional 
(synthetic) control point lying in a common plane 
with three of the givei control points and compute 
its location in the image plane: the technique 
described in Appendix B can now be used to find a 
unique solution. 

IMPLKMKNTATIOH DETAILS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The rtANSAC/LD Algorithm 

The RANSAC/LD algorithm accepts as input the 
following data: 

(1) A list L of m 6-tuples--each 6-ti'.ple 
containing the 3-D spatial c^orjinates of 
a control point, its corresponding 2-D 
image plane coordinates, and an optional 
number giving the expected error (in 
pixels) of the given location in the 
image plane. 

(2) The focal length of the imaging system 
and the image plane coordinates of the 
principal point. 

(1)    The probability (l-w) that a 6-tuple 
contains a gross mismatch. 

(4) A "confiderce" number G which is used to 
set the internal thresholds for 
acceptance of intermediate results 
contributing \,o a solution.  A confidence 
number of one forces very conservative 
behavior on the algorithm; a confidence 
number of zero will call almost anything 
a valid solution. 

The RANSAC/LD algorithm produces as output the 
following information: 

(1) The 3-D spatial coordinates of the lense 
center (i.e., the Center of Perspective), 
and an estimate of the corresponding 
error. 

(2) The spatial orientation of the image 
plane. 

The RANSAC/LD algorithm operates as follows: 

(1) Three 6-tuples are selected from list L 
by a quasi-random method that ensures a 
reasonable spatial distribution for the 
corresponding control points.  This 
initial selection is called SI. 

(2) The CP (called CP1) corresponding to 
selection S1 is determined using the 
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closed-form solution provided in 
Appendix A: multiple solutions are 
treated as if they were obtained from 
separate selections in the following 
steps. 

(^)  The error in the derived location of CP1 
is estimated by perturbing the input 
coordinates (either by the amount 
specified in the 6-tuples or by a default 
value of one pixel) and recomputing the 
effect this would have on the location of 
the CP1. 

(4) Given the error estimate for the CP1, we 
use the technique described in Bolies 
[1978] to determine error ellipses 
(dimensions based upon the supplied 
confidence number) in the image plane for 
each of the control points specified in 
list L" if the associated image 
coordinates reside within the 
corresponding error ellipse, then the 6- 
tuple is appended to the consensus set 
S1/CP1 . 

(5) If the size of S1/CP1 equals or exceeds 
some threshold value t (nominally equal 
to a value between 7 and mw), then the 
consensus set S1/CP1 is supplied to a 
least-squares routine (see Bolies [l978] 
or Gennery [19751) for final 
determination of the OP location and 
image plane orientation.  Otherwise, the 
above steps are repeated with a new 
random selection S2, S3. ... 

(6) If the number of iterations of the above 
steps exceeds k • LlOg(l-0)]/[log(l-»')], 
then the largest consensus set found so 
far is used to compute the final solution 
(or we terminate in failure if this 
largest consensus set contains fewer than 
six members). 

Experimental Results 

To demonstrate the validity of our theoretical 
results, we performed three experiments.  In the 
first experiment we found a specific Location 
Determination PrcMem in which the common least- 
squares pruning heuristic failed, and showed that 
RANSAC successfully solved this problem.  In the 
second experiment, we applied RANSAC to fifty 
synthetic problems in order to check the 
reliability of the approach over a wide range of 
parameter values.  In the third experiment we used 
standard feature detection techniques to locate 
landmarks in an aerial image and then used RANSAC 
to determine the position and orientation of the 
camera. 

A Location Determination Problem Example of a 
Least-Squares Pruning Error 

An alternative to least squares would be to 
average the parameters computed from random triples 
in the consensus set that fall within (say) the 
center 50% of the associated histogram. 

The LDP in this experiment was based upon 20 
landmarks and their locations in an image.  Five of 
the twenty correspondences were gross errors: that 
is. their given locations in the image were further 
than 10 pixels from their actual locations.  The 
image locations for the "good" correspondences' were 
normally distributed about their actual locations 
with a standard deviation of one pixel. 

The heuristic to prune gross errors was the 
following: 

* Use all of the correspondences to 
instantiate a model. 

* On the basis of that model, delete the 
correspondence that has the largest 
deviation from its predicted image 
location. 

* Instantiate a new model without that 
correspondence. 

* If the new model implies a normalized error 
for the deleted correspondence that is 
larger than three standard deviations, 
assume that it is a gross error, leave it 
out, and continue deleting correspondences. 
Otherwise, assume that it is a go^^ 
correspondence and return the model that 
included it as the solution to the problem. 

This heuristic successfully deleted two of the 
gross errors; but after deleting a third, it 
decided that the new model did not imply a 
significantly large error, so it returned a 
solution based upon eighteen correspondences, three 
of which were gross errors. 

When RANSAC was applied to this problem, it 
located the correct solution on the second triple 
of selected points.  The final consensus set 
contained all of the good correspondences and none 
of the gross errors. 

Fifty Synthetic Location Determination Problems 

In this experiment we applied RANSAC to fifty 
synthetic LDPs. Each problem was based upon thirty 
landmark-to-image correspondences.  A range of 
probabilities were used to determine the number of 
gross errors in the problems: the image location of 
a gross error was at least 10 pixels from its 
actual location.  The location of a good 
correspondence was distributed about its actual 
location with a normal distribution having a 
standard deviation of one pixel.  Two different 
camera positions were used--one looking straight 
down on the landmarks and one looking at them from 
an oblique angle.  The RANSAC algorithm described 
earlier in this section was applied to these 
problems; however, the simple iterative technique 
described in Appendix A was used to locate 
solutions to the P3P problems in place of the 
closed form method also described in that appendix, 
and a second least-squares fit was used to extend 
the final consensus set (as suggested in second 
section of this paper).  Table 1 summarizes the 
results for ten typical problems (RANSAC 
successfully avoided including a gross error in its 

«& 
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final consensus set in all of the problems): in 
five of these problems the probability of a good 
correspondence was 0.8 and in the other five 
problems it was 0.6.  The execution time for the 
current program is approximately one second for 
each camera position considered. 

No. of 
Corresp. No. of 

No. of in Final No. of Camera 
Good Consensus Triples Positions 

Corresp. Set Considered Considered 

w - .8 

12 19 6 10 
23 2' 1 3 
t9 19 2 3 
25 25 1 2 
24 23 3 8 

w ■ .6 

21 20 11 21 
17 17 1 1 
17 16 6 8 
18 16 9 21 
21 18 9 15 

TABLE 1 

A "B»»l" Location Determination Proble 

Cross-correlation was used to locate 25 
landmarks in an aerial image taken from 
approximately 4.000 feet with a 6-inch lens.  The 
image was digitized on a grid of 2,000 by 2,000 
pixels which implies a ground resolution of 
approximately two feet per pixel.  Three gross 
errors were made by the correlation feature 
detector.  When RANSAC was applied to this problem, 
it located a consensus set of 17 on the first 
triple selected and then extended that set to 
include all 22 good correspondences after the 
initial least-squares fit.  The final standard 
deviations about the camera parameters were as 
follows■ 

Xr 0.1 feet 
Y, 6.4 feet 
Zi 2.1 feet 

Heading: .01 degrees 
Pitch: .10 degrees 
Roll:    .12 degrees 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

In this paper we have introduced a new 
paradigm. Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC), for 
fitting a model to experimental data. RANSAC is 
capable of interpreting/smoothing data containing a 
significant percentage of gross errors, and thus is 
ideally suited for applications in automated image 

analysis where interpretation la based on the data 
provided by error-prone feature detectors. 

A major portion of this paper describes the 
application of RANSAC to the Location Determination 
Problem (LDP):  given an image depicting a set of 
landmarks with known locations, determine that 
point in space from which the image was obtained. 
Most of the results we present concerning solution 
techniques and the geometry of the LDP problem are 
either new or not generally known.  The current 
photogrammetric literature offers no analytic 
solution, other than variants of least squares and 
the Church method, for solving the perspective-n- 
point problems.  The Church method, which provides 
an iterative solution for the P3P problem, is 
presented (see Church [l945] or Wolf [1974]) 
without any indication that more than one 
physically real solution is possible; there is 
certainly no indication that anyone realizes that 
physically real multiple solutions are possible for 
more than three control points in general position. 
(It should be noted that because the multiple 
solutions can be arbitrarily close together, even 
when an iterative technique is initialized to a 
value close to the correct solution, there is no 
assurance that it will converge to the desired 
value). 

In the section on the LDP problem (and 
associated appendices) we have completely 
characterized the P3P problem and provided a 
closed-form solution.  We have shown that multiple 
physically real solutions can exist for the P4P and 
P5P problems, but also demonstrated that a unique 
solution is assured when four of the control points 
reside on a common plane (solution techniques are 
provided for each of these eases). The issue of 
determining the maximum number of solutions 
possible for the P4P and P5P problems remains open, 
but we have shown that a unique solution exists for 
the P6P problem when the control points are in 
general position. 
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Appendix A 

AN ANALYTIC SOLUTTON FOR TfT 
PERSPECTIVE-3-POINT PROBLEM 

four  solutions.     In  th f .        T haVe aS  man* as 

fho  PD
1

! control  points as  viewed   fr^m 

were originally ^n^^fCr  POin^ 
orientation of the  im«CTQ    i !lnally.   eomput«  the 
referenoe Uame 

lmse plane with  respect  to the 

iirlTf ^ ~ ^^iXi Teuahed^on  (s,ee 

-se ST^iÄ'ÄXte sidrof the 

refining side^ S^Ä^Ä fe)^ three 

oMaiLrir^^J^-Ho^i^-" - equations ^ solvlng the system of 

a  + b . 2*a*b*co3(0ab) 

[A2]  (Rac)2 = a2 +  ? 
a + c - 2»a»c*oos(0ac) 

[A3]  (Ulc.)2  = b2 + c2  ,*u« i  , 
u f c - 2«b*c*cos(0bc) 

[A4]  Let b ■ x»a and c ■ y»8 

[A5]  (Rac)2 - 

a2 ♦   (y^Va2)  - 2*(a2)VW0ac) 
[A6]       (Rab)2 . 

a2 +  (x
2).(a

2)  -  2«(.2)^OO8(0ab) 

[A7]      (Rbc)2 .  (X2).(  2)   f  (y2)#(a2 

-  2*(a2)»x»y»cos(0bc) 

from  [A5] and  [A?] 

[A8]       ((Rbc)2)»r   1   ♦   (v2)       0# , 
((Rac 2 •      x2W      2,2 y*°03(o*°)      • I   I   (x   )   ♦   (r)   . 2»x»y»cos(0bc)  ] 

from  [A6] and  [A?] 

[A9]      ((Rbc)2)^   ,   t   (x?)  . 2.x.cop(0ab)   ] m 

((Rab)2)#t   (X^   +   ^)   -  2^y.cos(0bc)   ] 
r n (Rbc)2 /„,     N9 
[A,0] Let ;;-5 ■K'  -^  ----- -K2 

(Rac)2 (Rab)2 K2 

We now proceed as fellmrgj 

From [A8] and [A9] 

[All]     0  =   (y2)^,^,] 

I f^^Oac^oo.  (Obc)] 

From  [A9] and  [AIO] 

+  U*Wl'KZ)  -  2*x*K2»cos(0ab)   - K2] 

Equations   [A1,]and  [A12]  have  ^  form: 

[A 13]    o - m*(y2)   +  p«y  + q 

[AM]    0 . „'«(yZ)  +  p.,y  t q, 

Multiplying  [A13]  and  FAMI   ho ,.'       . 
tively,   and  subtracting:     J    '        *** '"  reSpe0- 

[A15]    0 = [p.m.  .p.*m],y+  [D,.*q.mV] 

Multiplying [A13] and TAMI  h» »< 
tively.   subtract^.  aL^lL^^ ^  reSPeC- 

0-[m'»q-m»q']»(y2)   +[p.,q   .  p.q,^ 

[A16]     0=[m^.mV],y  +   [p.#q_pV] 

Assuming m-qi3notequal   (#)   ^^^   ^ ^ 

(Wh    Ml - 

-■"    - 

■■«.f 

A 
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* ^K2»(,.K1).eoa(0.bj i (S1)#K2J 

y P m  - P m). and subtract to obtain: 

[A17] 0 = (m'*q . mV)? 
- rp'm- - p'.m].[p.,q _pV1 

[A18] o = G4*(x4) + W(x3) 
+ G?*(x?) + Gi»(x) ♦ GO 

where 

[A19] G4 - (K1»K2 - K1 - K2)2 
- 4*K1*K2*[Cos(0bc)2] 

+ ^cco038[o0abbJXs
K;:b

K
c

2;f -Ki^-fo-) 

[A21]    02-r[2^2»(l-Kl}Co8(0«b)]2 

+  4»K,.[(K,-K2).(J
Cia

K
0b

K
cV'K2] 

+
   (l-(f2)»K1«(Cos(0ac)2) 

-?*^(UKl)*CoS(0ab)*CoS(0ac)*CoS(0bc)] 

[A22]     G1   . 4*(K1*K2+IC1-K2)*K?*(l-Kl)*ro,rn  ^ ♦  4*K1»rCifi*i'T tu   „i\l    \'-K') Cos(Oab) 

+   2»K   4?  IP      rn V'w     COf(0aC^Cos^^) < Kl   K2 *Cos(0ab)*(Cos(0ac)2)] 

[A23]     GO =  (K1*K2+K1-K2)2 

-  4»(Kl2)»K2*(CoS(0ac)2) 

'-M^lf ^t^!^   ^ ^^  ^   (see 
[1965]). y  lterat^  techniques  (see Conte 

'•*■■ «na "b
p." F^O/KJ^^J:: 

each of the sid9s 

[24] Rab 

SUM [ex?)-7;^^-;-^- 

and  from  [AM] we obtain: 

[A25]    b = a*x 

tf*'H*'*S',   thenfro™  [A16]„ehave: 

[A26]  y . 
P'*q - p^q' 

m'q' - m-'q 

[A27] y = Cos(Oac) 

-SORTffCosCOac))2.?8^2- ^^ 

For each real positive vain* ^r 
value of V from [M]: ^    in " 

[A28] e « v*a 

[-J^nt^e^birL^Ltr-sSt-- - 

to the'p3P robt:^ L :d
a
d

Xitiomna0[ ^^ ^^ 
as the one given in the ma n bodTof'th™^' ÖUCh 

necessary  to establish  t-yl ^ thls  P8?6'.   is 
solutions.       eStabllsh  the  ^PPer   bound  of  four 

Example 

Rab  =  Rac  = Rbc  = 2*S0RT(^) 
Cos(Oab)  -  Cos(Oac)   = CoS(0bc)  - 

(a   )   +  (t2)  -  (Rab)2 ^o 

2*a»b 32 

^^r^!3t^^%^^oU^ of ie 

[-5625,3.515625,-5.90625.3.515625,-.5625] 

^e  roots  of  the above equation are: 

[1.1,4,0.25] 

For  each root we have: 

ROOT 

1 
1 
4 

•25 

4 
4 
1 
4 

4 
4 
4 
1 

1 
•25 

4 
1 

4 
1 
4 
4 

proble'ms^^ich^li0?8*6 30lUti0nS  t0 ^ wnich  13 sometimes an adequate  substitute 

A 
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for the more involved procedure described in the 
preceding subsection, is to slide one vertex of the 
control-point triangle down its leg of the 
tetrahedron and look for positions of the trian^e 
that permit the other two vertices to lie on their 
respective legs.  If vertex A is at a distance "a" 
from L (L is the center of perspective), the 
lengths of the sides A3 and AC restrict the 
triangle to four possible positions.  Given the 
angle between legs LA and LB, compute the distance 
of point A from the line LB and then compute points 
B1 and B2 on LB that are at the proper distance 
from A to insert a line segment of length AB. 
Similarly, we compute (at most) two locations for C 
on its leg.  Thus, given a position for A, we have 
found (at most) four positions for a triangle that 
has one side of length AB and one of length AC. 
The lengths of the third sides (BC) of the four 
triangles vary (non-1inearly) as point A is moved 
down its leg  Solutions ,to the problem can be 
obtained by iteratively repositioning A to imply a 
third side of the required length. 

Computing the 3-D Location of the Center of 
Perspective (see Figure 97 

Given the three-dimensional locations of the 
three control points of a perspective tetrahedron, 
and the lengths of the three legs, the 3-D location 
of the center of perspective can be computed as 
follows: 

(1) Construct a pl"ne P1 that is normal to AB 
and passes through the center of 
perbpective, L.  This plane can be 
constructed without knowing the position 
of L, which is what we are trying to 
compute.  Consider the face of the 
tetrahedron that contains vertices A, B, 
and L. Knowing the lengths of sides LA, 
LB and AB, we can use the law of cosines 
to find the angle LAB, and then the 
projection QA of LA on AB.  (Note that 
angle LQA is a right angle, and the point 
Q is that point on line AB that is 
closest to L).  Construct a plane normal 
to AB passing through Q; this plane also 
passes through L. 

(2) Similarly construct a plane P2 that is 
normal to AC and passes through L. 

(3) Construct the plane P5 defined by the 
three points A, B. and C. 

(4) Intersect planes PI, P2, and P3. By 
construction, the point of intersection R 
is the point on P3 that is closest to I.. 

(5) Compute the length of the line AR and use 
that in conjunction with the length of LA 
to compute the length of the line RL, 
which is the distance of 1, from the plane 
P3. 

(6) Compute the cross product of vectors AB 
and Aü to form a vector perpendicular to 
P3  Then scale that vector by the length 
of RL and add it to R to get the 3-D 
location of the center of perspective L. 

If the focal length of the camera and the 
principal point in the image plane are known, it is 
possible to compute the orientation of the image 
plane with respect to the world coordinate system; 
that is, the location of the origin and the 
orientation of the image plane coordinate system 
with respect to the 3-D reference frame.  This can 
be done as follows: 

(1) Compute the 3-D reference frame 
coordinates of the center of perspective 
(as described above). 

(2) Compute the 3-D image locations for the 
three control points: Since we know the 
3-D coordinates of the CP and control 
points, we can compute the 3-D 
coordinates of the three rays between the 
CP and the control points. Knowing the 
focal length of the imaging system, we 
can compute, and subtract from each ray, * 
the aistance from the CP to the image 
plane along the ray. 

(3) Compute the equation of the plane 
containing the image using three of the 
image points found in step (2). The 
normal to this plane, passing through the 
CP, gives us the origin of the image 
plane coordinate system (i.e., the 3-D 
location of the principal point), and the 
Z axis of this system. 

(4) The 3-D orientation of the image plane X 
and Y axis can now be obtained by 
computing the 3-D coordinates of a vector 
from the principal point to any of images 
of the points found in (2). 

Apper.dix B 

AN ANALYTIC SOLUTION FOR THE PER5PECTIVE-4-P0INT 
PROBLEM (with all control 

points lying in a common plane) 

f In this appendix, we present an analytic 
technique for obtaining a unique solution to the 
P4P problem, when, the four given control points all 
lie in a common plane: 

Problem Statement (see Figure 10) 

GIVEN: a correspondence between four points lying 
in a plane in 3-D space (called the object plane), 
and four points lying in a distinct plane (called 
the image plane); and given the distance between 
the center of perspective and the image plane 
(i.e., the focal length of the imaging system); and 
also given the principal point in the image plane 
(i.e., the location, in image plane coordinates, of 
the point at which the optical axis of the lense 
pierces tho image plane). 

FIND: the 3-D location of the Center of Perspective 
relative to the coordinate system of the object 
plane. 

A 
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Notation 

- 

a) 

'«t the four given image points be labeled 
I Pi|, and the four corresponding object 
points (Oil- 

* We will assume that the ?-D Image Plane 
coordinate system has its origin at the 
principal {.lint (PPl). 

* We will assume that the Object Plane has 
the equation Z = 0 in the reference 
coordinate system  Standard techniques are 
available to transform from this coordinate 
system into a ground reference frame (e.g., 
see Duda [1975] or Rogers [1976]). 

* Homogeneous coordinates will be assumed 
(e.g., see Wylie [l970]). 

* Primed symbols represent transposed 
structures. 

Solution Procedure 

Compute the 3x3 collineation matrix T which 
maps points from. Object Plane to Image Plane 
(a procedure for computing T is given later): 

(0    [PI] - [TKOI] 
where ki*xi,ki*yi,ki]' 

.Xi.Yi.l ]' 

b)  The ideal line in the Object Plane, with 
coordinates [o.O l]', is mapped into the 
vanishing line in the Image Plane [VLl] by 
the transformation: 

(2)  [VLl] = [inv[T]],*[0,0)l]' 

c)  Determine the distance DI from the origin of 
the Image Plane (PPl) to the vanishing line 
[VLl] ■ [al.aa^]': 

(3) 
DI = 

a3 

sqIt[(al)
2 ♦ (a2)2)] 

f)  Compute the location of point [ppo] in the 
Object Plane ([PPO] is the point at which 
the optical axis of the lense pierces the 
object plane): 

(6)  [PPO] ■ [invCTJl'^O.O.l]' 

g)  Compute the distance DO from [^PO] ■ 
cl,c2,c3 
bl .b2,b3 

(7)       DO 

to  the  vanishing line  [VLO] 
in  the Object  Plane; 

b1#0l   + h2*c2  ♦ b3,c3 

c3*sqrt[(bl)2  ♦   (b2)2] 

h)      Solve  for   the  "pan" angle $ ns  the angle 
between the  normal  to  [VLO]  •  [b1,b2,b3]'   and 

the X  axis  in  the Object  Plane: 

-b2 
(8)       $  = arctan(      ) 

b1 

i)       Determine XS3N and  YSGN: 

If a  line  (parallel  to  the  X axis  in  the 
object  plane)   through  [PPO]  intersects  [VLO] 
to  the  right of [PPO],   then X3GN =  1   else 
XSGN  •  -1.     Thus 

b1*c1   +  b2*c2  ♦ b^»c3 
(9) if          <     0 

b1»c3 

then XSGN  =   1   else XSGN =  -1 

Similarly, 

b1»c1   +  b2*c2  + b3*c3 
(10) if          <     0 

b2*c3 

then YSGN  =  1   else YSGN ■  -1 

d)      Solve for  the dihedral   (tilt) angle 0 between 
the Image and Object planes: 

(*)      0 ■ arctan( ) 
DI 

where f • focal length 

e)  The ideal line in the Image Plane with 
coordinates [o,0,l]' is mapped into the 
vanishing line in the Object Plane [VLO] by 
the transform: 

(5)  [VLO] = [^••[o.O.l]' 

j)  Solve for the location of the CP in the object 
plane coordinate system: 

(11) DCP = D0»sin(0) 

(12) XCP ■ XSGN*abs[DCP*Sin(0)#Cos($)] 
+ c1/c3 

(13) YCP = YSGN*abs[DCP*Sin(0)»Sin($)] 
+ o?/o3 

(14) ZCP - DCP*cos(c) 

Note:  If [VLl], as deterained in (b), has the 
coordinates [o,0,k], then the image and 
object planes are parallel (0 = 0). Rather 
than continuing with the above procedure, 

H 
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we now solve for the desired inforiration 
using similar triangles and Euclidean 
geometry. 

Computing the Collineation Matrix T 

Let; 

[inv[T]; 

[0] 

[P] 

X1 Y1 1 | 
X2 Y2 1 | 
X? Y3  1 I 

II xi yl 111 
II x? y2 1|| 
II x3 y3 111 

[Q4] • [X4,Y4,1]' 

fP4] ■ [x4 y4,l]' 

[V] = [inv[p]],»[P4]  ■  [v1,v2,v3]' 

[H] - [inv[0]],*[04]  ■  [11,12^3]' 

wl 

w2 

vl       r3 
-- * __ 
r1       v3 

v2      r3 
__ • __ 
r2 

1117.14    -2038.86      0.0 
3371.56      2302.22    -S.UPgi 

-51.0636    -120.442       1.31713 

b) 

o) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

g) 

h) 

i) 

J) 

[VLl]   • [0,   -5.14991,   1.31713]' 

DI  ■   .255758 

0 ■  .872665 raaians    (50 degrees) 

[VLO]   -  [   .000^25.     .000534,     .843880]' 

[PPG]   -  [-51.0636.   -120.442,     1.31713]' 

DO =    71 1.1 96 

$  ■  -.523599 radians    (-30 degrees) 

XSGN ■     ! 
YSGN  ■  -1 

DCP •    544.8081 

XCP = -400.202 
YCP - -300.117 
ZCP ■    350.196 

v3 

[w] 
wl        0 
0      w2       0 
0 0       1 

n   ' 
I I 

Then- 

[T]' = [INV[Q]]»[W]»[P] 

Such  that: 

[Pi]   = ki»[xi.yi,l]   =  [T]*[Oi]. 

Example 

Given 

.3048 meters     (12 inches) 

PI   =  (-.071263 .029665) 
P2 ■ (-.053033, -.006379) 
P3 = (-.014063- .061579) 
P4 •  (  .080120, -.030305) 

Q1   = (  -30,      80) 
Q2 - (-100,    -20) 
Q3 - (  140,      50) 
Q4 ■ (  -40,  -240) 

a) [T]'   - 
.000212       .000236      .000925 

-.000368      .000137       .000534 
M   -.025404       .021650      .843879 
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Problem:  Given the set of seven (x, y) pairs shown in the plot, 
find a best fit line, assuming that no valid datum 
deviates from this line by more than 0.8 units. 

IdealModel Line Point X y 

/        Cross Error ^Point 7) 1 
? 
3 
4 

6 
7 

0 0 

|   jf                           J  Final Least 
|__ *•           #'//Squares Line 

1 
2 

'' 
3 

,4 

1 
• 

2 
3 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4 
2 

Comment; 
th»  0f

1^
e
i
SeVen  POintS are  valid data  ^d  can  be  fit  by 

the solid   line.     Using Least  Squares   (and  the  "throwing 
ou     the  worst  residual" heuristio).   we   terminate  afte" 
four  iterations with four   remaining points,   including 
the gross  error  at  (2,   10)   fit by  the  dashed   line. 

Successive Least Squares 

. ■ 1  

Approximations 

|             i 
Iteration 

i 
Data Set 

i   
i 

1   F 

 — . 1 

itting Line   | 

1 

2 

\        \ 
i 

——,  i 

'.2,3,4.5,6,7 
1.2.3,4,5.7 
1.2,3,4,7 
2,3.4.7 

i    1 
1    1 
I 
1 

1 
I 
i 

.48 ♦ .16x 
•25 ♦ .13» 
• 96 ♦ .14a 
51 ♦ .06x 

Computation of Residuals 

 1 ■ .— 

Poi 
i 

nt 1 Iteration 1 
Residuals 

Iteration 2 ] 
Residuals 

Iteration 
Residual 

3 1 Iteration 4 
a    Residuals 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1.48 
1    .64 

.20 
!    .05 
1   1.05 

1.89» 
1  i.06   : !         1 

1.25    | 
.38 
.49    1 
.36 

1-36*   : 

.57     ' 

 . 1  

.96» 

.10 

.76 

.63 

• 33 

.57      : 

.37 

.31   ; 

i   .11   i 

FIGURE  1     FAILURE OF LEAST SQUARES (AND THE "THROWING OUT OF THE WOR<;T 

RESIDUAL" HEURISTIC). TO DEAL W.TH AN ERTONEOUS DATA PST 

-—  

"■«rr 
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\CP (CENTER OF PERSPECTIVE) 

-IMAGE PLANE 

PRINCIPAL POINT 

REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM 

FIGURE 2    GEOMETRY OF THE  LOCATION   DETERM^ATION 

Sinöab^^g 
D/2 

Sin dab 

FIGURE 3    GEOMETRY OF THE P2P PROBLEM 
FIGURE 4    GEOMETRY OF THE P3P PROBLEM (L IS THE 

CENTER OF PERSPECIIVE) 
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(b) 

FIGURE  5 AN   EXAMPLE SHOWING  FOUR  DISTINCT 
SOLUTIONS TO A P3P PROE' EM 

(0 

Consider   the  tetrahedron  in  Figure 5a.    The  base 
jABC is an equilateral  triangle  and   the  "legs" 
(i.e.,   LA,   LB,   and  LC)  are all  equal.    Therefort, 
the  three  face angles at  L  (i.e.,   <ALB,   <ALC,  and 
<BLC)  are all  equal.     By the  law of cosines we 
have: 

Cos(Alpha)  «  5/0. 

This tetrahedron defines one solution to a P3P 
problem.  A second solution is shown in Figure 5b. 
It is obtained from the first by rotating L about 
BC.  It is necessary to verify that the length of 
L'A can be 1, given the rigid triangle ABC and the 
angle alpha.  From the law of cosines we have: 

(2*sqrt(3))  = 4 + (L'A)  - 2*4*(L'A)»(5/8) 

which reduces to: 

(L'A - 1) * (L'A - 4) = 0. 

Therefore, L'A can be either 1 or 4.  Figure 5a 
"■llustrates the L'A • 4 case and Figure 5b 
illustrates the L'A ■ 1 case. 

Notice that repositioning the base triangle so that 
its vertices move to different locations on the 
legs is equivalent to repositioning L.  Figure 5c 
shows the position cf the base triangle that 
corresponds to the second solution. 

Since the tetrahedron in Figure 5a is threefold 
rotationally symmetric, two more solutions can be 
obtained by rotating the triangle about '.B and AC. 

r-^-'i 
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C(-10,-12,0) 

/    ZAXIS 

' (a) 

(On BC) 

828   2880 
' ' 169 '  169 

FIGURE/6 AN  EXAMPLE: OF A PIP PROBLEM 
WITH  TWO SOLUTIONS 

(0 

Figure 6a specifies a P4P problem and demonstrates 
one solution.  A second solution can bp achieved by 
rotating the base about BC so that A is positioned 
at a different point on its leg (see Figure 6b).  To 
verify that this is a valid solution consider the 
plane X = 0, which is normal to BC and contains tl.e 
points L, A, and D.  Figure 6c shows the important 
features in this plane.  The cosine of alpha is 
119/169.  A rotation uf beta about BC repositions A 
at A'. The law of cosines can be used to verify the 
position of A'. 

To complete this solution it is necassary to verify 
that the rotated position of D is on LD.  Consider 
the point D' in Figure 6c.  It is at the same 
distance from P as D is and by the law of cosines 
we can show that gamma equals beta. Therefore, D', 
which is on LD, is the rotated position of D.  The 
points A', B, C, pnd D' form the second solution to 
the problem. 

rfo'-qp" 
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FIGURE 7 AN EXAMPLE OF A PFiP PROBLEM 

WITH TWO SOLUTIONS 

This example is the same as the P4P example described 
in Figure 6 except that a fifth control point, E, 
has been added.  The initial position for E and its 
rotated position, E' , are shown in Figure 7.  The 
points E and E' were constructed to be the mirror 
images of A' and A about the line LP; therefore, a 
rotation of alpha about P repositions E at E1.  One 
solution of the P5P problem ia formed by points A, 
B, C, and D (shown in Figure 6a) plus point E. The 
second solution is formed by points A', B, C, D', 
and E' .  Consequently there are two different 
positions of L such that all five points lie on 
their appropriate legs. 

FIGURE 8    GEOMETRY FOR AN  ITERATIVE 
SOLUTION TO THE P3P PROBLEM 

i *•.. 
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VANISHING LINE [VLO] 

OBJECT PLANE 

IMAGE  PLANE 
/        , VANISHING LINE IN IMAGE PLANE [VLI) 

CCP ^     //r\ 
Dl  ^wri N. 

//ppNj x N^ 
VANISHING 

LINE IN 
Sy OBJECT PLANE 

\ \        [VLO] 

//\go-ö       j 
0? N >\. 

PPO                  CPO 
— DO— 

FIGURE 9    COMPUTING THE 3-D  LOCATION  OF 
THE CENTER  OF PERSPECTIVE (L) 

FIGURE   10    GEOMETRY OF THE P4P PROBLEM 
(WITH ALL CONTROL POINTS 
LYING IN A COMMON  PLANE) 
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SEMANTIC DESCRIPTION OF AERIAL IMAGES 
USING STOCHASTIC LABELING 

O.D. Faugeras and K.E.  Price 

Image Processing Institute 
University of Southern California 

Los Angeles, California 90007 

ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses the application of 
stochastic labeling to a general symbolic image 
description problem. A method used to compute 
initial likelihoods and compatibilities is 
described. It was derived from an earlier 
symbolic matching procedure, but was modified to 
provide the data needed for application of the 
labeling method. This labeling procedure 
differs from simpler ones, in that it maximizes 
a global criterion at each iteration. This 
technique is compared to other matching methods 
and results on two scenes are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of computer scene  analysis  is 
to automatically produce  a description of the 
content of an image similar to one obtained from 
a skilled  human observer.  In order to achieve 
such a goal, a symbolic description of the  raw 
image  data must be constructed.  This requires 
the  application of many of  the  now  well 
developed  techniques of Image Processing (image 
bandwidth  compression,  image  restoration and 
image  enhancement), extraction of features such 
as texture and edges, segmentation of the  image 
into homogeneous regions with respect to one or 
several properties, and measuring features  that 
characterize  these segments (color, brightness 
texture, size, and  shape)  and  also relations 
between  these  segments  (brighter than, larger 
than, above, below, etc.).  The output of this 
complex  sequence of processes is something that 
does not resemble the original  input  array of 
pixels  but is much more suitable for high level 
processing:  a symbolic  description which  is 
represented  as a  labelled  graph or semantic 
network.  To proceed any further, we must also 
assume  that  we have access to another body of 
knowledge containing a priori information abbut 
the expected content of images of a given area. 
We will not make any assumptions about how this 
world model has been obtained (manual input or 
intelligent learning) and will only assume  that 
its representation is the same as the image, 
i.e., that it is also a semantic network.  The 
process of obtaining a semantic description of a 
given image can then be viewed as finding the 
solution of a graph matching problem: either 
match the image onto  the model  or match the 
model onto the image. Thus, this is equivalent 
to the  general  graph/subgraph  isomorphism 

problem which is well known to be NP-complete. 
Practical and useful solutions can nonetheless 
be found as we will show in this paper. 

Matching techniques must be described in 
terms of performance on a well defined problem 
The particular task under study is the analysis 
of an image of a scene using an aporoximatp 
specification of the scene which would apply for 
many different images of the scene (i e a 
model). Ucth the image and scene are 
represented by semantic networks, the image 
description is automatically generated and thus 
reflects any errors in the segmentation process 
The model is specified by the user and contains 
only the irjportant objects and relations. 

A similar problem was attacked by Rubin (1) 
with a search procedure and a more detailed 
model. His work has been combined with a 
relaxation procedure by Smith [2]. The general 
form of the solution is similar to ours but the 
scene model is significantly more detailed so 
that exact comparisons cannot be made. 

We will first present the image and .nodel 
descriptions, which are the input to the 
matching procedure, then the basic matching 
technique which we use to compare two objects. 
Next, the global matching process (labeling) 
will be described, finally we will discuss the 
results of applying this procedure. 

DESCRIPTIM AND BASIC MATCHING TECHNIQUES 

This section will first present a 
description of the symbolic representation used 
for the scene and image. Then the method by 
computing initial likelihoods of particular 
matches is described along with the method to 
compute compatibilities of pairs of matches. 

1.  Image And Model Descriptions 

Our matching system uses a feature base', 
symbolic, description of an idealized scene (the 
model) and of the iaage of a portion of this 
scene [3j. The image description is derived 
automatically from an image and the model is 
developed by the user through an interactive 
procedure. 

The basic objects used  for the  image 
description  are the segments of the image 
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generated both by a general region based image 
segmentation procedure [4] and by a linear 
feature extraction procedure [51. The regions 
are derived by locating connected areas which 
are uniform with respect to some feature in the 
input image (color parameters, texture values 
etc.). Linear features are defined as long 
narrow objects which differ from the background 
on both sides, and are described by as a 
sequence of straight line segments with some 
small width. Typically, the images which we use 
have a total of 10Ü-200 individual segments of 
both types. The symbolic description is 
completed by computing various features of the 
segments and relations between them. 

The_ features used for the symbolic 
description are those which can be reliably 
computed from the available data (the input 
image and the region or line descriptions) 
They include properties such as average color 

and texture (currently only simple texture 
measures), size, position, two-dimensional 
orientation, and simple shape measures. Aso 
included are various relations between i-.age 
segments such as adjacency, nearby, and relative 
positions (above, below, etc.). With all these 
relations a segment may easily be related to as 
many as 100 other segments. This description is 
not intended to be used for reconstruction oc 

the original image, it is meant to capture the 
important, observable, information contained in 
the image . 

The model description is identical to  that 
used  for the image - feature btsed descriptions 
of basic  region-like  and  line-like  elements 
including relations between then.  Additionally 
the basic elements in the model are grouped into 
more  complex objects,  associated with generic 
descriptions, and referred to by actual  names 
The  feature values  in  the model will  not 
correspond exactly to  image values,  but  are 
approximations of the likely values, so that one 
model of a scene can be used with many similar 
images of the same scene.  The relations between 
elements which are included in the model are the 
important" ones, that is. if a relation appears 

in the model description then it is expected  to 
occur  m  the  image  description,  but,  if no 
relation occurs in the model then nothing may be 
said about its appearance in the image (negative 
relations could be used, such  as must not  be 

adjacent,  etc.).  Similarly, only the important 
objects are described in the model, thus  it  is 
not  a complete description of the entire scen- 
Generally, the model description is smaller ' jn 
the image description containing 20-30 basic 
elements. 

In summary, the input for the matching 
procedures is the symbolic descriptions of both 
the input image and a model of the scene. The 
model description determines the outcome of the 
matching operations. The iaage description is 
automatically derived and may contain 
errors - especially where simple objects are 
broken  into  several pieces. The  model 

description is incomplete, as it contains only 
important objects, thus most segments in the 
image (and objects in the actual scene) will not 
be described by objects in the model. 

2.  Basic Matching Technique 

The global  matching  procedure   is  a 
stochastic   labeling  procedure  (also  called 
relaxation procedure) which will be explained in 
detail  in  the next  section.   The relaxation 
technique requires a basic procedure to  compare 
how well  a model element agrees with an iaage 
segment for its operation.  In our previous work 
in matching pairs of images [2] and in analysis 
of images using models of the scene [6] we  have 
developed  a comparison procedure which can rate 
the correspondence of an object in one image (or 
model)  with  an object  in  another  image (or 
model).   The   basic   procedure   combines 
differences  in  all  available  features  and 
relations to produce  a  single  rating  of  the 
quality of  the match.   The  past experiments 
indicated that this procedure produces reliable, 
and  generally  accurate  measures   for  the 
differences between two objects (i.e.  the model 
based matching performed accurately on a variety 
of scenes).  The problems with the past matching 
system  arose in the use of these results by the' 
global  matching procedure,   particularly  in 
reouirements  for ordering  the  seWtion of 
elements to match and the handling of objects 
which  break  into several  pieces.   (Thio  is 
discussed in more detail in part IV.) 

Briefly,  the basic  matching  procedure 
combines differences in all feature values which 
are  weighted  to account  for the difference 
ranges  of values (small size differences (1000 
pixels) are not as important for  large  regions 
but  small  changes  in orientation (0.5 radian) 
are   very    significant).     Additionally, 
differences  in the number of relations in the 
model and  the number of  the same  relations 
between  the  corresponding  image  segments are 
used.  All of these components  are  given a 
strength  (high, medium,  low) to control their 
impact on the final match result (i.e.  features 
known  to be marginally useful are given a low 
strength, and those  considered very  important 
are  given a high strenth) .   In  the earlier 
implementation the absolute value of the  rating 
ranged  from 0 upward to 10000 or more.  These 
values are converted to the range fO.O, 1.0]  by 
using the reciprocal of the value plus 1. 

The stochastic labeling operation uses the 
matching procedure for two distinct purposes. 
First, it is necessary to determine the initial 
likelihood of a particular assignment (i.e. a 
rating without consideration of neighbors, or in 
other words use only the unary relations). 
Second, the compatibility of particular 
assignments for two objects must be computed 
.i.e. the rating using the relations between 
cwo objects). 

The computation of initial  likelihoods 
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cannot use relations between objects since their 
use depends on assignments of model elements to 
image segments. Therefore, the initial match is 
limited to feature values (color, side, shape, 
etc.). A model element is compared with all the 
image segments using our basic matching 
procedure. The best matching segments are kept 
for further analysis, currently up to thirty are 
used or up to the point where the worst is 1/10 
of the best (whichever given the smaller set). 
Then the match results are scaled so that they 
sum to 1, to be treated as probabilities in the 
stochastic labeling procedure. 

Clearly, if feature values, alone, are 
sufficient to locate correct matches, then the 
process could stop at this point. But, even 
though features are sufficient for some well 
defined objects, they do not locate most 
correspondences by themselves. 

After an initial application of the 
relaxation procedure several assignments may be 
made. At this point, the computation of initial 
likelihoods for an object can, and does, use the 
relations with assigned elements. This means 
that initial likelihoods are always computed 
with all available information, initially only 
feature values then an increasing number of 
relations. Therefore successive steps which are 
using more information can morr: reliably match 
the less well defined objects. 

The compatibility measure computes the 
effect of making an assignrent for one element 
on the assignment for another element. The 
interaction between objects and their 
assignments is through the relations between 
them, so that the compatibility n,easure is based 
on these relations. Here again, the same basic 
matching procedure is used to compute how well 
the relations in the model match the felatioiis 
in the image. The procedure has been modified 
so that only the relations between the two model 
elements and between the potential corresponding 
image elements are considered. 

In some implementations of a stochastic 
labeling procedure, all the possible 
compatibility measures are computed once at the 
beginning, but because of the total number of 
possibilities wh ch would be required, this can 
not be done. Since only a small fraction of the 
total numl '.r are ever required, they are 
computed as needed. Clearly, in one experiment, 
the same value will be computed several times, 
but the cost is small. 

The compatibility measure is computed using 
the most likely assignments for the second 
object. The individual matches are «sighted by 
the likelihood of a particular assignment so 
that more likely assignments contribute more to 
the result. The number of likely assignments to 
be considered is determined by an input 
parameter. The greater the number of 
assignments, the greater time the procedure will 
take. Experiments have indicated that using 
more than one or two assignments does not 

contribute much to the final results (see the 
final section). If an object has a firm 
assignment (i.e. some segment has been selected 
as corresponding to a mode', object) then this 
assignment is included in the compatibility 
computation in addition to the number of 
assignments specified by the parameter described 
above . 

RELAXATION ALGORITHM 

This section describes the basic stochastic 
labeling and tho optimization techniques 
algorithms. The second part of the section 
presents the variations of the basic procedure 
which were required for this symbolic matching 
problem. 

1.  General Description 

Relaxation labeling attempts to efficiently 
solve a very general problem in Pattern 
Recognition and Artificial Intelligence, given a 
set of units U and a set of names N, assign 
names to units given actual measured features 
and a world model. There are two broad classes 
of Relaxation techniques. The first one, called 
discrete Relaxation, hand'^s the case where, for 
every unit, we can know if a name is possible or 
impossible. Discrete Relaxation is then an 
efficient way to solve the search problem of 
finding a labeling of the units. Continuous 
Relaxation handles the cases where we know more 
than jusf whether names are possible or 
impossible, namely a measure of their 
likelihood. 

In the first case, the world model consists 
of a binary relation Rc(UxN)x(UxN) that 
determines whether assigning name nl to uni': u1 

is compatible with assigning name n2 to unit U2. 
In the second case, this compatibility is given 
by a positive number c(ux.n!,U2,n2), which is 
small if the compatibility is weak and large if 
it is strong. Function c is defined in general 
only over a subset S of (UxN)x(UxN). To every 
unit ui and name n^we can thus associate the 
set V^k) of related units u. such that there 
exists  a name n^ for which (uj, ,nk,Uj .n^) is in 

In this paper, we are solely concerned with 
continuous Relaxation, where for every unit u.,, 
there is a corresponding probability vector 
r--! =ipi(l)..pi(Li)]T „here p1(k) (ISkSLi) 
measures the probability that unit u1 has the 
name nk. The set of all vectors Jj is called a 
stochastic labeling of the set of units U. As 
proposed in [7,8] we ci>n also define for each 
unit uj a compatibility or prediction vector 
qi = [qi(l)...qi(Li)] that tells us what pj 
should be, given the probability of assignments 
Pj at neighboring units Uj and the world model 
embedded in function c. For simplicity we will 
rewritec(ul,nk,u1>nJj)as c(i,k,j,ji) in what 
follows.        :    -^ji * 

As described  in   [7,8]  we can take 
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Q,00 
qi(k) = r^— (i) 

where 

QiCk)-- 
-J.OPJU)   (2) 

wliere 

Uj   in  v'.CP.)   «   in w 

unit^15   a   r^th"   ^     ^    Jp0SSible     nameS     f- 

,„„ J J H   .     but:     because    of     thp 
arge     number of  possible  names   in  this  task  and 

for  the  sake  of efficiency we  took 

Wj = (set  cf  n most   likely names) 

usually with  n =  1.     That   is.   for  every neighbor 

h?moTirLl0nSidered  0nly  the  -"^^n Lne most   likely name   m  Eq.   (2). 

In   (7,8]   we  proposed   to  use   local    measureq 
of consistency and  ambiguity of  the  form 

«llPi^illz   +    f1^)«! (3) 

^"e ||-|i2 iE the usual Euclidean norm H- thB 
quadratic entropy ' Hl the 

1 

Hi =Z)pi(j')(i-Pi^)) = i-i ipd 
«,=1 

ll (4) 

ira
ndporataan"eei8ofin8   ^^  ^^^  the    relative importance     of  consistency versus  ambiguity       Tt 

liven  h    ^H1"    9)   that   an  —  better **™S* given  by the   inner  product 

The global  measure  is   then  an  average    over     the 
set.of units  of  the   local  measures.8 We can  thus 

C  = E 
all  units 

u. 

•qi (6) 

m
aeSasaur8lsbaJheCriteri0n ^   ^  Set  0f Units  ^ 

labeling.     ^     COnSlstency     and  ambiguity of  the 

the foTnoiinb
a

eUn8  Pr0blem  ^  ^    e('Uivale"t     to 

(0) given an initial Ubeling ^ ,  find the 

#     local maximum of criterion C closest to the 
original labeling subject to the constraint 
that vectors Pi are probability vectors. 

and define an iteration scheme as:        3?! 

}     n> 0 (7) 

is  a  positive  number     and 
projection operator 
(71. 

p    a     linear 
For a description of  ? see 

It  can be  easily shown   that 

8i(k)=qi(k)+        * f      £      C(j.Ä,llk), 
neighbors u    j  tin W 

of  ui        J J 

(PjW-Pj'qj)   for  k=l>. where 

(8) 

..,L. 

D. 
J 

J 

(9) 

to 

=   *    Q.U) 
a -i  J 

The   first   term  ajfkl   in  Fr,     cci 
the     .^ni»         ?i                 q'   (6) "responds     to 
the     fimpe maximization  of  the product-^.Ä    in 
the  global   criterion C,   whereas the  second     te™ 

through     the       compatibility       relations. The 
algorithm defined by Eq. (5) wil1 allow us to 
evolve from the initial stochastic labe ing 

Sung3    ^    ambi8U0US    and    —consist 

2.     Least  Commitment  Versus  Speed 
Multiple  Matches 

The Cask of matching a model with a 
symbolic representation of an image obtained by 
a automatic segmentation procedure presents the 
important cha!^cteristic that matches majnot Je 
unique.     For  example,   if a highway  in  the'    image 

Jnto    !"  SePir^ed  by the  mutation procedure 
mto     several     disconnected     pie.es.     then    each 

"h^H     "  a  P0.tential  COrreCt -tch   for  the  node highway"  m  the model. 

One  possible  way of handling     this     nrohl»™ 

tendency       to       slnt,       n,, senerai •>-/ LU siow the convereenrp nf fh„ 
iterative scheme. This is wty w^ oo ed for an 
alternative between an increase in speed (and 
therefore of the probability of making' «rors) 
and  the  principle  of  least  commitment. 

We  therefore  introduced     the     notion    of    a 
Macro-iteration       composed    of     several    of    th* 

to uniS LSPH
01810118

 
are made t0 assi8n "™** to units based upon the comparison of the 

components of the vert-nT-0 X - " r cne 

(usually SnzY T* vectors Pi to a threshold 
^usually 80%). If one component is larger than 
the threshol. then it is set equal to And unit 
ui is considered to be a**ion0j -u 
corresponding name nk. assigned the 

The process is then  reinitiali-d by 
computing new initial probabilities Ä^  För 
units ui Ouch have been assigned namens "these 
are not 
The sum of their 

"here ki is the number of assigned na^e 

•e  used  to  compute 

actually probability vectors any 
' •  components adds up r 

relations 

more. 
ki+1 

Since 
initial 

, 
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probabilities only when units are assigned 

(otherwise only features are used), this also 
has the advantage of improving the original 

est imates . 

In  the  optimization 

constraints are now: 

k. < 
1 E^. (k) k.+l 

i 
k=l 

problem  (^)   the 

p.(1)   = 1 for all 
names f wl 'ch 

have alreauy 
been assigned to 

unit u , . 
confidence  value That is, we do not allow  the 

for aii-'ady assigned names to be changed from 1. 

COMPARISON WITH OTHER APPROACHES 

AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We compared our approacli with results from 

two other techniques: the relaxation procedure 
originally introduced by Rosenfeld, Hummel and 

Zucker [10] (algorithm RHZ) and the sequential 

matching procedure developed by Nevatia and 

Price |6] (algorithm NP). The nonlinear 

iterative updating formula of algorithm RHZ can 
be expressed as 

Pln+1(k) 
(k)Qi(k) 

£=1 

10) 
in) 

i!l.)Qiil) 

where the Q^'s are computed in the same way as 

in Eq. (2). On this particular proble, 

algorithm RHZ has a tendency to converge toward 

ambiguous solutions. The reason is, of course 

that this algorithm does not take into account 
completely the coupling between units as 

reflected by the c ( i .k, j ,il) ' s and fails to 

account for the notion of ambiguity. As shown 

in Eqs. (6) and (8) this is not the case with 

the algorithm described in this paper. 

The basic comparison procedure used here is 

the same as used in algorithm NP, so that many 

of the results are identical. The major 

problems with the sequential method are the lack 

of a consistent method for the handling of 

multiple assignments and errors which are caused 

by the order in which the objectc are selected 

for matching. For example, if a pair of 

identical objects are near each other, the 

sequential procedure can easily find the wrong 

assignment for the first object, thus forcing 

the second to also be incorrect, due to the 
limit of assigning one r.ame to only one unit 

(units may be assigned several names). Since 

the relaxation procedure is considering pairs of 

objects, the correct assignments advance to the 

top, if there are relations connecting the two 
objects. 

1.  Results 

We have applied this procedure to several 

different scenes or portions of scenes and will 
present results from two of these  scenes.  The 

first is a high altitude aerial; ipage with a (Vw 

major regions (a city and rur?i areas) and a 

number of linear features (a major highway, 

river channels, and roads plong ttu channels), 

(see Fig. 2). The second vs a closer view (of a 

different area), wi:h ,2 roads included in the 
model. The roads are described in E'>rtions 

because of the tendency of the linear tVature 

extraction procedure to break lone linear 

features into shorter segments, (see Fig. 3). 

To illustrate how the relaxation procedure 

operates. Fig. 1 is a graph of the probabilities 

of various assignments for one object through a 

series of macro iterations. The values are 

given for each microiteration through a long 

sequence of macro iterations. Figures 2 and 3 
show the final results, with the objects 

outlined and labeled. Many of the labels 

overlap since adjacent linear features are being 

presented. 
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Fig.     1 

Iteration   Number 

Graph of the match likelihoods for several image segments to be 
assigned to one model element.  The model  element be ng considered 
is labeled "SOUTH-HIGHWAY" in the final results of FT.,^6       The 
tick marks along the horizontal axis indicate each Ma.,ro iteration 

Note also th^the l^f-   ^   t0   '^  are a11 COrrect -sxgnments Note also that the initial best assignments is not considered after 
the firm assignment made on the second macro ir.eration. 

Fig. 2  Final assignments for 
Stockton area. 

m a rlJARK ■■■■■ 

Fig. 3  Final assignments for 
road segments of Ft. 
Beivoir area. 
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REPRESENTING AND REASONING ABOUT PARTIALLY SPECIFIED SCENES 

Rodney A. Brooks and Thomas 0. Binford 

Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, Computer Science Department 
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305 

Abstract 

We present a representational scheme for specific and 
generic objects, partially specified scenes and partially specified 
camera models. It is built on top of our previous geometric 
volume based representations, and relies on specialization by 
constraints as its primitive element. We extend the specialization 
mechanism to enable case analysis in determining observational 
Invariants of objects. A set of rules Is given which aids in 
reasoning about geometric rc-lationships between coordinate 
tystems linked by multiple partially specified coordinate 
Iransforms. Together these two mechanisms provide powerful 
methods for predicting the appearances of objects. We 
demonstrate how to make use of two dimensional match 
Information to interpret the image in a three dimensional model 
of the world. Again we make use of the specialization 
mechanism. 

I. Introduction 

The developrrent of the ACRONYM model-based vision 
system has been previously described ([4], [6] and [6]). A brief 
overview of the system follows. This is intended to give a firm 
basis for the discussion of solutions to computational problems 
which arise when image interpretation is viewed as an 
Interaction of prediction and description. This paper will be 
concerned primarily with prediction and use of predictions to 
Interpret descriptions produced by low level image processing. 

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the major modules 
and data structures of ACRONYM. The data structures 
comprise the middle column. A user interacts with the system 
via a high level modeling language and an interactive editor to 
provide three dimensional descriptions of objects and object 
classes. A graplii« module provides valuable feedback during 
this task. The models so constructed are volumetric descriptions 
based on generalized cones [11 The models are tree structured 
and provide multiple levels of detail in their representation. All 
ihis has previously been described in detail (e.g. [6]). In section 2 
we describe a new hvel of representation bu:it on top of this. 

A rule-based module, the predictor and planner, takes 
models of objects and scenes and prt-juces the observability 
graph which is a prediction of the appearance of the objects 
expected within the scene, and a plan, or instructioni, for 
descriptive processes and the matcher to find instances of the 
objects within the image. The process of prediction and 
planning is repeated as first coarse interpretations are found, 
more predictions are carried out, and finer, less ambiguous 
interpr nations are produced. Section 3 describes some new 
mechanisms used for prediction, and the way they fit in with 

natural   extensions  to  the  additions to object representation 
described in section 2. 
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Consider the lower portion of figure I, The edge mipper 
describes pictures as ribbons and their spatial relationships. 
Ribbons are the two dimensional specializatior .if generalizid 
cones [4]. Currently we deal only with morocular image:, 
making use of the line finder of Nevatia and Babu [7,1 and the 
foal directed ribbon finder of Brooks [81 Again, this edge 
mapping module ma> be invoked many times during the course 
of an interpretation as finer levels of interpretation are called 
Tor. Later ACRONYM will use stereo pairs of images and the 
»urface mapper will extract depth information in the form of 
lurface descriptions. 

The matcher provides the interface between dcä;ription 
and prediction. In all the image interpretations dune hy 
ACRONYM to date the matcher has been a syntactic graph 
matcher written by Russell Greiner [81 It has been used to 
match the two dimensional predictions of the Observability 
graph to the two dimensional description: of the Picture graph. 
In section 3 we give the some details of the design of a new 
matcher to be implemented in the same rule set as that used for 
Ehe predictor and planner. It will directly relate two dimensional 
ciascriptions back to three dimensional models, providing a 
t'.rong mechanism for ensuring global consi.'tency of local 
interpretations. It is expected that the matcher will gradually 
merge with the predictor and planner since tney will interact 
with each ofher to a much greater degree in the new 
implementation. 

2. Representation 

We have previously ([4], [5], [6]) discussed ACRONYM'S 
geometric representation of objects as v..iun.es using generalized 
cones [1] as a volume primitive. We have alluded to, but not 
explained in detail, representation of generic classes and specific 
objects, explicit use of symme.ry and representation of camera 
parameters. In this section we explain the aspecis of our 
representation scheme devoted to these issues by menns of an 
extended example. 

The choice of representation scheme is driven both by (1) 
what we wish to represent, and (2) the class of computations we 
wish to base upon the representation. 

(1) We need to represent generic classes of objects. Tiiis involves 
representing both variable sizes and variable structures with 
local constraints between such variations. We also wish to 
represent b.th subclasses and specific instances. Thus we will 
need to talk about both specialization and generalization. Our 
representation scheme is built on the specialization primitive. 
Thus generalization at the input level must be restructured to be 
a specialization at the representational level. We may 
Incorporate generalization directly laior. 

(2) We need to reason about object classes and their 
ip-!Cializations at the same time. This will allow matches to some 
part of an object to be carried down to a match to the 
corresponding part of a specialization of the object 
automaticaKy. We need to be able to reason both noout multiple 
Instances of modeled objects, and multiple candidates for one or 
more instances, at the same time. Local interpretations sirovide 
mere global constraints, but we need to know how global these 
constraints can safely be made. This must be explicitly 
represented in the model. For instance constraints on the length 
of a wing deduced from a local interpretation extend over both 
wing« of a tingle aircraft, but they do not extend globally over 

all aircraft as there may be many types of aiicraft in the image. 

In the following discussion wc will consider the problem of 
modeling the class of wide-bodied passenger jet aircraft, and 
tpecific wide-bodied passenger jet aircraft, such as the Boeing 
747. Lockh'ed L-1011. McDonnell-Dougla: DC-10 and the 
Airbus Consortium A-300. We will then mode! a wider situation 
where such aircraft are on runways and taxiways. and there are 
undetermined variables in the camera model. 

Quantifiers 

To represent the class of wide-budied passenger jet 
aircraft we need to represent both variations in size (e.g. 
different aircraft subclasses will have different fuselage lengths), 
and variations in structure (e.g. different aircraft subclasses will 
have different engine configurations). In both cases we to 
represent the range of allowable variations. We refer to this as 
quantification of sets. Furthermore, there will sometimes be 
Interdependencies between these variation.' (e.g. a scaling 
betweer, fuselage length and wing span). 

The primitive representational mechanism used in 
ACRONYM is that of units and slots. These are a slight 
generalization of atoms and properties of LISP. Objects are 
represented by units, as are generalized cones, cmss-sections. 
»weeping-rules, spines, rotations and Iranslations to name the 
more important ones Figure 2 shows four units with their slots 
ind fillers from a particular ACRONYM mode!. They des-ribe 
ihe generalized cone representing the fuselage of the generic 
wide-bodied passenger Jet aiicraft. Note that units are referred 
to as "Nodes" because they are nodes of the Object graph of 
figure I. The NAME slot is a distinguished slot which all units 
possess. It describes the entity represented by the unit and 
corresponds to the SELF slot of KRL units ([2]). Units 
Identified by "Z" followed by a four digit number nre those 
which were given no explicit identifier by the user who 
modelled the object. The modeling language parser has 
generated unique identifiers for them. 

Mode:   FUSELAGE-CONE 
NAr1E! SlflPLE-CONL 
SPINE! 20005 

GUEEP1NG-3ULE:        CONSTANT-SUEEPING-RULE 
CROSS-SECTION:        2008^ 

Node: Z0005 
NAHE: SPINE 
TYPE: STRAIGHT 
LENGTH: FUSELAGE-LENGTH 

Node:  CONSTANT-SHEEP I NG-RULE 
NAME: SHEEPING-RULE 
TYPE: CONSTANT 

Node: Z0004 
NAME: CROSS-SECTION 
TYPE: CIRCLE 
RADIUS: FUSELAGE-RADIUS 

Generalized cone representation of fuselage. 
Fig. 2. 

The value of a i]u is given by its filler. Slot fillers may be 
Imm.-diate values, such as "2" or "STRAIGHT". They can also 

1 ■>»»'*?;—aiiir 
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be jymbolic constants in the s^me sense as constants are used in 
programming languages such as PASCAL. Such fillers are fine 
lor representing specific completely determined objects and 
» tuatlons. To allow for representat.on of variable quarries 
'lots may be filled by a quantifur. A quantifier is a symbolic 

■PrMcr^,f  f0r  a  Sl0t  fi,ler-  "FUSELACE-LENCTH" and 
FUSELAGE-RADIUS"  are examples of such quantifiers in 

I'gure  2.  Constraints can  be placed  on the values they ara 
allowea to represent. 

The      following     constraints 
FUSELAGE-LENGTH     and 

might     be     imposed     upon 
FUSELAGE-RADIUS    when 

modeling the class of wide-bodied passenger jet aircraft 

FUSELAGE-LENGTHi   (X   (V)   (INTERVAL V 48.8 G8 8)) 
FUSELAGE-RAD I US:   U   (V)    tINTEWAI. V 2.5 4.0)) 

These constrain the two quantifiers to be floating point 
quantities lying in the closed intervals [40.0, 60 0] and [2 5 4 0] 
(the units are in meters). Thus the confSralnts say that a 
wide-bodied passenger jet aircraft has fuselage length ranging 
rom 20 to 60 meters, and fuselage radius from 2.5 to 4 meSrf 

In general a quantifier can have an arbitrary number of such 
constraints. We will discuss later the way in which these 

intTrmtior  manipUlated   ?nd  used during Prediction  and 

Such   quantifiers   are   thus   used   to  expre«  allowable 
variations  in  size of objects.  They are also used to express 
variations in the allowable structure of objects. Figure 3 gives 
ihe complete subpart tree for a model of generic wide-bodied 
Pa"e"g!I  Jet   aircraft-   For  brevity  not  all  the slots of the 
UöJfiCT  units are shown  here. The QUANTIFIERS slot is 
explained in section 4. The SUBPARTS slot of an OBJECT 
unit is filled with a list of subparts giving the next level of 
description  of the object.  Entries in  the list can  be simple 
pointers  to other OBJECT units (e.g. JETAIRCRAFT has 

FiKrrA^T"^ STARBOARD-WING, PORT-WING and 
UMLAGE). They can also be more complex such as the single 

entry for the subparts of STARBOARD-WING, which specifies 
a  quantification of subparts called STARBOARD-ENGINE 
1 he quantification description follows the same rules as unit slot 

™™V OVMVM"    U6   1uantificaii°n   "   'he   quantifier 
^f POT^ rM™0* that PORT-WING ^ * quantification 
of PORT-ENGINEs ai subparts, which is represented by the 
•ame   quantifier   F-ENG-QUANT.   Thus  we  have explicitly 
represented the symmetry of the aircraft.- it has the same number 

!LTTrM^e,d,t0 eaCh Win*- Con«rain'» on 'his quantifier 
and on R-ENG-^UANT, the number of rear engines might be: 

F-ENG-QUANT«   U  (I)   (INTERVAL 112)) 

»-EN0-0u.KT,   SÜISS?^!,"-"-"""" 

:'-EN0VANrTViS,""'ta''   ^   COra,","'   '" 
U   (I)     MEHBER   (LIST I R-ENG-QUANT) 

•ni 8) d i) (2 8)))) 

These say that there must be either one or two engines on 

re tw""! Zerrr 0ne " the ^ 0f Che aircraft- a"d * -" are two on each wing then there are zero tl the rear We will 
return to this example in section 4. 

Symmetry  of size  (such   a.  length  of the wings) can 

NAHE: 
SUBPARTSi 

QUANTIFIERS: 

older in rio^.V UmS the "™ V"™« « a pi.« 
-s, su h XTTttonZ 0f fT In«rt^^nci«P on 
above, can be reorese t 5 in  h. ^ and relr e^n" 

JET-AIRCRTFT ;ons'^'nu on the Quantifiers. 

OBJECT 

(STARBOARD-UING PÜRT-UING 
FUSELAGE) 

(F-ENG-ÜUANT ENGINE-LENGTH 
ENGINE-RAP I US 
UING-ATTACHMENT ENG-0UT 
ONE-UING-SPAN 
U1NG-SWEEP-BACK 
UING-LENGTH UING-RATI0 
WING-WIDTH UING-THICK) 

Mode:   STARBOARD-UING 
NAf1E« OBJECT 
SUBPARTS: ((SP-DES F-ENG-QUANT . 

rnmr- ^^ STARBOARD-ENGINE)) 
CONE-DESCRIPTDR:     S1ARB0ARD-UING-CGNE 

Node:   STARBOARD-ENGINE 
NArlE! OBJECT 
CONE-DESCRIPTOR:     PORT-ENGINE-CONE 

Mode:   PORT-UING 
NAHE: 0BJgCT 

SUBPARTS: ((SP-DES F-ENG-QUANT . 

CONE-DESCRIPTOR:     POBJ-UINTCI^" 

Wode:   PORT-ENGINE 
NAf1E: OBJECT 
CONE-DESCRIPTDR:    PORT-ENGINE-CONE 

Wodes   FUSELAGE 
NAHE: 
SUBPARTS: 

QUANTIFIERS: 

OBJECT 

(RUDDER STARBOARD-STABILIZER 
PORT-STABILIZER) 

(STAB-ATTACH STAB-I4IDTH 
STAB-THICK STAB-SPAN 
STAB-SUEEP-BACK 

CONE-DfeSCRIPTOR,    FUSELAGESE^1'0' 

Mode:   RUDOER 
NAHE: 
SUBPARTS: 

OBJECT 
((SP-DES R-ENG-QUANT . 

REAR-ENGINE)) 
LONE-DESCRIPTOR:     RUDDER-CONE 

Wode:   REAR-ENGIME 
NAME: 0BjECT 

CONE-OESCRIPT0R i    REAR-ENGINE-C0NE 

'Jode:   STARBOARD-STABILIZER 
NAf1E' OBJECT 
CONE-DHSCRIPTOR:    STARBOARD-STABILIZER-CONE 

Wode:   PORT-STABILIZER 
NAriEi OBJECT 
CONE-ÜESCRIPTOP:    PORT-STABILiZER-CONE 

Subpart tree of generic passenger jet. 
Fig. 3. 

^-*!«„. —- - - 
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Our complete model for a generic wlde-bodied passenger 
jet aircraft has 28 quantifiers describing allowable variations in 
tue and structure. 

Reuriction Nodes 

It should be clear that to model a subclass of wide-bodied 
passenger jet aircraft we need only provide a different (more 
restrictive) set of constraints for the quantifiers used in the 
general model. To model a specific type of aircraft we could 
wftt    s   C°nStraintI t0 be completely specific (e.g. (* (Vj (. V 
W»   ).   Thus   we   will   not   need   to   distinguish   between 
pecialimion   of  the   general   model   to  a  subclass,  or  an 

ind vidual.   (Note   that   the   notion   of  individual  gets  very 
confused   here.   Should   a   completely  specified   model  of  an 
&P-747, or 747.B, be considered an individual or a class, since 
• here   are   multiple   instances   it;   the   real   world?   By   not 
distinguishing between  individuals and classes at the model 
evel   we  finesse  the problem.  If we were basing a natural 
language system  upon our representation we might run into 
problems with this.) 

Given that subclasses use different sets of constraints the 
problem arises of how to represent multiple subclasses 
•imultaneously. We introduce a new type of nod« to the 
representation; a restriction node. These ari the embodiment of 
«peciahzation. Restriction nodes form a tree, rooted at a 
distinguished node, the BASE-RESTRICTION. Constraint are 
always associated with a restrict.on node. A restriction node 
mphcitly inherits all the constraints associated with its ancestors 

in the tree. Thus a daughter restriction node never has weaker 
constraints than its parents. 

tirr lOTu the eXample 0f the Seneric vvide-bodied passenger jet 
r FNITDTO "™raints are abated with so™ restriction node, 
GENERIC-JET-AIRCRAFT say. Its parent would most l.kely 
be the BASE-RESTRICTION. To represent the class of S 
the followmg restrictfcn node might be included: 

Mode:   B0F:WG-747 
NAHE: 
PARENT» 
VYPE: 
CONSTRAINTS: 

RESTRICT  JN 
GENErilC-JET-AiRCRAFT 
MODEL-SPECIALIZATION 
<llet of con8tralnt8> 

The   CONSTRAINTS  slot  would  be filled  with the 
constraints additional to those in GENERIC-JET-AIRCRAFT 
neceSsary for „presenüng the sub-class of Boeing 747s. This 
«inct.-on might in turn have daughter restrictions to represent 

further subclasses juch as SP.747s and 7-17.BI. 

Whenever « ,-,0del is accessed (by the predictor and 
planner say), is is accessed in the context of a restriction node. 

lil^Jl re^U0,1"^ about the generic class of wide-bodied 
IFTATDr>Be

4r|
redlCt0r and P,a,lner wil1 a'«« 'he 

JET-AIRCRAFT model and base its reasoning on the 
constraints given by the GENERIC-JET-AIRCRAFT 
restriction node. When reasoning about Boeing 747s it will base 
ts reasoning about the JET-AIRCRAFT model on the 

constraints given by the BOEING-?« restriction node. 

Variable Afflxmsnti 

Affixments   are   coordinate   transforms   between   local 

coordinate systems of objects. They are comprised of a rotation 
»nd a translation. 

In^nf-T'T afflXnlents vary °^ «1 object class. For 
instance tn the generic wide-bodied passenger Jet aircraft the 
position along the fuselage at which the wings will be attach^ 
Mil vary with particular types of aircraft Oth'er tines there mfy 
be an allowable variation in an affixment within a single ob.ect 
•whenever    an    articulated   object   is   modeled.   Variable 

re äZT T a'S0 ^ USefU, f0r m0dellng a"ow^ W* e ationships between two objects - for instance an aircraft is on 
»   lUn Way. 

Notationalty we represent a vector as a triple (a.b.c) where 
Kb and c are sca.irs. We represent a rotation as a pair <vm> 

Ml be wrrten a» a pair fr.t) where r ii a rotation and t a 
. anslation vector. We will use some special vectors also: 5, 0 

and * Ue use * for the composition of rotations, and . for the 
application of a rotation to a vector. 

units  IwittC;i(?NYM itSelf' by treat,ng VeC,0rl and rütitions « 
reo es.n     .r "*   ""   USe   the  <'Uantifier   nlecha"is"   «> 
iZTnl affrentS  WhiCh  describe  a claiS of ««rdlnate ransforms.     (It     turns    out    that    in    the    ACRONYM 

£P  rTr0" " ^ rather eUSy t0 extend the »llow»blc fillers 
IZJr     Tl^"6    translations    'o   expressions    involving 
ndt '=,?••    hiS giV" Symb0Ui  rePre«n^ons for rotation! *na tra.'itlations. 

Wode: 
NAME 
CONE 

RUNUAY 
:           OBJECT 
-DESCRIPTOR: ZB&S 

Node: Z002B 
NAHE: 
SPINE: 
SUEEPING-RULE: 
CRJSS-SECTION: 

Node: Z0026 
NAME: 
TYPE: 
LENGTH: 

SIMPLE-CONE 
28026 

CONSTANT-SUEEPING-RULE 
Z0027 

SPINE 
STRAIGHT 
RUNUAY-LENPTH 

Node:   CONSTANT-SUEEPING-RULE 
NAriEi SUEEPING-RULE 
TYPE! CONSTANT 

Node: 20027 
NAME: 
TYPE: 
UIOTH: 
HEIGHT: 

CROSS-SECTION 
RECTANGLE 
RUNUAY-UIQTH 
B.0 

Model of ru 
Fig. 4. 

nway 

airrr^T u the V™™ of reP™^ =he fact that an 
»ireraft is somewhere on a runway. Suppose the runway i, 
represented as in figure 4. In this case its coordinate system will 
have lts x axis centered along the length of the runway, the y 
»xis perpendicular at one end, and the positive z direction will 

.he S3 r*11' UP- SUPP0Se tha£ the C00rdinate ^or the aircraft ha* its x axis running along the spine of the 

i. 
- rip ^M''—'—M-     ' ■ 

i         — 
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fuselage, and has *ts i axis skyward for the standard orientation 
of an airplane. Thus to represent the aircraft being on the 
runway we could affix it with the following affixment 

(<£,   ORI).   (JET-RUUAY-X, JET-RUNUAY-Y,  0)) 

where ORI, JET-RUNWAY-X and JET-RUNWAY-Y are 
quantifiers with the following constraints; 

JET-RUNUAY-Xi       (A   (V) 
(INTERVAL V B.8 RUNUAY-LENGTH)) 

JET-RUNUAV-Y:       (X   (V) 
(INTERVAL 
V 
(TIMES RUNUAY-UIDTH -8.5) 
(TIMES RUNUAV-UIDTH 8.5))) 

These constrain the aircraft to be on the runway, in the 
normal orientation for an airplane (i.e. not upside down or any 
mch), but it does not constrain the direction in which the 
aircraft is pointed. If we wished to constrain the aircraft to ' 
approximately line up in the direction of the runway we could ' 
Include a constraint on the quantifier ORI, allowing for some 
»mall error. 

Partially Specified Camera Model 

If we are to predict the appearance of objects it will help 
lo have some model of their position and orientation relative to 
the camera. We have chosen to use a world coordinate system 
Into which both objects and camera are placed via affixment 
type coordinate transforms. This allows the user modelling a 
tcene to think in familiar terms. The affixments so used are of 
course allowed to include quantifiers in their specification. 

The camera has a local coordinate system where focal 
point is centered at the origin, the viewing direction is along the 
uegiiUve z axis, and the top of the image screen is in the 
positive y direction. 

Suppose we are modeling the situation where the camera 
Is onboard an aircraft flying over some scene and the camera is 
pointed directly downwards. Suppose further that the exrct 
height of the aircraft is unknown. If the objects on the ground 
are modeled with unknown ground coordinates (there may well 
be mutual constraints between the quantifiers representing the 
positions of the objects on the ground) then we can choose a 
world coordinate system so that the camera is directly over the 
origin, with its x and y axes directly over the world x and y 
axes. Then letting HEIGHT be the quantifier representing the 
height of the camera above ground we can affix the camera to 
the world with: 

(i,   (8,  8,  HEIGHT)) 

where i is the identity rotation. The qualifier HEIGHT might 
be constrained according to some a priori knowledge of the 
conditions under which the photographs to be analyzed were 
taken. If we wane to include the effects of roll and pitch of the 
aircraft carrylnf, the camera (yaw has already been taken care of 
by our choice of world coordinates) we could apply two rotations 
to the above affixment, obtaining the expression: 

(<«,  PITCH>«<a, R0LL>.   (0. 0, HEIGHT)) 

Again, the quantifiers PITCH and ROLL will have 

constraints generated from knowledge of the conditions at the 
lime the photographs were taken. 

When the predictor and planner needs to deduce the 
position of an object relative to the camera coordinates it will 
need to invert the above coordinate transform. This can be 
»chieved by a simple set of manipulation rules, and in this case 
Ihe result wcjld be: 

(<U.   -R0LL>*<x,   -PITCH>. 
<ü.   -R0LL>*<><,  -PITCH>»(0,  8.  -HEIGHT)) 

3. Geometric Reasoning and Case Analysis 

Invariant observables are image features which will be 
observable over all possible viewing conditions (e.g. 
collinearities, connectivity stemming from three dimensional 
connectivity). Quasi-invarlants are those that will be observable 
over the possible range of variation within the modeled scene 
(e.g. the fuselage of an aircraft on the ground will appear as a 
straight ribbon from aerial Images taken at any altitude). 

The predictor and planner needs to be able to detect 
when quasi-invariants are available. Thus it must be able to 
reason about the spatial relationship between the camera and a 
moJel. This relationship will usually be only partially specified, 
and will involve a number of quantifiers. Often 
quasi-invariants will not be directly available. Instead the 
pre lictor and planner will need to break up the possible spatial 
relationships into sub-cases where there are quasi-invariants. 
Again it will need to reason about a chain of partially specified 
coordinate transforms. In addition it will need to produce 
observability v -edictions for the different sub-cases, where the 

> constraints on nuantifiers have been specialized further than in 
Ihe modeled situation. 

Reasoning About Coordinate Transforms 

The orientation and position of an object relative to the 
camera will be given by a series of affixments, which are pairs 
of rotations and translations. The final orientation will be given 
by the product of the rotational components of these affixments. 
The relative orientation is important for making predictions of 
ihe appearance of the object. The position is given by a sum of 
applications of rotation expressions to individual translation 
vectors. The positions of objects ure important for determining 
whether they are visible and for 'the predicting spatial 
relationships between objects in the image. 

In this section we will only deal with methods for 
manipulating and understanding products of rotations. These 
methods are symbolic in nature and allow the predictor and 
planner to reason about rotations which are expressed in term 
of quantifiers. We are working on methods for dealing with the 
results of applying rotations to vectors; the other half of 
understanding compositions of affixments. We have developed 
lome rules for this, but will report on them at a later date after 
further work. 

Rotations of three space form a group undei the 
operation of composition. They are associative but not 
commutative. Commutivlty would help greatly in simplifying 
products of rotations as it is easy to compose rotations which 
thare their axis, into a single rotation. There it a slightly weaker 
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property of three dimensional rotations however. Its proof is 
»traightforward but tedious, and is omitted here. Let Vj and v2 

be two three-space vectors and m and m be two scalars. Then 
the following two identities are true: 

«Vj,   m1>*<v2,   m2> 
- <v2)   m2>*<(<v2,  -m2>»v1),  III1> 

«■  <<<v ,   m,>»v2),  m2>*<v1,  m.> 

These will allow us to "shift" rotations both to the left and 
to the right. The only problem is that as a rotation is shifted it 
leaves rotations with complex axis expressions in its wake. 
There is a subgroup of rotations for which these axis 
expressions are no more complex than the original. This is the 
group of 24 rotations which permute the x, y and z axis 
amopgst themselves and their negations. When they are used 
with the above identities the new axis expression is a 
permutation of the original axis, with perhaps some sign 
changes. 

We will be particularly interested in a subset of that 
rotational subgroup. It consists of the identity rotation i, and 
rotations about the three coordinate axes whose magtiitudej are 
multiples of n/2. We write them x , x2, x3, u , y2l y3, Zj, J^ and 
23. The subscript indicates the magnitude of the rotation as a 
multiple of n/2. We will cal. these ten rotations e'.einentary. It 
turns out that they are very commonly used rotations in 
modeling man-made scenes. Rotation expressions for the 
orientation of an object will often be chiefly composed of 
elementary rotations. 

Elementary rotations are closed under the identities given 
above. For example: 

K3*y1 ■ U^a 
X3*U1 " Z3**3 

Using the general Identities given above we ran simplify 
expressions of products of rotations which include elementary 
rotations by "moving" them, and multiplying out adjacent 
elementary rotations which share the same axis. In particular, 
using the following five simplification rules we can remove all 
but at most two elementary rotations from a product of 
rotations. There will be at most one elementary rotation at the 
left of the expression, which will be one of z,, z, or z3. At the 
right of the expression there may be one of x , x , x , y or y . 
The other rotations will merely have had the components of 
their axis of rotation permuted and perhaps negated. 

SRI: Compose adjacent elementary rotations sharing 
the same axis of rotation. 

SR2: Move instances of z 
applying SRI whenever possible. 

z2and ^3 to the left 

SR3: Move the left-most x-axis elementary rotation 
to the right until i; is adjacent to another, or it is the 
right-most rotation in the expression. Move each 
z-axis elementary rotation which may have been 
introduced to the left of the expression. Apply SRI 
to the result wherever necessary. 

SR4: Move elementary y-ax:;< rotations to the right, 
stopping before any elementary x-axis rotation 
which might be there. Apply SRI whenever 
necessary. 

SR5:   Make   substitutions   at   the   right   of   the 
expression using th? following identities and shift 
any introduced elementary z-axis rotations to the left 
of the expression, applying SRI wherever necessary. 

y1*x1 - z3*y1, l'1*x2 - z2*Ul, y1*x3 - Z^ 
y3*x1 . z1*y3. y3*x2 - z^, y^ 

U2 - 22**2 

W 

As an example (albeit more complex than is usually found 
In aerial images - the following orientation expression comes 
from a ground level camera with small TILT and PAN, 
viewing a subpart of a complex object which is oriented 
upright, but arbitrarily on the ground) consider the following 
rotation expression: 
<x, -TI LT>*<y, PAN>*z3*y3*<£, ORI >*y3Ay1#yj 

When the above rules are applied it simplifies to: 
23*<y, -TILT>*<><, -PAN>*<><, -0RI> 

The reason for wanting the particular form for the 
rotation expression that the above rules supply is twofold. A 
left-most rotation about the z axis corresponds to a rotation of 
the image plane. Thus it can be ignored for the purpose of 
predicting appearances. The possibilities for the right-most 
elementary rotation (in the above case it is I, the identity) 
correspond to the six views of a generalized cone from along 
each axis ray in its local coordinate system. Many cones will be 
tymmetric with respect to the x-a.ds rotations, as it corresponds 
to rotation about the spine, and y and y, correspond to 
viewing the cross section at each end. Of course the 
non-elementary rotations remaining may cause problems. If the 
above expression is being used to predict the appearance of a 
cylinder, then all the right most rotations about the x axis can 
be ignored, Cylinders are invariant with respect to rotations 
about their spine. Thus the aoove expression could be treated 
equivalently to: 
<Ö.-TILT> 

For highly constrained TILT, this too could be ignored. 
We will not always be so lucky, but there will often be 
substantial simplifications. 

Consider as a second example the camera orientation 
developed at the end rf section 2 for the camera with pitch and 
roll and included. Suppose it is viewing an airplane sitting on 
the ground with some arbitrary orientation. Let ORI be the 
quantifier which corresponds to that degree of freedom. Then 
the orientation expression for the rudder will be: 
<Öi   -R0LL>*<fi,  -PITCH>*<£, 0RI>«y3 

The five simplification rules above leave this expression 
invariant. Using the first of the identities given at the beginning 
of the section the predictor and planner can symbolically shift 
the unconstrained rotation to the left, so that the expression 
becomes: 
<$. ORI>*<(<?.  -0RI>»U), -R0LL> 

*<(<£,  -0RI>»»),  -PITCH>«y3 

-F- ■   -■   •'- 
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The left most rotation can now be ignored as it 
corresponds only to a rotation of the image plane. If ROLL and 
PITCH are constrained to be reasonable then the appearance of 
the airplane will be quasi-invariant, as effects from the two 
remaining rotations will be dependent on the cosines of ROLL 
and PITCH which will be close to one. Thus the view of the 
rudder will be that given by rotating it by u, - the view from its 
tpine looking back at its top cross section. 

Case Analysis 

For a given object model with a given range of possible 
»izes, structures and orientations, it may not be possible to find 
adequate quaii-invariants to predict the appearance of the 
object. However by splitting up the range of alloweä values for 
tome quantifier, it will often be possible for the predictor and 
planner to produce subcases where quasi-invariants do exist. 

Consider for example images of oil tanks taken from a 
downward looking camera from a relatively low altitude aircraft. 
Depending on their" lateral distance from the aircraft the tanks 
will appear as circles, or as ellipses with short parallel sided 
ribbons connected to them. Rules to make such predictions are 
Included In the predictor and planner. Further, both predictions 
can be made if they are predicated on the value of the lateral 
distance. To to this new restriction nodes are introduced. They 
provide constraints on the appiopriate quantifiers, breaking the 
possibilities into cases. Pretilctions are attached to the 
appropriate restriction node. The following restriction nodes are 
typical: 

Node: 28137 
NAME i 
PARENTi 
TYPE: 
CONSTRAINTS: 

Node: 20138 
NAME: 
PARENT: 
TYPE: 
CONSTRAINTS: 

RESTRICTION 
GENERIC-OIL-TANK 
OBSERVABILITY-CASE-ANALYSIS 
CPOS-X: (X (V) 

(> (+« (*J V V) 
(*J POS-Y POS-Y)) 

l.BEßJ) 
POS-Y: (X (V) 

(> (+« (*» V V) 
1 (*8 POS-X POS-X)) 

I.eES))) 

RESTRICTION 
GENERIC-OIL-TANK 
OBSERVABILITY-CASE-ANAL YSIS 
(POS-X:   (X (V) 

(<  (+8  US V V) 
(«I POS-Y POS-Y)) 

1.44E6)) 
POS-Y:   (X (V) 

(<  (+8  («8 V V) 
(«8 POS-X POS-X)) 

1.4«E6))) 

The first node is for the case of the oil tank being greater 
than 1000 meters from the center of the point of view. The 
(econd for less than 1200 meters. It is quite alright that these 
restriction nodes are not mutually exclusive, as they will be used 
in a backward mode during matching, rather than a forward 
mode. That Is to say, matches f^r the oil tank model will be 
hypothesized from some data, according to one of the two 
observability  descriptions  attached  to the above constraint 

nodes. The appropriate constraints will be assumed on the basis 
of which match is hypothesized. By not allowing hypothesis of 
matches which lead to inconsistent constraints the implicatians 
of local matches are propagated to enforce global consistency. 

4. From 2-D back to 3-D 

Previously ([4], [5], [6]) we have described the general 
ttructure of the observability graph. We will not repeat that 
here. Instead we give a detailed example of how two 
dimensional matching can be used to understand a three 
dimensional :cene. We also discuss some of the mechanisms for 
combining the local results of such matchings to produce a 
global understanding of the scene. 

Predicting Uncertain Size 

Consider the problem of predicting the length of the 
ribbon which will correspond to the fuselage of an aircraft as 
modeled by the generalized cone of figure 2. Suppose that the 
image is an aerial view taken by a camera at a height 
represented by the quantifier HEIGHT. 

A simple approach (and that previously used in 
ACRONYM) is to calculate the extreme values allowable for 
(he FUSELAGE-LENGTH and HEIGHT and hence calculate 
an upper and lower bound on the possible length of the ribbon 
In the image. Then at match time ribbons whose length falls 
with'n this range (and similarly for the width and taper) are 
accepted as candidate fuselage matches. Later constraints about 
spatial relations with other ribbons are used to confirm or reject 
Ihe match. 

This is unsatisfying however as such local matches 
provide no clue to the three dimensional size of the object, nor 
the height of the camera. A match where the ribbon is at the 
imaller end of the available range implies that HEIGHT is 
really constrained to its larger values. Thus a match for a wing 
which lies near the upper end of possible lengths for that 
ribbon would be inconsistent as it would Imply that HEIGHT 
really takes on one of its lower possible values. 

We therefore associate a restriction node with each 
potential match. The TYPE slot of the node distinguishes it 
from other types of restrictions (HYPOTHESIS-MATCH is 
used). The parent restriction node is that associated with the 
observability node being matched. The match itself provides 
new constraints on some quantifiers. If these constraint are 
Inconsistent with those provided by the parent restriction then 
ihe match is immediately rejected. Otherwise the constraints are 
attached to the new restriction node. Later, as various local 
matches are combined these constraints are checked for 
consistency to see whether trie local matches are globally 
consistent. 

We now work through the details of the fuselage example. 
For a projective imaging system the observed distance m 
between two points distance I apart on the ground is given by: 

cl 

where c is a constant dependent on the focal distance of the 
camera and h Is the height of the camera above ground. We 
will use the symbols I for FUSELAGE-LENGTH and h for 
HEIGHT   for   brevity   in   the   following   equations.   The 

'    I 

^J3S#*flW*. 

—•rj- "-■»rr- 
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constra.nts from the restriction node associated with the 
observab.luy node may implicitly p-.vide upper and lower 
bounds on these quantifiers. The predictor and planner has 
rules which examine sets of constraints and try (heuristically) to 
deduce such bounds. Suppose the lower bounds are I. and h. 
and   the   upper   bounds  are   I     and ' ' 
acceptance condition on m is: 

h ,  Then  the simple 

'! = 's' 
-- < m •? —- 

u,au Tf
H0Wev

u
er ^ can interPr« the above equation a different 

1« L"! Z, observed or "»""'■ed length of a ribbon, and it 
does indeed correspond to a fuselage of the class of aircraft we 

I nf l3^ ? ■ then the f0ll0WinS must be ""« 0f ^e length I of the fuselage, and the height h of the camera: 

and: 

— sis — 
c C 

l\c l9c 
-- s h s 

»hi» , ,S '. we
u
know bounds °r. on.! of I or h, then we are 

able to calculate bounds for the other which would be Implied 
by accepting a match to the prediction. If these new bounds are 

lejeS'6'" With th0Se already kn0Wn then the nutch should be 

FUSELAGE-LENGTH: 
(A   (V) 

(INTERVAL V 

(*8  (LOWERS HEIGHT) 
0.8016) 

(*8  (UPPERB HEIGHT) 
0.001B))) 

HEIGHT« 
(X   (V) 

(INTERVAL V 

(//«  (LOULRB FUSELAGE-LENGTH) 
0.0015) 

(//8  (UPPERB FUSELAGE-LENGTH) 
0.0015))) 

Constraints generated by a match. 
Fig. S. 

mLrFlS{ire 5 giVeS examPles of the soct of constraints that 
might be generated at match time for c equal to 20 and a 
measured   length   of  the  ribbon  m of 0.03.  Ncte thatthe 

S^HijliW   rf W&Uld  e0ntain  -- -dV not   hl   t    ""«"-aim rather than the constraint itself as« will 

UPPERB  and" rnwPrr^Ctl0n   time-  The  funct'ona,  ^ UPPERB  and  LOWERB are interpreted by the constraint 

bounds for the named quantifier should be deduced from the 

conirain« IhS ^T   '' p0W,b,e-  Notice  t00  th« ^ 
\ZZTl   >        remaln true when further information is 
learned  about   I   or h. By re-evaluating these constraints a 
»ppropriate times we will be able to detLine at a S «ri 

whether this local match is consistent with a mo« global 
interpretation. This is a great strength of the system we are 
describing. 

From     our     experience    with    carrying    out    actual 
Interpretations   we   find   that   any  predictions  should  allow 
generously for errors (often 40-60«). This is because of the high 
error rate m the descriptive processes. Such a policy means that 
besides the aesired matches, many new incorrect match« are 
made  at  the  local  level. However because of the structured 
nature   of   the   models   and   the   resulting   inter-constrained 
observability predictions any such incorrect matches are rejected 
at  later stages  due  to global  inconsistencies. We have not 
encountered a single case of an incorrect match surviving to the 
final interpretation. The converse is not true. There have been 
a number of cases where local matches have been missed, even 
with   large error margins allowed. More powerful descriptive 
methods would help this problem. " 

From Local to Global 

thern fnln'r^ P^T,0( ^ matchin& the ™tcher combines 
hern into more global interpretations. This involves finding 

consistent subgraphs of matches. Previously consistency has only 

matchTd £! eXiS^Ce 0f '*« describi"S «lationl between 
Tuanr r sT ^ the introd"«ion of constraints on 
quantifiers during the ribbon matching process, these too must 
be checked for consistency. 

MYPOTHESIS-MATCH restriction nodes may actually refer to 

ma   h      r"1"'" "  the S<:ene- FOr inStanCe eaCh Potentia' 
m<;FTArrvr^JlirCraft     may     have     constraints    on 
■hfmt h     r^0™  anCl  0n  HEIGHT-  When Shining he matches for aircraft to produce an interpretation of thf 

Fmri Irr r rM^??SOn t0 ^"'^ that the ""«saints on 
FUSELAGE-LENCTH at these different nodes be mutually 
insistent Different instances of wide-bodied passenger let 

HEIGHT V6 1
dJfLerent ,engthS- H0WeVer al1 the ^Xts on 

SEIGH?ofht0hrcamerrtUa,ly COnSiStent' " *«* " ^ ™ 

Sometimes   when   constraints   on   quantifiers   actually 
correspond to different quantities in the wild it may be 2 

ENC,^anLENSrThMU,d
f 

haVe the Same VahJ" For in«an« 'he ENGINE-LENGTH   for   the   port   and   aboard   engines 
correspond to physical measurements of different objects in the 

Tiv^h   ,TVer !inCe  airCraft are s^etr- £he constraints 
given by the matches on possible values of ENGINE-LENGTH 

IOCJTJ^T 
Sh0Uld be COnSister,t- T"us when clumP'n& 'he 

rom «rh K ' anua'rCraft the ENGINE-LENGTH constraints 
from each submatch should be checked for consistency. If they 

reL^H T,      *, the PartiCUlar SeC 0f ,oca, match« Should be rejected as inconsistent 

A slot is provided in object units to represent which 
uant fiers matched at a lower level should be feld consent 

as rown1?^10n Oo an 0bjeCt- Thii is the QUANTIFIERS slot 
It ilk?. „" T" l AS the mateher " cornbining ,ocal mafches 
OUANTiF

Prp5e. SU,bpart
<.tree- Any quantifier nientioned "« a 

QUANTIFIERS slot of any ancestor of the object has its 

Hobli'n"!00!"^ ^ the reStriction node for the new ™* r'obal node. As each constraint is introduced it is checked for 
consistency. This process is not quite straight forward L 
nnTn •«" a <°nstralnt on a quantify is in terms of another 
quant.fier which is not being brought into the ne^  match. Such 

•••err" 
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Is the case of FUSELAGE-LENGTH and HEIGHT from 
figure 5, when a global interpretation is being made involving 
many aircrafr The constrain« on HEIGHT must be replaced 
with ones which use the current lower and upper bounds 
determinable for FUSELAGE-LENGTH for each aircraft 

[7] Nevatia, Ramakant and K. Ramesh Babu, "Linear Feature 
Extraction and Description," Proc. of SJCAI-79, Tokyo, Aug. 
1979,639-641. 

5. Conclusion 

We have given details of our representational scheme for 
fenflric and specific objects and incompletely specified scenes. 
We have given explicit rules to help with geometric reasoning, 
and methods for representing multiple predictions about the 
tame object. We have shown how to use two dimensional match 
Information to infer three dimensional information. All these 
rely heavily on the representational tools of quantifiers and 
restriction nodes. We have described three uses for restriction 
nodes: 

(a) producing models which are instances or 
subclasses of class models. 
(b) providing a mechanism for case analysis in 
prediction. 
(c) allowing multiple matches against single models 
and subsequent independent reasoning about each' 
instance. 

The three types of restriction node are tagged and hence 
distinguishable when necessary. However the three cases involve 
many similar computational problem«; and the common 
representatir,n allows the reasoning system to handle these 
common .omputational problems with precisely the same 
mechanisms. 

We have demonstrated how constraints from individual 
local matches can be combined to produce globally consistent 
interpretations. 
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ABSTRACT: 

This paper addresses problems associated 
with the access of elements of l~rge 
multi-dimensional arrays wher. the order of access 
is either unpredictable or is orthogonal to the 
conventional order of array storage.  Large arrays 
are defined as arrays which are larger than the 
physical memory immeiliately available to store 
them.  Such arrays must be accessed either by the 
virtual memory system of the computer and operating 
system, or by direct input and output of blocks of" 
the array to a file system.  In either case, the 
direct result of an inappropriate order of 
reference to the elements of the array is the very 
time-consuming movement of data between levels in 
the memory hierarchy, often costing factors of 
three orders of magnitude in algorithm performance. 

The access to elements of large arrays is 
decomposed into three steps: the transformation of 
the subscript values of an n-dimensional array into 
the element number in a 1-dimensional virtual 
array, the mapping of virtual array position to 
Physical memory position, and the access to the 
array element in physical memory. The virtual to 
physical mapping step is unnecessary on computer 
systems with sufficiently large virtual address 
spaces. This paper is primarily concerned with the 
first of these steps. 

A subscript transformation is proposed 
which solves many of the order-of-access problems 
associated with conventional array storage.  This 
transformation is a based on an additive 
decomposition of the calculation of element number 
in the array into the sum of a set of integer 
functions applied to the uet of subscripts as 
follows: 

element-number (i, j, ...) " fi(i) + fjQ) + . . ; 

The choices for the transformation 
functions which minimize access time to the 
elements of the array depend on the characteristics 
of the memory hierarchy of the computer system and 
the order of accesses to the elements of the array. 
It is conjectured that given appropriate models for 
system and algorithm access characteristics, then a 
pragmatically optimum choice can be aade for the 
subscript transformation fui ctions.  In general, 
these models must be stochastic, but in certain 
cases deterministic models are possible. 

The use of tables to evaluate the functions 
fi and fj make the implementation very efficient 

using conventional computers.  When the array 
accesses aie made in an order inappropriate to 
conventional array storage order, this scheme 
requires far leas time than for conventional array 
accessesing schemes, otherwise the accessing times 
are comparable. 

The semantics of a set procedures for array 
access, array creation, and the association of 
arrays with file names is defined.  For computer 
systems with insufficient virtual memory, such as 
the PDP-10, a software virtual to physical mappin;- 
scheme is given in appendix III.  Implementations 
are also given there for the VAX and PDP-10 series 
computers are to access pixels of large images 
stored as 2-dimensional arrays of n bits per 
element. 

INTRODUCTION: 

This paper addresses problems associated 
with the access of elements of large 
multi-dimensional arrays when the order of access 
is either unpredictable or ia  orthogonal to the 
conventional order of array storage.  Large arrays 
are defined as arrays which are larger than the 
physical memory immediately available to store 
them.  Such arrays must be accessed either by the 
virtual memory system of the computer and operating 
system, or by direct input and output of blocks of 
the array to a file system. In either case, the 
direct result of an inappropriate order of 
reference to the elements of the array is the very 
time-consuming movement of data between levels in 
the memory hierarchy, of.en costing factors of 
three orders 0:0 magnitu ie in algorithm performance. 

The access to elements of large arrays is 
decomposed into three steps: the transformation of 
the subscript values of an n-di,nensional array into 
the Element nnmber in a 1-dimensional virtual 
array, the mapping of virtual array position to 
physical memory position, and the access to the 
array element in physical memory. The virtual to 
physical mapping step is unnecessary on computer 
systems with sufficiently large virtual address 
spaces. This paper ia primarily concerned with the 
first of these steps. 

The subscript transformation which Is 
conventionally used is a linear combination of the 
subscript values, of the form: 

8leraent-number(i,j,k, ... ) = a + b*l + c*j + ... 
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a  based on an additivp nf transformation is 

calculation ofl^: S^in'tt ^„?•   t 
sum of a set of  integer   fnnnf lnto  the 

-t of subscripts aa
8fonöw8"

8 aPI,lied   tG the 

element-number(i.j.k, . ..) fl(i)   + fj(j) 

A  CASE STUDY    The  Storage of  Large  rmages 

case of Hi ll:1^: o0ff fa^ ^ ^r? ^^j31 

common  pract-'oe  in  rti^^i       arra^s.     It  has  been 

53 -aiy^irtJ^f^t^r::^8 and 
dimensional arrays of nixel^  «tL / 
order,   for  exampL.   b/ ow    i   ^ eft".00^""0"31 

to  bottom manner   referred   to  "" 0  r^ht'   top 

Algorithms that access the Pixels ^n th.  ' ' 
that  they were stored  can ef ictnUy JLT*  ^^ 
very larpe  imnxjoc.   i„  „ ^J-i-ienriy handle even 

stored  on^s^o^ry-s^LS!3  ^"^ ^  ^    ■ 

aleorithmTse:hi:hed0
hn0oWteVae

c
rees

m!nLimaSe T1^ 
row order.     GeometriTlr       r e  plXels   in  stiict 

rotation and la^it^^r"0'18  3UCh aS  ima^ 
order  of access    but ^^      t      a Very Predictable 
to the storage order        L"hV

0tfUy OIthosonal 
deterministic models   for «      als0lithms have raoaeis   lor accessing order. 

i^1plemenL^LnuTa^1«v^
0rnaSnider^Straight-f0IWa^d Bu.jHu.i]aPP

fii:r^'r^s^,:3  M 
conventionally stored one pLei peTb te^6 A

WhlCh is 

the system uqec <.n„ ^„ ,       p      Byte.    Assume 
related  to  the le^^^ff19^-"* alsorith. 

Under  those condUions    thl^"118^    LR,J) alg0^thm. 
calculation would cost' ^ay tranaP°altion 
if the  entir! a  page fault °n every pixel zne entire lmage would not fit info  „v,     •     , 
memory.     On a VAY o«m     4. to  Physical 

VMS or BerkeLv UN?Y 
P^ü 3ySte^, running eith" 

and a  co*t nf '   Wlth a ^ 3i^ of IK bytes 

"■La   ^asK would consume  m HnrTDQ T 
one minute of which is nn+.,Di HOURS,  only 
systems such as KI   in n !    Processing,    other 
r.rr,A KL-IO computers running Topq sn 
produce comparable  results. u""ing iüPS-20 

edge Ä?^0^^:^^:8 such as 

»otlo^t^r thr4 theS: Sa-- "« ^r 
severe restrictions. ^efficiencies or 

large iSSSt^^  ^^ 
- ^aviSu2-S£!°ikr?to - 
wm inV0lve a only fJLlmblr1:^:: irr6006 

-S wi?h r^    "sinf6 ;L^V:.a ^^04x8-bit 
Per   bloc.),   and  a  page  s°L3o2?  / vX:  a

S   ^IT 

rows  require access toT! ^  in r0V 0rder-   ^ 
require access to POd«      P SeS'  and  the column« 
window  from0!3 Lge 3^^ llT^  *   ^2B 

-cess  to a minimum of        'pa^s        ^ 21      ** 
pages  depending on  the  nld,,     \     t       maximum  of 2S 

access  to  the pixels    the  Pi«     u ! effroiency of 

arrangement o/the pixels    and  t^  ^ '^ 
transparency of u^Jin^higrletl^^. 

PROPOSED SUBSCRIPT TRANSFORMATION: 

3UbScript
hvalue0sPOtnd.HranSt'0rmati0n   fr™ «ray 

'-men:io::;u:it::r:r^Torsr?o^a 

element-numberd,,^,   ...)   =fi(i)   , fj(j)   +   _ 

the diffe^nf^Sf oTSl  illrtrate ^ 0f 

functions for aÄslS^rraT0™8*100 

Example 1! Storage by row, ni elements per row: 

element-number (i,j) = i*^  +  j 

or fi(i) i*ni 

=oSf ^  St0raee by C0lu-.   ^ elements  per  per 

element-number (i,j)  = i + j«^ 

or fi(i)  . i 

ma) = j*nj 

Example 3:     Storage by block: 

it ia  ofJJn'us^urtTH0'f r0WS and ** co1^^ 
rectangular blocks whi.h^V'6 array into 

columns'.     Usually   b1*b    Will Je ^  r0W3 and  bJ 

related  to  the virtu«!  . 0h0Sen to be 

in the  rangeW^t ToTsVtT ^l^^ 
necessary to r-auire nn 

Dytes'   but it is not 

virtual memory Se" ^ f™      0f array bl0Cks Äth 

proposed here    arW Vni        ^    representation 
padded  to exac'tlv m Tt C0lUniR3 must be 

blocks  to enable the Lrtflntefral nUmber of «ray 
transformation ) ddltlVe dec°"P03ition of the 

in row order    afdht6;^^3 ^ ^^  in blo^a 
order,   then following calculation arrang!d  in r0W 

element number within array-   ^ 00mpUte the 

'■■ 

-^T""^—fj  
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element-number(i.j 

fi(i) ■= 

) = 
(j mod bj) 
(i mod bi) 
U div bj) 
(i div bi) 
(i mod bi) 

* bj 
* bi*bj 
* bi*bj (nj div bj) 

(i div bi) * bi*b.i * (nj div bj) 

fj(j) =  (^ mod bj) 
+ (_ div bj) * bi*bj 

In the proposed accessing scheme, the 
VBlues  of fi and fj are pie-calculated over the 
range, of each subscript and stored m tables, 
rather than calculated on every access -o the 

array. 

Example 4"  Storage by nested blocks: 

A generalization of the block storage 
scheme is the division of the array into a nested 
sequence of blocks. At each level k m the 
aenu«nce the block consists of biLkJ x bJlKj 
sub-blocks of level k-K  Block level 0 consxsts of 
a single array element. 

Assume that the a:ray has been padded to 
dimensions ni and nj which have as factors the 
desired block dimensions; 

ni 
nj 

= bih 
= bj[l 

* W[2 
* bj[2 

* bi[nkl 
* bj[nk] 

define 
and 

Pi[0]   =  1,   pi[k]   =  Pi[k-1 
pj[0]   =  1,   PJW   = PJLk-l 

* b 
• b IJW 

then        fi(i)   = 

sum  ((i  div pi[k-l])  mod bi[k])  * pi[k-l] * pj[k] 

k=1,nk 

and fj(j)  = 

SUM ((j div Pj[k-1]) mod bj[k]) * Pi[k-1] * PjLk-1] 

k=1,nk 

An interesting case of the nested block 
.-epresentation is the binary case, where for ail k, 
bifkl-biM'S-  This subbiript to element-number 
transformation would cause a 2-d .rray to be stored 

as follows; 

ORDER OF ACCESS AND MEMORY HIERARCHY: 

Nearly all computer systems have at least 
two levels of memory hierarchy: the main memory of 
the CFU and a disk file system.  Many newer 
computers have an additional level of memory 
hierarchy which consists of a high speed oache 
between the CPU and the mam memory.  It the near 
future high speed page caches build f"1" buhb^ 
memory elements are expected.  Most of these levels 
of memory exist because of tradeoffs between cost 
per bit and access time. 

It is conjecturec that given a model for 
the characteristics of the memory hierarchy 
together with a model for the order of accesses 
made to the elements of an array stored in that 
memory hierarchy, then a pragmatically optimum 
choice can be made for the subscript transformation 
functions for that a«ay.  Future research is 
needed to explore this conjecture. 

For 9lgorUhms whose order of access does 
not depend on the conte.-.t of the data, the order of 
access is almost trivial to model.  The °^er of 
access of the remaining algorithms must be modelled 
stochastically.  For example, the order ^ ^°^8 

of an edge following algorithm might be modelled by 
the statistics of a random walk.  However  a 
complete model for the order of access to the 
memory is quite difficult is a multi-process 
environment. 

Memory hierarchy might be adequately 
modelled by parameterizing each level of the 
hierarchy in terms of its granularity of storage, 
transfer latency time, and transfer bandwidth. 

In the absence of specific models, a useful 
strategy for selecting the subscript transformation 
tables is to provide directionally Isotropie time 
of access to regions of any size. This is 
important in order take advantage of 
characteristics the memory hierarchy, such as the 
ability to cluster many pages on the same track ol 
the disk, and many tracks in the same cylinder to 
minimize head motion. The binary nested block 
scheme implements this strategy without needing 
a specific model for the memory hierarchy. 

0 1 4 ^ 16 17 20 21 
2 3 6 7 18 19 22 25 
8 9 12 13 24 25 28 29 
TO 11 14 15 26 27 30 31 
32 33 36 37 48 49 52 53 
34 35 38 39 50 51 54 55 
40 41 44 45 56 57 60 61 
42 43 46 47 58 59 62 63 106 107 110 111 

64 65 68 69 
66 67 70 i 1 

72 73 76 77 
74 75 78 79 
96 97 100 101 
98 99 102 103 

104  105  108 109 

The primary advantage of the binary nested 
block representation is that it is ^»otionaiay 
Isotropie in efficiency of access at all scales, 
from very small array element neighborhoods  to 
large blocks of very large arrays.    This 
arrangenent is useful because of the hierarchical 
structure of computer memory. 

TRANSFORMATIONS VIA ACCESS TABLE MODIFICATION: 

A useful number of geometric ,,  . 
transformations on arrays can be accomplished by 
modifying the fi.   fj access tabl.o,  without any 
modification of tfie array itself.     These 
transformations include rotation by multiples of 90 
deprees    transposition,  reflection,  scaling,  and 
translation.    For  instance,  transposition is 
achieved by the exchange of tables between 
subscripts,   reflection by reversing  the content of 
the table,  and rotation by a combination of 
transposition and reflation.    Scale change and 
translation are accomplished by performing a linear 
mapping on the reference to the table entries.     Is 
is improper  to linearly map the actual values of 
the table entries. 

a 
.1- 
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IMPLEMENTATION: 

Good  progiamning  practice  requires  that 
algorithms  should  not  have   imbedded   in  them 
unnecessary   information  about   the  objects which 
they manipulate.     This notion,   which  is often 
called  encapsulation,   suggests   that  the details   the 
storage of arrays  should  be  of  no concern  to an 
algorithm which manipulates an  array.     Hence,   the 
following  functional  forms of access  is 
recommended: 

value    «=  get-eleraent(array,   i,   j,   .   .) 

put-element(array,   i,   j    value) 

boolean   :=  is-element(array,   i,   j,   ...) 

Is-element  returns   true  is  the subscripts 
are within  the bounds of  the array. 

function 
-"uch arrays are  constructed by the 

array   ■-  new-array(type,size.ilb,iub,jib,jub,   ...) 

This  function allocates an array with 
subscript  bounds determined  by ilb,   iub,   ...    using 
an  implementation dependent  default strategy  to 
construct  the  tables.   Type and   size determine the 
data  type  and  number  of bits  of  the array elements. 

An  alternate  form of array construction   for 
user  specified   transformation  tables   is: 

array   :=  new-array( type, size, i-table ,j-table, .'..) 

The bounds of the array are  determined by from 
the array bounds  in  the  user  specified   tables. 

The  bounds  of an array can be accessed  by: 

get-bounds(array,   size,ilb,iub,jib,jub,   ...) 

where ilb    iub,   ...   are output  parameters. 

Input ard output of such arrays is 
accomplished  by: 

array   :=  get-ariay(fiie-name,   mode) 

Ret-array constructs and returns an pointer 
to allow access  to the array file on file-name. 
Mode specifics  the permissible accessmode 
(read-only or  read-write)  for  references to  the 
array.    It  is assumed  that  no  pages of array data 
are actually moved between virtual memory and  the 
file until  requested by element accesses to those 
pages.     Therefore the size of the array does not 
significantly affect the  time to access en element. 

put-array(file-name,   array,  copy) 

Put-array has  the semantic effect of 
creating an array file named  file-name which 
corresponds  to  the data in the array.    The 

underlying implementation details may vary,  but in 
the cases where the array is mapped to a temporary 

.lie.   the  parameter  copy determi.ies whether   the 
data   in  the array is actually  t     the new  file 
rather   then  renaming the  temporary  Viln. 

DISCUSSION- 

The  proposed additive decomposition scheme 
using  tables   to  evaluate   the   functions  fi  and   fj 
make  thf   implementation very efficient using 
conventional  computers.     When  the  array accesses 
are made  in an order  inappropriate   to conventional 
array storage  order,   this scheme  requires   far   less 
time  than  for   conventional array  accessesing 
schemes,   otherwise  the accessing  times are 
Lomparable   (see  appendix  III).     This scheme  alsc 
allows  for   the efficient access  to  images much 
larger   than   the  virtual  space  of  the machine. 

The choices  for  these  transformation 
functions which maximize the memory hit  ratio  for 
depend  on  the  characteristics  of  the  memory 
hierarchy of  the computer  system and  the order  of 
accesses  to  the elements of the array.     It   is 
conjectured   that,  there are  easily obtained  models 
for system and algorithm access characteristics, 
from which a  pragmatically optimum choice can be 
made  for   the subscript  transformation functions. 

A  number  of useful  geometric 
transformations,  such as  rotation,   transposition, 
translation,  and  scaling,  can be  performed  bv 
modifying  these  tables,   and  require no 
modifications   to  the storage of the array. 

The semantics of a set procedures  for array 
access,   array creation,  and   the  association of 
arrays with  file names were defined.    For computer 
systems with  insufficient virtual  memory,  such as 
the PDP-10,   a  software virtual  to physical mapping 
scheme  is used.     Implementations  for   the VAX and 
PDP-10 series computers to access pixels of large 
images stored as 2-dimensional  arrays of n bits per 
element  were  presented  in appendix  III.     Programs 
written in conformance with the  proposed set of 
image primitives will be machine and  operating 
system  independent and  will thereby greatly 
facilitate  the  interchange of image understanding 
programs. 
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Reddy,   Raj and fir eg Gill  (1978).     "Representation 
Complexity of Image Data Structures",  Proceedings- 
Image Understanding Workshop,  May 1978,  pp 28-30 

APPENDIX I. 

Implementation Semantics 

This appendix cpntalaa a functional 
specification written in a mixture of ADA and 
english for a package of procedures for 
2-dimensional array access  to arrays of a single, 
fixed  typa-     Appendix II contains a more  complete 
example of how a subroutine package might be 
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implemented.     The  intent  of   this  specification  is 
to define  an  Implementation  Independent  set  -f 
procedures  and  semantics   for access  to  large 
arrays. "    6 

TYPE  subscript   IS   INTEX5ER; 

TYPE bigsubscript   IS  LONG   INTEGER; 

TYPE x_type  IS    - the  type  of   the array elements 

TYPE table  record  is 
RECORD 

lb,ub  :   subscript 

— lower and upper bounds  for  table 

ENDleREC0ED
ARRAYab-Ub)0Fb^Ub8C^' 

TYPE  table  IS  ACCESS  table_record: 

TYPE x type array_record  IS 
RECORD itab .   table;__ i   transformation  table 

.Itab :   table;— j   transformation  table 
elementtype    CONSTANT xtype  id- 
eleraentFlze.   CONSTANT xJtype'SIZE; 

— number of  bits  per element 

The remaining  fields  are  implementation dependent. 
For a virtual memory  Implementation a  pointer  to an 

lllu        ^^  iS  deflned-     For a softwa" ^PPed 

END RECORD; 

TYPE x type.array  IS ACCESS  x_type_array  record; 

FUNCTION getelement( 

RETURN x; 

P       :   IN x_type_array ; 
l>j       IN subscript) 

PROCEDURE puteleraent( 

FUNCTION iselementC 

P 
i.j 
val 

:   IN x_type_array; 
:   IN subscript; 
:   IN x) 

P     :  IN x_type array; 
i>j:   IN subscript) 

RETURN  BOOLEAN  IS 
RETURN 

1  IN RANGE p.itab.lb   ..  p.itab.ub 
AND j   IN RANGE p.jtab.lb  ..  p.Jtab.ub 

FUNCTION newxarxay( 
si.sj   : I» sdbscript; 

•4. v ■J'Z  number of columns and rows 
itab, jtab : IN table := NULL) 

RETURN x_type_array: 

This function allocates an x array with 
dimensions si, sj.  The optional traFsforra tables 
allow the user to specify his own coordinate 
transform strategy, otherwise an CREATETRANSFORM 
uses implementation dependent default strategy to 
construct the tables. NEVXARRAY calls 
CKECKTRANSFORM to check the range values of user 

J^fr - a"? •jtab transfor'n tables to guarantee 
that all posDiole accesses usin? them will be 
within the bounds of the x_array. 

type ACCESSMODE is (readonly, vriteonly, rendwrite); 

FUNCTION' xarrayinput( 
filename : STRING; 
mode: asseasmode •• readonly) 

RETURN x_type_array: 

xarrayinput constructs and returns an 
xarraypointer to allow access to the array file on 
filename.  Mode specifies the permissible 
accessmode for references to the array.  It is 
assumed that no pages of array data are actually 
moved between virtual memory and the file until 
requested by element accesses to those pages. 
Therefore ihe size of the array does not 
significantly affect the time to access an element. 

PROCEDURE xarrayoutput(p 
filename 
copy 

: x_type_array; 
: STRING: 
: BOOLEAN :»FALSE) 

XARRAYOUTPUT has the semantic effect of 
creating an array file named filename which 
corresponds to the data in array p.  The underlying 
implementation details may vary, but the following 
effects are intended: e 

if p resides in memory, 
ARRAY file 

then p is written into an 

if p resides  on  a  temporary file and  copy=false 
then  the temporary file is  renamed  to 
filename. 

if p resides  on a  non-temporary file or  copy=true 
then an exact copy of p is  created  on 
filename. 

Xarray File  Representation: 

The precise file format is  implementation 
dependent,   but must contain sx,  sy,  xtypecode, 
xtab    ytab,  and all of the pages of the array data, 
.he following format  is recommended: 

A word  is defined  to 32 or  36 bits 
depending on the host computer.    Pgsiz is the 
length of a virtual memory page on  the host 

B?art of'tli £>
1

i»teVithi? file ia relative ^ the start of the file.     A pointer  within subfile is 
relative  to word 0 of the subfile. 

subfile 
word 
number 

0:  unique identifier  for this subfile format 
1!  pointer within file to another subfile 
2 sx number  of columns 
3;  sy number of rows 
4    xtypecode  - a unique code identifying the 

data type x 
5-  xtypesize -  the number of bits per element 

in data type x 
6 pointer within subfile to the start of xtab 
7 pointer within subfile to the start of ytab 
8: pointer within subfile to the first page o*" 

array data 

at- 
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Appendix  II 

AW  DEFINITIONS FOR  2-D .ACCESS TO  LARGE ARRAYS 

TYPE subscript  IS  INTEGER: 

TYPE bigsubscript   IS LONG  INTEGER; 

TYPE x_typ£  IS    -- whatever   type  you want here  for 
--  the array elements 

TYPE table_record   IS 
RECORD 

lb,ub  :   subscript; 
—  lower and upper  bounds  for  table 

element:   ARRAY  (lb   ..   ub)  OF bigsubscript; 
END RECORD 

TYPE  table  IS ACCESS table_r ecord; 

TYPE x_type_array_body  IS ARRAY  (bigsubscript)  of x: 

FOR x_type_array_body USE PACKING; 
-- to maximize  storage efficiency 

TYPE xarraybodyrecord   IS 
RECORD size   :  bigsubscript; 

element   :   x_type_array_body(0   ..  size): 
END RECORD- 

TYPE xarraybodyrecordpointer   IS 
ACCESS xarraybodyrecord; 

xarraypagesize   ;   CONSTANT 512;   —  for  example 

TYPE xarraypage IS 
RECORD 
data  :   x_type_array_body  (0  ...   xarraypagesize-1); 

END RECORD; 

TYPE xarraypagepointer  IS ACCESS xarraypage; 

TYPE x_type_array_record  IS 
RECORD itab        :  table:— i  transformation  table 

jtab        :   table:— j  transformation table 
eleraenttype.   CONSTANT x_type  id; 
elementsize:   CONSTANT x^ype^SIZE; 

-- number of bits per element 
virtual   :   BOOLEAN: 

— TRUE=> virtual  implementation 
CASE virtual OF 

WHEN TRUE => 
data:  xarraybodyrecordpointer: 

— this a pointer  to  the data 
WHEN FALSE=> 
numpates:   INTEGER; 
pagesize:   CONSTANT INTEGER xarraypagesize; 

-- for use by storage manager 
extdata  :   filedescr; 

— a record structure for  the  file 
— holding the data 

pagemap  :  array (l   .. numpages)  of 
xarraypagepjinter; 

END CASE; 
END RECORD; 

TYPE x_type_array IS ACCESS xarrayrecord; 

PUNCTIO»; getelement( p       :   IN x_type_ar lay: 
i.j   :   IN subscript) 

RETURN x   IS 
BEGIN 

elenum:  bigsubscript; 
pagnum   :   INTEGER: 
elenum  :=     p.itab.element(i)   + p.jtab.element( il : 
CASE p.virtual  OF 

WHEN TRUE »>  RETURN(p.data.eleraent(elenum)); 
rfHEN FALSE=> 

pagnum   :=   1   +  elenum  / pagesize; 
elenum   :«  elenum MOD pagesize; 
IF p.pagemap(pagnura)  « NUL'. THEN 

page fault(p,pagnum); 
END  IF: 
RETURN(p.pagemat)(pagnum) .data(elenum)); 

END CASE; 
END: 

PROCEDURE putelement( P 
l.J 
val 

IN x_type_array; 
IN subscript; 
IN x) IS 

BEGIN 
elerum:   bigsubscript; 
pagr.um   :   INTEGER: 
elenum   :=    p . itab. element(i)  +  p.jtab.element(j); 
CASE p.virtual  OF 

WHEN TRUE  »> RETUHN(p.data.element(elenum)); 
WHEN FALSE=> 

pagnum   :«  1   +  elenum / pagesize; 
elenum  :=  elenum MOD pagesize; 
IF p.pagemap(pagnum)  =  NULL THEN 

pagefault(p , pagnum); 
END IF; 
p.pagemap(pagnum) .data(elenum)   ;=  val; 

END CASE: 
END; 

The procedure  PAGEFAULT is not defined 
here,   since it will normally be implementation 
dependent.    The intent  is  that space will be  found 
large enough to store one xarraypage,   and a 
corresponding xarraypagepointer will be stored  into 
p.pagemap(pagenumber).     Usually,  this will require 
aearching a global  table of pages to  find either a 
free page,  or  the  least-recently-used page which 
will be  "kicked-out". 

APPENDIX III 

Machine Specific  Implementations of Image Access 

We now consider  implementations  of this 
scheme for both the VAX and the KL-10,  with two 
different assumptions:  whether the entire image 
will or will not fit into an acceptable  fraction of 
the computer's virtual memory space. 

The iraplementer   is encouraged  to expend 
maximum effort to make  the  two element access 
functions GETELEMENT and PUTELEMENT as efficient as 
possible,   either  through machine coded  subroutines, 
in-line code generation from within the host 
programming language,  or code generation by the 
NEWXARRAY generation procedure.    If they are 
efficiently implemented,  then researchers 
developing new algorithms will not be tempted  to 
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resort   to  special  representations  or   coding  tricks 
just  to get more efficiency,   and   the  resulting 
programs will  be  clearer   and  more  transportable  to 
any sites which  implement  these  semantics.     A 
proper   implementation  of  these access  primitives 
should  be as  efficient  as  most host  languages will 
produce  for  standard  2-d  array  access. 

We will   first  consider a  VAX  virtual  memory 
implementation  for  variable  pixel  sizes.     A 
MAINSAIL language definition  of pixel  access 
using  the VAX variable bit  field manipulation 
primitives could be written as: 

INTEGER  PROCEDURE getpix( 
P0INTER(image)  p: 
integer  x.y): 

RETURN(exträct-field( 
p.bpp*(p.xtab[x]+p.ytab[y]), 
p-bpp,   p.picbase)): 

PROCEDURE putpix( 
POINTER(pix) p; 
INTEGER x.y.v); 
insert-field(v, 

p bpp*(p.xtab[x]+p.ytab[y]), 
p bpp, p.picbase): 

where  extract-field and  insert-field correspond  to 
the VAX variable bit  field  instructions. 

A  pair  of very efficient  VAX sssembly 
language  code sequences  to  access  pixels  using  the 
MAINSAIL record storage Conventions  can be  written 
as  follows.     These sequences  assume   that  the 
pointer  to the picture  record  is in register  RP, 
and  the  image coordinates are  in registers  RX and 
RY respectively. 

GETPIX:   ADDL3 ®XTAB0(HP)[fix],@YTAB0(RP)[RY],RTMP 
;  computes pixel number  in image 

MULL2 BPP(RP),RTMP 
:  computes bit offset 

EXTZV RTMP,BPP{RP),PICBASE(RP),R1 
:   extract  the pixel  into R1 

Note  that XTABO and YTABO are offsets  into  the 
IKAGE record whiah contain the virtual origins of 
the XTAB and YTAB tables.     That is,  the  longword at 
XTABO+X corresponds  to XTAB[x].    Also note  that 
only one ADDL3 instruction is needed  to compute the 
pixel offset. 

putplx:   ADDL3 ®XTAB0(fiP)[RX],©YTABO(HP)[RY] ,RTMP 
;  pixel number  tn image 

MULL2 BPP(RP),RTMP 
;  compute bit offset 

INSV RVAL.RTMF.BPPCRP),PICBASE(RP) 
:  insert the pixel value in RVAL 

The instructions shown in these procedures 
require only 8 data references plus  18 bytes of 
program reference.    The overhead of a CALLS  type 
procedure call is certain to be more costly than 
tlie pixel access itself.     Conrjequently,   it is 
advised that either in-line code lie generated  for 
pixel access,  or that a  JSB type procedure call 
passing arguments in registers be used. 

The MULL2 multiply instruction can  be 
eliminated  by multiplying  the values stored  in  the 
xtab and  ytah  tables by  bpp as  follows: 

xtabFxl 
,ytab[y] 

xtab 
ytab 

* bpp 
* bpp 

This scheme has  been  tested and  requires 
about 9  microseconds  per  access  with  the HULL? 
instruction and  about 7 microseconds  per  access 
otherwise       For  accesses   to byte,   word or   longwotd 
pixels  the  EXTZV instruction can  be  replaced  with 
the appropriate MOV  instruction.     This  reduces  the 
pixel  access  time  to about  4 microseconds. 

DEC  PDP-10 series  software  paged  implementation: 

The FDP-10 implementation  is  defined   in 
SAIL.     An  image  record  class  is  declared as 
follows: 

clas: pix( 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 
INVEGER 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 

sx; 
sy: 
bp?; 
ARRAY xtab: 
ARRAY ytab; 
ARRAY ptrtab 
ARRAY pagtab 
pagsiz- 
fileid: 
gtpix; 
ptpix: 

# image width 
§  image height 
§  bits per pixel 
? x mapping table 
# y mapping table 

;§  byte pointers TABLE 
!# the mapping table 
if words per page 
§  disk file id 
# entry to code 
§  entry to code 

Each image has a page table in its image 
descriptor record whion encodrs for each page the 
following information: 

pagtab[page] = 0    : page is not in memory 
= vpage : virtual address of page 

Each image also has a table of bytepointers, 
one for each pixel in an image page. This 
table can be shared between all images with the same 
pixel size. This table is constructed as follows: 

ptrjj)öint(bpp,0,bpp-1) + 4 Ish 18: 

This constructs a bytepointer to the first byte in 
the word indexed by register 4 With byte size bpp. 

for i_J step 1 until pagsiz do 
begin ptrtab[i] _ ptr: ibp{ptr);end: 

whero IBP increments the bytepointer to the nect 
byte. 

A procedure PAGEFAULT is used to manage 
the paging tables and perform the transfer of data 
between the virtual memory and the file system.  It 
is assumed that the read and write access modes are 
enforced by the pagefault procedure. For brevity, 
PAGEPAULT is not defined in this document. 

The optimal PDP-10 code sequence is 
obtained by generating a version of the getpix and 
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putpix  procedijres  for  each  image using  the 
following PDP-'O assembly  language sequences: 

: gtpix  assumes  the  registers are  setup as  follows: 
: ad :   x 
: ac2:  y 
; ac5     pointer   to  pic  record 
: act' :   return address 
: result   is  returned   in ad 

GTPIX: MOVE 4,XTABBA?E(1) 
ADu 4,YTABBA.

C
;K(2) :   element  number 

HLRZ 2,4 •   offset(see  note ) 
SKIPN 4,P1APTABBASE(4) ;   get virtual  addr 
PUSKJ P,PAGEFAIILT ;   page not  there 
LDB 1 ,PTRTABBASE(2) g3t  the  pixel 

JRS1 @6 
byte pointers index by AC4 

ptpix assumes the registers are setup as follows: 
ad : x 
ac2; y 
ac3;  value  to store 
ac5    pointer   to  pic record 
ac6    return addiess 
result  is  returned in act 

These optimized  procedures are attached   to 
the image record   fields GTPIX and PTPIX 
respectively,   and are  not  to be  called  directly 
from SAIL,   but  instead  from   these  procedures- 

INTEGER PROCEDURE getpix( POINTER(pix)   pic: 
INTEGER  X.Y): 

STARTICODE 
POP P,6:   return address 
POP P,2:  y 
POP  F,t :   x 
POP  P,5     pic 
JRST iägtpixoffset'4) 

END: 

INTEGER  PROCEDURE getpix{POINTER(pix)   pic: 
INTEGER  x y.val): 

STARTICODE 
POP P,6;   return address 
POP P,3-  val 
POP P,2-  y 
POP  P,1■   x « 
POP P,5!  pic 
JRST ©ptpixoffset(4) 

END: 

PTPIX MOVE 4.XTABEASE(1) 
ADD 4.YTABBASE(2) ;   element  number 
KLRZ 2,4 ;   offset  (note   1) 
SKIPN t,HAPTABBASE(4) ;   get virtual  addr 
PUSHJ P,PAGEFAULT :   page not  there 
DPB 3,PTRTABBA3E(2) :   get  the  pixel 

:   byte pointeis index by AC4 
JRST ®6 ;  return 

Note 1 
For images which have a power of 2 pixels 

per page, the xtab, ytab 'jables can be constructed 
so that no divide is required to compute the page 
number anJ offset within page.  This is 
accomplished by modifying the access tables as 
follows: 

modified-tab[i] _ tab 
+ tab 

[ilD 
.i] M 

JIV pagsiz # page 
MOD pagsiz LSH 18:# offset 

Both JAIL and MAINSAIL packages  have  been 
Implemented  for access  to  variable  pixel  size, 
software mapped  Image  files.     The following 
loop was  used  to determine  the  pixel access 
times: 

FOR  Y.=0  STEP   1  UNTIL  255 DO 
FOR X:=Y STEP  1  UNTIL  255 DO 

BEGIN 

END 

INTEGER VI,V2; 
GETPIXCPICX.Y.Vl); 
GETPIX(PIC,Y,X,V2) 
PUTPIX(PIC,X,Y,V2) 
PUTPIX(PIC,Y,X,V1); 

The  total CPU  time   on a  KL-10 for a  256x256 
image of 8 bits per pixel was 4 seconds,   or about  8 
microseconds  per access   inclrJing  the  loop 
overhead-     Note  that  the  GE^PIX Hn* PUTPIX 

functions used here were SAIL in-line macros  rather 
than procedure  calls. 

The following loop which accesses  the 
elements  of a normal 2-d  SAIL array in strictly 
storage order also required about  1 second to 
execute,  or about 8 microseconds per access: 

FOR K_l  STEP  1 UNTIL  4 DO 
FOR  I_0 STEP  1 UNTIL  256 DO 

FOR  J_0 STEP  1  UNTIL  256 DO 
RESULT_A[I,J] ; 

One concludes from these examples  that  If 
the pixel access functions  are  carefully 
implemented,   then there is  little or no cost in 
time over conventional array accesses. 

/ %A] 
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SOME USES OF PYRAMIDS 
IN IMAGE PROCESSING AND SEGMENTATION 

Azriei Rosenfeld 

Computer Vision Laboratory, Computer Science Center 
University of Maryland 
College Park, MD 20742 

ABSTRACT 

This paper summarizes recent applications of 
multi-resolution ("pyramid") image representations 
in image analysis and processing, including 

a) Approximation of Gaussian-kernel convolu- 
tion operators by iterated local convolu- 
tions 

b) Construction of overlapped pyramids to 
reduce shift sensitivity 

c) Clustering of pyramid nodes into trees 
representing image regions 

d) Use of local operations in a pyramid to 
detect blob-like and streak-like objects 
in the image 

e) Use cf pyramids to define sets of quadtree 
approximations to the image ("Q-lmages") 

f) Image sagmentation by analysis of the 
histograms of Q-images 

g) Improved edge detection based on associa- 
tions between edges in the image and a 
corresponding Q-image. 

INTRODUCTION 

"Pyramid" structures, that is, sequences of 
arrays of exponentially reduced resolution derived 
from a given image, have been used by a number of 
investigators [e.g., 1-6] for image processing and 
analysis. The simplest pyramid construction 
scheme assumes that the input image is 2n by 2n, 
and reduces resolution by a factor of 2 at each' 
step using 2-by-2 block averaging, so that the 
pyramid has n+1 levels of sizes 2nx2n, 2n":1-x2n"1 

,..,2x2,1x1. This paper describes some generali- 
zations of the pyramid construction process, and 
briefly presents some applications of pyramid 
structures to image processing and segmentation. 
Further details can be found in individual tech- 
nical reports. 

GAUSSIAN CONVOLUTIONS 

In general, pyramids can be constructed using 
weighted averages over neighborhoods of any 
desired size, which can be allowed to overlap. 
If wc require the weighting function to satisfy 
certain very natural constraints, it turns out 
that the weight patterns after a few iterations 
become almost exactly Gaussian.  For simplicity, 
we first illustrate this for the case of a one-' 
dimensional array f(x) and a weighting function of 
odd width (w(i) for -m s i s m). 

o   m 
Let g0(n) = f(n) and g£(nr ) = E w(i)g£ 

»  »_2. i="m 
(nr +ir  ) for £ i 1; thus each g» is a weighted 
averag:-. of 2m+l g^'s spaced /-1 apart.  We 
adopt the following simple constraints on the w's: 

m 
(1) I  wU) = 1 

i=-m 
(2) w(-i) = w(i), 1 S 1 Sn 

(3) 0 s, i s j implies 0 i w(j) s. w(i) 
m 1 

(4) I  w(k+ir) = - , 0 s k < r 
i=-m        r 

Constraints (2-3) require the w's tu have a sym- 
metric central peak, and constraint (4) insures 
that each f(n) (except near the array border) con- 
tributes with equal weight at every J.eve] I.     Evi- 
dently, each g£ is the convolution of f with an 
"equivalent kernel" h£, obtained by expanding the 
definition of g„ until it is expressed in terms of 
w's and f's. 

For example, let m = 2, r = 2, and w(0) = a, 
w(l) = b, w(2) = c (see Figure la). Tt'en con- 
straints (1-4) yield 1/4, S a S 1/2, b = 1/4, and 
c - 1/4 - a/2, Figure lb shows the equivalent 
convolution kernels h/ using a = 0.4 for I  = 
1,2,3, and for large I;  note that the shape of h» 
rapidly approaches a "Gaussian" (the discrepancy 
from a Gaussian is in fact very small). The ap- 
proximation to a Gauosian remains quite good for a 
in the range 0.3 to 0.45, with the Gaussian be- 
coming more sharply peaked as a Increases(Fig.lc). 

Similar results can be obtained for even w and 
for non-integer r. The generalization to two 
dimensions is also straightforward, especially if 
we take the kernel w to be separable. By taking 
linear combinations of Gaussian convolutions, one 
ran construct operators of many sizes that respond 

i 
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to spots, edges, or bars.  Gaussian convolutions 
can be computed in the pyramid more efficiently 
than with the FFT, typically by two or three orders 
of magnitude.  For the details on all of these 
matters see [71. 

OVERLAPPED PYRAMIDS 

The general pyramid construction process 
described above allows the averaging neighborhood-, 
to overlap—e.g., „hen m = r = 2, level 1 is con- 
structed from level 0 using neighborhoods of width 
2m + 1 - 5 spaced 2 apart, and similarly at higher 
levels.  Note that in spite of the overlap, the 
pyramid still tapers exponentially. 

An advantage of overlapped pyramids, as com- 
pared to the standard, unoverlapped block averaging 
scheme, is that when local feature detectors are 
applied at various levels of a nonoverlapped pyra- 
mid, their ability to detect large features in the 
image depends strongly on the positions of these 
features.  For example, suppose we want to detect 
bloblike objects of diameter =4.  If such an object 
is located In a .-isltion whose coordinates are mul- 
tiples of 4, it wii' (approximately) be contained 
in one of the 4x4 blicks whose averages are at 
level 2 of the pyramU, and the neighboring 4x4 
blocks will bo (approximately) disjoint from it, so 
that a local spot detector applied at level 2 will 
respond to it.  On the other hand, if the coordi- 
nates are odd multiples of 2, the object overlaps 
four adjacent 4x4 blocks, whose averages will 
respond only weakly to its presence.  This pooition 
dependence is reduced if we use an overlapped py- 
ramid—e.g., in one dimension, if the values at 
successive layers represent averages of 50% over- 
lapped intervals: 

Level 
1 

Intervals 
[1,2];    [2,3]; [3,4];   . 

2 U.M;   [3,6]; [5,8];   . 

3 [1.815   [3,12]; [9,16]; 

Here a spot detector would be based on adjacent 
nonoverlapping blocks, e.g. [5,8] vs [1,4] and 
[9,12]; and the center block Las stronger resporse 
than both adjacent blocks even if the object is 
not in the optimal position.  Note that in this 
simple example of an overlapped pyramid, level 1 
is nearly the same size as level 0, but the expo- 
nential shrinking begins at level 2. 

REGION EXTRACTION BY PYRAMID NODE CLUSTERING 

A number of image smoothing algorithms have 
been developed in which each pixel is averaged with 
a subset of its nei^hbors chosen sc as to make it 
likely that the neighbors in the subset all belong 
to the same image region as the given pixel; e.g 
we can use the neighbors whose gray levels most 
resemble that of the pixel, or we can examine a 
set of asymmetric neighborhoods of the pixel and 

choose one whose average gray level most resembles 
that of the pixel.  It would be of interest to 
generalize this concept to a pyramid environment; 
this might involve associating nodes at a given 
level with "neighboring" nodes at the next'higher 
level that appear to belong to the same region 
and so on.  If this could be done, the averaging 
process could propagate across a region much more 
quickly (in a number of iterations proportional to 
the log or the region diameter), as the largest 
blocks contained in the region become associated 
with the smaller blocks near the region's borders. 

The following is a simple, scheme for Unking 
blocks in in overlapped pyramid (based on 4x4 
blocks with 50% overlap) so as to obtain linked 
clusters of blocks representing two or three 
types of regions.  The pyramid is initialized by 
performing the successive overlapped 4x4 averages. 
At the top level, which we take to be 2x2, the re- 
sulting four averages are grouped into two or 
three classes, depending on the desired number of 
regions and on their expected relative sizes, and 
each group is given a single average value.  Each 
block B, say at level I,   contributes to the ave- 
rages of several (overlapped) "father blocks" at 
level 1+1 —four, in our experiments; we now link 
block B to that father block (or group, if B is 
just^below the top level) whose average is closest 
to B's.  Next, we recompute the block averages 
with each block at level C+l using only the ave- 
rages of the blocks at level f linked to it to 
compute its new average.  Since this changes the 
block averages, the links may now change, so we 
can repeat the entire process.  Typically, the 
process stabilizes after 10 to 20 iterations; at 
that stage, the linked sets of blocks define'a 
good decomposition of the image into regions. 

Figure 2a shows an example (a 64x64 FLIR image 
of a tank) m which, at the 2x2 level, three of 
the averages were grouped together, while the 
fourth one defined its own clnss.  The original 
pyramid is shown at the lower left, while the 
upper nine images show the average gray level 
of the group to which each pixel is linked at 
iterations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 14, and 26.  Note 
that at iteration 1 the tank is nearly invisible, 
since the averages at the 2x2 level are initially 
nearly the same.  The results are sensitive to 
the number of classes used at the 2x2 level, and 
to the sii.es of these classes; Figure 2b shows 
corresponding results when the four averages at 
the 2x2 were grouped into two classes of two 
each (the "tank" class is too large), and Figure 
2c shows results when three classes were used at 
the 2x2 level.  The results are also sensitive to 
noisiness in the original image; in Figures 2a-c. 
the input i.nage was blurred before building the 
pyramid, and Figure 2d shows what happens when 
this is not done (in the case where two groups of 
two each are used at the 2x2 level).  Finally, 
Figure 2e shows a 3-class result  for a picture 
of a blood cell; it yields a good segmentation 
into nucleus, cell body, and background.  Further 
experiments with this approach are in progress, 
and will be documented in a forthcoming technical 
report. 

---, 
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BLOB AND STREAK DETECTION 

Pyranld representations provide a method of 
using simple types of shape information in the see- 
mr.uatiion process, rather than first segmenting 
and tnen editing the segmentation to yield regions 
of the desirc-ü shapes.  For example, if we war.- to 
extract blob-like (compact) objects, we can apply 
local spot detection operators at each 'eve.l of 
the pyramid (if the size of the desired objects is 
known, we can rest-rict this to a few levels), and 
bias the segmentation process to favor object ex- 
traction in those parts of the image corresponding 
to the positions of detected spots.  A simple way 
of doing this [8] is to define a local threshold 
at the position of each detected spot, e.g. mid- 
way between the average gray levels of the spot's 
center and surround; this threshold should be ef- 
fective for extracting the object at that position. 

An analogous approach can be used to favor the 
extraction of streak-like objects, i.e., linear 
features of arbitrary thickness. Such objects give 
rise to thin lines at appropriate levels of the 
pyramid.  Results are Improved if a local line en- 
hancement process is applied to the line detection 
outputs at each pyramid level.  Figure 3 shows the 
results of applying this process to portions of 
aerial photographs showing several Maryland air- 
ports.  These results were obtained with a non- 
overlapped pyramid; they improve when an over- 
lapped pyramid is used.  A further possibility for 
improvement is to use the P>ramid line detections 
to initialize linear feature tracking processes in 
the image, rather than simply thresholding 

QUADTREE APPROXIMATIONS TO AN IMAGE 

The quadtree representation of a binary image 
(of_size 2"x2n) is constructed by repeated subdi- 
vision into quadrants; a block is subdivided un- 
less it consists entirely of l's or of O's.  More 
generally, given a criterion for the homogeneity of 
a block, we can use a similar process to construct 
quadtree approximations tc an image, by subdividing 
blocks into quadrants unless they are homogeneous 
14].  For example, suppos« that we call a block 
homogeneous if its standard deviation is less than 
some threshold, an. if so, we represent the block 
by its mean.  When we construct a pyramid repre- 
sentation of an image by the standard 2x2 avera?- 
Ing process we can compute tha standard deviation 
as well as the mean of each block; for any 
threshold t, „e thus have implicitly defined a 
quadtree approximation to the image, where a block 
Is regarded as a leaf node of the tree if its 
standard deviation does not exceed t. 

Defining homogeneity in terms of the standard 
deviation gives us a zero-order piecewise least- 
squares approximation to the image, since 'he 
constant which best approximates an image block in 
the least squares sense is the block's mean, and 
the corresponding least-squares error is the vari- 
ance.  More generally, we can define piecewise 
least-squares approximations by polynomi.als of 

degree k, for k - 1, 2. . . . , and call a block 
homogenous if the error in its degree-k least- 
squares approximation does not exceed a given 
threshold; this allows us to define higher-order 
quadtree approximations.(Harallck [10] has shown 
that tirst-order approximations have significant 
advantages over zero-order approximations for pur- 
poses such as image smoothing and edge detection.) 

The least-squares polynomial approximations 
(of any given degree) to an image can be computed 
Hierarchically.  If we know these approximations, 
and their associated errors, on the subblocks of a 
block, we can compute the approximation and its 
error for the entire block directly from this in- 
formation, without examining the original image 
gray levels.  This allows us to construe- higher- 
order quadtree approximations "bottom-up" start- 
ing from small blocks (e.g., for which the appro- 
ximation of the given degree is exact), and com- 
puting the approximations for larger blocks until 
a given error threshold is exceeded.  The details 
of this procedure can bs found In [11]. 

QUADTREE APPROXIMATIONS AS AIDS TO THRESHOLDING 

Suppose we have constructed a zero-order quad- 
tree approximation to a given image; this appro- 
ximation which we call a "Q-image", consists of a 
set of blocks (corresponding to the leaves of the 
quadtree) each having constant gray level (the 
mean gray level of the corresponding image block, 
which had a -o.ow-threshold standard deviation 
and so can be approximated by its mean). 

If the image consists of homogeneous objects 
on a homogeneous background, the Q-image should 
contain large blocks in the interiors of the ob- 
jects and background, as well as smaller blocks 
near their borders.  The image histogram should 
consist of two peaks representing the object and 
background gray level populations, but these peaks 
may overlap due to the existence of infermediate 
gray levels in the border zones.  In the histogram 
of the Q-image (for brevity: the Q-histogram), the 
peaks should be sharper, since averaging reduces 
Stay level variability; this expectation is con- 
firmed by the example in Figure 4.  Note that the 
Q-histogram can be computed rapidly from the quad- 
tree approximation, by counting each leaf node a 
number of times equal to its area. 

Further improvement in the Q-histogram can be 
obtained by suppressing the contributions of small 
blocks; this tends to eliminate border gray levels 
while retaining levels that lie interior to the 
objects or background.  Conversely, if „e consider 
the small blocks only, we should obtain a unimodal 
histogram representing border gray levels, and the 
mean of this histogram should be a good threshold 
;or separating the objects from their background. 
Examples of the results of suppressing small 
blocks or using only small blocks are hjtavm  in 
Figure 4 [12] . 
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More generally, if there are several peaks in 
the Q-histogram, they should correspond to diffe- 
rent types of homogeneous regions in the image; 
note that because of the peak sharpening effect, 
such peaks will be easier to detect in the Q- 
histogram than in the original histogram.  When- 
ever we detect such a peak, we can find the 
blocks in the Q-image that give rise to it, and 
histogram the image gray levels in the vicinity 
of these blocks; this allows us to define a local 
threshold suitable for extracting the regions re- 
presented by the peak.  If desired, the threshold 
can be adjusted to yield a good matcn between the 
borders of the extracted regions and the edges in 
the image, as in the Sl'PERSLICE algorithm (but 
without the need for connected component analysis). 
Some examples of images segmented in this way are 
shown in Figure 5 [13], 

QUADTREE APPROXIMATIONS AS AIDS TO EDGE DETECTION 

If we apply an edge operator to a Q-iraage, we 
obtain edges that are generally stronger than 
those in the original image (since the regions on 
the two sides of the edge have reduced gray level 
variability because of the averaging), but that are 
displaced from their proper positions, since they 
are constrained to lie on the cracks between 
blocks.  (It should be pointed out that edge ope- 
rators can be applied directly to the quadtree, 
using neighbor-finding techniques to determine the 
gray level differences between adjacent pairs of 
blocks; this should be much less costly than con- 
structing a full-resolution Q-image and applying 
edge operators at every pixel.)  If we can asso- 
ciate these Q-edges with edges in the original 
image, it should be possible to obtain edge maps 
representing significant edges (as obtained from 
the Q-image) in accurate positions (as obtained 
from the original image). 

Several methods of associating edges with Q- 
edges are investigated in [14]; the details will 
not be giver, here.  Figure 6 shows an example us- 
ing an Iterative enhancement process, based on the 
Q-edges, to selectively enhance edges on the ori- 
ginal image, with very good results. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The results in this paper illustrate a few of 
the ways in which pyramid representations of 
images can be useful in image processing and ana- 
lysis.  Further work in this area is in active 
progress. 
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Figure la.  Weighting scheme for width-5 neighborhood and scale factor of 2. 
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Figure 2.  Kegion extraction by pyramid nodp 
clustering. 
a) Results for a FLIR image of a tank 

(see text) when the averages are 
grouped (3,1) at the 2x2 level. 

b) Results for (2,2) grouping 
c) Results for (2,1,1) grouping 
d) Results for (2,2) grcuping when the 

input image is not blurred 
e) Results for a blood cell image 

using (2,1,1) grouping 
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Figure 3.  Pyramid streak extraction: Results for three airfield images. 

Figure A. 
Q-images as aids in thresholding.  The standard deviation tolerances in the two examples 

are 2.(>  and 1.6, respectively. Counterclockwise from left. 
Original image and histogram 
Q-image and histogram 
Q-image with small leaves deleted, and nxstogram 

Histograir; of small leaves only 
Result of thresholding at mean of small-leaf histogram 
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(a) 

^ (c) (d) 

Figure 5.  Segmentation with the aid of a Q-image. 
a) Result of applying Prewitt >2dge operator to 

a tank image 
b) Cleaned edge map (see Figure 6) 
c) Blocks belonging to the tank peak on the 

O-image 
d-f; Regions extracted by local thresholding in 

the vicinity of these blocks, for three 
choices of the threshold. 

(e) (f) (g) 

Figure 6. (a) Image of a part of Frederick Airport. 
(b) Result of non-maximun suppression 

applied to the Prewitt edge detector 
for 6(a) thresholded it 0. 

(c) tu (g) Results of successive itera- 
tions of the enhancement process 
thresholded at 0. 
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SOLVING FOR THE PARAMETERS Ot OBJECT MODELS 
FROM IMAGE DESCRIPTIONS 

David G. Lowe 

Artificial Intel.'igence Laboratory, Computer Science Department 
StanfoH University, Stanford, California 94305 

Abctract 

A Bolution is given to the problem of calculating the 

parameter values needed to bring the projection of a three- 
dimensional object model into correspondence with an image. 

The predictive components of the ACRONYM system form 

tentative matches between elements of the model and ele- 

ments of the image description. These initial marches 

are used to determine values for projection and model 

parameters as a step towards making more detailed predic- 

tions. The solution uses Newton-Raphson convergence in 
conjunction with a modified camera transform which is ex- 

pressed in terms of image-centered parameters. The solution 

is able to use lines in an image even wlien we lack knowledge 

of their terminations. The method can also be used to delec- 
mine the positions of articulated parts of models and can 

handle constraints on the object position. 

1. Introduction 

Any recognition task requires us to first have a repre- 
sentation for the objects which arc to be recognized. For 

the visual iecognition of three-dimensional objects, the most 
obvious and natural representation is probably the use of 

three-dimensional models which give a full specification of 

an object's shape and appearance in a viewpoint independ- 

ent manner. The field of computer graphics has already had 
a considerable amount of experience in working with such 

models, but within the field of computer vision models cf 
this sort have rarely been used. One difllculty encountered in 

using these models for computer vision has heen the problem 
of calculating the position and orientation of the model which 

will bring its projection into correspondence with the image. 

This paper describes a solution to this problem which makes 

use of only a few tentative initial matches between the model 

and image. In addition, the three-dimensional model need 

not be fully specified and may contain articulated parts. 
We show how the values of these model parameters can be 

derived from the image at the same time that we calculate 

the object's projection parameters. We refer to these two 

issues as the problem of bsck-projection, since we must infer 
the projection and model pnrameters from the image, rather 

than the other way around. These .new .achniques should 
make it much easier to use three-dimensional models in com- 

puter vision applications and derive the many other benefits 

of their use. 

Obviously, the techniques of back-projection are not 

sufficient in themselves to implement a complete vision sys- 

tem. The research described here is just one part of the 
ACRONYM research project at Stanford [2, 3, 4], which 

brings logether the many other components required in 

a functioning visual recognition system. ACRONYM in- 

cludes both interpretive (bottom-up) and predictive (top- 

down) components. The following discussion outlines three 

major problems which have been inhibiting the use of three- 
dimensional models in computer vision, and describes the 

techniques used within ACRONYM to overcome them: 

(1) One of the most difficult problems in the recogni- 

tion process is in getting started. It is hard to see how to 
make any initial use of a viewpoint independent model if we 

have no prior information about its orientation or location in 

the image. This problem is handled within ACRONYM by a 

general geometric reasoning system for deriving sets of quasi- 

invariant features from the model. These quasi-invariants 
are features which are observable ove: a v/ide range of orien- 

tations c.nd viewing conditions (for example, parallel lines in 

the model will appear as parallel lines in the image under 

most viewing conditions, and there will be restrictions on 

their relative positions). By creating several sets of quasi- 

invariants for an object and searching the image for instances 

of them, it is possible to set up hypothesized matches be- 
tween a few image features and parts of the model to provide 

a starting point for the techniques described in this paper. 

The quasi-invariants are used only to generate hypothesized 
matches, and not to evaluate the correctness of i. match, 

BO it is quite reasonable for this first stage to return many 
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incorrect matches for each correct one. 

(2) A second p'oblcm with using three-dimensional 

models has been the difficulty of mathematical!}' manipulat- 

ing them in order to compare them to features in the image. 

It is largely with this problem that this paper is concerned. 
The uc.ial techniques of computer graphics are unintui- 

tive and in-ippropriatc when applied to the back-projection 
problem, and here we develop new mathematical tools for 
deriving the projection parameters of the model present in a 

particular image. 
(3) Another important objection to most computer 

graphics modelling systems is that the models seem to be 

loo tightly specified. We often wish to represent looser con- 

straints than giving the exact three-dimensional coordinates 
of all parts of the model. This problem is partially solved 

in ACRONYM Dy alilowing almost all aspects of the model 
to be parameterized in terms of variables, and an important 
part of the back-projection solution given here is the ability 
to solve for the values of these variables in a specific image. 
ACRONYM also uses a system of tree-structured constraints 

which ;*'lows the specification of generic classes of objects, 

with the further specification of specific instances in terms 

of the original generic model |2|. 

Computer vision researchers have rightly been wary of 
investing the large amount of time and effort necessary to 
create a full geometric modolling system when it has not 
been easily apparent how to use these models. We hope 

that the techniques given in this paper will show that such 
models can be used in useful ways. For many recognition 
tasks, there is no clear alternative to the use of viewpoint- 
independent models. Even when an alternative does exist, an 

important advantage in the use of three-dimensional models 
is that they allow <is to do the matching in the domain of 

volumes -ather than the domain of images, which gives the 

matching process a much more appropriate basis on which 
to make c mparisons and measure errors In particular, the 
ACRONYM system is able to work effectively within this 
domain because all our models are themselves built up from 
primitive volume elements in the form of generalized cones 

[1], rather than using the more common surface descriptions 

cf objects. Generalized cones also provide a particularly ap- 

propriate parameterization for many objects. However, the 

techniques outlined in this paper are applicable to almost 

any three-dimensicnal representation. 

2. Forward Projection 

Before the hack-projection tjchniques for deducing the 
projection pa>ameters can be presented, it is first necessary 

to understand the methods used for projection in the forward 
direction.  The projection method presented here is similar 

to those which are commonly used for computer graphics |6]. 
In essence, the technique is to specify the type of camera 
being used and its location and orientation with respect to 
the three-dimensional model. These parametcs are used 

in a coordinate transform to compute two-dimensional coor- 
dinates for points in the image from three-dimensional model 

coordinates. 

The following transform models a standard camera with 

the lens pointing in a direction normal to the center of the 
image plane. The variable / specifies the distance of the 

image plane from the projection point, and usually does not 

need to be determined from the imago when we are using 
a known camera (for convenience, we can let / rcpresen 

the ratio of image distance to the width of the image plan 
which means that image coordinates vary from 0 to 1 acros. 

the image). We must also specify a vector T giving the loca- 

tion of the camera lens in terms of world coordinates, and a 

rotation matrix R which depends on the camera o'icntalion 
and msps points in world coordinates into points in a coor- 
dinate system with x and y axes parallel to the x and y axes 

of the camera film plans. Then the transform 

\z     z 

»irst transforms the point p in world coordinates into the 

point (x,y, i) in camera-based coordinates, and then creates 

the perspective projection of this point onto the image plane, 
with imago coordinates [x\y'). Since this transform maps 
lines in the model into lines in the image, it is only necessary 
to transform the endpoints of a line in order to create its 
complete projection. 

The most difficult aspect of the transformation is repre- 
senting and working with the rotation R. Most work in com- 
puter graphics chooses to reprcent rotations with three-by- 

three matrices, but this representation is not very good for 
our purposes since it uses nine variables to represent some- 

thing which has only three underlying parameters. Another 
possibility is to represent the rotation by giving its axis of 

rotation plus the angle of rotation about this axis. In fact, 

we can let the magnitude of the axis vector represent the 
magnitude of the rotation, and we have thus reduced the 

rotation to the minimal three parameters. However, the 
axis-angle representation requires a good deal of computa- 
tion when we aciuall;' wish to rotate a point, and also makes 

it difficult to compos? rotations. Quaternions |7) are a rep- 

resentation which combine the advantages of these rther 
methods and have proved to be the most useful for our work. 
They use four variables to represent a rotation in such a way 

T--T —-.,' 
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that composition, normalization, rotation, and creation of 

a rotation about an arbitrary axis are all computationally 

efficient. However, the back-projection solution we are about 

to present is independent of any particular representation for 
rotations. 

3. Back-projection using the Newton-Rapluon method. 

There are seven underlying parameters in the camera 
transform presented above—three parameters give the cam- 
era position T, three more are sufficient to specify the rota- 
tion R,   and  / specifies a properly of the camera itself. 
Therefore,   the  back-projection  problem  is simply  to ca' 

culate the values for these parameters which produce the 

Dest fit between an image and the projection of a model. 
However, because of problems in calculating a rotation in 
terms of its three underlying parameters, there appears to 
be no straightfoiward symbolic solution to the problem, and 

we are forced to seek an iterative solution. The method we 

have chosen is Newton-Raphson convergence, which has a 
fast quadratic convergence and can be cleanly applied to this 

problem. The Newton-Raphson method works by measuring 

each error in the current approximation and calculating the 

derivative of each of these error measurements with respect 

to each of the underlying parameters. We then create a sys- 

tem of linear equations which expresses each error as tho 

sums of the correction to be made in each parametir limes 

the derivative of the error with respect to that parameter. By 

solving this system of linear equations, we determine correc- 

tions to be added to the parameters which will correct for the 
originally measured errors. This technique works best when 

the derivatives are all fairly independent of one another, and 
are smooth enough over the error range for good convergence. 

Unfortunately, the specification of the camera trans- 

form given in the previous section does not have simple 
derivatives of x' and y' with respect to the camera trans- 

form parameters.   Once again, this k & result of the fact 

that it is difficult to represent a rotation in terms of its three 

underlying parameters.   We have solved this difficulty by 

reparameteruing the camera transform to express it in terms 
of parameters that are related to the camera coordinate sys- 

tem rather than world coordinates, This new transform must 

be chosen carefully from among the many possibilities in or- 
der to keep the parameters as independent as possible from 

each other and to keep the derivatives simple. As before, our 
new transform specifies how a three-dimensional point p is 
to be mapped onto a point in the image (z',y'): 

(z,y 

{x,}/,z)=:R{p) 

f* 
ßs, 

/</ + ^ 

= {fxc + A, fyc + Dy]   where c = 
I 

t-r Di 

Here the variables R and / remain the same as in the previous 

transform, but the vector T has been replaced by (A-,A.A), 
where the two transforms are equivalent when 

T = R- A^ + A)       A(^-f-G) 
/ / -A 

The new parameterization is much better for our pur- 
poses,  since A and Dy simply specify the location of the 

object on the image plane and A specifies the distance of the 

object from the camera; compare this with the very indirect 

specification of these same camera-related variables given by 
T. However, we have still solved only half the problem, since 

the three parameters underlying the rotation matrix are still 
difficult 10 express in a form closely related to the image. 

Our solution to this second problem was not to try to some- 

how express R in terms of image-centered parameters, but 

to take the initial specification of R as given and add to it 

incremental rotations <ps, <i>y and (6j about the i, y and z 
ares of the camera, coordinate system. It is easy to compose 

rotations (especially when the quaternion representation of 

rotations is used as mentioned above), and the incremental 
rotations are fairly independent of one another if they arc 

small.  The Newton-Raphson method is now carried out by 
correcting errors in x' and y' by calculating the optimum 

correction rotations <j>x, <f)y and jij to bo made about the 

image axes. Instead of adding these corrections to underly- 

ing parameters of R we create rotations of the given mag- 

nitudes about their respective coordinate axes and compose 
these new rotations with R. 

One big advantage of using the ^'E as our convergence 
parameters is that the derivatives of z, y, and z (and there- 

fore of x' and {/') with respect to them can be expressed 

in a strikingly simple form. For example, the derivative of 
z at a point {x,y) with respect to a counier-clockwise rota- 

tion of <j)2 about the z axis is simply —y, since (z, j/) = 

(d cos (f)j, d sin ^j) and therefore dx/d<t>j = —d sin ^2 = —y. 

The following table gives these derivatives for all combina- 
tions of values: 

X y z 

fo 0 —z y 
(fly z 0 —x 

<i>z —v X 0 

Partial derivatives of x, y and z with respect 

to counterclockwise rotations ^'s (in radiant) 
about the coordinate axes. 

---,,■ 
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Given these derivatives it is straightforward to ac- 
complish our original objective of calculating the partial 
derivatives of 2' and y' with respect to each of the original 
camera parameters. For example, our transform tel!s us that: 

fx 
z+D, + a 

and 

and 

dx' 

9<f>y 
f 

dx1 

dx f* dz 
Z + D,   dfiy [Z -h A)2   dfy 

= /c« + /cV /c(z. 

dx 
= —fey- 

z + Didfo 

All the other derivatives can be calculated in a similar way, 

and this next table gives the derivatives of 2' and y' with 

respect to each of the seven parameters of our camera model: 

2' 1        y' 
ft 1 0 

ft 0 1 

ft -fc'x -fSy 

4>* —fc2xy -Ml + cy3) 

<t>y fc[z + C2a) fc'xy 

<t>i —Joy fax 
f ex cy 

Partial derivatives of r.' and y' w\th respect 

to each of the camera transform parameters, 

Given these partial derivatives of x' and y', it is easy 

to perform the convergence. For each point in the model 
which should match against some corresponding point in the 

image, we first calculate the camera transform of the model 
point and measure the error in its x component when com- 

pared to the given image point. We then create an equation 
which expresses this error E as the sum of the products of 
its partial derivatives times the error correction values: 

5s' A „   ,    dx' ,   dx' dz' —Aft+—Aft+-Aft+--A^ 

+ ^A0yf öfr^3 E 

Using th? same point we create a similar equation for its 
y component, so for each point correspondence we derive two 

equations. From thre^ point correspondences we can derive 

six equations and produce a complete linear system which 

can be solved for all six camera model corrections (we are 

assuming that the camera parameter / is either given, or 

can be approximated by a large value). After adding these 

corrections to our starting camera model, we have completed 

one iteration of the convergence. After each iteration the A 

terms should shrink by about one order of magnitude, and 

no mo:e than a few iterations should be needed even for high 
accuracy. 

In most applications of this method we will bo given 

more correspondences between model and image than are 
strictly necessary, and wt will want to perform some kind 

of best fit. In this case the Gauss least-squares method can 
easily be applied. The matrix equation given above can be 
expressed as 

MIA] = \E\ 

where [A] is the derivative matrix, |Aj is the vector of un- 
known corrections, and |£.'j is the vector of error terms. 
When this system is ovrdetermined, we can perform a least- 
squares fit of the errors simply by solving 

\A]T\A]IA] = \Af\E\ 

where [A]3"^] is square and has the correct dimensions for 
the vector [A]. 

The conve:?,ence properties of this solution are such 
that there should be few problems in picking the initial 

parameter values from which to converge. As long as the 
rotation errors 0Z, 4>y and <f)j are not greater than about 

00 degrees, almost any values can be chosen for fhe other 

parameters. Usually, the source of the hypothesized matches 

carries a rough implication of the orientation of the object— 
for example, the quasi-invariants mentioned in the introduc- 

tion are only applicable over a certain range of object orien- 

tations, so we have some idea of the object's orientation just 
by knov/ing which set of quasi-invarianls were used. 

The situation may arise in which the -alues of some 
parameters are not deducible from the image and our solu- 

tion is under-con-trained. These situations can be handled 
by just not including the indeterminate parameters in our 

equations, but we have not yet developed a general method 
for deciding which parameters these are. We expect a solu- 
tion to this problem shortly. 

4. Using incompletely ipecificd models 

So far we have been describing the process of solving 
for the parameters which determine an object's position and 

orientation with respect to the external world. An important 

extension to this method is the ability to use models which 

«-»*.. 
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are parameterized internally, and have variable partE or ar- 
ticulations between parts.  We can determine the values of 

these model parameters in the same way that we determine 

the correct projection parameters. The only requirement is 

that we be able to calculate the directional derivatives of 
points in the model with respect to the new parameters 

For the common types of model paramcteriaation, such as 
variable lengths or variable rotations about some axis, these 
derivatives are easily determined.  From these it is easy to 

calculate the derivatives of projected image pomts and use 

them in the same way for convergence as before.   We will 

now require more given correspondences between image and 
model in order to have a fully-determined system, but since 
each additional correspondence between an image point and 
a model point allows us to solve for two more unknown vari- 
ables there should be little difficulty in meeting this require- 
ment. 

The power of this method can be best illustrated by 
giving an example. Assume that we want to recognize pic- 

tures of d.fTerent types of airplanes, and we do not know in 

advance which type of airplane will be in a certain .mage 
In this case our airplane model will have to be quite general 

and will not be able to give precise measurements for various 
ongths or such things as the angle between the wings and the 

fuselage. However, certain important constraints are known 
such as the fact that the airplane will bo symmetrical about 
the fuselage. This symmetry will be replanted to the con- 

vergence algorithm by the fact that the model parameters 
referring to the right wing will be the same as those referring 

to the left wing, and any changes in these parameters refer to 

both wings. The convergence algorithm will then determine 

a camera transform and wing-fuselage angle which toother 
produce the closest fit of model to image, as in the example 

below.    Note that there may well be insufficient informa- 
tion to determine either the camera transform or the wing- 

iuselage angle independently, so the ability to solve for both 

s.multaneously using knowledge of the plane's symmetry is 
crucial to determining a solution. 

The flf,t four iteratJonj for (he convergent of a .irap,e model (o flt ,ome ^ ^ 

E  
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Another type •)! conElraint ameE when we have Borne 
prior knowledge about the location of an object.   For ex- 

ample, wo may know the position of the ground plane rela- 

tive to the camera and we car con'.train the airplane to 
be poBilioned on tha ground.   In this case the airplane has 

only three degrees of freedoin in its position (its x and y 
location on the ground and its orientation about the vertl- 

Col axis).  In this situation \ie do not need to solve for ihe 

full camera model, since th s has already been determined 
relative to the ground plarir.. Instead, we can just solve for 

the parameters giving the position of the «irplane relative 
to the ground u,:ing the techniques given .v.jve.  This sug- 

gests that a more uniform description of the back-projection 
algorithm would be to treat the parameters which we have 
been callir.g "projection parameters" as just other kinds of 

model parameters which give the position of the entire ob- 
ject relative to camera space. This is not an entirely trivial 

change, as it will require a special mechanism to represent 

and work with the arbitrary rotation which can describe an 

object's orientation with respect to the camera.   However, 

the change would make it conceptually easier to work with 
various situations in which we have multiple objects and only 

one camera. This is an area for further research. 

One more extension that should be added to the oasic 
algorithm is to allow the user to specify a legal range for 

each parameter. If the algoritl ,T: converges to a value 
for a parameter which is outside of its legal range, then 

this parameter can be set to i'„6 closest legal value and we 
can reconverge using the remaining parameters. This will 
produce a more accurate result when errors cause the least- 

squares fit to move a parameter to some value we know it 
;annot have. 

5. Making use of line data 

Another problem with the simple back-projection al- 
gorithm is that the initial image-model correspondences we 

derive are usually in tarms of lines rather than points. This 
is because low-level vision routines are relatively good at 

finding the location of lines but are much less certain about 
exactly where the lines terminate. Whit we need to do is 

express our errors in terms of the distance of one line from 

another, rather than in terms of the error in the locations 

of points. The solution we have adopted is to measure as 
our errors the perpendicular distance of each endpoint of the 

model line from the corresponding line in the image, and 
to then take our derivatives in terms of this distance rather 
than in terms of x' or {/'. ^his specifies mathematically what 

we want to say—thU the model line rhould lie on top of the 
image line but that the endpoints need not correspond. In 

order to express the perpendicular distance of a point from 

a lin it is useful to first express vhc line as an equation of 
the following form, in which m is the slope: 

z-f 

In this equation d is the perpendicular distance of the line 

from the origin. If we substitute some point (i', y') into the 
left side of the equation and calculate the new value of d for 

this point (call it d'), then the perpendicular distance of this 
point from the line is simply d — d'. Whtit ia more, it is 

easy to calculate the derivatives of d' for use in the conver- 
gence, since the derivatives of o' are just a linear sum of the 

derivatives of x' and y' as given in the above equation, and 
we already know how to calculate the 2' and y' derivatives 

from the solution given for using point conespondences. The 

result is that each line-line correspondence we are given be- 

tween model and image gives us two equations for our linear 

system—the same amount of information that is conveyed 
by a point-point correspondence. 

6. Implementation 

The full back-projection method and extensions de- 

scribed above have been implemented as a module of the 
ACRONYM system. The algorithm has performed well nd 
usually converges to the correct transform and parameter 
values to within about 1 part in 104 in less than 6 iterations. 

The algorithm is implemented in compiled MACLISP run- 
ning on a DEC KL-JO, and each iteration executes in less 
than 20 milliseconds. 

The pictures on the previous page were produced by 
successive iterations towards a solution for fitting a simple 

airplane model to a few lin»s in a simulated image. The 
airplane model was parameterized so that the wings could be 
swept back and forth, and the algorithm was able to deter- 
mine the airplane's orientation and the degree to which the 

wings were swept back from knowledge of the model's sym- 
metry. 

We have not yet fully integrated this process with the 
rest of the ACRONYM system, but it is fairly clear how 
most of this integration can be accomplished. Once a good 
approximation to the camera transform has been obtained, 
the model provides strong constraints on where to look for 
line segments corresponding to other parts of the model. A 

simple approach is to make us^ only of predictions which 
predict a line segment at a specific location in the image, and 
to examine the impge for the instantiation of thii, prediction 
within srr^ll error bounds. A much more general approach 
would be to integrate the back-projection process with the 

geometric reasoning and matching components of Acronym, 

BO that the constraints propagate throughout the high-level 

■^ 
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predictions. An important aspect of this further process- 

ing would be techniques for discarding wild points in the 

the original matches, and reconverging to the best fit of the 

remaining matches. There should not be much difficulty in 

finally deciding whether a model matches at a certain loca- 

tion in the image, since the three-dimensional mode! makes 

so many specific predictions about the appearance of the 

image. 

7. Conclusion. 

The use of back-projection in conjunction with view- 

point independent models should enable a computer vision 
system to make effective use of the valuable constraints and 

jyrsdiefcions embodied in such models. It is interesting to 
note some apparent similarities between this use of models 

and the results of psychological experiments in human vision.. 
The mental rotation of images and the role ol expectations 

in perception are both active research areas in psychology. 
Shepard and Metzler |8] showed that tl'ie length of time sub- 

jects took to compare two pictures of a three-dimensional ob- 

ject was directly proportional to the three-dimensional angle 

of rotation between them. The classic work of Leeper [5) 

showed that people could often instantly identify degraded 

pictures when given an identifying label afoer being unabk to 

make any sense of the picture when examining it without the 

label. In examples such as these, or in some cases where only 
simple line data is available, it appears that recognition is 

crucially dependent on expectations derived from some sort 

of prior visual /epresentation, and little can be done if we are 

limitui to information derived bottom-up from the image. 
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dctafls of üie tlicory explicit This often uncovers prex iousiy uvcriooked 

diHiculiies, ilicrcby guiding funlicr rermement of üie theory. 

A second benefit concerns the performance of the implementation, 

Any proposed model of a system must be testable. In this case, by 

testing on pairs of stereo images, one can examine the performance 

of the implementation, and hence of die Üieory itself, provided, of 
course, üiat üK implementation is an accurate representation of that 

theory. In this manner, the performance of the implementation can be 
compared with human performance. If the algorithm dilfers strongly 

from known human performance, its suitability as a biological model is 

quickly brought into question (c.f. the cooperative algorithm of Marr 

and Pogglo (1976)), 

'Iliis article describes an implementation ofüicMarr-Poggio stereo 

dicory, written with particular emphasis on the matching process (Crimson 

and Marr, 1979). For details of die derivation and justification of die 

theory, see Marr and Poggio (1979). 

The first part of this paper describes die overall design of the im- 

plememation. Several examples of the implementation's performance 

on different images are then dismissed, including random dot stereograms 
from die human stercopsis literature such as -Ailh one image defocussed, 

noise introduced into part of ihe images' spectra, and so forth. It is 
shown that the implementation behaves in a manner similar to humans 

on diese special cases. Thirdlv, die dicory makes sonic statistical as- 

sumptions: these arc compared with the actual statistics found in prac- 

tice. Finally, the results of rui/iiing the program on some natural images 

are shown. 

2. Design of the program 

The implementation is divided into five modules, roughly cor- 

responding to die five steps in die summary above. These modules, and 

die fiow of information between them, are illustrated in Figure 1. Each 

of the components is described in turn. 

2.1 Input 

liiere are two aspects of the human stereo system, embedded in 

the Marr-Poggio dieory, which must be made explicit in die input to 
die algoridim. The first is the position of die eyes with respect to die 
scene, as eye movements will be critical for obtaining fine disparity 

information. The second is die change in resolution of analysis of the 

image widi increasing eccentricity. 

To account for diese effects, die algoridim maintains as its ini- 

tial input a stereo pair of images, representing the entire scene visible 
to die viewer. This pair of images corresponds to the environment 

around the vistial system, radier than some integral part of the sys- 
tem itself. To create diis representation of die scene, natural images 
were digitized on an Optronix Photosean System P1000. The sizes 

of these images are indicated in the legends. Grey-level resolution is 

8 bits, providing 256 intensity levels. For the random dot patterns 
illustrated in diis article, the images were constructed by computer, 

rather dian digitized from a photograph. 

For a given position of die eyes, relative to the scene, a repre- 
sentation of die images on the two retinas is extracted. The algoridim 

creates Ulis retinal representadon by obtaining a second, smaller pair 
of images from the images representing Ihe whole scene. The map- 

ping from the scene images into the retinal images accounts for the 
two factoi-s inherent in die Marr-Poggio dicory. First, different sec- 

tions of the '».'ones will be mapped to the centci (fovea) of the retinal 

images as die positions of the ejes are varied. Since the matching 

process will take place on die array rcprcscnting the retinal images. 
it is importam thai the coordinate systems of those arrays coincide 

with the current positions of die eyes. Note dial die portion of the 

scene linage which is mapped into the retinal image may differ for 

die two eyes, depending on the relative positions of die two optical 

axes. In pariicular, there m.n be difleienccs in vertical alignment as 

well as in horizontal alignment. Second, the Marr-Poggio theory also 

states that die lesolution of die. earlier stages of the algoridim — the 

convolution and zero-crossings — scales linearly with eccer iricity. 
Hie most comenient method for dealing with iliis fact is to account 

Tor the scaling with ccccntricilj at the level of the extraction of the 
images. This means dial rather than extracting a set of retinal images 

in a linear manner, we may map die scene into the retinal images 

by a mapping whose magnification varies with eccentricity. I5y so 
doing, the later stages of processing need not explicitly account for 

the variation with eccentricity. Rather, diese processes are considered 

us operating on a uniform grid. Note diat this eccentric mapping 

is not essential, especially foi small images. In most of the cases 

illustrated ill this article, die mapping was not used. 

After die completion of this stage, the implementation has 

created a representation of the images dial has accounted for eye 
position and for retinal sealing with eccentricity. For each pass of die 

algorithm, the matching will take place on the representation of the 

retinal images, diereby implicitly assuming some particular eye posi- 

tions. Once the matching has been completed, the disparity values 
obtained may be used to change die positions of the two optic axes, 

thus causing a new pair of retinal images to be extracted from die 

representations of the scene, anJ die matching process may proceed 

again, 

2.2 Comolution 

Given the retinal representaüons of Uie images, it is dien neces- 

sary to transform diem into a form upon which the matcher may 

operate, Marr and Poggio (1979) argued diat die items to be matched 
in an image must be in one-to-one correspondence with well-defined 

locations on a physical surface. This led to die use of image predi- 
cates which correspond to changes in intensity. Since these intensity 

changes can occur over a wide range of scales within a natural image, 

they arc detected separately at different scales. Ulis is in agreement 
widi the findings of Campbell and Robson (1968), who showed that 

visual information is processed in p.-.rallel by a number of independ- 
ent spaual-frequency-tuncd channels, and with die findings of Julesz 

and Miller (1975) and Mayhew and Frisby (1976), who showed that 

spadal-frequcncy-tuned channels arc used in stercopsis and are in- 
dependent. Recent work by Wilson and Hergen (1979) and Wilson 
and Giesc (1977) provided evidence for the particular form of these 
s{/aüal-frcqucncy-tiined operators. Measuring contrast sensidvity to 

vertical line sdniuli, Wilson and his collaborator showed that the 
image is convolved with an operator which in one dimension may 
be closely approximated by a difference of two gaussian funcdons 

(DOG). 

In the original theory (Marr and Poggio, 1979), the proposed 
masks were oriented bar masks whose cross-section was a difference 

of twogaussians, as given by die Wilson and Bergen data. If an inten- 
sity change occurs along a particular orientaüon in the image, there 
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«ill be a peak in Die firs! directional derivative of intensity and a 

zero-croains in die second directional derivative. Thus, die intensity 
changes in the image can be located !,> finding «ro-cross.ngs in the 
output of a second directional derivative operator. However a num- 

ber of practical considerations have led Marr and ilildreih 0979) 

to suggest that the initial operators no. be directional operator. 

Hie only non-directional linear second derivative operator is the 
Laplacian. Marr and Ilildreih have shown that provided two simple 
conditions on the imenskj function in die neighbourhood of an ^dge 

are sausfied, die zero-crossings of the second directional derivative 

taken perpendicular to an edge will coincide widi die /em-crossings 
of ÜK Laplacian along ulat edge, 'nierefore, theoretically wc can 

detcci intensity changes oceuring at all orientations usins the single 

non-oncnied Laplacian operator. Thus. Marr and Ilildreih propose 
that intensity changes occuring at a particular scale may be detected 

by locating the zcro-cios ,ngs in die output ofV'G, the I aplacian 

of a ßaussian dts'.ribution. The operator; together .1:1, its fouricr 
transform, is illustrated in Ligute 2. 1 he fonn of die operator is given 
by: 

V26'M) = "c^f^W^ 
Given die form of die operators, it is only left to determine 

the size of these masks.   To do ihis, we first note that Marr and 

HUdrcth (1979) showed that die operator V^C is a close approxima- 

üon to the DOG function. Wilson and licrgen's daui indicated DOG 

filters whose sizes - speciled by die widüi w of die filler's central 
excitatory region - range from 3.r to 21' of visual arc. "nie variable 
w is related to the constant a of V2G by the rclaüon: 

_   w 

2\/2' 

Wilson and Bergen's values were obtained by using oriented line 
stimuli. To obtain the diameter of die corresponding circularly sym- 

metric center-surround receptive field, die values otw must be multi- 
plied ly N/2. Finally, we want die resolution of the initial images to 

roughly represent die resolution of processing by die cones, and the 
'e of the filters to represent the size of die retinal operators. In the 

i. dcnsely packed region of the human fovca, the centcr-to-entcr 
spacing of die cones is 2.0 to 2.3 „m, corresponding to an angular 

spacing of 25 to 29 arc seconds (O'Brien. 1951). Accounting for the 
conversion of Wilson and Bergen's data, and using the figure of 27 

seconds of arc for the separation of cones in the fovea, one arrives at 
values of u, in die range 9 to 63 image elements, and hence, values of 
a in the range 3 to 23 image clemente. 

iq7Qi neC,Cntl
R

y' u haS bCCn pr0P0Sed (Marr' Po88io and Hildreih. 
1979) diat a fimher, smaller channel may be present. Uis channel 
would have a central excitatory width of«; = IS  roughly cor- 
responding to 4 image elements, 

p The present implementation uses four filters, each of which is a 
radially symmetric difference of gaussians, with w values of 4,9,17 and 

35 .mage e emeim. ITie coefficients of the filters were represented to a 

precision ofl part in 2048. Coefficients of less dian ^'th of the max- 
imum value of the mask were set to zero. Thus, dte^ncation rad's 
of de mask (die point at which all fimher mask values were treated as 
zero) was approximately 1.8w. or equivalcndy, 0.68a. 

The actual convolutions were perfomed on a LISP machine 

constructed at the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, using ad- 

dmon, hardware specially designed for UK purpose (Knight, it al. 

1979). Figures 3 and 4 illustrates some images and their convolutions 
with various sized masks. 

After die completion of Ulis stage of the algorithm, one has 
four ttercd copies of each of the images, each copy having been 

convolved with a different stomffik. 

13 Detection and description of mo-crossings 

According to die Marr-Poggio theory, die elements that are 

matJicd between images are (i) zero-crossings whose orientations a re no. h   uomi,        ^ ^^   ^ ^ . te 

hence die detection of terminations is at present uncertain: as a con- 
scqucncc. only zero-crossings are used as input to the matcher. 

Since, for the purpose of obtaining disparity information, we 
may ignore hor.Zo«tally oriented segments, the detection of zero- 

rasstngs can be accomplished by scanning d,c convolved image 
honzonta y for adjacent elements of opposite sign, or for d, ee 
onzomally adjacent elements, die middle .nc of which is zero I 

oilier .wo containing convolution values of opposite sign. This gives 
Mie position of zero-crossings to within an image element 

In addition to their location, we record the sign of die zero- 
crossings (w ether convolution values change from positive to neg - 
me or negative to positive as wc move from left to right) and a rough 
estimate of die local, two-dimensional orientation of  Js o t 

rcmossingcomour. In die present implementation, the oricnJtion 

die0;!? ! Tr0551"8 SeSn,Cm iS COmpmcd as *" ^«tion 
of die gradient of die convolution values across that segment, and 

r corded in increments of 30 degrees. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate zro 
—rgs obtained in this way from the convohuions of Figures 3 and 

4.^siuvc zero-crossings are shown white, and negati-e crossings 

fbrea^SEf 2Cr0-CrOSSin8 ^^ ** ^ ^ -d 

2.4 Matching 

The matcher implements die second of die matching algo- 
ndims described by Marr and I'oggio (1979, p.315). For each size of 
filler, matching consists of 6 steps: 

(1) Fix the eye positions. 

(2) Locate a zero-crossing in one image. 

(3) Divide the region about die corresponding point in the recond 
image into three pools, 

(4) Assign a match to die zero-crossing based on the potendal 
matches within the pooh. 

(5) Disambiguate any ambiguous matches. 

(6) Assign die disparity values to a buffer. 

These steps may be repeated several dmes during die fusion of 
an image. Given a position for die optic axes, these matching steps 
are performed, with the results stored in a buffer. These results may 
be used to refine the eye positions, causing a new set of reünal images 

to be extracted from the scene, and die matching steps are performed 
again. 
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We now expand upon cncli of the six steps of ihc m.itcliing 

process. The firsi step consists of fixing 'he twr. eye positions. '(Tie 

alignment between the two zero-crossing descriptions, corresponding 
to the positions of the optical axes, is determined in two ways, 'flic 

initial offsets of the descriptions arc arbitrarily set to .'.cro. 'Ilicrcafter, 
die offsets of the two optical axes are determined by accessing die 

current disparity values for a region and using these values to adjust 

the vergence of die eyes. In diis implementation, diis is done by 
modifying the extraction of the retinal images from the images of the 

entire scene, accounting for die positions of die optical axes. 

Once the eye positions have been fixed, and the retinal images 
extracted, the images are convolved with die DOG filters, and the 

zero-crossing descriptions are extracted from the convolved images. 

For a /.cm-crossing description corresponding to a particular mask 
si/e. die matching is performed by locating a zero-crossing and ex- 
ecuting the following operation. Given die location of a zero-crossing 

in one image, a horizontal region about die same location in the other 

image is partitioned into diree pools. These pools form the region 

to be searched for a possible matching zero-crossing and consist of 

two larger convergent and divergent regions, and a smaller one lying 

centrally between them. Together these pools span a disparity range 

equal to 2w. where w is die width of the central excitatory region of 

die corresponding two-dimensional convolution mask, 

'ITic following criteria are used for matching /.cro-crussings in 

the left and right filtered images, for each pool: 

(1) die zero-crossings must come from convolutions with the same 
size mask. 

(2) die zero-crossings must have the same sign, 

(3) die zero-crossing segments must have roughly die same orienm- 
tion. 

A match is assigned on die basis of die number of pools con- 
taining a matching zero-crossing, if exactly one zero-crossing of the 

appropriate sign and orientation (within 30 degrees) is found within 

a pool, die location of diat crossing is transmitted to die matcher. If 
two candidate zero-crossings are found within one pool (an unlikely 

event), die matcher is notified and no attempt is made to assign a 

match for die point in question. If die matcher finds a single cross- 
ing in only one of the diree pools, diat match is accepted, and the 
disparity associated with die match is recorded in a buffer. If two or 

diree of the pools contain a candidate match, the algoridim records 
diat information for future disambiguation. 

Once all possible unambiguous matches have been identified, 
an attempt is made to disambiguatc double or triple matches. This 
is done by scanning a neigu irhood about die point in quesdon. 
and recording die disparity sign of die unambiguous matches within 
diat neighbourhood. (Oispari:y sign refers to the sign of die pool 

from which the match comes: divergent, convergent or zero.) If the 

ambiguous point has a potential match of the same disparity sign as 
die dominant type within die neighbourhood, then that is chosen as 
the match (this is the "pulling" effect). Odicrwisc, die match at that 
point is left ambiguous. 

There is die possibility diat die region under consideration 
docs not lie within die ±u; disparity range handled by die matcher. 

This Situation is detected and handled by die following operation. 
Consider the case in which die region does lie within die disparity 

range ±w. Excluding the case of occluded points, every zero- 
crossing in die region will have at least one candidate match (die 

correct one) in the other filtered image. On the other hand, if die 

region lies beyond the disparity range iu, then the probability of a 

given zero-crossing having at least one candidate match will be less 

than 1. In fact, Marr and I'oggio show that the probability of a zero- 

crossing having at least one candidate match in this case is roughly 

0.7. We can perform die following operation in this case. Fora given 

e;.c position, the matching algorithm is run for all die zero-crossings. 

Any crossing for which there is no match is marked as such. If the 

percentage of maichcd points in any re. foil is l:ss than a threshold of 

0.7 dien the region is declared to be out of range, and no disparity 
values are accepted for that region. 

he overall effect of the matching process, as driven from die 

left image, is to assign disparity values to most of uie zero-crossings 

obtained from the left image. An example of the output appears 

in Figure 7. In diis array, a zero-crossing at position {x,y) with 

associated disparity </ has been placed in a tlirce-diniensional array 

with coordinate {i, y, i). For display purposes, die array is shown in 

the figures as viewed from a point some distance away. The heights in 

the figure correspond to the assigned disparities. 

After completion of this stage of die implementation, wc have 

obtained a disparity array for each mask size. The disparity values 

are located only along die zero-crossing contours obtained from diat 

mask. 

2.5 Vergence Control 

Hie Marr-Poggio theory states that in order to obtain fine 

resolution disparity information, it is necessary diat. the smallest 
channels obtain a matching. Since die range of disparity over which 
a channel can obtain a mairh is directly proportional to die size of 

the channel, d-is means Uiot die positions of the eyes must be as- 
signed appropriately to ensure that the corresponding zero-crossing 

descripuons from die two images arc within a matchablc range. The 
disparity information required to bring the smalles" channels into 
dieir matchablc range is provided by the larger chaiin<;is. That is, if 

a region of die image is declared to be oui of range of fusion by the 
smaller channels, one can ficquently obtain a rough disparity value 

for diat region from die larger channels, and use diis to verge the 
eyes. In diis way, die smaller channels can be brought into a range of 

correspondence. 

Thus, after the disparities from die diftcrent channels have 
been combined, there is a meclianism for controlling vergence move- 
ments of die eyes. This operates by searching for regions of die image 

which do not have dispariiy values for die smallest channel, but 
which do have disparity values for die larger channels. Those large 

channel values arc used to provide a refinement to die current eye 

positions, diereby bringing die smaller channels into range of cor- 
respondence. Two possible mechanisms for extracting die disparity 

value from a region of the image include using the peak value of a 

histogram of die disparities in that neighbourhood, or using a local 
average of the disparity values. In the current iniplemcnlation. the 

search for such a region proceeds outwards from die fovca. 

It should be noted here diat aldiough die use of disparity in- 

formation from coarser channels to drive eye movements, allowing 
smaller channels to come into correspondence, is a necessary condi- 
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üon of the Marr-Poßgio theory, it is noi nccess.irily Die only such 

condition. In other words, there may be other modules of die visual 

system which can initiate eye movements, and ihercbj affect the 

input to die matching component, by altering die retinal images 

presented to the matcher. An example of diis would be die evidence 

of Kidd et ai. (1979) concerning the ability of texture contours 
to facilitate stcreopsis by initiating eye movements. However, such 

effects are somewhat orthogonal to the question of die sufficiency 
of the matching component of die Marr-Poggio theory, since they 

affect the input to die matcher, but no; the actual perfonnance of the 
nidtching algorithm itself. 

2.6 Tlie 21 •Dimensional Sketch 

Once the separate channels have perfonned their matching, the 
results are combined and stored in a buffer, called die 2^-D sketch. 

There are several possible methods for accomplishing this. As far 
as the Marr-I'oggio theory is concerned, the important point is that 

some type of storage of disparity information occurs. (Perhaps the 
strongest argument for this is the fact diat up to 2 degrees of disparity 
can be held fused in the fovea.) 

We shall outline two different possibilities for the combinaüon 
of the different channels. The method currently used in the in?- 

plementadon will be described below. A more biologically feasible 
method will be outlined in the discussion. 

One of the critical quesüons concerning the fonn of the 2^- 
D sketch is whether it reflects die scene or die rcünal images. For 
all die cases illustrated in this article, the sketch was constructed by 

directly relating the coordinates of the sketch to the coordinates of 
die images of the entire scene. That is, as disparity information was 

obtained, it was stored in a buffer atüie position corresponding to 
the position in ^he original scene from which die underlying zero- 
crossing came. Since disparity information about the scene is ex- 

tracted from several eye positions, in order to store this informadon 

into a buffer, explicit informadon about the positions of the eyes is 
required. It will be argued in die discussion that this is probably 

inappropriate as a model of the human system. However, for the 

puiposcs of demonstraüng the effectiveness of the matching module, 
such a representation is sufficient. 

The actual mechanism for storing the disparity values requires 
some combination of the disparity maps obtained for each of the 

channels. Currently, die sketch is updated, for each region of the 

image, by writing in the disparity values from the smallest channel 

wiiich is within range of fusion. Vergence movements are possible 

in order to bring smaller channels into a range of matching for some 
region. Further, for those regions of the image for which none of the 

channels can find matches, modificaiion of the eye positions over a 

scale larger than that of die vergence movemems is possible. By this 

method, one can attempt to bring those regions of the image into a 
range of fusion. 

There are several possibilities for the actual method of driving 
the vergence movements. Two of these were outlined in the previous 
section. 

The final output of the algorithm consists of a representation 
of disparity values in the image, those disparities being restricted to 
positions in the image lying along zero-crossings segments. 

2.7 Summary of the' process 

The complete algorithm, as currently implemented, uses four 
•nark sizes. Initially, die two views of die scene are mapped into 

a pair of retinal images. These images are convolved with each 

mask. The zem-crossings and their orientation are computed, for 

each channel and each view. The initial alignments of die eyes deter- 
mine die registration of the images. The matching of die descripdons 

from each channel is performed for du: alignment. Any points with 
eidier ambiguous matchings or with no match arc marked as such. 

Next, the percentage of unmatched points is cttcckcd, for all 
square neighbourhoods of a particular size. This size is chosen so as 

to ensure diat die measurement of die statistics of matching within 

that neighbourhood is statistically sound. Only die disparity points 
of those regions whose percentage of unmatched points is below a 
certain dircshold, deicrmincti by die statistical analysis of Marr and 

Poggio (1979), arc allowed to remain. All other points arc removed. 
The values which are kept are stored into a buffer. At diis stage, ver- 

gence movements may take place, using information from the larger 

channels to bring the smaller channels into a range where matching is 
possible. Furdicr, if diere are regions of the image which do not have 
disparity values at any level of channel, an eye movement may lake 

place in an attempt to uring ;hosc portions of die image into a range 
where at least the largest mask can perform its matching. 

Note that the matching process takes place independently for 
each of die four channels. Once die matching of each channel is 

complete, die results are combined into a single representadon of the 
dispatiües. 

Hie Pntil output is thus a disparity map, with disparities as- 
signed along most portions of die zero-crossing contours obtained 
from the smallest masks. 'ITie accuracy of the disparities dius ob- 

tained depcndr.on how accurately die zero-crossings have been local- 

ized, which may. of course, be to a resolution much finer than the 
inidal array of intensity values that constitutes th«; image. 

3. Examples and Assessment of Performance 

A standard tool in die examination of human stereo percepüon is 
the random dot stereogram (Julesz, 1960,1971). This is a pair of stereo 

images where each image, when viewed monocularly. consists only of 

randomly distributed dots, yet when viewed stcreoscopically. may be 

fused to yield patterns separated in depth. Such patterns are a useful 

tool for analysing the stereo component of the human visual system, 
since there are no visual cues otlior dian the stereoscopic ones. We 

can test the sufficiency of the algorithm by comparing human percep- 

üon with the performance of the algorithm on such patterns. As well, 

since random dot stereograms have well demarked disparity values, it 
is easy to assess the correctness of the algorithm's performance on such 
patterns. 

Table 1 lists some of the matching statisücs for various random dot 
patterns. These are illustrated in Figures 8-13 and discussed below. 

The first pattern consisted of a central square separated in depth 
from a second plane. The pattern had a dot density of 50% and its 
analysis is shown in Figure 7. Each dot was a square with four image 

elements on a side. For the algorithm, this corresponds to a dot of ap- 
proximately two minutes of visual arc. The total pattern was 320 image 
elements on a side. The central plane of the figure was shifted 12 image 
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cli nents in one image relative to the other. The final disparity map 
assigned after die matching of the smallest channel had ih« following 

statistics. The number of mo-crossing points in the left description 
which were assigned a disparity was 11847. Of tlicse 11847, 11830 

.vcre disparity values which were exactly correct, and an additional 14 

deviated by one image clement from the correct taluc. Approximately 
0.03% of die matched points, or roughly 3 point in 10000 were incor- 
rectly matched. 

A similar test was run on patterns with a dot density of 25%, 10% 
and 5%. The results are lllustraicd in Figure 8. 

For each of these cases, the number of incorrectly matched points 
was extremely low. Those points which were assigned incorrect dis- 

parities all occurcd at the border between the two planes, that is, along 
the discontinuity in disparity. 

A more complex random dot pattern consisted of a wedding cake, 

built from four didcrcnt planar layers, each separated by 8 image ele- 
ments, or 2 dot widths. This is illustrated in Figure 9, 

In this case, die number of /.ero-crossing points assigned ? dis- 

parity was 11162. Of these points, 11095 were assigned a disparity 

value which was exactly correct, and an additional 61 deviated from 

the correct value by one image clement. Approximately 0.06% of the 

points were incorrectly matched. Again, tlirse incorrect points all oc- 
cured at the boundaries between the planes, A second complex pattern 

is illustrated in Figure 9. The object is a spiral with a range of con- 
tinuously varying disparities. 

There are a number of special cases of random dot patterns which 

have been used to test various aspects of the human visual system. The 

algorithm was also tested on several of these stcreograms. They are 

outlined below and a comparison between the performance of the algo- 
riüim, and human perception is given. 

It is known that if one or both of the images of a random dot 

stereogram arc blurred, fusion of the stcreogram is still possible (Julcsz 
1971, p.96). To test the algoriüim in this case, the left half of a ^0% 

density pattern was blurred by convolution with a gaussian mask. This 
is illustrated in Figure 10. The disparity values obtained in this case 

were not as exact as in the case of no blurring. Rather, there was a dis- 

tribution of disparities about die known correct values. As a result, the 
percentage of points that might be considered incorrect (more than one 
image element deviation from the correct value) rose to 6%, However, 

the qualitative performance of the algorithm is still that of two planes 
separated in depth. It is interesting to note Üiat slight distribution of 
disparity values about those corresponding to the original planes is con- 

sistent with the human perception of a pair of slightly warped planes. 

Julesz and Miller (1975) showed that fision is also possible in the 
presence of some typcb of masking noise. In particular, if the spectrum 

of the noise is disjoint from the spectmm of the pattern, it can be 
demonstrated that fusion of the pattern is still possible. Within the 
framework of the Marr-Poggio theory, this is equivalent to stating that 

if one introduces noise of such a spectrum as to interfere with one of 
the stereo channels, fiision is still possible among the other channels, 

provided the noise does not have a substantial spectral component over 
lapping other channels as well. This was tested on the algorithm by 
high pass filtering a second random dot pattern, to create the noise, 

and adding the noise to one image. In die case illustrated in Figures 

10 and U, the spectrum of the noise was designed to interfere maxi- 
mally with the smallest channel. In the case shown by HNOISE1 and 

I1NOISF.2 in Table I, die noise was added such that die maximum mag- 

nitude of the noise was equal to die maximum magnitude of the original 

image. IINOISF1 illustrates die performance of the smallest channel. 

HNOISI-2 illustrates the performance of the next larger channel. It can 
be seen diat for this case, some fusion is still possible in die smallest 

channel, aldiough it is patchy. Hie next larger channel als,) obtains fu- 

sion. In both cases, the accuracy of the disparity values is reduced from 

die no nal case. This is to be expected, since die introduction of noise 

tends to displace the positions of the zero-crossings. In die case shown 

by HN01SE3 and HNOISE4 in Table 1, die noise was added such that 

die maximum magnitude was twice that of die maxiimnn magnitude of 

the original image.  Here, matching in the smallest channel is almost 

completely eliminated (IINOISR3).   Yet matching in the next larger 

channel is only niarginally afTcctcd (IINOISF,4). 

The implementation was also tested on die case of adding low pass 

filtered noise to a random dot pattern, with results similar to that of 

adding high pass filtered noise. Here, the larger channels are unable 

to obtain a good matching, while the smaller channels arc relatively 
unaficcted. 

If one of the images of a random dot pattern is compressed in 

the horizontal direction, the human stereo system is still able to achieve 
fusion (Julesz 1971, p.213). 'Ilic algoridnn was tested on Ulis case, and 

the results are shown in Figure 11. It can be seen diat die program still 

obtains a reasonably good match. The planes arc now slightly slanted, 
which agrees with human perception. 

If seme of the dots of a pattern are dccorrelated, it is still possible 
for a human observer to achieve some kind of fusion (Julcsz 1971, p.88). 
Two different types of decorrelation were tested. In die first type, in- 

creasing percentages of the dots in the left image were decorrclated at 
random. In particular, die cases of 10%, 20% and 30% were U ied, and 

are illustrated in Figure 12. For die 10% case, (table entry Uncorrl) it 
can be seen that the algorithm was still able to obtain a good matching 

of the two planes, although the total number of zero-crossings assigned 
a disparity decreased, and the percentage of incorrectly matched points 
increased. When the percentage of dccorrelated dots was increased to 
20% (table entry Uncorr2), the number of matched points decreased 

again, although the percentage of those which were incorrectly matched 
remained about the same. Finally, when the percentage of dccorrelated 

dots was increased to 30% (table entry Uncorr3), the algorithm found 
virtually no section of the image which could be lused. 

The failure of die algorithm to match the 30% dccorrelated pat- 
tern is caused by the component of the algoriüim which checks that 

each region of the image is within range of correspondence. Recall that 

in order to distinguish between die case of two images beyond range 
of fusion (for the current eye positions) which will have only randomly 

matching zero-crossings, and the case of two image within range of fu- 

sion, the Marr-Poggio theory requires diat the percentage of unmatched 

points is less than some threshold. This dircshold is approximately 0.3, 

according to die statistical analysis of Marr and Poggio (1979). For the 
case of the pattern with 30% decorrelation, on the average, each region 

of the image will have roughly 30% of its zero-crossings different and. 

hence the algoriüim decides that the region is out of range of correspon- 

dence. Hence, no disparitites are accepted for Ulis region. 

For the algorithm, the computational reason for the failure to 

process patterns with 30% decorrelation is that it could not disdnguish 
a correctly matched region of such a pattern from a region which was 
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mit of range of correspondence, but had a random sei uf matches for 

many of the points in die region. It is interesting to note that many 

human subjects observe a similar behavior; that is, some kino of fusion 
for tip to 20% decnrrclailon. although die fusion becomes increasingly 

weaker, and virtually no fusion for patterns with 30% decorrelation. 

One can also decorrclate the pattern by breaking up all white 

triplets along one set of diagonals, and all black triplets along die odicr 

set of diagonals (Jules/. 1971, p.87). The table entry Uncorrd indicates 

die matching statistics for this case. Again, it can be seen that die 

program still obtains a good match, as do human observers. The perfor- 

mance of die algorithm is illustrated in Figure 13. 

4. Statistics 
A number of parameters arc important for the theory, which 

makes assumptions about diem, and dicy have been measured on ran- 
dom dot images. The worst cases occur for patterns with a density of 

50%, and for such paitcrns the worst case values encountered for die 
parameters have die values shown in Table 2. The theoretical worst case 

bounds used by Marr and Poggio appear for comparison. 

5. Natural Images 
One can test die implementation on natural scenes, as well as ran- 

dom dot stereograms. In Ulis case, it is more dillicult to as-^ss die exact 
performance of the algorithm. However, qualitative performance can be 

measured and some examples are shown in Figure 14. In these cases, 

as well as other natural images on which the algoridun has been tested, 
die disparity values obtained by the algorithm arc seen to be in good 

qualitative agreement with die shapes of die surfaces in die scenes. 
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TAUIJi OF MATCHES 
pattern density total C,\;icl one pixel wrung Äwrang 
^qiinrc 50% 11847 11830 14 3 .03 
sc]ii;irc 25% 9661 9632 22 7 

2 
.07 
.04 sqiwrc 10% 5286 5264 20 

square 5% 3500 3498 0 2 .06 
wedding 50% 11162 11095 61 6 .06 
hnoiscl 50% 2270 1909 346 15 .7 
hnoisc2 50% 8683 6621 1868 194 2. 
Imoiscj 50% 63 28 24 '"     11 17. 
hnoisc4 50% 85-13 5194 2864 485 6. 

2. imcorrl 50% 9545 9091 263 191 
iiiicorr2 
imcorrJ 

50% 4343 4120 143 80 2. 
50% 134 127 2 5 4. 

tmcorrd 50% 6753      |        6325 271 157 2. 

'able 1. 

parameter 

average distance 

between zero-crossings 

of same sign 

probability of 

candidates in at 

_rnc)st_onc^pool 

probability of 

candidates in 

two pools 

probability of 

candidates in all 

three pools 

given a candidate 

near zero, 

probability of no 

other candidates 

TAIll.HOFSTATISriCS 
expected worst 

case behavior 

2w 

large channel 

w = 35 

medium channel 

w= 17 

1.51 w 

>.50 

<.45 

.77 

small channel 

w = 9 

1.88 w 1.87 w 

.75 .69 

.21 .25 

<.05 .02 

.31 

.01 .01 

>.9 

-__L 
.85 .87 

Table 2. 
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Retina 

Convolve  Zero- 
Crossing 

Image 
Descriptions 

Match 

Disparity f 2^-D 
Arrays 

Combine 
Channels 

Sketch 

Figure 1. Diagram ofihc algorithm. The images of the scciic arc mapped into the images of the retinas, 
uiking into accpunt the eye positions. Bach image is convolved with a set ofdinTcrcnt sized masks and zero- 
crossings are located for each ci nvolution. For each size mask, the left and right ixro-crossing descriptions are 
matched. These are tombincd into a single representation. As well, the matches from the largci channels can 
drive eye vergence movements, causing new retinal images to be created and allowing Die smaller channels to 
come into correspondence. 
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Figure 2. The operators G" and V'G. The top left figure show G", the second derivative of a 
one-dimensional guassian distribution. The top right figure shows V^G, its rotationally symmetric two- 
dimensional counterpart. The bottom figures show their Fourier tnmsfonns. 
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Figure 3. Kxamplcs of convolutions wiüi V'G. The top figure shows a natural Image. The bottom 
f.gures sliotv the convolution of tills image with a set of V26' operators. The sizes of these operators are 
u) = 30,18, 9 and 4 imace elements. 
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Figure 4. Exairplcs of convolutions with V2G. Hie top figure shows a random dot pattern. The bottom 
figures show the convolution of this image with a set of V'G operators. The sizes of these operators are 
tu = 36,18,9 and 4 image elements. 
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Figure 5   Examples of zero-crossing descriptions. The top figure show a natural imago. The bottom 
figure: show ehe zero-codings obtained from the convolutions of Figure 3. The white lines mark 
zero-crossings and the black lines, negative ones. positive 
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Figure 6. Examples of zero-crossing descripiions. The top figure show a random dot pattern The bottom 
figures show die zen-crossings obtained from die convolutions of Figure 4. Hie white lines mark positive 
zero-crossings and the black lines, negative ones. 
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Figure 8. TIK iop stereo pair is a 25% density random doi pattern. The disparity map bc'nv it is 
displayed as in Figure 7. The bottom stereo pair is a 5% density random dot pattern. Its disparity map is 
shown below it, liuth disparity maps aic obtained (Vom die w = '\ channel. 
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F-igurc 9. 'I'lic lop stereo pair is a 50% density wedding cake, composed of four planar levels. The 
disparity map is shown below ii. The bottom stereo pair is a 50% spiral. The disparity map is shown below it, 
in a manner similar to Figure 7. Both disparity maps arc obtained from the u; = 4 channel. 
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Figure 10. Hie [op stereo p.iir is ii 5Ü% density pallcm in whicli ;lic left iiiKige hiis been blurred. The 
dispnrity map is shown below It. It c:in be seen that two planes are still evident, allhougll they arc not as 
sharply defined as in Figure 7 or l-'igure 8. I he disparity map is that obtained from die w — ■] channel. 'Hie 
bottom stereo pair is a 50% density pattern. The left image has had high pass lillcred noise added to It so that 
die maxinuim magnitude of die noise is equal to die maximum magnitude of the image. The disparity map 
shown Is diat obtained by die Iü = 9 channel. 
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disparity map is tha. obtained fron, u'^t     n "c  IhUu^T"' '^"^ "^ ""^ 'rhc t0p 

w = 4 channel. Ii can be seen that ZI - A ,  u ' d,Spar'[y map ,s Ülnt übtaincd frot» ^ 
The bottom stereo pair s a 50% dc^~       ^, ,,'a'nS'' m'1!C,linS 0n'y in a fcw sceIio"s or tllc ^age. 
direction. The dispa u ntp flm      U""0 " " ^ ^ 'fimü8c has bcc» comPr«-d in the horizonll 

evident. aithouAh L c t^'p.-m     appL slanted S? ,t"" bC ^ ^ ^ tW0 planes are sü,l 
y.mcrn appears slanted. This is m agreement with human perception. 

f?Hifi^r- fl 
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Figure 13. 'I'lic top stereo pair is a 50% density patrrn in which the left iimige has had 10% of die dots 
dccorrcl?,tcd. The disparity map is shown below. The bottom stereo pair is a 50% density pattern in which 
die left image has had 20% of the dots dccorrclated. HIP disparity map is shown below. Note that in this case 
üiere arc large regions of die image for which no match was made. 

-A. 
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Figure 13. The top stereo pair is a 50% density pattern in which the left image has been diagonally 
decorrelated. Along one set of diagonals, every triplet of white dots has been broken by the insertion of a black 
dot, and along the other set of diagonals, every triplet of black dots has been broken bv the insertion of a while 
dot. rhe disparity map is shown below. The bottom stereo pair is a special case of Panum's limit The left 
image is formed by superimposing two slightly displaced copies of the right image. The disparity map is shown 
below, and consists of two siiDcrimposcd planes. 
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Figure 14. Kxnmples of natural images. The top stereo pair is a scene of a basketball game, The disparity 
map below is viewed from the side, so that die width of the black bars indicates the relative disparity. The 
bottom stereo pair is of a sculpture by Henry Moore. The disparuy maps below it arc also viewed from the 
side. The left map illustiatcs die extreme range of disparity between the trees in the background and the. 
sculpture itself. The right map has been adjusted to enhance die disparities of the sculpture, indicating its 
form. 
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EXPERIENCE WITH THE 
GENERALIZED  HOUGH TRANSFORM 

K.   R.   Bloan,   Jr. 
D.   H.   Ballard 

The University  of Rochester 
Rochester,   New  York    14627 

Abstract 

The Housh Tr.„5for.  Is  a «thod for 'f«f'"^^"^h^ljtfaf™^ sSL^S'to 

[Wechsler  and   Sklansky,   1975]- 

Recently,   the Hough  technique  ^ f/nextended    to    the    detection^of^arhitrar^^ 

non-ar.alytic     shapes  In grey  level   images   LBallard,     _'   ^ i       ^     anfl    hag    found 

has heen implemented and tested on a ^rxety of ^^^^J^^^dlte indicates that 

«SSuels ^ustailthSr0e^ct1tr^Su^S-hur?equires reliable edge-element 
orientation  determination. 

1 .  Introduction 

Shape is an important attribute of 
two-dimensional figures. In simple 
figure-ground binary images, the 'Jhape ot 
the boundary of the figure is often the 
only interesting feature. We take "shape 
to be a property of the entire figure, 
i.e., it is a global property. 

Evidence about the shape of a figure 
is found at the boundary between figure 
and ground. Such evidence can be 
generated by the application of local 
edge-element detectors. An edge-element 
detector typically reports on the presence 
of an edge-element in a small window of an 
image, and on the orientation of that 
edge-element. Finding shapes in the image 
involves combining many pieces of local 
evidence into a global judgment. 

The Hough Transform is a method for 
detecting curves by exploiting the duality 
betwqeen points on a curve and parameters 
of that curve. The initial work showed 
how to detect both analytic curves IHough, 
1962; Duda and Hart, 1972] and 
non-analytic curves [Merlin and Färber, 
1975], in the case of binary edge images. 
This work was generalized to the detection 
of some analytic curves in grey level 
images, specifically lines [G'Gorman and 
Clowes, 1973]. circles [Kimme et al., 
1975], and parabolas [Wechsler and 
Sklansky, 1975]. 

Recently, the Hough technique has 
been extended to the detection ot 
arbitrary non-analytic shapes in grey 
level images [Ballard, iq7Ql Given an 
arbitrary shape, S, this generalised Hough 
technique provides a mapping from the 
orientation of an edge-element to the set 
of instances of S (as modified by 
location, rotation, and uniform scaling) 
which could have given rise to that 
edge-element. This mapping allows all 
local evidence for a particular instance 
of S to contribute to global decisions 
about the figure. 

This shape detection scheme has been 
implemented and tested on a variety of 
artificial images and has found 
application in the analysis of real aerial 
images. Experience to date indicates that 
the technique is robust. ^o. w^h 
appropriate "focus of attention 
mechanisms, which are present m our 
implementation, the method ^ also 
efficient. However, the reliable 
determination of edge-element orientation 
is crucial to the success of this method. 
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2.     Hough TechniTues 

'11 
detection 
elements: 

a) 

Hough  techniques 
consist  of the fol 

for  shape 
lowing basic 

a local 
E, 

Vi)   an  n-dimensional 
space,    P,   quan 
represented by an n 
Accumulator Array, A 

c) a  mapping,   M, 
information provided 
(and thus AA), 

d) a voting rule, V, sp 
a    particular 
affects the values o 

e) a Detection rule, D, 
the  conditions  und 
particular  shape 
detected. 

edge-element  detector. 

parameter 
tized and 
.-dimensional 
A, 

from   the 
by E into P 

ecifying how 
edge-element 
f AA, 

specifying 
er which a 
has   been 

Given these basic elements,  shapes 
are found by the following procedure: 

a) zero AA, 
b) apply E everywhere in the image, 
c) for each edge-element found, 

apply M to locate cells in AA. 
Then apply V to modify the 
contents of these cells. (i.e., 
vote for all possible "causes" 
of this edge-element), 

d) finally, apply D to AA (choose 
the most popular shape). 

Clearly, application of this 
technique depends on the ability to 
parameterize the shapes of interest, and 
the derivation of the mapping M from 
edge-element information to possible shape 
parameters. 

Lines 

The original Hough transform 
capitalized on the observation that 
straight lines can be completely specified 
by two parameters (e.g., an orientation 
9 , and a distance from the origin, p ), 

What is more, the mapping, from a 
particular edge-element position to the 
set of straight linefa it might be a part 
of, is easy to compute [.Hough, 1962; Duda 
and Hart, 1972]. The idea is that an 
actual line in the image will give rise to 
many local edge-elements, all o* which 
will "vote" for that line. Individual 
edge-elements will also vote for other 
lines, but the "correct" line will receive 
the most votes. 

If the edge-element operator, E 
provides directional information, then 
each edge-element maps to a unique line. 
Edge elements which line up vote for 
"their" line, and the line with the most 
visible edge-elements gets the most votes. 
Note that it is not necessary for the 
eage-elementa to be connected (or even be 

near each other^ in order that their votes 
reinforce one another - they must simply 
be colinear. 

Circles 

The description of circular figures 
in nn image requires three parameters: x. 
y, P . ""he location of the center of the 
circle is given by <x,y> and the radiua is 
given by the scale parameter, p . Once 
again, each edge-element in the imasp is 
evidence for a set o^ <x,y, p > triples. 

If the directi 
is unknown,  then 
parameter space rep 
could have created 
a right circular co 
direction  informa 
reduced to a line 
with  line  detec 
actually appear in 
many votes;   thos 
receive few votes. 

on of the edg' -element 
the locus of points in 
resenting circles which 
this edge-element forms 
ne • In the presence of 
tion, this locus is 
iPallard, 1979]. As 

tion, circles which 
the image will receive 
e  which  do ' njt  will 

Arbitrary Shapes 

The Hough technique can be extended 
to analytic shapes for which the mapping 
from edge-element to a locus o^ points" in 
parameter space can be derived. Given 
certain assumptions about the meaning Q-P 
"shape", we can also extend the technique 
to arbitrary, non-analytic shapes. 

Consider a particular figure (e.g., 
an ellipse centered at <1,2> with its 
major axis parallel to the x-axis and of 
lenguh 10, and its minor axis of length 
5)- Now, consider the set of figures 
which can be produced by translating, 
rotating, and uniformly scaling the 
original figure. For our purposes, all of 
these figures have the same shape. 

The parameter space which captures 
this notion of shape is: 

P = <x,y, p , e > 
where 

<x,y> is the origin of a local 
co-ordinate system 

P  is a scale factor 

6  is a rotaf.on about <x,y>. 

This is the parameter space used in our 
generalized Hough Transform. Note that 
the Hough-spaces developed above for lines 
and circles are sub-spaces of P. 

The key to all Hough techniques is 
the mapping from edge-element information 
to a locus of points in P. We assume an 
edge-element operator which provides 
directional information. As seen above, 
this directional information can 
drastically reduce the image  of  the 

A. ' J 

.   .v  :., -is 
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Artificial   Images 
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close   olection. 

;, 

Aerial Photographs 

'"he location of arbitrary 
non-analytic shapes is not merely of 
interest in artificial images such as" that 
shown above. The original version of the 
shape found above catie from the aerial 
image shown as Figure ^f. Even the 
experimental version of the generalized 
Hough Transform has no difficulty in 
locating the pond in this image. 

l•  Focus of attention 

One of the difficulties encountered 
in the application of this technique to 
real images, for the location of real 
shapes, is that the area searched for 
evidence of boundaries (the application of 
the edge-element, detector and the mapping 
from edge-element information to parameter 
space) and the size of the parameter space 
can quickly become very large. The 
solution to these problems is, of course, 
to attempt to focus attention where 
possible. 

Where to Look- 

One way to focus attention during the 
application   of   this   shape-finding 
technique  is  to  constrain  the  a-ea 
searched  for  evidence of the figure's 
boundary  [Russell  and  Brown.   IQVR- 
Russell   1979].    In  a system which 
routinely appnes an ed,ge operator  over 
the  entire image, this may not seem to be 
a solution (or even a problem).  However 
even after  the  edge-elements have been 
round, it is still necessary to apply  the 
mapping  to  parameter space  (one per 
desired  shape).   Our   implementation 
includes the usual  "bounding rectangle- 
limitation  on  the  area  in   which 
edge-elements  are  to be found and mapped 
to  parameter  space.   This 
performance significantly. 

What to Look For 

improves 

The second obvious way to focus 
attention is to constrain the obiects 
being sought. Of course, a single 
application of the generalized Hough 
Transform concentrates on the location of 
a particular class of shape (that defined 
by the R-Table). In addition, it is 
usually possible to constrain the 
permissible values for some (if not all) 
of the parameters. Constraining the 
location of the reference point is related 
to the question of "Where to look". 
Constrain:.ig the parameters of scale or 
rotation is also possible, and certainly 
worth doing. Sometimes, the unconstrained 
search lor a particular shape (such as the 
pond in Figure 3f) will result  in almost 

complete  information  about the r^nge o*1 

values  to  be  considered  in  successive 
searches.  For examnle, once the t.ond has 
been  located  (in  parameter   snace 
including location in the image, rotation 
and scale) map-like knowledge about  this 
particular part of  the world would allow 
the search for other shapes in the  scene 
to be almost completely determined.  Thus 
ou;  technique  can both  generate  and 
benefit from such constraints. 

Although our current implementation 
uses only a simple "bounding rectangle- 
constraint on the area of the image to^ be 
searched for boundary information, it is 
possible to combine information about the 
range of locations for the re-ference 
point, scale, and rotation. When all of 
these are sufficiently constrained, then 
the R-Table itself provides pointers to 
the locations to be searched in the ima^e 
for edge-elements. 

5.  Conclusion 

Phape 
feature o' 

is an important defining 
many •.mage objects, often the 

only useful feature, -^he key ideas behind 
the Hough Transform have been extended to 
produce a shape detection technique which 
performs well in the presence ^f 
occlusion, even for completely arbitrary 
non-analytic shapes. As' has been 
demonstrated, however, the technique 
depends strongly on the reliable 
estimation of edge-element orientation. 
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THE GAUSSIAN SPHERE 

A UNIFYING REPRESENTATION OF SURFACE ORIENTATION 

John R. Kender 

ABSTRACT 

l>partment of Computer Science 
Carnegie-Mfcllon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213 

This is an informal, qualitative presentation of some 
recent results concerning the representation of surface 
orientation. We show that thr> existing methods using the 
gradienl space are inadequate,: in several ways. Using the 
Gaussian sphere instead greatly simplifies the mathematics 
of many surface orientation problems. One intuitively 
satisfying and pedagogically transparent result is that many 
existing relations map into latitude lines or longitude lines 
on an appropriately oriented Gaussian sphere. This use also 
leads to several predictions concerning what surface 
orientation properties arc the easiest to calculate! they also 
seem to be the most important. Some problems still remain 
however. They may be better solvable through the 
application of spherical geometry. 

INTRODUCTION 

The representation and manipulation of surface 
orientation is a critic«! part of image understanding. Any 
domain that ha. a non-negligible depth component requires 
some method of dealing with changes in depth, both sudden 
and smooth. Smooth depth changes give rise to surfaces- 
surface orientations (local depth changes) have two degrees 
of freedom. That is, surfaces can lilt top-to-bottom, and 
left-to-right. 

On one hand, representing these degrees of freedom 
is not a problem. As long as smooth changes in orientation 
are smooth In the representation, and as long as the space 
is complete, one space is mathematically equivalent to any 
other. On the other hand, spaces are not all mathematically 
simple, nor arc they representationally cone,so. We will 
show that the gradient space, currently the preferred 
representation, is not as elegant nor manipulablc as the 
Gaussian sphere parameterization. We will also show, by 
using    the    spherical    representation,    that    many    exis'tinp 

same results    concerning    surface   orientation    have    the 
particularly simple form. 

In this paper, many of the mathematical details are 
suppressed for the sake of presentation. However, they 
appear In full detail in the author's thesis [Kender, 1980J. 
The stress here is on qualitative aspects of the two 
representation spacesj this is also reflected in the 
qualitativeness of the figures. 

INADEQUACIES OF THE GRADIENT SPACE 

The gradient space represents surface orientations in 

terms of the rale of change of surface depth with respect to 

two orthogonal image axes. Basically, the representation 
uses the gradient resolved into its two component vectors. 

Given the imaging geometry that places the observer 
on the negative z axis and the film on the plane z = 1 (see 
Fig. 1), let any surface be represented by the equation z = 
px+qy+c. Then the rate of change of depth along the x axis 
is p, and along the y axis it is q. By the usual definition the 
gradient is (p, q). (For more detail, see [Huffman, 19711 or 
[Horn, 1977]) 

The gradient space has several elegant properties 
As the image rotates about the line of sight, the gradient 
space representation of it similarly rotates. The gradient 
space is a dual space to the imago space, in which' planes 
are represented by points, and vice-versa; image lines are 
mapped into (different) gradient lines. This simplifies many 
representational problems. Scene properties such a- 
convexity and concavity are also neat'y reflected ,n s.mplo 
gradient space relations. 

Intrinsic Inadequacies 

However, the gradient space is only half a soace It 
cannot represent surfaces oriented away from the viewer's 
mam line of sight. Although this is annoying if the imar-e is 
taken under orthographic projection (the usual assumption) 
it is absolutely critical under perspective. Under 
perspective, it is possible to actually see "behind" a surface 
(see Fig. 2). Such surfaces are not representable in the 
gradient space at all; the fundamental cause is the gradient's 
indifference to su"ace "sidedness". Under Orthography 
questions of sidedness never occur. Under perspective they 
are rampant and indispensable, 

Even strictly under orthography, other related 
intrinsic problems occur. For example, if the gradient space 
is used for work with reflectance, it cannot represent the 
case where the illuminant is in front of the camera (shooting 
into the sun, say). 

It is not easy to patch this deficiency in the gradient 
space. It is possible to conceive of a "negative" gradient 
space, like the existing "positive" one, and sutured 'to it at 
infinity. As a surface became infinitely steep, its gradient 
representation would "cross over" into the negative space 
as soon as the surface turned away from the observer 
Light sources would do the same as they moved to in front 
of the camera. However, there are solutions that are far 
more pleasing. 
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Inadequacies in Application 

The gfadient space is alr-o difficult to work with in 
practice. Since by definition i| is a coordmatc system baoed 
on derivatives, it is an infmitc Mac,?. Tl1ere is no 
straightforward way to deal with its vast expanse m a 
computer program. 

It is a misshapen space as well. Withir its unit circle 
are represented all those pianos whose overall orientation 
away from the viewer (gradient magnitude) are less than 1 
Planes sloping as much as /15 degrees are represented 
there. However, very little happens outside this tight little 
circle; most of the space is effectively wasted. Almo'st a 
it is devoted to distinguishing between planes that are sm; 

trac ionr, of a degree away from being parallel lo the line of 
sight. There is no straightforward way to code around this 
either. ' 

ADVANTAGES OF THE GAUSSIAN SPHERE 

Consider now the Gaussian sphere representation of 
surface slope. Intuitively, it can be imagined as a 
transparent globe about the viewer's head, somewhat like 
an oversi?ed fishbowl. 1, is clear that (he .surface of the 
globe is a two-dimensional space (a manifold); ,1 can be 
mapped one-lo-one onto the gradient space.' However, we 
Will real it differently. Given a plane, represent Us 
orien ation by that unique point on the sphere the plane 
would touch if ,t were rigidly translated there through 
space. Such a representation has sidednoss; opposite sides 
of a surface touch opposite sides of the sphere. 

More exactly, the Gaussian sphere .dentlfles 
orientation not with surface gradient, but with a type of 
surface normal. (The normal is "aware" of which side of the 

sur'ace the object is on.) Mathematically, it normalizes the 
normal vector to length 1, instead of normalizing the 
gradient o a vector of the form (p, q, 1). Threo-space 
vectors of length 1 are mapped on a sphere of unit radius 
(the Gaussian sphere) in the straight-forward way: the 
point on the sphere has the same coordinates as the normal 

Now center the sphere at the image origin. Consider 
the z axis as the symmetry ax.s of a spherical coordinate 
system and the x axis as the usual theta axis. All surface 
orientations sire now in spherical coordinala form Since the 
radius is unquely 1, drop it entirely, just as the third 
coordinate of the gradient is usually dropped. Instead of 
P.q). we can use (theta, phi). The Gaussian sphere thus 

induces a two-angle representation system that 
incorporate, all possible orientations and directions with 
respect to the observer. 

Preservation of Good Gradiont Space Properties 

Pain^Mr.h n0,hini  ha5   bCen   i0^  and  SOme   has   been 
gamed.    Al   the good properties of the gradient space can 
be shown to be preserved.   The Gaussian space is smooth. 
If the  .mage rotates, it also rotates as the gradient space 
does.    The dual character of the space remains, and even 
the concave-convex relations hold, suitably modified 

Furthermore, if Ihe image tills (,n the sind sense of 
he word: if it rotates about the . axis), the representation 

Mils isomelncally about the sphere surface, too- a new 
property. It is also now very easy to find ail the planes 
hat are perpendicular to a given plane. Graphically (Fig ?) 

tine the "equator" to the given plane's "pole". The great 
circle is the locus of the representations of the planes 
perpend,cular lo Ihe plane represented by the isolated 
point. 

Graphic Equivalonco 

Although the Gaussian sphere 

the gradient space, the two are closely related 
gradient space is easily shown to be the pro^ct.on of the 
Russian sphere from its center lo one tangent plane. 
Under these conditions, lines in the gradient 
mapped from great circles on the sphere. 

more powerful  than 
nt o I v. 

space   are 

As Fig. /I shows, it is clear why the gradient space is 
only half a sp.xe: a second plane, parallel to the first 
would be needed to represent all orientations. (This second 
plane is the "nogalive" gradient space). This same basic 
projection is the key to the following observations. 

THE SPHERE AND SHAPE FROM SHADING 

Reflectance maps represent Ihe way observed 
brightness is dependent on surface orientation, g.ven the 
position of the illuminanl. In at least two well-studied cases 
reflectance maps have simple representations on the 
Gaussian sphere. Further, the spherical representation 
extends existing results. 

Under the assumptions of lambertian reflectance, the 
reflectance map forms a series of nested conic sections 
Horn has observed that the frmily of curves corresponds to 

oe7-7Cir0:;n"SOtti0n 0' ' Pr0p0rly ncG,-d ^ °' ""« [Horn, 
1977], However, it Is not very difficult to prove a firmer 
result. It can be -.nown that the cones arise by bemo the 

projection of a family of latitude lines on the Gaussian 
sphere The "North Pole" is the illuminant direction, towards 
which the pole is tilled. (See Fig. 5.) The percentage of 
reflected Nght is simply the sine of Ihe latitude measured in 
degrees, with respect to the pole. Thus, equal spacing of 
latitude lines yields equal differences in reflectance The 
equator (a line in the gradient space) corresponds to those 
surfaces just beginning to be self-shadowed. 

Consider the assumption that reflectance is related to 
incidence and emergence angles by the value cos(i)/cos(o) 
this is the so-called lunar reflectance relation [Horn, 19771 
Under these conditions, the reflectance map consists of 
parallel lines. On the sphere, these map into longitude lines 
The se f-shadowing line is again the line of perpendiculars 
to the light direction; this time, however, the longitude lines 
are parallel to it. An extra advantage of this representation 
is tha it ,5 easy to find the line along which reflectance is 
unity maximal reflectance). It is simply half the angle (but 
no half the gradient space distance) from the origin to the 
light direction. 

The     gradient     space     method     cannot    represent 
Uluminants   in   front   of   the   observer.    Not   only   can   the 
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spherical syslem represent them, but it c.in be shown thai 

the reprosenlation is smooth and straight-forward. 
Escenlially, the rcflccl.incc always arises from latitude linos, 
even if Ihc sphere is pointed away from the observer to the 
light source; there is no difference in Ihe mathematics. 

THE SPHERE AND SHAPE FROM TEXTURE 

Normalized texture property maps convey information 
very much like reflectance maps; in fad, Ihe latter can De 
considered are special cases [Kender, 1979]. Under many 
circumstances Ihe texture maps are also made very simple 
under the Gaussian representation. 

If the teyfural element chosen for Ihe determination 
of surface orientation is an image slope clement, and the 
texel-tcxel relationship is parallelism, then the results are 
especially simple. This is ihe situation that occurs with tiled 
floors, brick walls, hairbrushes, etc. Under perspective, the 
curves that are generated in the gradient space are again a 
conic family, as with lambertian reflectance. However, the 
parameter that distinguishes one curve from another is the 
texel-surface relation. 

Suppose one assumes that a surface is perpendicular 
to the lextural objects defining it, This is the case of, say, 
finding the ground plane from the Orientation of vertical 
trees. Then two texeis generate, through their normalized 
maps, a polar point; this is, in fact, ihc vanishing point of 
the texture itself. This point orients the sphere, as if the 
point were a light source. If, however, the lexcls are 
assumed to lie in the plane they define, the curve generated 
is a lino in the gradient space (an equator on the sphere) 
that is analogous to the line of self-shadow. Intermediate 
texel-surface relations generated intermediate curves; the 
cine of the angle between texel and surface is analogous to 
reflectance. The relation is represented by the" "hairy 
sphere" of Fig. 6. Note that the image of the texel- form 
longitude lines that point to the image of the pole in the 
gradient space. 

The analogue be|ween parallelism under perspective 
and lambertian reflectance is not quite exact. The 
reflectance map stops at the line of self-shadowing, and a 
given reflectance value generates only one curve. However, 
a given intermediate-value tc/el-surface relation generates 
two full conic sections: one each for Ihe Iwo ends of a 
texel that can contact the sphere. For a full analogy, we 
would need for the reflectance map an anti-sun emitting 
darkness from a point exactly opposite the true illuminant 
position. 

Other relationships also map into simple Gaussian 
representations. Area under orthography is identical to the 
map of lambertian reflectance with the illuminant at the 
observer. That is, both are again latitude lines, with the 
sphere pointed straight at the origin. (The gradient space 
has concentric circles about the origin). Length under 
orthography maps into longitude lines similar to Ihose of the 
lunar reflectance case. The actual normalized properties 
differ in size, though Ihe orientations of the longitudes are 
purely analogous. 

Other relations, a bit too complex to describe here, 
also exist; again, many map into either latitude or longitude 
lines on an appropriately tilted sphere. 

THE SPHERE AND OTHER SHAPE METHODS 

Woodham has shown thai assumptions about occluding 
contour can be exploited in Ihc determination ol surface 
shape [Woodham, 197S]. Specifically, assume an object to 
be a right generalized cone: thai is, its cross sections arc 
circles. Then information from Ihe silhouette is sufficient to 
create constraints in the gradient spare that can be used to 
derive local surface orientation. 

Unfortunately, his results are expressed in an ob|ccl- 
centered, parametric form. Both p and q arc riven m terms 

Of very complex lunclions of an angle internal lo Ihe object; 
this angle is measured about the generalized cone's axis. It 
can be shown, however, thai when converted to the 
Gaussian representation—a non-trivial task--the restraint 
curves are again latitude lines on the sphere! Further, the 
sphere axis is aligned parallel to Ihe generalized cone cxis. 
Thus, tilling the cone is simply paralleled by tilting Ihc 

sphere; the corresponding transformation in the gradient 
space is very involved. 

One last example of using the sphere deals with 
motion. Prazdny has noted that if one had a retina that was 
hemispherical, with its focal poml at its center, then the 
visual flow linos would have a simple form [Prazdny, 1979]. 
They, too, would be longitude linos ((or translations), and 
latitude lines (for rotations). Although the retina is not 
hemispherical, the imagined fishbowl about the observers 
head has the .oquired properties; Ihe focal point at the 
center is served by the observer himself. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

Iri ail the examples given, Ihe Gaussian sphere 
simplified a relation involving surface orientations; in all 
cases they were reduced to families of either latitude lines 
or longitude linos. Each example also oxhibiled a simple 
property (or orienting the Gaussian sphere; the rest (ell out 
naturally once the polo orientation was found. Likewise, 
knowing the image of the equator also is sufficient; the pole 
is easily derived from it. This would suggest that 
determining the orientation of the pole (i.e. the light 
direction, the generalized cone axis, the vanishing point, 
etc.), would be most useful lo an image understanding 
system. 

There is a bit of evidence to believe this. With 
regard to shading, the polar point is the direction of 
maximum reflectivity, and the equator is the line of self- 
shadow. One finds that in line drawings, highlights -ind 
shadow lines are regularly drawn in, even if the drawing is 
not shaded. 

Further, most smoothly curved, illuminated objects 
have a "terminator", a line where tlnTSr-Jov,- begins. It is 
undetectable with edge detectors, since it is not a step- 
discontinuity in brightness. The human eye, however, is 
sensitive to changes in the second derivative of brightness; 
these changes characterize the terminator. Perhaps' this is 
one reason for the ability. 

With reg.srd to 'exture, finding the pole would be 
especially easy under the assumptions of texeis being either 
perpendicular or parallel to the surface they define—but not 
in between.   This seems (o be the case:   it appears to be 
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OBJECT DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT USING STEREO VISION 

Donald B. Cennery 

Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, Computer Science Department 
Stanford University, Stanford, California 34305 

Abstract 

A method of detecting and measuring objects for the purpose of 
representing three-dimensional outdoor scenes, using data such 
as that obtained from stereo vision or from a scanning laser 
rangefinder, is described. Objects are approximated by 
ellipsoids. Segmentation of the objects from the background and 
from each other is done by finding the ground surface, forming 
a preliminary segmentation by clustering the points above the 
ground by more than a threshold, fitting ellipsoids to match 
these clusters End to avoid obscuring 'he other points, and 
adjusting the clusters according to the fits. The me'hod is 
designed to produce results useful for obstacle avoidance and 
navigation in an exploring vehicle, such as a Mars rover. An 
example is given showing results obtained from a stereo pair of 
pictures of Mars from the Viking Lander. 

1.   Introduction 

In a previous paper [1], a stereo vision system and its possible 
use in an exploring vehicle was described. This paper describes 
further work towards a compiete system for an exploring vehicle, 
specifically, the use of three-dimensional data for the detection of 
objects and the measurement of their position, size, and 
approximaie shape. Although the three-dimensional data could 
be obtained from a laser rangefinder, the object detector is 
designed to be tolerant of errors in this data, such as mistakes 
produced by Incorrect matches in stereo vision data and poor 
accuracy of distances from stereo. 

Many approaches are possible in describing the shapes of 
objects. For example, generalized cones [2] can be used to 
deicribe complicated objects. However, in some cases the 
resolution of the data is insufficient to produce detailed 
information about the shape. In other cases, the objects are so 
irregular as to make such detailed descriptions very difficult. 
However, in such cases information about the position and size 
and some crude information about the shape may still be quite 
useful. For example, for obstacle avoidance in a roving vphide, 
this sort of information is adequate. Furthermore-, this sort of 
information for each object in a large scene containing many 
objects amounts to quite detailed information concerning the 
whole scene, and thus it wcuid be useful frr navigation. 

For these reasons, and because of its convenient mathematical 
properties, here each object will be approximated by an ellipsoid. 
Sy "object" we do not necessarily mean an actual physical object, 
but merely a portion of the scene that can be reasonably 
approximated by an ellipsoid.  Thus, if we use as an example a 

vehicle exploring Mars, an object may be a single rock on the 
Martian surface, two or more adjacent rocks, or merely a bump 
in thp ground. Also, an L-shaped physical object might be 
represented as two objects. 

This ellipsoidal represeitation should be quite appropriate for 
representing rocks on Mar:-, because rocks probably tend to 
resemble more nearly elllpioids than any other simple shape. 
However, it could also be used to represent cars in a parking lot 
or trees in a field, for example, especially in aerial photographs 
where the resolution may be poor compared to the size of the 
objects, and in other cases where precise object description or 
recogr ition is not necessary but rather an overall description of 
the scene is desired. 

The stereo vision processing or laser rangefinder results in data 
representing the three-dimensional position of a large number of 
points distributed over the scene. The first step in the 
processing of this three-dimensional data is to find the ground 
surface. A method of doing this was previously described [1J 
In general, an entire scene would be partitioned into jmall areas, 
in each of which the ground would be approximated by a plane 
or paraboloid. Then points which are above the ground by a 
sufficient amount (depending on the computed accuracy of the 
points, the roughness of the ground, and the minimum size of 
object that is of interest) are candidates for points on objects. 

These above-ground points are clustered to produce preliminary 
groupings of points which correspond roughly to objects. An 
ellipsoid is fit to each cluster by first computing an initial 
approximation based upon the moments of the points in the 
cluster and then iterating a weighted nonlinear least-squares 
adjustment to fit the ellipsoids to these points and to avoid 
obscuring other points Then, according to the relative positions 
of the ellipsoids and points, clusters can be broken or merged, 
and the process repeats until the apparently best segmentation is 
found. Each of these steps will be described in the following 
sections. 

The object detection and measurement process as described here 
uses on'y the three-dimensional position information. The 
br'g! i mess information is discarded after the stereo processing. 
However, a more complete system would use both types of 
information. Perhaps an edge detector could be applied to the 
brightness data In the regions near the outlines of the ellipsoids 
in order to refine the boundaries of the objects, for example. 

Matrix notation will be used throughout this paper. Matrices 
will be denoted by capital letters. The transpose of a matrix A 
will be denoted by A , and the inverse of A will be denoted by 
A"1. The trace of a square matrix A (sum of the diagonal 
elements, which is equal to the sum of the eigenvalues) will be 

■-n*-- 
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represented    by   a    3-by-l    matrix   containing   the   Cartes/an 

HlT^Z£tnTby x Wlth an w^ -b- \nonn lij provides a good text on matrix algebra.) 

2-   Preliminary Clu.,terin(r 

fbö^h^0""/1 SUrfaCe ha5 been d««"nlned, all points that are 
above th.s surface by more than a threshold are clustered to 

l^o^r     aPPr0Xlmati- t0 ** segmentation of thHcen: 

Various   clustering   techniques   could   be   used   here       One 
po« bility is a re,axation rT1ethod| such as w   eHow^ 

tree ot the points. (The mm ma spanning tree u the ,rÄ 
connecting all of the points such th/the sum of t"e dKe 

ZTZW'irH' ,COmp
h
Uted by Usine the neare« n^hbo 

here as^he thr H6 ngth 0 the ^ of the tree " defined 
po nts) Th^^1ime?Sl?nal Euclidean distan« between the points) Then the tree is broken at every edge whose l««th i. 
greate,  than twice the average length of hel j^nfedgef[51 

me resolution of the data) is specified, so that the method will 
not be overly sensitive to local fluctations in the data. Also a 
maxlmum can be specified, beyond which all edges ^broken 

3.  Initial Approximations to Ellipsoids 

t^iJ^ e"ipSOid  W,,l  be f,t t0 a ^r of points by an 
terative process, an initial approximation is needed    A Lod 

thPePrnrri0n
f 'nCreaSeS the ,ikellhood °f convergence direTe" 

"rbr's-/Tr-r^usfdThifi; 

eA
q
nuaSSOid   ""   be   repreSented   "y  the  f°"-'"?  matrix 

(X-XC)TW{X-X(!) -  I 

M  are the lenShs oTthl .! ^ ^ 0f the eige"va'"« of -„i .      i.     'engtns ot  the semi-axes of the ellinsnirn    Th. 

nd MS bHetWeen 'he COmPuted —» anVKaWc« X 
If L oh?f rh   T the distribution of points over the enipW 

point    n^h f      "J" Stere0 v:sion' both cameras must see each 

effect, ^KeXedSTowrr" ^^   These tW0 

^aTaTer sonn,1131 !1
he 0bjeet iS Seen from a singIe viewpoint 

uniflnT in he iLt?'^ which P^"^« Poinu distribmed 
.«!,»i^yt ima^e Plane-    Su<:h a device mi?ht be a 

c^ec?sm^j:^^^rhiin^T 
approximation, we azurne an orthogonÄlon Insteid of^ 

monlaifr^
JeCt,0n. Let Xs derl0te the vector of "o^alued fir« 

aboTx     bt m ^ "1^ den0te the matnX 0f Second mo^ 
XnVthe™h th,J d,StnbUtl0n' and let Xo ^note the 

The relationship connectmg Xs and Ms to X    and M can be 
de  ved by first considering th/case of aS sphe/e of  adiu  r   A 
li"Ie integration shows that in this case the eigenvalue of M 

corresponding to the eigenvector X0-X. is r^/is, the other two 

vSrtethaerexb0 X r2?' and Xs " X^,US 2r/3 tim" the »"" ector  in   the X0-Xc direction.     All three eigenvalues of M 

the empsoid can be considered to be stmched °n thfvaSu 
d r ctions by the amount given by the square roots of the ratio 

e center, instead of r the distance from Xr towards X   to the 

aor   <VX0-XC)/S   divided    by   the   scalar 

-7^o-Xc)'lW(X0-Xc).   Since Xc. X,. and X   are colinear X 
can be replaced by XR without changing the v'alue of S ratio' 

because- of the stretching discussed above.    Thus X    can be 
computed from Xs by translating by this amount.   To^ompu 
M. we can take 4 times Ms to account for the factor o?    71 

■. n" rt5; i?' tTe"5 " 0Ut 0f ^ faCt0r 0f 18 " ^h 
camera     Thi m0mentS in  the direction toward the 
thTZt      ,      'fra amoum can be add^ ^ adding H times 
he X   To "x P?0d"Ced. ^ a flCtit0US P0int at ^ -nteLaiö   o 

to M 6 rn"n0H    e \nd the SUrface of the e,l'Psoid corresponding 
he^ar nn r t**9 ^ e"ipSOid t0 a reasonb,e ^apPe when there are not enough points to determine it well, M as obtained 

above .s averaged with a scalar matrix whose diagonal dements 

wlhSlo thTri! H 
Sphere 0f radiUS ^ with t,ie »«rage 

By combining the above information, the computation of the 
Initial approximation can be expressed as follows: 

■A. 
M. 

n-Sxp-xs)(xp-x/ 

Mt  -  4M6+ H(X0-X6){X0-XS)T 

(WM;'(X0-XS) 

,_ 2V2(X0-XB) 
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iinLmax(itr(M).), 

2 tr(M6) - 2 

I ir(Mt)] 

M n 
ii ci 

W  . 

M. + 

M- 

where Xp represents any po.nt in the cluster, n is the number of 

fsZThl , CiUSter■ '^ summatlons ^ °ver these pomts, and I is the 3-by-3 identity matrix. 

4.   iterative Soiution fo.- Ellipsoids 

The adjustment of the ellipsoids is done by a modified 
least-squares approach. Each ellipsoid is adjusted so as o 
minimize  the  weighted   sum  of the squares of   wo   L    of 

tTJT'r^ aTUntS ^ wh'ch the 9°'™ ("suany points 
n the duster being fit) miss lying in surface of th elllwold, and 
he amounts by which the elli, so.d hides any points «seen from 

ould be'r'T-.0" the latter CMe' the d'^Panc,es actual^ should be considered separately for each camera that sees the 
point ,n question. However, for narrow-angle stereo we use as a 
reasonable approximation the assumption that the "camera" is at 
^ midpoint of the stereo baselme.)   Including the second kind 

shao   o^the'V5 ""^ " help^ t0 determine the ^ and shape o, the object when the points on the object itself do not 
contain sufficient information.    Also included \n the wdghS 
um of squares to be minimized are a priori terms which tend to 

force  he ellipsoid by default to become a sphere near the g o nd 
when the points do not constrain it well. 

The first kind of discrepancy above optimally snould be defined 

sur ace TtH0' ^ "T* I™ the Po1^ '" q"«tion to e surface of the ellipsoid. However, computing this requires 
sov.ng a sixth-degree equation. Therefore'as an expedi n th 
distance between the point and the surface along a straight 1 ne 

from the center of the ellipsoid to the point is used Instead In 
order to be consistent with this definition, the seco-d kind of 
discrepancy is defined as follows.    The midpoint of the -wo 

ame^'rth0' ^ SUrf
f
aCe 0f the e,"PSCid With a '"« ^  h camera t0 the point is first found.   Then the discrepancy of the 

first   kind   is  computed   for  this  midpoint.     Both  k nds of 
discrepancies are illustrated in Figures I and 2. 

Now we must consider exactly for which points which kind of 
discrepancy is computed. There are five'regions of space to 
consider, according to whether the point is to the side of the 
e l.psoid as seen from the camera (that is, the line throug    h 

n fronts h". -m thMPOint doeS not intersect the e"!pA ' 
fmn     nn f . "Pu0ld aS Seen fr0m the Canlera. is '^ the front   portion   of   the   ellipsoid   (in   front   of  the  surface  of 

AL     ^ t^^ abOV0)' iS inSide the back P°r"°n of th ellipsoid, or is behind the ellipsoid.  Also, there are two kinds of 

Ser 'whi:^"' "^^t0 Whether or not the Poin' ^ custer which  is assumed to correspond  to this object     This 

KdT ?h CO
rt

nibi"atio"s in »"• «"ich are illustrated'in Figl 
I and 2.  They divide into four categories. S 

First, if the point is not in the cluster and is either in front of the 

f nT   fJlt0 the side'there is no discrepancy and this poin 
is not included in the computations. H 

^LestotJ^::«. oo"d dark s,ralgh,"""a- 

Camera 

noMn ihis ^t^TrtT^^V*"*™* M* P<""'« 
be minllized "' dark S,ral8ht lineS are discrepancies to 

fhTfrom'^.f POint iSJn the C,USter and is ^ in front inside 

separate components of error in this ca«    fh» I   ^ !. 0 

-*■■* far 
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{X-XC)TW(X-XC)  -   1 

>;nd
3nHe

f
ehqUat,0n 0f a stra,gl,t line throueh the camera Position X0 and the point in question Xp, in parametric form, 

(X-X0) -  u(Xp-X0) 

These can be combined to produce 

^VX>VXc]TW[(Xp-X0)+X0-Xc] ■   1 

lllmlniH5 TKWhiCh determine the 'ntersections of the line and 
ellipsoid.  This equation is equivalent to 

au2 + bu + c =   0 
where 

a  -  (Xp-X/w(Xp-X0) 

b   -  2(Xp-X0>TW(X0-Xc) 

c - (\-xfw{x0-xc} - I 

The roots of the above equation in u determin« the region of 
pee in which X    lies.   If the roots are imaginary {bUlc < 0) 

oLTh/L'0 the Side 0f the ^^ U the average of ^e two 
sur rl ^ ,S.P0sltlve' the P*"" " I" front of the midpoint 
surface,  f negative, it is behind the surface.  If the roots are real 

o w^XrbothTo1.0' behind- 0r inSide the e,llPS0'd ^^'i o whether both roots are greater than unity, both roots are less 
th n    unity,   or   unity   lies   between   the'roots,   respec v   y 

^Tfy,r rrthe faTct that the p™1 is ™™* ° S ellipsoid if and only if (Xp-XC)TW(X -Xc) > I. 

The discrepancy of the first kind is 

<  ' J\-XJl'Kp-\){l 
J(xp-xc)'-w(xp-xc) 

) 

midooin nf ,, P e the discrePancy Of ^e second kind, the 
m dpo.nt of the intersections of the camera-point lin. with the 
ellipsoid is first obtained as follows: 

b 
xu ■ •S5

(X
P-

X
O)+X0 

Then the di.-crepancy of the second kind is 

= ) 
^/<xu-xc)iw(xu-xc) 

hllTVJlJ- may be erroneous Points in the ***■ Point» «hich have large discrepancies relative to the size of the elliosoid are 
given less weight in the solution. The weighting L2 uSd [s 

ÜJ 

1 + 2(J(X-XC)^ W(X-Xr) - I)2 

tr(W) 

TnZ I ?reSentS X'' 0r X" f0r ^P™™ of the first or 
SSon "of" 'ep

SpeCtiVely' and ^ is ^ «mponent of standard 
deviation of measurement errors in X,, propagated into the 
discrepancy. (If these are unknown, a An be zero.) Thus the 
dimens.onless quantity to be minimized (by adjusting Xc and W) 
is Scoe plus some additional (erms for a priori values yet to be 
discussed   However, this quantity is minimized only with espec 

thro .h or XS and W ""^ thr0Ueh £ and not iS 
G*uJ th i

nrf1
rder t0 S0,Ve the above nonli"ear problem the 

Gauss method [6] is used.   This method is equivalent to using 

the partla] denvat.ves of the discrepances to approximate the 
nonlinear problem by a linear statistical model f?], so v ng he 
linear problem, and iterating this process until It converges 

oOfnxan
a

yn0dnwterat,0nihe f0"0Wing ,S d0ne The current values o   X   and W are used -o compute for each point the value of i 

DartTenvT anVhe 1-by-9 matr,X P' whlch c°ns'sts of 'he partial derivatives of i with respect to the three elements of X 

ZtL     S1X  UmqUe e'emem5 of W-    (W is symmetrical.)   The' 
w chineLhUmmlt'0nSrer a" 0f the P0'nts are «mputed n which each point in the first category above is not used  each 

point in the fourth category appears twice: 

Ho + ZPT 

c0 + 2.' 

OJP 

^'we 

THh0ena?h.Ca0Kare,USed f0r the " prM valucs y« t0 be "'bussed.) Then the 9-by-l matrix of corrections is 

D -  vH-'c 

where v is a factor used to improve convergence because of the 
very nonlinear nature of the problem.   (Currently v! 0   on 

P odu       'o?5'    "7 '  ' after a tes: "ld'cat" 'hat 'his w, 
sibS.L  r      raf'd   Convergen«)     The  elements  of  D  are 
subtracted  from the corresponding elements of X   and W to 
obtain the improved approximations for the next iteration. 

Now the a priori values will be discussed.    In some cases the 
points effecting the ellipsoid will be insufficient in numb r o 
insufficiently   distributed   to  determine  all  parameters  of  the 
ellipsoid  very well.    It is therefore desirable * TavVUr va ueS  or some of the parameters with a e     ^ 

points d'0 ""Str-iin them t0 reaSOnable d'fault valu" «her   h points do not contain sufficient information.    When  there is 

ZnSeTrT. " the rn,;' the a P™ valuesw in   av very little effect because of their small weight.    The a Mart 
valu«  currently  used  are the ground surfL height dS 

TuZJ:*       ,      ,   Vert,Cal   coniPonent   of  Xc,   with   weigh 
tr M   MO ^^   y ^r the diae0nal elemems or W' wi'h «eight 
[i'.^l,  Zer0 f0r the off-diagonal elements of W, with 

s alls hi ^o0' W[,ere 1 " W"1 (Inc,ud'nS *M « how" 
sc.l fir g h " 'V0 that the solution 's invar^t under a 
h. PI /^"^ The effect of the W t^ms is to try to orce 

the ellipsoid into a spherical shape. These a priori terms are nut 
into the solution in the following'wa. The d^iagonaM m n'o 
Ho orresponding to the vertical component of Xc is O.I/tr(M) 
the three diagonal element, corresponding to theVf-di gonaJ 
dements of W are each tr(M)2/10, and theVby-3 subma fx on 
the diagonal of H0 in the position corresponding to the diala" 
eements of W consists of 2/3 on its main diagonal and -1/3 

Sr/maÄ"6'  ^ tr(M) /,a    A,, 0ther «^nU of th y-by-9 matrix H0 are zero. Then 

C0 - HoC 

where G is a column matrix of the current values of X   and W 

me center of the ellipsoid subtracted from the element of G 
corresponding to the vertical component of X . H'Tnd c! are 
used in the summations for H and C as previously sCn    0 

5.  Breaking and Merging Clusters 

Sefoarma
e
fn

he>Preliminary  Clusterin^  *s   d«P«ndent  on   local 
mformat.on, u may not produce the best segmentation based on 

"jrT—»-— 
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fT og   ft    h:

mat'r    Theref0re' a,ter elliP^S have been 

clusters   new  elilnM. ' ClUSterS and merged lnt0 l^ger 
process prev'ou&ds'nbld      a'" ä^  C,USterS  ^ ,he «"« 
or reject each of tht!f^'     d ? decision on whether t0 *<*? 

m o/ZTpl^t'X*       based on the g00dness of 

!-clusterthequr^X,c^^:^-h~ 
of the edge and p is the minimum of   /(X -X /'wÖTT) fnr 
the  two  points  connected  by  the edee    Vhen  ,hi ",   c 

tentatively   broken   at   th.  L      ,   e hen lhe cluster « 
maximum of a luche'/e/'fh^ Wh:Ch   this  1"»"^  " 
has    at    least    'nur        g hat each new cluster f°rmed 
(X -X VS    vT    P0;nh     ^    ,eaSt    0ne    0f   wh'ch    has 
Th^nL       r'.c'      ' (that 1S' " ls outslde the old elhpsoid) 
th     C  dS   ut'rne'r' ,he ClUSter at P,aCeS ^-thest 
If this ^ew dust ZT^ ^"K '^ are 0UtS'de the ell'P^d- 
the process ^Tol l^^ M> ^'^ ^W. 

sameness        merge,■5 "" take P,aCe 0n th^ asters by this 

^^^^^^^ 
<  1 for either small cluster, where X   K V   f^ lc    ^    =    c' 

.^titylconÄrSci^thr^^S^^1-^ 

^aUon.Ts'd^ned fn'tS^T^ and We,ghtS from ^ '"' 
points in ' e cl «Pr T'0"5 SeCtion' n is the niJ^er of 
numbe o po , belowTh^h131^ t0.thiS ell,pSOid' and m 's 'he 
the ellinsod tf hB > ^ lght threSh0,d but dir«tly above 
and 7Te Z^T^TT^ 1S USed aS the res^ 
denominator U n Eead of n^ TH ^T and the f'rst 

m. is included to oenaht ?f < h! SeCOnd term' «"»»'ning 
ground )   Th«n ^P S0'Ut,0r's which ''e mostly below the 
fhTtwo vau« of a .s S^T W Chosen if the s™ « 
Custer. Other^hV^SStrn.^ ^^^^ 

6.   Results 

LlgndlTrthesue:fa0ceP:frM0arfp
reSHtaken ^ the Viki^ 256 Dixel.    Th      f   .        Mars-   £ai:h Picture is 256 pixels bv 

azimuth and elvatiop   rl rh   ,7 " ab0Ut 10 de^es)   ^ 
Picture  are atu " ,8 X«   f/Td^ «"^ 0f ,he 

srir K ä The-rsasTs 
^brJmeTe^tSS^etr0 ^ ^ ^ range 

Äi SSnd bv'the i;'"^6 enlar^' with arrows '""icating the 
fs a" the "JnS S TJSTl* The poim of each ™™ center of an eight-pixel-square window which was 

s^a^rr:SuÄrdat:h:S2rcricture(Thus- 

nominally h^ 7 etonÄr^ ^ ""^r't0 a 

cameras, with the base nf7h« ,    P metCrs   below   "he 
projected into he p ur Fi. 5 Iw ^ P^6' and are then 

except  that  the  base   of thf ' the Same data as F'& < 
computed from this data bv 110"5/"' 0n a ^^ P1»"* 
the same as FI 5 excent /HIM ^"^ SUr,aCe f,nder- Flg 6 " 
** at least 5 ^X^ZTltT "^ t0 

potnts was 20 TentTme e^ tr''^"''^^ for ^"«''"g 
minimum and maximum „rS,i ^ and 'nfin^ for ™* 
cluster.ng but denSfi^S ^  ' ^ ^^ 'ni"al 

, -      ■      . .., . 

./ 

Hgure 3.   Stereo pair of Martian surface. 

lilj llliri f A* i £13: rift iii-U IfJ i T '" f « i ? f ^ i ^ ''-1 ^ 1^' 
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Figure  4.    Points  found by stereo 

fl- 

above reference plane. processing, showing heights 
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Figure 5.  Heights above computed ground pla 

S"' 

Figure  7.    Mimimal spanning fro-: connecting points above 5 cm 
vertical view.   Solid lines show initial clusters. 

m— äii *-■- ?'j&M 

I?:" 

«s 
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\m 
J.iäjiü' 

^f i 

■: ;;^X.^ÄX;:-y:;  : »x'«»'- .'.Tvissia 

Figure 6.   Heights above computed ground plane, for points above 
5 cm. 

Figure 8.  Ellipsoids fit to initial clusters. 

"-*- 



Figure 9.   Ellipsoids fit to final clusters. 

Fig. 7 shows the points in Fig. 6 in a nomir.ally vertical 
orthogonal projection (perpendicular to the reference plane). 
The figure covers an area one meter by one meter. The symbol 
for each point represents height in centimeters above the ground 
plane, with the letter.. A, B, C. etc. representing the values 10, 
11, 12, etc. The pcints are connected to show the minimal 
spanning trees that wer- computed. Solid lines connect points 
within each initial cluster. 

Fig. 8 shows the ellipsoids that were tit n the initial clusters 
Each ellipsoid is represented by two elapse». One ellipse is the 
orthogonal projection of the cllipsoi'.1 onto !h« reference plane. 
The other ellipse is the intersection of ;■•.. ellipsoid with a plane 
through the center of the ellipsoid and parallel to the reference 
plane. Only the clustered points are shown here, as in Fig. 7. 
However, as previously described, any of the points shown In 
Fig. 4 may have been involved in the adjustment of thi- 
ellipsoids. Remember that the fit is done in three dimensions, 
whereas Fig. 8 shows a two-dimensional projection. 

Fig. 9 shows in the same way the results of the breaking and 
merging operations. The two clusters in the center 
(corresponding to the large rock in the center of the pictures) 
were merged into one, and a new ellipsoid is shown for this 
cluster.  The other clusters were not changed. 

These results were projected into the left picture to produce Fig. 
10. The outline of the ellipsoids as they would be sefn from the 
left camera are superimposed on the picture. The lengths of rhe 
principal axes of the large ellipsoid in the center are 36.5, 3Ü.5, 
and 19.8 centimeters. 

?r^5^?<r*»» ■*■*    ?' ^V"" ^ 

^4/ 

»> i.*»»      V/fJ-J:.;: //v/iw/-/»*^'/^ v..:V>.   :"; ,     v&ftf& 

A.* 

Figure   10.     Ellipsoids  fit  to  final clusters, p/ojected  into left 
picture. 
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Abstract 

An edge based approach to stereo depth measurement is 

described. Its processing consists of extracting edge descriptions 

of a pair oj images, linking these edges to their nearest (projective) 

neighbors to obtain the connectivity structure of the images, cor- 

relating the edge descriptions in an epipolar jUj reference frame on 

*he basis of local edge properties (here, assuming the input images 

are registered such thai scanlines correspond), and cooperatively 

removing those edge associations formed by the correlation which 

violate the connectivity structure of the two images. 

Edge Correlation 

The long term interest of thit research is in enabling 

a computer to build S-dimensional models of the components of 

ils environment. To build such models one must have an 
automatic process for obtaining thiee-dimensional informa- 

tion from a scene. This is the immediate aim of the work 
described here - to develop a vision system capable of obtaining 

an accurate and reliable edge based depth map of a scene from 

stereo pairs of views of it. 

Accurate and reliable determinations of the sort need- 

ed here require exploitation of the semantic redundancy 

in the information available to the sensors. The approach 
to be outlined uses this •■ intermixing local and global con- 

Btraints, constraints derived from observations on the im- 
aging process, in seeking a 3-dimenBional interpretation. A 

correlation procedure chooses the best correspondence of 

the images using local constraints on a scanline-by-scailine 
basis, and a cooperative consistency enforcement process 

works to assure 3-space connectivity using the global con- 
straint of projective connectivity. 

The 3-D correlation was chosen to be edge based. This 

is because of the higher accuracy associated with edge 

positioning than with area matching, the reduced computa- 

tion and combinatorics in dealing with edges rather than 

with area templates, and the desire (at least initially) to 
work with those parts of the image (and hence of the scene) 

with the greatest information content - the locus of inten- 
sity contrasts between surfaces. 

Edges, as they are defined here, occur at those places in 
an image where the second derivative from a 7X1 or 1X7 

bar operator (with lateral inhibition) crosses aero. Each 
edge has a two dimensional slope in the image plane (only 

those edges with a vertical component in their slope are 

used in the correlation), a contrast across it, average and 

local intenfity measures of the intervals to its left and right, 

2-D conmctivity to other edges on prior or subsequent lines, 
sub-pixel positioning, a measure of the extent of Hs breadth, 

and, increasing across the image, an index. 
arerage intemily of intcrTal to right 

intemity locallj to right 
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Edgq properties 

Figure 1 
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It is these properties of edges along scanlines in the 

two images which provide the metric for the correlation [l]. 
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Edge based descriptions of images are also generally 
more etructured than are area based ones, as the linking 

phase of the proress establishes edge connectivities in .he 

two-dimenüional image. This connection in the image 

plane, Buggesting connectivity in the actual scene, provides 
the semantic component for a cooperative process to deter- 

mine the best 3-D interpretation of the scene's edge depic- 
tion - the line-by-line edge correlation procedure choosos 
the best association of first image edges with second image 

edges from the available local information, then edge con- 
nectivity is used to either verify or repudiate these pairingr.. 

Experimentation was done with two basic approaches 
to the correlation, contrast based and halj-eige based. This 

Second image edges 

Figure 3a 
\^-'."V,: 

K S 

report will describe the genesis of the present system a. 
:t progressed through these approaches.    Accompanying 
these  changes  in  approach  was  a change in  the basic 
computation process from a branch&bound search to a 

Viterbi |2| dynamic programming algorithm.   This com- 

putation change was brought about by the realuation that 
the analysis of busier images (such as the Night Vision 

Lab imagery), use of fewer ad hoc'isms in parameter set- 

tings (through measures of image statistics for finer con- 

trol of noise based thresholds), and, as always, the search 

for greater generality, all lead to increased combinatorics. 

Although I will begin with a description of contrast based 

branch&bound, much of what is decribed applies to both 

correlation approaches and both methods of correlation 
computation. 

.V 

First image edges 

Figure 3c 
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Preparing for the Correlation 

Initially, for the branch&bound correlation, edges 

were grouped by their contrast sign and ordered by their 

Btrengths. An edge from the first image would be said to 

be a possible mate to an edge from the second if its sign 

was the same, their strengths similar, at least one of the sur- 

faces bounding them to the left or the right being similar 

enough in average intensity in each view to be considered 
'the same', and their relative positions (indices) beinp close 

enough tnat to associate them together would not ea tlude 

too many pairings from the correlation (implitd error). The 

insistence that the edge contrast signs be the same forbids 

the matching of an edge from say a grey surface projected 
against a white background with itself from a different view 

against a black ground (this restriction is not present in the 
half-edge based approach). 

A list of such possible mates is then formed for each 
edge of the second image scanline and ordered by a sum of 
normalized scores of: 

[difference in contrast)2, 

[difference in intensity of surfaces to sides)3, 

implied error (missed edges, if this association is made), 

and a final nonlinear component putting edge mati.ags 

whose left and right surfaces are MAmakhable to the head 
of the list. Correlation, then, is the process of finding the 
'best' set of possible pairings of the edges. 

Branch and Bound Correlation 

What drives the correlation is a search for 'explan- 

ation' of the greatest number of edges in the scene (an 

'explained' edge is one which has been unambiguously 

positioned in S-space), and this metric provides the most 

effective element of the pruning technique (for indeed, the 

combinatorics can become far too great to allow unbounded 

expansion of the search tree). A running count jf the 

implied error (edges which cannot be correlated) is main- 

tained at each stage of the expansion of the correlation, 
and any partial assignment giving rise to an implied error 

above that of the 'best-to-far' (initially requiring 50% of 

edges to potentially match) is denied further expansion at 
that point. 

This first approach, contrast based correlation, showed 

itself to be an acceptable technique with ihe data used for 

its development (Figure 4 demonstrates the quality of an 

early contrast based branch&bound correlation, when run 
with unrealistically high thresholds on a fai/ly noise-free 

non-busy stereo pair), but its shortcomings - not allowing 

contrast reversals to match on one side or another (such as 

grey moving from a white to a black ground), and requiring 

the actual step (contrast) to be of similar size - made it 

necessary to consider other approaches for a more general 
solution. 
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The second approach, hdj-tigt based correlation, was 

developed to allow the possibility of contrast-reversed edges 

matching on one side or another. Here, the sign and 

strength of edges are ignored, and only the ordering 
parameters (as specified above) are used in forming lists 
of possible males for each second image scanline edge. 

Unfortunately, there being in effect both a left and a right 
edge to deal with where before there was only one, the com- 
binatorics tend to get way out of hand (a typical scanline 
in the Night Vision Lab imagery has ^bout 30 edges, and 
the size of the search space on some of these was found to 
be up into the billions). 

The combinatoric problem is not confined to half- 

edge based correlation, as in truth it is necessary with 
both approaches to limit the computation before letting 

the branch&bound correlation loose. This trimming was 
done, with both the conlrasl and the half-edge based ap- 

proaches, by removing from consideration those scanline 
edges (either first or second image) of lowest contrast 

(where it is presumed that edges of lower contrast are less 

significant to the modelling) until the total estimable com- 

binatorics passed under some prespecified maximum (50000 
permutations). (Implied error bounding rarely let the actual 

number of permutations required exceed the hundreds). 

Now, with either of the two approaches, the scanline 
correspondence having greatest number of 'explained' edges 

(in case of equivalent counts, lowest sum of squared inten- 

sity difference at sides of edges) is chosen as the result of 

the correlation. This is a set of pairs (see Figure 5): 

{ (/*> «J) i /i. correlates with si; 
2 a 

t,;' even -* left of edge; 

i, j odd -* right of edge} 

Clearly there will be miscorrelations among these - ex- 
perience, and a little thought, have shown that they can 
surely be expected to occur near the periphery of the scan- 
line, where the need to correlate bounding edges is not 
present (the global constraint of maximizing the edge pair- 

ings has diminishing effect near the sides, where the relative 
displacement of the images means no correlation exists). 
And of course there will always be edges that do look alike. 
With this local ambiguity, one can expect to always have 

incorrectly assigned edge pairs. It is up to a further analysif. 

with more global information to remove these miscoi-rela- 
tions. 

JK.   jij    .J;.I... ?IJ     ??5     JM]     gei 

{ (2, 4) (5, 5) (6, 6) (7, 7) (10, 10) (H, 11) (12, 12) (13, 13) (14 H) 
(15, 15) (16, 16) (17, 171(21, 21) (22, 22) (23, 23) (24, 24) (25,25) 
(26, 26) (27, 3T) (30, 30) (35, 33) (36, 34) (37, 35) (41, 37) (42, 40) 
(43,41) (44, 42) (45,43) (46,44)} 

Set of associated pai.^ (as Figure 2) 
/-first image, «-second image 

Figure S 

Cooperative Continuity Enforcement 

To the rescue comes a depth continuity enforcement 
process operating in a cooperative mode upon the edge pair- 

ings assigned by the correlation. It follows connected edges 
in the two image planes, removing those edge pairings that 

it finds to be inconsistent. An inconsistent pairing, in thii 

sense, is one whose edges are nearest connected in 2-6ps:e 
(as seen in either image) to edges which have been paired 

differently by the correlation.  This conflict in correlation 

is a necessary condition for inconsistency, but is not alone 
sufficient.   For each pairing (/{», «y) on scanline m, and 

associated disparity Sfi, measures tj and CT are kept of the 

mean and standard deviation of changes in. SIJ among 2- 

space connected pairings. The other half of the consistency 
criterion is that the change in disparity l^jj—*;,| from the 

pairing (/?, ef){di$parity = Sfi) to iss nearest connected 

2-space neighbour pair (ft,»*)(ditparity = 6%) be within 
[if—ff, >?+cr). A single such conflict is not enough to remove 

a pairing (as, really, which pairing is in error?). Rather, a 

pairing is only removed when it is found to be inconsistent 
from 2 different sources. 

—- c 
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Figure 6 

When a correlation pairing (/n «D i6 removed, no im- 
mediate attempt is made to reassign the f? or af (although 

it will be in the near future), and these edges are bypassed 

in the 2-6pace connectivity structure .. the paired edges 
above and below them are joined now as 2-space nearest 
connected pairs. The new change in disparity is evaluated, 

and tested to see whether it lies in the |^ - ff, i? + o\ inter- 
val. When no further edge pairings can be removed by this 

process, all pairings left having a single inconsistency are 
removed. This more ruthless removal could not be applied 

earlier, as it would delete good pairings adjacent to bad 

ones in the process of removing the bad . 
Certainly, a great deal more may be done with these 

edges unpaired by the removal process... 2-D connectivity 

may make it clear where they should be really paired, the 

reduced combinatorics (generally, as fewer edges are left un- 
paired than began that way) may facilitate further correla- 

tion with relaxed constraints (particularly, allowing edge 

reversals - a left-right orderir.g in one image matching a 
right-left ordering in the other), etc. ... effort will be put 
in this direction later, once the correlation process itself is 

felt to be sufficiently stable and successful. 

.. •■,. r'  '■ 

o 

Coarse to Fine Correlation 

A concern over the loss of potentially useful edge cor- 

relations through the combinatorial reduction then lead 
to a further change in the approach.   In it contrast based 
and half-edge based correlation approaches arc combined. 

I„ uses a resolution reduced 'planning' scheme that ex- 
ploits the coarse image structure in reducing the correla- 
tion combinatorics. Here, the images are repeatedly halved 

in resolution with a 1-2-2-1 averaging operator (in effect 

removing the high frequency components, leaving the low- 

frequency, coarser structure more visible). The edges found 
at this resolution in the first and second images are treated 

as significart, or landmark edges, and are correlated in the 

contrast based edge style.   For each sot of assignments of 

these edges having implied error not greater than that of 

the 'beBt-BO-far',  the edges in the intervals between the 
landmarks are kalf-edge correlated. The reasons for this dual 

mode of operation are that:   1) it seemed a nice way to 
merge the two (equally valid and equally incomplete) edge 

matching assumptions, and 2) it was felt that the smoothed 
image edges would be more contrast, preserving over view- 

point, having their high frequencies removed (this is a valid 

assumption for narrow to medium angle stereo, perhaps not 

for wide angle). 

The coopeiative algoiithm uied h:re 
differed ilightly from that described, 
and iome jag linei are itill preient in 
thil 
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2 imageB1 coarse depictions 

Figure 8 

There is always the danger with hierarchically con- 
strained searches such as this that the best solution at a 
coarse level (reduced resolution) will not be consistent with 
the best overall solution at the finest level (full resolution). 

This problem was avoided in the branch&bound correlation 

by doing the full resolution interval correlation whenever 

the reduced resolution correlation suggested an iraprove- 
inent was possible over the best yet achieved. This recursive 

approach cannot be integrated into the Viterbi correlation 
as it stands, and this is one aspect of the Viterbi algoritlim 

that we are looking into. Viterbi does, however, have some 
pretty outstanding advantages: it is optimal (when using 

the same assumption of no edge reveisals in the images), 

polynomial (as opposed to exponential), and is very very 
fast. 

Some recent results with the Viterbi algorithm follow. 
The principal complaints with these at the moment are the 

large number of apparently poor correlations (jag lines)lhey 

have, and the lack of good vertical connectivity in the image 

edge depictions. Our efforts to solve these problems are 

leading us to consider adding other local constraints for 
the edge matching, keeping alternative selections for e?ch 

edge pairing, and examining forms of inlerpolatory correla- 

tion [4) in the surviving intervals defined by the correlation 

and cooperative consistency enforcement process. We have 

corlfidence that these will significantly improve the results. 
We would also like to work with more controlled images 

(remember the requirement that the epipolar lines here be 
parallel to the camera baseline, only in the CDC synthetic 

images was this the case), and our recent reinst.illation of 
a pair of GE CCD cameras will help in this. 
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CONVERGENCE PROPER1IES OF TWO LABEL RELAXATION 

Arden R. Heiland 

Westlnghouse Systems Development Division 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 

ABSTRACT 

This paper analyzes the convergence properties 
of the Peleg relaxation scheme Lll   for the one- 
dimenslonal, two-label case,  it is shown that if a 
label probability Is Identically zero, then that 
label probability will remain zero.  However, if 
non-zero, then the label probability will either 
increase toward unity or decrease toward zero, de- 
pending en whether the average probability of'the 
neighborhood is above or below a threshold deter- 
mined by the relationship of the compatibility 
coefficients.  It is shown that the speed at which 
ambiguity is resolved is reduced bv the unlike com- 
patibility coefficients.  Speed can be increased 
with no change in the final results by reducing the 
unlike coefficients to zero. 

INTRODUCTION 

Relaxation labeling has been shown to provide 
reduced error rates in pixel classification com- 
pared to procedures that are based solely on local 
evidence.  Relaxation classification uses Initial 
label probabilities, which may be modified based on 
the label probabilities In the neighborhood (region) 
of each decision point (pixel).[1,23  The objective 
tor the cases of interest Is to segment darker 
regions from lighter regions in the presence of 
significant noise which causes ambiguity within the 
regions.  The process appears to have the In- 
triguing capability of making a very faint target 
m selected windows appear obvious after a few 
Iterations. Ca.O  It, therefore, appears that re- 
laxation simultaneously provides the advantages of 
classification by regional (vs local) evidence as 
well as the constrast of segmentation, but using 
the principal ol deferred commitment to resolve 
ambiguity. 

THRESHOLD 

The following analysis is based on the proba- 
bility updating rule developed by Pel»g for two 
labels.  The two labels will be called b and w5 so 
that Pib is the probability that the 1th pixel is 
black.  Likewise, Pjb is the probability that the 
jth aeighbor is black.  In the general case, the 
compatibility coefficients are a function of the 
orientation of the jth neighbor to th ith pixel 

as well as their labels.  This paper is based on 
the assumption that the compatibility coefficients 
are independent of (or averaged over) the orienta- 
tion.  Therefore it is a function onlv of the 
labels, so that for labels a and ß: 

rij (u,ß) -► raß 

For labels b (black) and w (white), therefore, we 
have rbb, rbw, rww, and rwb.  rbb and rww are 
called the alike label coefficients; rbw and rwb 
are the unlike label coefficients. 

The updating rule uses the following Inter- 
mediate summations where K is the iteration index: 

K 
Sb  = 

K N K 
Pib   .£    Pjb 

K 
Sw = 

K N K 
Piw  .fj   Pjw 

K   N   K 
rbb + Pib .£ piw 

j = l  -J 

K   N  K 
rww + Piw .E,   Pib 

J = l 

rbw 

rwb 

These are used to generate probabilities for the 
next iteration as follows: 

K+l 
Pib 

K 
Sb 

K K 
Sb+Sw 

and 
Kt-1 

Piw = 

K 
Sw 

K K 
Sb+Sw 

Sb and Sw may be reduced to two variables by 
iking the following substitutions: 

N   K 

''    ^j^l PJ« 
1 

Pw = 1 - Pb 

Also, for simplicity, the iteration index, K, will 
be dropped; where K+l occurs it will be indicated 
by *.  Therefore, by multiplying by the number of 
neighbors N and combining terms, we have 

Sb = Pib :Pb(rbb-rbw) + rbwD 5 Pib • Fb 

Sw = Cl-PibD CO-PbHrww-rwbKrwb: 

= Cl-Pib3 • Fw 

Now the change in the black probability of the 
1th pixel tor each iteration is defined as follows: 

A Pib = Pib - Pib = —b 

Sb + Sw Pib 

Sb - Pib (Sb+Sw> 
Sb + Sw 

= Pib (Fb-Fw) (1-Plb) 
Pib • Fb + (1-Plb) Fw 

---,■ 
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The denominator must be non-?.ero for all normal 
cases; Che only condition that would permit both Sb 
and Sw to be zero is if Pib and Pb have absolutely 
certain but opposite labels. 

Because the product Pib (1-Pib) is a quadratic 
function, it is zero for either Pib = 0 or Pib = 1, 
and positive for all other values 0 < Pib < I, with 
a maximum value occurring at Pib = .5.  Therefore, 
APib depends on the vb - Fw term as follows: 

Fb - Fw > 0 => A Pib 0 

Now, Fb and Fw are dependent only on Pb and the 
compatibility coefficients, so that Fb - Fw ^1 0 
yields the following result: 

Pb > 
rww - rbw 

rww-rbw + rbb -rwb 
=  Tb 

Therefore, if the average black probability of the 
neighborhood (Pb) is above the threshold Tb, the 
black probability of the ith center pixel will be 
increased.  If Pb is identically equal to Tb, Pib 
is unchanged.  Of course, Tw = 1 - Tb. 

Therefore, we may conclude the following re- 
garding the response of APib to Fib and Pb. 

1. For lighter regions:   . 
Pib < 1 and Pb < Tb * Pib < Pib 

2. For darker regions:   ^ 
Pib > 0 and Pb > Tb * Pib > Pib 

3. If Pb < Tb for all iterations, Pib 

A. If Pb > Tb for all iterations, Pib 

Therefore, Pib = 0 and Pib = 1 are values toward 
which all pixels within consistent regions will 
converge.  Although Pb may change from one itera- 
tion to the next, it is unlikely to change its 
relationship to the threshold (except if it is very 
near the threshold or if the initial label proba- 
bilities are inconsistent). 

SPEED 

Inspection of Fb and Fw shows that, the unlike 
coefficients rbw and rwb have a tendency to reduce 
APib. 

Now, 1-Pib is the difference between Pib and 
absolute black label probability.  Therefore, re- 
lative speed is defined as the ratio of APib to the 
remaining difference; this cancels the 1-Pib term 
in the numerator. 

Therefore, Cb 
APib Pib (Fb-Fw) 

1 Pib Pib • Ft + (l-Pib)Fw 

It can be shown that Cb is maximum with respect to 
Pib and Pb when both approach the constraint limit 
of unity.  Therefore, if Cb is evaluated at Pib = 
Pb = 1: 

Cb = 
Fb Fw 

Likewise, Cw - 

Fb 

rbb - rwb 
rbb 

-APib 
Pib 

Fw - Fb 
Fw 

rbw 

These expressions show that non-zero unlike coef- 
ficients directly reduce speed of convergence. 

RESULTS 

The preceding analysis has shown that the 
speed of convergence toward absolute labels and the 
point of divergence threshold may be derived from 
'.he compatibility coefficients.  These measures of 
speed and thieshold were computed for some of the 
cases of coefficients used by Rosenfeld and Smith 
in their paper "Thresholding Using Relaxation", In 
the publication by the University of Maryland Com- 
puter Vision Laboratory.CAD  The principal cases 
for the "dark tank picture" are reproduced here as 
Figures 1 through 5 (they were originally Figures 
10, 6, 13, 11 and 12).  The computed measures of 
speed and threshold are tabulated as follows: 

Figure No.      i     1    1     1     1 

Speed    Cd   .28   .38   .29    .33   .89 
Threshold Tl    .77   .74   .58   .50   .50 

The first four figures are given in order of de- 
creasing light threshold (increasing threshold for 
the dark object).  Therefore, the size of the ob- 
ject should tend to decrease as less of its fuzzy- 
boundary is classified as dirk.     This is fairly 
readily observable in the representation for both 
the updated probabilities (displayed as revised gray 
level) and the histogram display for eöch iteration. 
Ideally, the threshold region should develop a 
"valley" In the histogram as values converge tc the 
two extremes.  Although this tendency does occur, 
the following reasons make this less obvious: 

1. Movement near the threshold region i-- slow, 
so that separation en initial iterations is 
slow until ambiguity is resolved. 

2. Unless the light and dark thresholds are 
both 0.50, the region with lower threshold 
expands into its fuzzy boundary region. For 
light thresholds greater than .5 (figures 
1 through 3) the dark object expands, so 
there is continued motion from right to 
left through the threshold region of the 
histogram. 

3. The histograms are normalizec to the 
highest value, so convergence to the most 
common label tends to suppress the re- 
maining portion of the histogram. 

The first four figures show varying degrees of 
speed, all relatively slow.  Figure 2 has the 
highest speed measure; examination shows that seg- 
mentation of the image is more complete (and the 
histogram more completely converged to the two 
extremes) than for Figures 1, 3 or 4. 

Figures 4 and 5 have the same threshold, but 
offer a dramatic illustration of the difference in 
speed of convergence.  Examination shows that itera- 
tion 8 of Figure 4 indicates results approximately 
comparable to iteration 2 of Figure 5.  The faster 
convergence of Figure 5 obtains virtually complete 
segmentation.  In addition, because the light and 
dark thresholds are equal, the boundar> if the 
object is stationary. 
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This Is also indicated by the convergence of the 
histogram to the two extremes, with no change after 
segmentation is complete. 

figure 5 die  not achieve segmentation of the 
entire object because the light threshold was so 
low that the less dark regions of the object were 
labeled "light".  Rosenfeld and Smith define a 
process whereby the image gray values may be trans- 
formed to adjust the probabilities so that the 
desired gray value results in the probability 
threshold.  Of course, selection of the desired 
gray level theshold depends on the type of imagery 
and the application of the image processing results. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Boundary stability is related to the relaxation 
thresholds.  If the threshold for one of the labels 
as less than for others, then regions with that 
label will tend to expand.  However, small regions 
tend to shrink due to the effect of the surroundings 
on convex boundaries.  This appears to imply that 
for large regions of interest, most shape detail 
will be preserved with (nearly) equal thresholds 
for each label.  However, the response to small re- 
gions of one label may be improved by a moderate 
reduction in that threshold.  The expansion due to 
unequal thresholds may be used to counteract the 
tendency for small regions to shrink. 

The analysis of speed showed that the change 
m probability of the center pixel is reduced by 
the proportion of the unlike coefficient to the 
alike coefficient for each label.  Maximum speed is 
obtained when unlike coefficients are zero.  Also 
it is shown that if the probability for the center 
pixel is zero for either label, then that proba- 

bility will not change as a result of further re- 
laxation iterations.  Therefore, input data should 
avoid zero probability to permit full operation of 
the relaxation functions. 

When the average probability of the neighbor- 
hood is equal to (or nearly equal to) the thresh- 
old, then the probability of the center pixel is 
unchanged (or changed only slightly).  If gray 
levels near the probability threshold are con- 
sidered as ambiguous levels, then little change 
occurs until the ambiguity becomes resolved by 
further iterations.  In other words, the segmen- 
tation process inherent in relaxation proceeds 
very cautiously as long as the neighborhood label- 
ing remains ambiguous, deferring commitment to any 
label until information from more distant regions 
resolves the ambiguity.  However, if the neighbor- 
hood labeling is not near the probability threshold, 
then the label probabilities are driven toward zero' 
and unity at a rate that is maximized if the un- 
like coefficients are zero. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper summarizes recent work performed 
by Texas Instruments Incorporated for Carnegie- 
Mellon University on the investigation of very 
large scale (VLSI) implementations for image 
processing.  To fully exploit VLSI technologies, 
system engineers must appreciate the constraints 
as well as the benefits of having a million 
transistors on a single chip.  Optimization 
of the architecture of an image processor is 
imperative to ensure a broadly applicable 
programmable component.  Discussion of the 
architecture trade-offs and the hardware 
implementation of a programmable image processor 
to implement a sum of products operator is 
presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

To take advantage of rapid advances m 
integrated circuit technology, the hardware 
architecture of an image processor must be 
optimized in terms of »xecutlon time, size, 
power, and cost.  This optimized architecture 
will allow the implementation of highly complex 
image processing functions on a monolithic 
substrate.  Examples of the need for optimized 
architectures are image processing algorithms 
that Involve array multiplications of the form 

1-1 

1=0 

H H (1) 

where the aj/s represent a set of fixed weighting 
coefficients known a priori and the x} 's 
represent a set or a sequence of input values. 
Equation (1) can be used to calculate the 
coefficients of various transforms such as 
Fourier, Cosine, Hadamard, Haar, and others 
used In many signal processing systems.  Where 
two dimensional transforms are needed, successive 
one dimensional transforms can be used if the 
transforms are separable. 

Many image processing algorithms require 
the discrete convolution of a two dimensional 
input image with a two dimen&loaal convolution 
array. For these algorithms, Equation (1) can 
be represented In two dimensions by 

y{mi,m2) =22   2J '<(nJ,n2)A(m1-n1 + l,m2-n2+l) (2) 

nl  n2 

where y(m1,m2) represents the discrete convolu- 
tion of the Input Nj x N2 image array, x, and 
the convolution array, A.  These mathematical 
operations are of:.en bas-jd on neighboring 
pixel values and are termed neighborhood oper- 
ators.  Examples of neighborhood operators 
inclcde noise smoothing in which the components 
of A are of low pass form, edge crispening in 
which the components of A are of high pass form 
and linear edge enhancement in which several 
masks are con.-olved with the original image to 
produce maximum output for different slope 
directions. 

Equation (1) can be implemented using 
digital multipliers and adders, however the 
size and power required tr perform the multipli- 
cations at video data rates with the accuracy 
needed for most image processing applications 
is prohibited from a hardware standpoint. n 
technique for realizing equation (1) that does 
not require digital multiplication is the dis- 
tributed arithmetic technique.1"3 Distributed 
arithmetic allows the implenentation of a slid- 
ing sum of products (convolution) of an input 
word sequence with a set of weighting coeffi- 
cients using a table look-up procedure. Dis- 
tributed arithmetic techniques can also be 
used to implement a nonsliding sum of products 
of an input word set with a set of weighting 
coefficients. 

This paper discusses distributed arithme- 
tic and th-5 hardware implementation of a pro- 
grammable sum of products operator based on 
distributed arithmetic. 

DISTRIBUTED ARITHMETIC 

The operation performed by the distributed 
arithmetic technique is the convolution defined 
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by 

1-1 

yn  =     22       ai   xn-l 

1-0 

(3. 

where  x^     Is     a     B-bit     „ord     represented    by 

B - 1 

xn-l "  2^  «(n-l)J 2J (4) 

x(n-i)j «fO.l} J=0 

The word stored in this locatlc 

C(Z) 

I - 1 

i=0 

f|o.i| 

is given by 

(?) 

These values recalled from memory are weighted 
by the factor 2J and summed over 

Tradeoffs between memory size, number of 
adders and the number of table look-ups were 
discussed at a previous workshop." 

Substituting Equation  (4)  into  Equation  (3) 

yields 

j-o 

I - 1 

1=0 

'1 x(n-l)j   2^  (5) 

Since the values a, r.re fixed, the 2^ possible 
values of the bracketed term of Equation (5) 
may be calculated a priori and stored in a mem- 
ory. For each j of the outer summation, the 
value of the bracketed term is recalled from the 
memory location whose address is formed by the 
1 nit binary word 

[x 
(n)j,x(n-l)j.*(n-2)j.   ■••«(ii-I-H)j3     W 

ARCHITECTURES 

surh   T T/  iWtSe  Processing applications 
such   is     video     bandwidth     reduction,     forward- 
looking  infrared   (FLIR) autocueing.     arget 
class,flcatton,   and   ima^e   understanding,   algo- 
rithms  based    M,    Equation    (1)    are    used    whfl 
operate  on   fixed  «   by   1   blocks   "^Udl'ng     ' y 

of     0 me P  X::S;     Real-tlrae   Vid-  ^ta8 rates 
of   10 mega-samples/second and  6- to  8-bit 
words  are desired. 

The  distributed   arithmetic    technique    can 

bothli Ht0 !;mPleraent t,leSe ^OVitZ w th both fxxed and sliding blocks of data. Figure 
1 shows a block diagram of a distributed arith- 
met c implementation capable of operating on 9 
by 1 or 3 by 3 blocks of pixels. The 6-bit 
input words (A, B, and C) 're sampled at 
MHz and can be loaded into three addressable 
latches  as   three   words   in parallel   or  as  three 

INPUTS 

K0KIK2 LOAD  FROM 
LATCH ETCHES 

ADDRESS 

SHIFT 
CLOCK 

OUTPUTS 

Figure 1.    Distributed Arithmetic Implementation of a Progra^abl 
e Sum of Products Operator 

■ 
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""rds  sequentially,       Aft. 
«e  loaded,   the parallell"    * ^   ,three    itches 
ter«  (P/S) convert  each  b r        f1  Shift   reg^- 
«ord  l„t0   a   blt-ser ,1   "t-P^allel  Input 

registers.     The   outputs      /r"38" shift 

^'-w-p-ru;i-:d^v3;piXelbi0Cks>the 
h".     The three  input    a f 

co^ected  toget- 
»ally and  the plraHe,   f ^   loade<i ^quen- 
"e   ^aded every Z^-*"1*1  re«i"erS 

the shift    regist      ^ TPle peri^:  therefore 

P^aliel at   the  sJZL^T   are   Io^ed   m 
6-bit  shift   reg Is e't6  "^ and.   therefore,   the 
"-t   operate at'sfx       ;e:C

t
ra
h
üry'   and   ^cu.ulato 

60 MHz. lmes   tlw sample rate,   i.e. 

^ pro*ic. ,,   t..„lt. 

a  KAf     :    ,erndl  clock  rate.     A hlA   /   redl,"lon 
Nine    ^,mp:ene«atl0n    ls     sh0    "0,ck  dla^a,n of 
Nine addressable   lat.-h.     ."    ln    «gure    2 data.     The   6-hiI   <ches   ^multiplex   the? 
«am^i   J bu   input   worrfc   /-A    t        ne   'nput 
"rapled at     lo    MH    '    n,

WOrds   (A.   B.   and   C) ,r. 
itches as   three   s^ are    io!id^    into    th or   IO      i >-"ree    sets    of   thro« ^ne 
seria,      ^   Se^e«ial   words       r/"31^1   Word« 
serial   registers conver^ J        he   ParaUel-t0- 
S^  form for aSS '"of 7'" ^  t0 ^ 6  OI   tne memory. 

^^XTr^B^^^'P^el   blocks     t, 
the' T    ^  P-SsC   r;0—^  --^er 
the  ^M addressable  latches.        q"lrCd   t0   lo^ 

"-ATCH ADDRESS 

Figure 2.    RAC 

ImPlementati0n of « P-gra^ab^e Su. of 
Products Operator 
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sanTl OPrr*tlne on 3 by 3 Pixel blocks, three 
»Mple perloda .re required to load the nine 
addressabie   latches.     Assuming continuous 
op-ration,   this   requires   the  parallel-to-serla1 
registers   to   address   the    memory    six   tl.es   tn 
300ns.   I.e..   20-MHz   Internal  clock  rat.. 
Pipelining  techniques   can   be   used   to   give   the 
parallel-to-serlal  registers.   raeraory.   and 
accumulator each  a   «axlmum  of   50   as  to   settle. 

I     *n!?0n?     ;tAC    aPP««ch    which     reduces     the 
nternal  clock   rte   by a   factor  of  two  is   shown 
n  Figure    3.     Multiple-bit   addressing    reduces 

the   required   internal  clock   rate  to   10 m'    and 
pory  blocking    reduces    the   memory    siZt   'by   a 

oC um' le^M6- TW0 addreS »"« "e included 
to sum the three memory outputs. With this 
architecture. Pipeline techniques would Aiw 
100-ns  settling  time  for  each  element. 

A third RAC approach. shown in Figure 4 
reduces the internal clock rate by a factor o 
«1«  over   that   of   Figure   2.      Multiple-hit 

rate to 3.33 MHz. and memory blocking keeps the 

T 11 ^M '0 a^ ^e »a« aa thaf of nSurl 
-• Ught adders must be included to sum the 
ne memory outputs. Pipeline techniques woul 
allow 300-ns s.ttllng time for each element of 
■ igure  '♦• 

Although  a    sliding    sum    of    products    is    not 
directly  performed    with   a    RAf   im„i ...., fhro«.  oir implementation, 
three  RAC processors can be operated with   three- 
phase  clocking  to perform convolution.     Thus,   a 
RAC  equivalent  of  a distributed arithmetic 
processor   is   three   times   larger.     However,   the 

factor of ^:rr,al   Cl0Ck   rate   ls   ^'^   "y   a ractoi   or   throe. 

INPUTS 

B 

^C J— 

^^-c? yt- 

64   X    II    BITS 
MEMORY 

NO.   0 

3J-V—i 
64   X    11   BITS 

MLMORY 
NO.     I 

t I 

-y~> 

*-* 

->*• 

«ü^.-Kj.K^.K, 
SHIFT CLOCK 

Hgure 3.    ^C  Implementation of Programmable Sum of Products Operator 
With Memory Blocking and Multipie-Bit Addressing        P 
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K0><.KzK3X4 LOAD CLOCK 
LATCH ADDBESS 

F,9Ure'  -^S^'r^nTÄtÄ^f-l^n«;«« 
Each RAC   implementatlci  produces   rh«   . 

as  Indicated   in   Fiaures   iX f   ,     operation 

In  Figure    4.    the    word    corresponding    to   each 
ö-bit  address   of  memory  q   is 

C(q'?)  '     Z    -q   Zm  2-    ^   .jo,!} (10) 

m = 0 

c(z)  =      Z)       ai  Zi        Zi     f|0,lf 

i=0 

6-hft8Ü^    3'    the    Word   "desponding   tc 6-bit address  of  memory  is given  by 

C(q,Z)=    X)a3q+1[Z2.+2Z2l+l] 

(8) 
tiunsTofSit7Lllfy ^  accu'Ilulat^ and adder func 
.!UnL0f ,t:h!.variou9 architectures, the nnH 
In ROM should be 
form. 

res, the code 
stored in two's-compleraent 

(9) 
l»0 

Z21.Z21+1   e\0,l\ 

thr r°r,the archit«tureS shown in Figures 1 
through 3. the input words (A. B «ad C> -J 
restricted to  positive   values."   T*  acco^odate 

foT a" 'IT  Va.1UeS  ln  ^-'-complement       ^ 
torn,    a   subtraction   option   in   the   accumulator 
function is   required   for   Figures   1  and   2       The 

the^-buTdd  fr0m   i^   Si8n   blt  address    i- the   9 bit   address   obtained   from  the   sign   bits 
In registers R0-R8) is  subtracted in the 
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her L ; .^ inpUt V3lue ^"«ntatlon 
r,l , \ ,tWÜ s comP,e^nt> the architecture 
complexity is further increased. Figure 3 can- 
not readily accoraraodate negative inputs due to 
the multiple-bit addressing. i.e.. the sign 
bits  are  not   distinguishable  from the other  bits. 

The  architecture  of   Figure   4  accepts   nega- 
tive  inputs     using    any     representation,     i.e. 
two  s complement,   sign „.agnltude,   offset  binary 

l^L TMS w dUe L0 the facC that wlth ™*L™* memory blocking and ^ximun- multiple-bit ad- 
dressing, the architecture of Figure 4 looks 
up each complete product term, a^, of Equa- 
ion 1, rather than a partial product. Equation 

10 must be modified to accommodate the chosen 
number  representation. 

Another advantage    of    the   architecture    of 
Figure  4    is   that   the   function    stored   in   each 
memory  may   be   any  linear   or   nonlinear   function 
of    he     input     signal,     H,     i.e.,     tlle     values 

stored are    not    limited    to   the    linear   product 
ot  Xi    with   a    weighting    coefficient    a,.       For 
example,   the   values   stored   in   each  memory   may 
represent  the  square  of xl  and,   thus  the archi- 
tecture  of     Figure     4     implements     the    sum    of 
•squares.     Other nonlinear  functions  of  the 
Xl  s;   such  as   polynomials,   trigonometric   func- 
tions,   exponential    function«,    magnitude    func- 
tions,   etc.,   may  be   implemented   in each memory. 
This allows   nonlinear   masking   opeations,    such 
as  logarithmic   Laplacian   edge   detection   to   be 
performed. 

HARDWARE   IMPLEMENTATION 

To  fully   explore   the  architectural   impli- 
cations  of a  programmable  sura of  products 
operator,   a  hardware   implementation of  Equation 
UJ  has     been     designed    ana     fabricated.       The 
breadboard   is   capable   of   operating   on   sliding 
blocks  of   data   as   Illustrated   in   Figure   1   and 
fixed  blocks   of   data   as    illustrated   in   Figure 
-•     A block diagram of  the  hardware  implementa- 
tion  is     shown    in    Figure    5.       The    breadboard 
consists  of   nine   input   latches,   nine   parallel 
in-serial out    shift    registers,    a    fast    512x12 
bit  memory  for  temporary storage  of  the partial 
PWduct..   an EPROM for permanent  storage  of  the 
partial  products,    shift   and  accumulate  circui- 
try,   tn-state  output  latches,   and control 
circuitiy. 

The  input     atch  structure  is  hardware 
or software    selectable    for    serial    data   entry 

INPST A Zrl C ^ Parallel data en^ « »K INPUT  A,   DATA   INPUT   B,   and  DAM  INPUT   C.     This 
facilitates the implementation of a 9 point 
transversal filter or a 3 x 3 sliding window 
operator, respectively. The input data word 
length is hardware selectable from 1 bit to 8 

as tl^ ^h^^e or software selectable 
as  two  s complement  or magnitude   format. 

a set1^ Wel8h"n8 efficients, a. determine 
a \li ,,Plr. u1 products whi=h are stored in 
Th    I ^ 1*  hi8h Speed  random access memory. 
The data   to   be   stored   m  each  memory   location 

is given by Equation (7). These partial pro- 
ducts  nay   be   down   loaded   on   the   data   bus   from 

^Vnart"*,1 ^T6 ^ a COntrol""8 Processor. 
Thepamal products are hardware selectable as 
two g complement  or magnitude  format.     The 

.  products   obtained   from   the   Km   during 

The data  input section consists of 9  latch- 
es  connected   to   form   a   9   stag,   long   by   8   bit 
wide  shift   register.     The  outputs  of  each  stage 
are also    connected    to    9    parallel    to    serial 
conversion  registers    which    form    the    data    for 
the   RAC    operation.      The    data    input    operation 
is  controlled     by     the     INPUT    CONTROLLER.       The 
controller  has   a   hardware     or   software   select- 
ed   BC.)_value    count   as   one   of   Its   inputs       The 

NPUTKESET     line     Is    pulsed     low    Tinitjf! 
"«  the     controller.       The      INPUT     STROBE     Un- 
shifts  data  through the  Uput   latches and clocks 
he controller   at    its    leading    edge.      After   a 

sufficient  number   of   strobe   pulses   occur     th« 
NPUT  CONTROLLER   generates   a   w"   pu^Se   which 

the^ran6, T*    ^   ^    UpUt    latches    ^ the parallel  to  serial  registers and  starts  the 
nigh speed asynchronous RAC CONTROLLER. The 
LOAD pulse also resets the INPUT CONTROLLER so 
hat new data can be shifted into the input 

latches while the RAC operation is taking 
Place. A second INPUT RESET pulse is not 
required. 

The   RAC  CONTROLLER  operates   from an 
asynchronous   internal    16.7   MHz    oscillator   (60 
nsec  period).     This   i.   the   maximum   clock   rate 
■.or  the components  selected  for  the  shift 
registers  and  accumulator.     After  a   LOAD   pulse 

CCNTKOU^   fr0m   tlle   1Ni,UT  «DROLLER,   the   RAC 
PAP AM. sequences  the operations  of  the 
PARALLEL  to  SERIAL  REGISTERS,   the   PAKTIAI 
PRODUCT MEMORY,   the  SHIFT  AND   ACCUMULATE' 
function,   and   the   OUTPUT  LATCH.      It   also   uro- 
vides signals     which    may    be    monitored    by    an 
external processor  if  desired.     After  the  final 
INPUT  STROBE     pulse.      the     result     of     the     S 
calculation  is  available at  the TRI-STATF 
OUTPUT  LATCH    in    [B,    +    6    t/2]    iaJ^ clock 

cycles.     The   additional   6   1/2   clock   cycles   is 
due  to  the  pipelined architecture. 

Thus, 

fRAC  ■  [60 x  Bx + 3901nsec 
(U) 

where tRAC Is the time required to process the 
data and Bx is the number of significant bits 
.n each input data word. For 8 bi; data, this 
Is 870 nsec. The RAC CONTROLLER «m brin„ 
the READY line high when the output is ava 1- 
able and „ill not allow another result to 
overwrite the output latch data until the READ 
ACK input is pulled high by the controlling pro- 
cessor. The OUTPUT BUFFER FULL line goes 
high the INPUT STROBE line 1. inhibited, and 
the internal oscillator is stopped if an over- 

^4— 
^ST"- 
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write condition exists. The tristate outputs 
are enabled by pulling the external OLTPLT 
t-NAELE lint low. 

Due to the pipeline organization of the 
RAL hardware, the PARALLEL/SERIAL REGISTERS 
may be loaded as soon as Bx bits of data have 
been shifted out of then,, i.e.. Bx internal 
clock cycles of 60 x Bx nanoseconds at>er the 
ast INPUT STROBE p.lse. For 8 bit dat., this 

is 480 nsec which gives a throughput rate A 
about 2 Milz. If the INPUT CONTROLLER generates 
a LOAD pulse before the PAF-ALLEL/SERI AL 
REGISTERS are emptied, the INPUT BUFFER FULL 
line wlxl go high and the INPUT STROBE line 
will be Innlblted until the registers are emp- 
tied In order to prevent overwriting any data. 

From the above discussion It can be seen 
that the maximum Input data rate denends on 
the number of bits In the Input data words (IL,) 
and the number of INPUT STROBE cycles. The 
number of INPUT STROBE pulses (N) between par- 
allel to serial conversions determine the ty.e 
of operations performed. For s.'ldlng 3x3 or 
9x1 filter applications only one strobe pulse 
is needec between parallel to serial conver- 
sions. For non sliding 3x3 window operation 
three strobe pulses are needed and for an 9x1 
transform, nine strobe pulses are needed. The 
maximum input data rate is given by 

EMAX 
IN 

(N)/(BX x 60 nsec) (12) 

For sliding window or  transversal  filter 
applications with  8 bit  data;   fMAXIN  = 2 
fflil.     For  applications   such  as  an  8 x   1   trans- 
form with  8 bit  data;   fMAXIN  =  i6 MHz. 

The maximum    output    data    rate    is    always 
given by 

fMAX0UT  =  l/(»x x  60 nsec) (13) 

The breadboard also has the capability to 
operate in parallel with other breadboards 
in order to provide throughput at real time (TV) 
data rates. Three control lines shown dashed 
in Figure 5 are provided to synchronize this 
operation. These lines, TV RESET OUTPUT TV 
STROBE, and CLEAR OUTPUT ENABLE are not normal- 
ly connected when operating a single breadboard. 

than an Integnted circuit version, hoover 
the breadboard Is an Invaluable aid In th" defi- 
nition of a LSI/VLSI Implementation. Tie 
breadboard version allows evaluation uf the 
algorithm as well as the dl-.coverv and evalua- 
tion of the problems, risks and options. 

Recent advances in component technology now 
make possible the realization of dlgU.il pro- 
cessors capabl... of performing array multiplica- 
tions, however an understanding of arcnitectur- 
al tradeoffs that may affect algorithm and 
hardware performance is necessary before actual 
Integrated circuit designs begl.iS to prevent a 
poorly defined function. 

Under a parallel contract to the Air Force 
Avionics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base, Texas Instruments Is designing a 
programmable Image processing element based 
on distributed arithmetic using n-channel metal 
oxide semiconductor technology. 
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The breadboard is 12" x 
7ibs and dissipates 15 watts. 

CONCLUSIONS 

12" x 5" weighs 

Architectures for performing array multi- 
plication without multipliers have been dis- 
cussed. Tradeoffs between memory size, proces- 
sor speed and  flexibility were made and a 

nf   ™ldlSCUSSi0n 0f a hardw*re implementation 
ot a ROM accumulator processor was presented. 
This hardware consisted of standard off the 
shelf components requiring more power ana size 
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APPLICATION jF LSI AN0  VLSI 
TO IMAGE UNDERSTANDING ARCHITECTURES 

S.D. Fouse, G.R. Nuddi ar.d v_s_ ^ 

Hughes Resea 
3011 Mallbu Canyon Road 

ABSTFACT 

-ber 1979 through Apriimo . H Peri0d fr0m 0ct- 
-nts a transition peiol0/^' ^ SUch' "pre- 
to  this  period wa*  rn„ . 0ur' wcrk Prior 

"on and'de^nstr  t  on^rifrL1^ ^ f6«1«- 
(LSI)  microelectronic  t^hn^8^16 inte8ration 
standing.     TI.e  princ, n  f 

8y       r iraa8e  under- 

high-spefd  Priltiv3    0   •/," a   7°"--"-  ^ 
with  low-level operators       Th, , processln8 
«g in that  we  are comntlw       ' WOrk is  contxnu- 
uation of the   Ulow T      ln8 a Perfu™ance eval- 
implement -d  on the T «P^ators  already 

with other groups  in thr ^ are  int —^"g 
MIT,  and  Stfnford)   to d^""8^   (includi^ ÜSC. 
P«form m  a  fuSs^if Hy^r l^« ^ 
issue,  cne tha^   4. ..       ayscem-     A second 

^e p^ogrL  t  a detaWi eTi1"8  ^ ***"*"* of 
applicability of verv  I lnvesiigation of the 

(VLSI.   >50>OOyo1a^7ch1
pTtoSUeheirntrra

i
ti0n 

l-    Introduction 

been d^.rj^S'^ir' ^ the  IU Pr0^-  ^as 
for.nance 1^.2^^^ hTm^   •the Per- 
op«d  for  the   low-level  1       ! "rcuxts devel- 
gatlon and  analyst  0±  °Perat0rs-  and  « investi- 

intennediate  and' hlgher-leve^     ""^ 0f VLS1  for 

completing a detallfn T      aerators.     We are 

operators'deve^ped  to H  ,   rn,anCe  reVieW of  ^ 
characterize  the  fm    ^      ' 0n the  pro8rM ^ 
ing  throughpu  ^a ra' ^'af^^8  ^^'  ^^ 
is  Partially  in  resp0ns!'to   J.  T"""  ran8e-     Thls 

developed within  thp^        .   he  lnterest  that  has 
clrcu.ts.       Sis 2L rr®1^ ln ^P^1^  ^ese 
mine ^w they miX       f    * enable US  to det«- 
nachine  for  the   h.gh'la"  '^ Wlth  elther  a ho«« 
-re Cfflapr^^^f «^ « »?««•  as  part of a 

have  had  discussion.! th'    ^^1^       ^  end' We 

and  have supplied  sample  circuits   )* Stanf0rd 

centra'^th^rof1:^1^1011 ^  "^ beCO- ^ 
"on of vLSI

et0
ofira

o
p

uLmr ^izzitapplica- 

rch Laboratories 
, Hallbu, California 90265 

- :«ss:'vS A1
-

61
 
pro""^- --re 

it  is  necessary    oobtana^6  T ^  COnfi8u-d. 
specification of  candidate  nr'"6 perfo™^ce 
with an analysis of^t?™    ?*0'?r!  t0«,ther 

°f throughput     data  '     ,     "81.
al80rithms  ^ terms 

- this eX'Ce^^^U^r'8!' "- 
-otee:::r\:iL:e^inntatl0\-^--d- 
rlthms developed" H^'Jl ^  iak- ^he alg„- 
Prlce3 for each .,L«!  ?'   WS,  and Olander/ 
rnvestioatlnf   y      ln addition, we are 
"resld  "  h^'^,1,0"!1 t-^-s, such as 

VLSI and -y^ ij^'r^ We-U SUlCable to 

ventional binary ViZTuT.   T^sV^  COn- 
gress on each topic are given be ^  ^ ^  P"" 

Performanco Evaluation o Test  Chin Iu 

we  have de^pj P t  fl"/"^0"3 *°***0„.* 
aimed specifically a ^e^4  LSI/"^"ves 
the  low-level operators     'The^ ^Tf"?* 0f 

tlv.  throughput  are   lis^Tnj^t   ^ ^^ 

Table 1. 
CCD/MOS Circuits Developed 
on the IU Program 

-ri- ** <r PMtj' f"   ■■■"      '    *" "i1 —      •■"■ 
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input  to ourVsrstudv26  thiS WOfk and  ProVlde 

ed.     Particular  Lphasfs   .f h\     I""1'' deVeJop- 

detector,   a 3x3 Lan^^       y lmPlenented  as  an edge 

sort  for „edian filter^ ^T^'  * ' eifcment 

convolution.'^eU^L^'te"    re uUs'  L^^S 

the  sort  c  roat  couM T1 "^  Pro8r^able.y 

26x26 convolution had  thr1" ^ SOrt'  and  the 

Results  included  iXsthaTw" imPUlSe  "«P0-^- 

median operator    InH^'  dynaaic  r™&  Ot the 

^vice. zr^tTs etKiafrk
s

w
pn; £ ea

d
ch 

available  to the community ^ made 

3.     Oevelopment of  Intermediate-Level  VTQT   T 
Understanding System SI  Ima8e 

an inve^glt^'o^L^8  'JTI ^ ^  ^™ ^ 

cial machinery win I  nL SOme f0rm 0f spe- 
the  throughput  Md th!  neCeSSary t0 thieve  both 

relativeljt^Z^' a^s^r^ith"   ff  T" capabllltv      TK»    J ays^ems ^ith real-time 

«•n.r.tlon. of proc.or, „TV,      f J previou. 

Diiity.     This  constraint may well be  lm,.,n77 

where gat's Ire fssentiallvT  ^ 'fUre machines 

highly m teras of s^       y free and vias  C08t 

design effort COn MfM'  delay tinlea.  ^d 

in FiSeT^t^^r11 ^  thlS Pr0bleni ls sho- 
rithms^use^on    resIntreLffrr1111"8 the a1^- 
machines.  trom l^Tllirtf S" 8eneral-P"rpose 

ed to illustrate eilicuirth    S^ ^ struct — 
bandwidth,  and locS storaa '^"ghput.  data 
analysis of thitaf    stora8e  requirements.     An 

um parallelism and  concurrency.    With th< 

(often by increasing r'f
UCtuIln8 the algorithm 

form datl flov canL       ^T™"^ '   a more  «i" 

of several  Sr^ wiJl^ho6 efuL^  J^Tn^ 
algorithm tailored directly  to VIST       n an 

then  continue with an inve  t  gj^of  th  "^H" 
ware  commonality between  thp  f ^^ e  hard~ 
an essential  wtltl^    ,     candidate  systems  and 

layout,  which  ?SthP°^
8  ^  termS 0f  thC  Chip 

9641-1 

Figure  1       pr0gram plan for Development  of 

Intermediate Level VLSI  Image 
Understanding System 

unconv^nti^^rarc^tr-^rte^ ^ ^^ 
«are simulation ÄSS^Ä^«^^ 

A. 
Directed Graph Analysis of Candidate 
systems 

Hr,Q  «J   J.     systems.     The  systems  chosen were  * 

chosen:     Pt-lfied'   the allowing algorithms were 

(1)    Nevatia line finder3 

ni    nhf ^eXt/Ure classi"cation system4 

(3)    Ohlander/Price segmeate.-.5 

papers ^.fa?K/nalySiS Was  carried *& "slug 
thrLividL?    f ^ al80rlthnis ^ talklng'to the inuividuals involved in developing ttem 
The graphs  for the three systems are s'hown in 

-■■^nr-*"!*-..-- 
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Figures 2,   3,  and   ^       r 

Evolves  identifvln,  w"«^""V*" ^^ 
th« data  lnpLts  an" out Duff  f 

inCtl0n  blocks and 

i"f the throughput   requed     Tr"1  blOCk-   To lnd- 
he  data  rates  are  indxcät  rf ! WOrd   len8th  ^ 

«g th.  functlon  b^"'1"'^ on ^  arcs  connect- 
»•vatla UM  finder In W ex™Ple.  for the 

-P-s  Per  .aJ-^  -/«--. 

--r^^-S-—--ted>WeCanbegln 
rlthms as well  as  ^o

ParallUism of  the algo- 
*y^s.     Fore^    e   ^"^tions  between  the 

"   "  apparent   that   the  "^  LaWS
f
texture ^stem, 

convolutions  through  to  f
P
h
r0LeSSln8  frc™  the 5x5 

M  independent  signf? .^'^  *™™ meas"™  involves 
ical partition would  be  to     \ndl,Catl'18  that  a  log- 

the  normaliZaMon" and  the   T    '^  5x5  ""v^^ion. 
measure on a sinB / ^      ,     ar8e window energy 

fis  syste.    ^  "S,  0
hn?v

("k
P0

M
SSlble)-   ro  -aHZe 

chip.     The «dvanu« oftr^      C0PleS of  the 

is  that  the conununic'ation  to anT.0' Partiti^ng 

raxnimiZed.     Several  aSLrIM-     .  0m  the  chlP is 

terns  are made obvious  "v  th u^™*"  ^ »y»" 
Parallel  convolutions   in   h^^PhS-     There  a^ 
'-.-d  the  texture^tei0^/?!   ^f^er sys- 
larity is  b,JtwePn  theed^',/, less obvious  simi- 
llne  finder and  the  c

e
ü^e

8
c

e:p
1
H
lnker  fun"ion in the 

segmentation system       Lth   ^   re8     "  finder  in  ^ 
"I*  of  linking da"; Po^ ts  r""10"8.151^  the ••«• ei-her a  line or  a  re

P°0"
tS  lnto  a s«gle  element, 

EWJWTlOM '4,■ 

INPUT DATA RATl 

:Ni"'«^c:ffiÄ,YKWNi01MA8( 

8f N2F BITS/SEC 

*» 6)      „ 
TIO.«     I" L^tSVIEMORVI 

""•f H2f BITSÄEC 

5x 5LONVS /25X ' 
124 «| 

l?5 PIXEL MEMORY 

RATION I " Lir'ESMEMORy 

NORMALIZATION 

PRINCIPAL 
COMPONENT 
TRANSFORMATION 
MULTIPLY 

CLASSIFICATION 

6« 6  SOV 26X 
4». 
ISQRT 

ENERGY MEASURE      ,    31 LIN« 

^Ä?™1 ^MORYS 

3   »3.) STATISTICS    - 10 OPERATIONS/PIXEL 

M'X 
M(M -   1| ( 

DISCRIMINANT 8MiIN■|2, 

EF
V

UAN^ON Ov^-Sir" 

\J   FEATURE SEI 

M /IN l2F 
-1 SEC 

8flN-|2F 
NONIAL , *\ 
fICIENTS '        I SEGMEN.E 

LECTION (THRESHOLDING) 

SEGMENTATION 

Figure 2.     Laws'   Tf,xt "re System 

Figure   3.     Nevatia  Li 

MIMAGE 

ne  Finder 

FEA}"^ «CON MASK 

CONNECILD REGION FINDE! 

8/REGIONMASK 

Figure 4.     Ohlander Segmenter 
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B.  Residue Techniques for an IU P 

iu 

rocessor 

where  high  throughput   is'
1°i:e

1
d
eV0Pera"OnS 

dynamic  range  to hP  ,.h ! !     '       lch P^™^*  the 
al  Parallel

8processinP  T     ^  ^^ an ^iLion- 
base.     An attoc  iv     f S

t
tructure  ^"g a differen 

^at  it  ei^inl't     V J0"  a
U
r

r:y°fco
thiS  ^"^  ^ 

associated  propagation del S.   Ti^l™*^ 
increased  speed  availihlp  hi       /"ally,   the 
than the conventional Mn    y "    n8 a radlx hi^er 

tageous.        In    ,        '  n     "'^  Structure  is ^van- 
considered  as  a hri^       K'     ^  reSidue can be 

iow-speeddd-;itar^rts:rh^t;;tri:rcy' accurate analog processors. ' le" 

To perform -ebidue operation« thr 
are  involved,  fir« tV M " steps 

converted to remainder« „f^ operands »ust be 

Next, these r^u^rl^Te^ T^   ^S)' 
fashion (i e  t-h.,      T ed ln a ""dular 

lepresentation since unlike M«!    v* "sxdue 

ordering associated ^IthWl! rbe1
p

nSnttah:i:n.iS ^ 

resid^t^^63'1 COStS assocxated with the 
P       S t  ^rrnv'"  ff*««^^  i^inap- 
easier to dose^UT^10^     BUt 0ften ^ 

ands  than S dTo^'o  e^t  o^^iS^ Sman 0Per- 
So  if enough onerati-.n! ^ lar8e 0Per^nds. 
two  conversion steisthp

Can ^ d0ne between ^e 
be  cheaper  to do  tha^ th     ^T**  aS  a Whole  could 

binary  arithmetic       FJrni
eqUi!alent  Pr0CeSS   Usin8 

computation is  do^e at  the  ^   ^ bulk 0f  the 

mostly of  signal  nroc W  leVel  and  ^ists 
to  be'made     '"or1 ^IL^S req.Uirin8 n0 decisions 

that  require .^«ifpiSSe^ Ü,"  line  finder 

are numerous  operat  ons   'Lt^anT    ti?nS'  there 

the residue   form       AHH  . ,     " be PerforiIied in 

w^h integer^tiSel Xc1 -rrid^n6311."8 
to  residue  techniques       Tu  t       are/deally suited 

«are.   a  residue  processor  woT'h ""^ hard- 
simple  logic PerLn"    0  ,<e  b    K^fethe  atiVely 

and the  complex  lo.Hr ,      i! u the 0Perations 
input  and  ^^oT^t ^^7^  ^  ^ 

Vantage  in terms  of  reliabl^nd^t^Uty. 

diffe^LCte^ tJat  Pr0
h

8ram iS  t0 ««*«• "» 
mine the  feLibni  v  'f

We    aVe  ChOSen and  t0 d«er- 
que.     The study ^ be Z^tl* ^^ t*^- 
ion.  so  that,   by  "inS th^ a para»etric  fash- 

ular system/one  canL^LT^T^ 0f a partlc- 
an advantage.     Leas  thL ! " reSidue wil1 be 

look at or will be  L^f "! haVe  already be8un to 

suits,  and methods of representing the 

•s 
and 

The 

Ä^nT"" "  faCiiiCate ^  ^c  for 

c-     ECSS Simulation 

increales'^tJr^L0' ^T^T'0^  ^^ 
chips ^ b.äa:

y^r7.^«crLt
bLbui

T
it on these 

the design and  to  h/^i ted-     To 0Pti='lZe 

it  is  des'irab e    o simu Lrth"^"  Perf—^ 
the  circuits  are  1,   T, operation before 
For c^ woM on svs   "      J COnStru"ed  ^  hardware. 
chosen to  use a JroTrT   ^ *'  HRI-  We have 

computer  system slmuL"^10^ sPecif^ally  for 

called  ECSS    F«end M     rn ^   "^ CorPoratlon 
System)       tr„ 

e  ComPuter Simulation 

of a  computer system  (stOM^^L,    j^d^0" 
t-f'Ls.   printers)   as well   ..   f„f 

/0 devices. 
components   (job sLdi in   /r  ^r"?,3"10^ ^ 
interprocess  communication  .     To^lLjf^1^' 
ance  and  bottlenecks of  i-k. indicate  perform- 

modeled.   ECSS  outputs  statistr'^r f3"""  bei^ 
activated,   percent  uti!^^/110"1"8 the Job* 
length of queues  for  th0" 0t   the  deVices' 
Program pro'vrdes  a ^^0% ^  r^^' 
ing systems,  and  thl^fr    1  t"hniques   for model- 
ests,   may   [öcus  or  1H   ?['   dependln8 «n  his   inter- 

im  1/0  tr^f rs    o
mdae    ^ra^8^-^^1"'  S>-S- 

°n a particular device      it ^H?^""  
runnin8 

".  a  program  language desLnedf^0" SIMSCRlrc 

simulation.     Therefore    Efsf h     foy dls"ete event 
sions  of data  rvn!        J haS  aU  the  Provi- 
SIMSCRIPT  at  hL^ ^  P-cedural statements of 

^ons of ECSS s1!ruac1t1^st ev"-^".:^""; deflni- 
sions) and add new commands as desi ed ^ansmls- 
"hen the models  provided  bv Fr<^T 1S0• 
requirements  of  thTuMr    it   f T meet  the 

the  source   code   for  ECSS       The     POSSlble   t0 m0dlf>' 
are „ritten In modulfrl^hl '    l^cllTtl 
facilxtatlng modification. ^"SCRIPT,   thus 

B.     Preliminary Definition of Line-Finder 
System »*»»« 

finder system would  require. line" 

for mLty^d^estrlrd'11^'16'1 ^ 8ateS 

figures. Long ^SV^J^^ J^ f 
gates  per  chin fnr- K^U J "*'  number  for 

were  then Te! to deteLl"e a0""  ^^ and mem0ry' 
number of chips  for  ^r aPProxlmate  total 

calcu-ated a  'hip count  Zltl    Additi-a"y. we 
technology.     This w^ H       V       Predicted  1985-1990 

directed g^aphThr    T*    ?" "^ block o" ** «u graph.    These functions Inc.'ude: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

Kernel generation 
5x5 convolutions 
Edge detection 
Edge thinning 

Predesessor and successor generation 
f  and S memory 
Edge linking. 

-^.r- 
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Rough designs were performed  for the  convolu- 
tions    edge  detection,   and   edg.  thinning  to esti- 
mate  the  number of  gates.     The  P and  S  generation 
can be  estimated  by replicating the  edge-thinning 
logic six  to  ten times,  since  it  is making similar 
comparisons  as   for edge  thinning but more of  them. 
The  logic  for edgt   linking is  involved,  since  it 
must  be  able  to  generate  addresses   for  random 
access of the  P and S memory.     m addition,   logic 
for each pass must  be  generated,   since  each  pass 
performs  a different   function.     So  for  the pur- 
poses of this  sizing,   the  edge  linking „as  not 
e timated.     Table   1  shows  the  gate  counts   for  each 
of  the  functions.     Notice  that,   for  the convolu- 
tions,  we  sized  two  types,  one with no multiplies 

TLrTtZ ^ multiPlies-     rhl.  is  because  the 
algorithm we  are sizing has  six convolution,  two 
of which can be scaled such that  all  the weights 
are either zero or one.  and   four which can be 
scaled such that  all but  six of the weights  are 
either  zero or one. 

Table  2.     Gate  Count   for  Line-Finder 

Function Gate  Count 
Numbe t 

Used Total 

5  Line 
Kernel 

4x512lx8 
= 16K bits 

1 16K bits 
Memory 

5x5 Conv 
No Multiplies 

1.25K 2 ^.5K 

5x5 Conv 
6 Multiplies2 

13.25K 4 53K 

Edge 
Detection 

.35K 1 .35K 

3 Line 
Kernel 

2x512x12 
- 6K bits 

2 12K bits 
Memory 

Edge 
Thinning 

.35K 1 .35K 

P and S 
Generation 

JK J 3K 

t and  S 
Memory 

512x512x10 
= 2.5 Mbit 

1 2.5 Mbit 
Memory 

1 - Assumed  ima 
2 - Multiplies 

ge size = 512x 
accomplished u 

512 
3lng 8x256 bit ROM. 

loBv In   ^"^ State 0f the art  for M0S techno- 
logy allows  us  to put  64K bits of memory or 20.000 

ftlll °f rand0m l08iC 0n a sln8le shiP.     Using these figures.  „e are ab]e  t0  partition ^ ^ 

rithm onto a set of chips and  thus  calculate a 
total number of chips for the system.    One possible 
partitioning is as follows: possioie 

Chip    Functions 

1 

2-5 
6 
7 

8-47 
48 

One  5x5  convolution   (6 multiplied  per  chip 
Edge  detection.   3  line kernel,   thinning  logic 
3  line  kernel.   P and  S  generation 
P  and  S memory   (40 64K chips) 
F.dge  linking  logic. 

The  two  pacing  items   (not  counting the edße 
llnklag  logic,  which we have  not   looked  at)   are 

liLl ^V  meU10Iy and  the  conv°l"tion calcula- 
nlTL       !  c°nv°l^ion complexity can be  simpli- 
fied  by  reducing .he accuracy  required on the 
weights of  the  kernel.     This would  imply that  a 
logic multiplier could  be  fast  enough    and  the 

TTH       Ll00k UP  table -"^iPUcs would  not  be 
P^^'H «lament  for  the  P and  S memory  is 
embedded  in the algorithm,  and  thus  the  algorith^ 
would  need  to be  altered  if we wanted  to  reduce 
this  memory. =VJU-C 

We  can perform this same  analysis  assuming 
some  future  technology.     We   expect that   in several 

oToVLn11 be able t0 achieve 1 Mb^ °' -- y 
chlo       Th. 8ateS 0f  rand0m  lo8lc on « sin8le chip       This  assumes  a  l-um feature size  as  com- 

vZ  t^"       m  Matures  for  current  technology. 
For  this  case,  we get  the  following partitioning: 

Chip    Function 

2-1       p1:lnHr%nd0m  l08lC and  kernel  8e"e"tion memory '  t       r and  S memory. 

Our  present  configurations  indicat 
will not be pin limited for thi 

e  that we 
s  particular opera- 

s  practical. tor  and  hence  this  partitioning i 

It  should  be  emphasized that  these estimates 

aaie
eorVietLPrelHlmirry  ^  that   the  effort  on "-* algorithms  and  the other  candidate systems will 

continue during the next  period. 
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ABSTRACT 

Determination of the  ground velocity  of - 
vehicle using  time-sequential   images   is  part of  the 
Passive Navigation  study dealing with autonomous 
navigation  of a vehicle  using  passively  sensed 
..mages.     This paper discusses  a  "non-correlation" 
intensity gradient approach  to velocity determina- 
tion,  and  shows  in an appendix that  such approaches 
are   indeed  related  to correlation.     A  low cost 
velocity noter"  is described   that  is  based  oh- 

intensity gradients and  uses  a   linear  solid  state 
sensor. 

INTRODUCTION 

The determination of the ground velocity  of a 
slow-flying aircraft using passively  sensed   images 
has been one subsystem under  investigation  in  the 

Passive Navigation Study(1).     Phase  correlation or 
area correlation  is often used  to determine  the 
dicplacoment  between a  time  sequenced  pair of 
Images,  and   then,  knowing  the  time  increment,   the 
relative  altitude,  and  the  orientation of the 
vehicle,  one  can determine  the ground velocity. 
Prof.  M.   Oron.  Consultant  to Lockheed's  Independent 
Research program,   suggested a  technique   for velocity 
determination  chat uses  intensity gradients rather 
than correlation.    The basic  idea  is  that  the dis- 
placement can be  found using  the  intensity/time 
derivative  betwsen corresponding pixels   in a  time- 
sequenced  pair of images   (the  interframe differences), 
and  the   intensity/space derivative  for each pixel 
m a  frame   (the  intra-frame difference).    A deri- 
vation of this will be given  in  the  description of 
the velocity meter. 

It was  later realized  that   the Oron method  is 
related to other  "non-correlation" approaches 
(2,3/0.  particularly those used  la TV data com- 
pression.    Such techniques are applicable when 
small pixel displacements between  frames exist,  as 
in ehe TV application, or  in the case of a slow- 
flymg aircraft  sensing  the ground scene at TV 
rat-es.    An analysis of the basic approach due  co 

Limb and Murphy(2)  by Dr.  W.  G.  Eppler of LPARL 
showed  that  there is  indeed a relationship  to 
correlation;   his proof is given in Appendix A. 

*    During 1979-80 Academic Year: 
University.  CA 94305. 

The  balance  of  the  paper   is dt-voted  to a  sum- 
mary of  the velocity meter  based on  the  Oron 
approach.     The   full  description  is  given  in Ref.   5. 

THE GROUND VELOCITY  PROBLEM 

Continuous  on-boarri  determination of ground 
velocity  followed  by  time   integration,  can  bo  used 
for autonomous  vehicle  rJvigation.     While  realizing 
such a dead-reckoning  syttem,   it   is  necessary  to 
ralMr.dze  error  accumulation,  mainlv due   to changes 
In  the vehicle's  attitude.     If a   two-dimensional 
imaging device  such as a TV camera were used  for 
the velocity determination.   V   would  be necessary 
to mount   it  on a gimballed   inertia!  pl-uform simi- 
lar  to  those used  in accelerometer-based naviga- 
tion systems.     This could  result  in an  instrumen- 
tation  package   which might  be more massive, 
expensive and   limited   in  application  than conven- 
tional Inertial Navigation  Systems   (INS),  but  less 
accurate.     Image-based velocity determination  for 
navigational  purposes  can.   therefore,  become  prac- 
tical only  if  it  is realized  at much  lower cost 
and weight  than  INS.     This   is  particularly  true 
wnen considering   the  most   likely types of aircraft 
in which such  systems would  be mounted  in order  to 

provide  them with autonomous passive navigation(1) 

capabilities:     the  miniature  Remotely Piloted 
Vehicles   (mRPV),   some  of which are   iess expensive 
than an advanced  INS. 

In  the  system described  below,  simplicity, 
use of dimensionally  small and  inexpensive  compon- 
ents,  and exploitation of other  instruments 
usually  installed  in an mRPV are emphasized      A 
solid  state  electro-optical   line  sensor,  such as 
the  linear array CCD which  is  inherently small 
and relatively inexpensive,   is used  for imaging 
Since  this  sensor  is amenable  to electronic compen- 
sation of attitude changes  of autopilot controlled 
aircraft,   as  has  been recently demonstrated  by 

Oron and Abrahcm(  ',   the necessity for electro- 
mechanical and gyroscopic  stabilization of the 
optical axis  is eliminated,   thus avoiding a heavy 
cost and weight penalty. 

An additional advantage  of one-dimensional 
imaging is  in the much lower rate  of data gener- 
ation ao compared with the  two-dimensional case. 

Visiting Scholar at Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics,  Stanford 
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This makes   it  possible  to use modest  computational 
power and   limited  storage memory   in  the  digital 
signal  processing phase.     Furthermore,   the  compu- 
tational method   is  based on  brightness  differences, 
rather  than on   two-dimensional  correlation,  and  is 
not  only   less  scene-dependent,  and   therefore   less 
limited   in  scope,   but   also requires  significantly 
less   lime  and raemrry, 

BASIC CONCEPT 

A vertical  cross  section  through an  airborne 
imaging  system based on a  line  sensor containing 

elements,   eacli giving  rise   to a pixel   (picture 
and  intensity     I     . ,   is  shown 

n, i 
element)  of size     6 

in  Figure   1.     The   i-index  (i =   1 M)  designates 
the position  of  the  element   (or  pixel)  along  the 
wensor  axis,   x,  which  lies  in  the   focal  plane  of 
the   lens,  at an angle     y    to  the   longitudinal  axis 
of  the  aircraft,  xa   (see  Figure  2).     The  n-index 

(n  -   1,...,N)  designates  the pixel's   time  of 
occurrence: 

t     = n T i-11 

where     T     is   the  exposure   time  of  the  sensor 
between  readings.     Thus,  every    T    .nillisecond   the. 
sensor generates     M    pixels  or  readings of  inten- 
sity    In)i    which are discrete  samplings  of a   two-, 

dimensional  image  brightness  function,   f(x,y), 
taken along  the x-axis at  time     t     ,     Since    " 

n 
and    y    vary with  time  because  of  the  aircraft's 
motion  relative   to ground  (the ground velocity,  V), 
the  intensity  readings will also vary with  time. 

It  is  easier  to visualize   this variation as 
being caused  by a motion of  the whole  brightness 
function     f(x,y)   in  the  focal plane  in a direction 
opposite   to   that  of  the ground velocity,  V   .     This 
"focal velocity"  is given  by: 

V (2) 

where    F    is  the   focal  length of the   lens and    H 
is  the  aircraft altitude  relative  to ground.     Since 
F    Is  constant and  known and    H    is measured  inde- 
pendently by other  on-board  instrumentation,   the 
extraction of    v     from the    I     .     re^ lings will 

n 
make  it possible   to continuously determine  and 
integrate    V    with respect  to time. 

As mentioned above,   f(x,y)     is an  implicit 
function of    t   .     For  those parts of this   function 
which are also continuous anC analytic,   it  is 
possible  to calculate  the  total  time  derivative: 

dt 
öf  .  dx + df _  dx 
öx      dt      by      dt (3) 

From Figure  2 and equation  (2)   the  following re- 
lations  are derived: 

dx 
dt £v ■ te H    x'  dt 

v = ^ + v 

F 
- - V 

H   y (4) 

(5) 

tan  p 
v 
X 

v (6) 

Substituting  (4)   in  (3),  an  expression  for 

obtained: 
v       is 

x 

dt 
t 

2L 
df 
öx 

(7) 

For  the simple  case  of    v    =  0,   i.e.,  when  the 

sensor  is aligned  exactly along   the  ground velocity 
vector  (p = 0),   equation   (7)   becomes: 

v = v     = x 

df 
dt It 
ox 

(8) 

The  time  and  space derivatives   in  (8)  can be 
approximated  by brightness difference  expressions, 

designated    iV     and    ^l       respectively.     The 
„ i n 

Q   i-i    expression  is  related   to  the   tot«!   time 

derivative at    x = xi    and  is calculated  from 

successive  intensity readings 
(I ■"n-X.lj  n,i'  n+l.i .)  of  the   i       element: 

df 
dt 

Ani, 
n,i n-l, i 

(9) 

Similarly, A In  is related to the partial space 

derivative, or brightness gradient, calculated at 
time  t = t : 

dx 

A1! I  . - I  . , 

6 (10) 

Substituion of (9) and (10) into (8) while account- 
ing for the optical sign reversal between V and 
v  leads to: 

n,i 

t   1. 
 i 

(ID 

where v 
.th " 

is the focal velocity calculated at 

the i  element at time  t  .  in order to simpli- 

fy (11) and eliminate the minus sign, a negative 
u.-iit vector velocity, v , equal to one pixel, 6, 

per une exposure time, T, in the minus x direc- 
tion is defined: 

A   6 
v  = - — 
p      T 

and substituted  into  (11)  yielding: 

AV 

A1! 

(12) 

(13) 

A  further simplification  is  obtained  by defining a 
dimenslonless  focal   length velocity coefficient, 

—P- ">OT— 
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Figure 1.  Vertical cross section of airbo 
vector:  p = 0) rne imaging system (sensor is parallel to ground velocity 

Y    (NOKTH) 

v as   follows: 

Figure 2.    The various  axis  systems  projected onto  the ground  plane, 

.   v 
A    n.i 

n,i 
 i 

A1! 
(14) 

Using equation  (14),  a  total  of (A -   1).(N  -   l) 
values of    u^.    are obtained during one period, 

T,  of velocity estimation, where    T     is given  by: 

T = N   .   T ds) 

If    M    and    N    are   large  enough,  a statisticallv 
satisfactory distribution of the    I)     .    values  is 

achieved, enabling a good  estimate  of'the  true 
value of    u   .     One  simple  such estimate would be 
the arithmetic mean: 

—^P«-^—WPi 
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DISCUSSION 

A computer-simulated experimental   investiga- 
tion was carr-   d out   to  test  these  ideas.     The 
simulation,  described   in  Ref.   5,   indicates  that 
while working at    v    values close  to unity,   it  is 
possible  to achieve  high directional  sensitivity 
as well as -nagnitude accuracy.     In order  to 
approach such    v    values  it   is  necessary   to  intro- 
duce a change  in    T    as    V    varies;   thus after    V 
has  been calculated,  a  signal  is   fed-back  to  the 
sensor comtroUar which changes  its   frequency 
between  200 KHz  and  500 Hz. 

The  overall  accuracy of  the ground velocity 
determination,  and  hence of the whole  dead-reckon- 
ing navigational   system,   is perhaps more criti- 
cally dependent on  the auxiliary readings oi  i.> 
altitude,  H,  and  the  heading angle,  <,,   than on  the 
new electro-optical  sensor-based part  of  the  sys- 
tme.     If a passive absolute altitude  barometric 
altimeter  is used,   an accuracy of approximately  1% 
can  be achieved,   however,   the uncertainty  in 
terrain elevation  data prestored  in  the   system and 
subtracted  from    H     tc yield relative altitude,  may 
raise   that  figure   to a  2%  level which for  the 

LT 0'9 ran8e  iS WOr3e  than  the    v    ^curacy  (about 
I/o).     Experiments  show that  it  is  possible  to 
deduce  that  an accuracy of about  1° can  be  achieved 
for  the angle of velocity,  compatible withthe 
compass    f     readings.     Further experiments with 
hardware  rather  than computer simula^ü motion are 
needed  to es'ablish whether a better accuracy in 
Y    can be accomplished  justifying  the use  of more 
accurate  instrumentation  for    |.    measur-vjients. 

In summary,   it  can be stated  that  ground vel- 
ocity determination on-board mRPVs using  electro- 
optical line sensors  in combination with existing 
instruments  is not only feasible,  but quite prac- 
tical,   sufficiently accurate and not  too expensive 
(in terras of weight and cost).    The velocity 
values are computed at a rate of between  10 to 5 
per  second, which  is much higher  than necessary 
for  the relatively slow flight dynamics of a raRPV. 
This  enables   us,   by using  fairly simple   filtering 
and prediction techniques  in  the navigator prior 
to integration,   to raise  the  level of confidence 
in  this dead-reckoning navigation system as well as 
to overcome  short  "dark" periods when,  due  to 
cloud coverage,  or extremely "flat" scenery, no 
velocity computations can be made.    In  this con- 
text  it should be  emphasized  that the method 
proposed here  is by no means  limited  to  the visual 
spectrum;  any electro-optical  line  sensor can be 
used,   thus perhaps expai.d>,s the range of appli- 
cability to  include overcast days as well as night 
operation. 
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APPENDIX  A 

RELATION  OF CORRELATION  TO THE  FRAME-DIFFERENCE,   ELEMENT-DIFFERENCE  METHOD OF VELOCITY  DETERMINATION   IN 
TELEVISION  SIGNALS 

W.  G,   Eppler 

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory,   Palo Alto,  CA  94304 

Al.     INTRODUCTION 

(2) 
Lunj and Murphy     '  describe a method  for esti- 

mating  the velocity  of moving  images   in  television 
signals.     The displacement  between  two  frames,   for 
small  displacements,   is  given  by  the equation. 

LlFDS 
^ EDS 

(A-l) 

where x is the displacement between the images 

TDS is the frame difference (the intensity diff- 
erence between twc successive frames at a par- 
ticular pixel) 

EDS is the element difference (the difference, 
between en element and its left neighbor) 

(3 4) Later papers by other authors  '  provide exten- 
sions to the original Limb/Murphy equations. 
This appendix shows the relation of correlation 
to the Limb/Murphy results. 

A2.  DERIVATION OF THE CORRESPONDEIMCE 

First we assume that the correlation curve 
is linear between 0 and 1 sample interval, as 
shown in Fig. A-l. 

Fig. A-l Assumed Linear Correlation Curve for 
0 ^ x s; 1 

If we know the correlation values at ^(0), ^(x), 
and rf(l), we can interpolate the x value as 

(A-2) x . *ito  ' *W 
HO)   -  «I) 

Now we substitute expressions for the three cor- 
relation values, noting that »(0) can be written 
in two ways, since the image is stationary: 

4(0) ■ C r(i) 
i 

E I  (i + x) 
i 

(A-3) 

Hx) - E   1(1) 1(1 +x) (A-4) 

«((0) • tfO0   - i 2[l2(i)   -  21(1)   1(1 + x)   + T2(i  + x)] 

(A-5) = r Itl(i)  - 1(1 + ft)]2 

i 

äl(i)   -   1(1 + x)]' 
«       i 

ZLI(l)  ■ 1(1 + 1)3' 
(A-6) 

To  the  extent  that [   ]' I 
2|l(i)   -  I(i + sh] 
i 
■L\l(i)   -  I(i + 1)| 

Ell(l) - 1(1 + i)| 
i 

Z EDS 

(A-7) 

(A-8) 

To  the  extent  th?t  the displacement  is   in  the x- 
direction only: 

Z|l(i)   -  1(1 + x)\ 
i 

I|FDS| 
i 

(A-9) 

S-ibsrituting A-9 and A-8  in A-7,  we  obtain. 

1 1 
1 

H \h 1        h 
| 

| ' J    1  pixel 
"^displacement 

Fig.  A-2    Effect of the  One Pixel Horizontal Dis- 
placement  for a  Simple  Figure 

(Limb and Hurphy) 

r]FDS| 
i  
S1EDS| (A-10) 

Thus,   the Liiab/Murphy algorithm amounts   to  sub- 
pixel  interpolation of the corrt l.ition peak in the 
raatchpoint neighborhood;  the  rang.5 of the algorithm 
is  the correlation distance.     |EDS|   controls  the 
correlation function slope,  and depends on  the pro- 
jected  lengths aud the  intensity differences across 
ver;:3cai boundaries;  in Fig.  A-2 the displaced rec- 
tangle  of height H results  in   |EDS|   = 2H|l     -  iJ   . 
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ABSTRACT 

Over  the  past  two  years,   Lockheed has  been 
working  in navigation of an  autonomous aerial 
vehicle using passively  sensed  images.     One  tech- 
nique which shows  promise  is  bootstrap stereo^   in 
which  the vehicle's  position   is determined  from 
the perceived   locations  of known ground control 
points,   then  two known vehicle camera positions 
are used  to  locate  corresponding  image points  on 
the  ground,   creating new control points.     This 
paper describes  the  components  of bootstrap 
stereo  - camera calibration,  new  landmark selec- 
tion,   techniques  for efficient control point match- 
ing  from image  fo  image,  and control point posi- 
tioning. 

INTRODUCTION 

Before   the  advent of sophisticated navigation 
aids  such as  radio beacons,   barnstorming pilots 
relied primarily on visual  navigation.    A pilot 
would  look out   the windov  of his pirplane,   see 
landmarks  below him,  and know where  he was.     He 
would watch  the  ground passing beneath him and 
ktuw how  fast and  in what  direction he was moving, 
unless  the ground was  obscured by clouds  or dark- 
ness,   he  did quite well  at navigati.ig  toward  his 
destination. 

Today,   there exist applications  for vhich a 
computer  implementation of  this  simplo,  visually 
oriented   form of navigation  ^ould be useful.     One 
scenario hypothesizes  a  small,  unmanned vehicle 
which must  fly accu-ately  from its   launch point  to 
its  target under possibly  hostile circumstanc  s. 
This must  be accomplished without  relying on    xter- 
nal  signals   (which could  be  jammed)  or emittt 1 
radiation  (which could  be  used   to  track and destroy 
the vehicle).     Other options which have been con- 
sic"ei.-ed and rejected  include  a simple pre-programm- 
er',  flight plan  (gross errors  in cour. j could 
accumulate   from unpredictable wind effects)  and a 
high quality  inertial guidance  system (which would 
add excessive weight and expense). 

It  is   felt  that  the current  state of the art 
in artificial  intelligence  and  image procesding, 
coupled with  the availability of small solid state 
sensors and iuicroprocessors, will enable us  to use 
passively  sensed  terrain  imagery in a visual 

navigation  system small  enougli   to be  flown   in an 
autonomous  aerial vehicle   (AAV).     To prove   feasi- 
bility,  we  are   implementing and  refining  these 
techniques  in computer software. 

Our  overall  approach  to  the  problem involves 
providing  the vehicle vith a Navigation  Jxpert 
having  approximately  the  sophistication  of an 
early  barnstorming pilot.     This  expert will  navi- 
gate  partly by  its  simple  instruments   (altimeter, 
airspeed   indicator,  and attitude  gyros),   but mostly 
by what   it  sees of the  terrain  below  it. 

The Navigation Expert will  consist of an 
Executive   that weighs evidence  and makes   final 
decisions,  and  a group of Specialists   (see   Figure 
1).     Each of  these  Specialists  provides  information 
on  its  area of expertise,  along with measures of 
confidence   in  its  results   to aid   the  Executive   in 
resolving contradictory opinions   from two or more 
Specialises.     The  Specialists   identified  to date 
include  an  Instruments  Specialist  to provide 
images  and   flight  instrument  readings,  a Dead 
Reckoning  Specialist  to estimate  position  from 
past navigation data,  a  Landmarks  Specialist   to 
recognize  checkpoint   landmarks,  and a  Stereo 
Specialist  to perform a variety of stereo photo- 
gramnetric   tasks. 

This  report covers one aspect  of the  Stereo 
Specialist,  a  technique which we  call  bootstrap 
stereo. 

THE  BOOTSTRAP  STEREO CONCEPT 

Given a set  of ground control  points with 
known  real-world positions,  and given  the   locations 
of  the  projections of these points onto  the  image 
plane,   i t   is  possible  to determine   the position and 
orientation  of  the camera which collected   the  image, 
a process  known  to traditional  photogr-mmetrists  as 
space  resection  [T].    Conversely,  given  the  posi- 
tions  and orientations of two cameras and  the 
locations  of corresponding point-pairs   in  the  two 
Image  planes,   the real-world   locations of the 
/iewed  ground  points can be determined,  a process 
known as  space  intersection [T].     Combining  these 
two  techniques  iieratively produces  the  basis   for 
bootstrap stereo. 

Figure  2  shows an AAV which has obtained 
images  at  three  points  in  its   trajectory.     The 
bootstrap  stereo process begins with  the  set of 
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landmark points,  a    and     b,  whose  r^al-wurld 
coordinates  are known.     (In  reality,  at   least 
four points would  be  needed;   only  two are  showi. 
here  to  simplify  the  diagr?.m).     From thes   ,   the 
camera position and  orientation  is determined  for 
the  image   frame   taken  at  Time  0.     Standard  ii.iage- 
raafching correlation  techniques  [H]  are   then used 
to  locate   these  same  points   in  the  second,   over- 
lapping  frame  taken  at  Time    1.     This permits   the 
second  camera  posit- on  and  orientation  to be 
determined. 

Because   the aircraft will   scon be out of 
sight  cf  the  known   landmarks,   new  landmark 
points  Trast  be  established whenever possible. 
For  this  purpose,   "interesting points"  --  points 
with a high  likelihood  of being matched [M]   -- 
are  selected  in  the  firjt   image a-id matched  in  the 
second  image.     Successfully matched points  have 
their  real-wor^d   locations  calculated  from the 
camera position and orientation data,   then  join 
the  landmarks   list.     In   Figure  2,   landmarks  c and 
d are   located  in  this marner at Time  1;   these new 
points are  later used  to position  the aircraft at 
Time 2.     Similarly,  at Time  2,   new  landmarks e  and 
f join  the   list;  old   landmarks  a and b,  which are 
no  longer  in  the  field  of view,   are dropped  from 
the  landmarks  list. 

Once   initialised   from a  set of known   landmarks, 
bootstrap stereo  has   four components,  which we will 
discuss  in  the  follorfing  sections; 

1) Camera Calibration  --  determining  the camera 
position and orientation  from known ground 
control  points. 

2) New Landmark Selection  --  choosing potential 
new ground control  points. 

3) Point  Matching  --  pairing a point  in one  image 
with  its  corresponding  point  in a  second, 
overlapping  image. 

4) Control  Point  Positioning   --   locating points 
on  the  ground,  given  their positions  in  two 
images  and  the  relevant camera positions and 
jrientations, 

CAMERA  CALIBRATION 

Given a  set  of ground control points with 
known real-world positions  (Xi.Yi.Zi),  ar.a given 
the  locations of the perceived   locations or these 
points  on  the  image  plane  (Ui.Vi),   it  is possible 
to determine  the position   (XO.YO.ZC)  and orienta- 
tion  (HEADING.PITCH,ROLL)  of the can.era which  took 
the  imagery [D&H],   [TJ.     This   is accomplished  by a 
least-squares  solution of a  set of colline^rity 
condition equations,  effectively minimizing  the 
mean of  the errors  between each  iraase plane point 
(Ui.Vi)  and   the projection   (Ui^Vi')  of that 
point's  real-world  location   (Xi.Yi.Zi)  onto the 
image  (see  Figure 3).     Because   the equations are 
highly nonlinear,  a solution  is usually sought by 
iterating on a  linearization of the problem [G]. 
The  solution is  initialized  from camera orienta- 
tion data provided by the Instruments  Specialist 

and a  position estimate  from the  Dead  Reckoning 
Specialist. 

This   technique  is  somewhat  sensitive   to   in- 
valid  pointss  which may appear   in   its data  set. 
Consequently,  each camera  solution  should  be 
checked   to  see   if any of  the  points are  contribut- 
ing excessively  to  the  residual «-rror.     Such 
points  should  be  removed  from the  data  set  and   the 
solution  redone,   to avoid irijor -rrors.     Indeed, 
this  editing  process usualty  has   to be   iterated  to 
obtain maximum data  relial ility. 

A  promising  technique  under development  [ F&BJ 
forms  analytically exact  camera  position and 
orientation models  from subsets  of  the  point  data, 
then evaluates   the points and  potential models 
together,   before  refining  the   least-squares  model 
fron the  reliable points,  as  above.     This   tech- 
nique  appears   to be an  improvement,   both computa- 
tionally and   in  terms of accuracy,   to  the  present 
method,   and  may well  be  the method  of choice   for 
the  eventual  bootstrap stereo package.     Since  this 
method   is  still  under development,  we are  proceed- 
ing with  the more  standard   technique  in our 
feasibility study. 

NEW  LANDMARK  SELECTION 

Because  the aircraft  rapidly moves  beyond  the 
known   landmarks,  new  landmark points must  constant- 
ly be  established.     For  this  purpose,   "interesting 
points"  --  points with a  high  likelihood of  being 
matched  [Mj   -- are  selected  in   the old  linage  of 
each pair,   then matched with   their corresponding 
points   in  the  new image and   located on  the   terrain. 

Matching  is done on  the  basis  of  the  normal- 
ized cross  correlation  between  small windows  of 
data   (t/pically   11 x  11)  around   the  two points   in 
question.     If  the window to  be matched contains 
little   information,   it can correlate  reasonably 
well with any other area of similar  low information. 
To avoid mismatches   crom attempting  to use  such 
areas,   the  simple  statist].-*1 variance  of  the   image 
intensities over  the window 

var  ■ MEAN(INT(i,j) 

ij 
MEAN(INT)r 

was used as  an early measure of  information [H], 
with only areas  of high  information  being accept- 
able  candidates  for matching. 

Matching also  has  trouble with strong   linear 
edges,   since an  otherwise  feature lass area con- 
taining a  strong edge will match equal'y well 
anywhere  along  the  sdgt .    Tc  reject  such areas, 
the notion of directei.; variance was  introduced 
[M].     Four quantities are calculated over  the 
window: 

dirvarl  = MEAN(INT(i.J)   -  INT(i + l.j))2 

dirvar2  = MEAN(INT(i,j)   -  INT(i,j  + I))2 

dirvar3  - MEAN(lNT(i.j)   -  rNT(i + l.j  + I))2 

di.var4 = HEAN(INT(i + l.j)   -  INT(i,j  + 1))2 

B» -•-- 
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image  plane  points  are   simply  projected  into  apace 
(see  Figure  6).     Since   these   rays   rarely  inter- 
sect exactly,  we  find   their points  of closest 
approach  and  average   them. 

If  the  difference   is   large  or  the  real-world 
point  is unreasonably different   from  It« neighbors, 
the  point   is  rejected  as  having  resulted  from a 
bad match.     Otherwise,   this  point  joins  the   list 
of control  points  for  future matching and camera 
calibration. 

AN  EXAMPLE 

In figure 7, we present an example of the 
control-point handling portion of bootstrap stereo 
The original data set, a sequence of 3 images from 
a Night Vision Laboratory tape, is shown in 
Figure 7a. 

Figure 7b shows the interesting points in the 
first image, indicated by + overlays.  If these 
were the control points from a landmark processor, 
we would use them to locate the first camera. 
These landmark points are then matched with their 
corresponding points in the second image; Figure 
7c shows the successful matches overlaid on the 
first and second images.  From the image plane 
positions or these points, the position and orien- 
tation of the second camera are determined. 

Next, the areas of t(-- sexond image which 
were covered by matches are blocked out and 
interesting points are found in the uncovered 
areas, as seen in Figure 7d.  The old landmark 
points and the interesting points are then matched 
in the third image, as shown in Figure 7e. The 
old control points from the second image are used 
to calibrate the third camera; the camera cali- 
brations are then used to locate the matched 
interesting points on the ground, forming new 
control points. 

These last two steps are repeated for subse- 
quent pairs of images in longer sequences. 

VJLNERABILITY 

The bootstrapping process is far from infall- 
ible.  The errors to which it is vulnerable fall 
into roughly four categories: 

1) Loss of overlapped imagery. 

2) Errors in matching control points. 

3) Errors in camera calibration. 

A) Errors in control-point positioning. 

The bootstrapping process could lose it., 
needed overlap in imagery if the terrain over 
which tne AAV is flying is obscured by clouds. 
If the terrain is essentially featureless (for 
example, a large body of water or a desert), then 
the bootstrapper will be unable to find and match 
sufficient control points to continue. Similarly 
several dropped frames resulting from a temporary' 
equipment failure could cause the bootstrapping 
process to abort. 

A human navigator faced with clouds or 
featureless terrain would simply shift mental 
gears and fly on instrumeutt and dead reckoning 
until more favorable terrain was found.  He would 
then attempt to locate new landmarks from which 
to re-orient himself.  Mimicking this, when stereo 
bootstrapping loses its overlapped imagery, the 
Stereo Specialist just reports failure to the 
Navigation Expert, which then proceeds to rely on 
its Dead Reckoning Specialist until its Landmarks 
Specialist can recognize some new landmarks from 
which to re-orient the Stereo Specialist for 
bootstrapping.  Until then, the Stereo Specialist 
processes any available imagery to extract ground 
velocity for the Dead Reckoning Specialist. 

The other three problems rarely cause the 
bootstrapping process to fail completely. 
Instead, they interact to create errors in the 
vehicle positions determined by bootstrapping. 
Since these are somewhat inevitable, it is anti- 
cipated that the Landmarks Specialist will be 
invoked periodically to search for checkpoint 
landmarks.  Course corrections will then be deter- 
mined from these checkpoints, and the bootstrapper 
will be re-initialized. 

Gross errors in match, which can occur due 
to repetitive textures or moving objects, are 
likely to be caught by the autocorrelation thresh- 
olding or by the depth consistency or camera model 
consistency requirements.  Small errors in match 
such as would result from improper sub-pixel reg- 
istration of the data, can slip through; these 
will bias the camera calibrations and control 
point locations slightly. 

Errors in camera calibrations result either 
from errors in the data or from insufficient 
precision in the calibration calculations.  The 
latter can be designed out cf the system by 
Insuring that the processor has sufficient word- 
length and/or floating-point precision to handle 
matrix inversion.  Errors in the data are most 
likely to affect the camera position, as its 
orientation is fairly well known from the vehicle 
orientation reported by the Instrument Specialist 
Techniques exist [T] for the adjustment of the 
wage data points along with the camera parameters, 
to produce more consistent results. 

Errors in the positions of the original land- 
marks will be propagated through the bootstrapping 
chain.  Such errors should be static, however, 
and should only result in a small perturbation 
in the vehicle location. Errors in control point 
positioning are interrelated with errors in the 
match point location and the camera calibration. 
Using the redundancy inherent in multiple images 
LMJ can resolve some of these uncertainties. 

The manner in which these errors accumulate 
is complex and not readily amenable to analytic 
examination. One of our tasks in the coming 
months will be to examine these errors in simula- 
tion. We plan to generate sets of known ground 
points and known camera locations and orientations. 
For each camera position, the visible ground points 
will be mathematically projected into tue 
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simulated   focal  plane,  and   the  camera   localization 
and control point  positioning  portions of  the 
bootstrapping process will  be  run.     It will  be 
possible  to perturb  the  data at each  step  in  the 
process,   so we  can analyze   the  effects  of various 
errors on  the  bootstrap  procedure  by comparing 
the calculated camera and checkpoint  positions   to 
the  true  positions which generated   the  original 
data. 

CONCLUSICUS 

When an auconomous  aerial  vehicle must 
navigate without  using external  signals  or   rad- 
iated  energy,  a visual navigator  is an enticing 
possibility.    We  have  proposed a Navigation 
Expert  capable  of emulating  the  behavior  of an 
early  barnstorming pilot  in using   terrain  imagery. 
One  tool  such a   Navigation Expert  could use   is 
bootstrap  stereo.     This   Is  a  technique  by which 
the vehicle's  position  is  determined   from the 
perceived positions  of  known   landmarks,   then  two 
known camera positions  are used   to   locate  real- 
world  points which  serve  as new  landmarks. 

The  components  of  bootstrap  stereo are well 
established  in the  photogrammetry and  image pro- 
cessing  literature.    We  have combined   these,  with 
improvements,   into a workable  system.     We are 
continuing  to work on  the  error analysis,   to 
determine  how the  errors  propagate and accumulate. 
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Figure 1 Components of the Navigation Expert. 
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Figure 2 Navigation Using Bootstrap Stereo. 
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Figure Calibration  of. Camera   Position and 
Orientation. 

The  position and orientation of  the  camera  is 
derived  by  searching  for  the  camera model 
parameters which minimize   (over  a  set  of points) 
the error  between  the  perceived  position   (U,V) 
of a  point   (X.Y.Z)  and   the  position   to which  it 
would  be projected   (U'.V)   if  this wore   the 
correcr  mc de 1. 

figure  4     Three  Measures   of   the 
Interest  of a  Point. 

The   first  column   of  images   snows   peaks 
in  ordinary variance   for   three   images 
from the Night  Vision  Laboratory's 
terrain model.     The  second column 
shows  peaks   in directed variance   fc r 
the  same   three   images.     The   third 
column  shows  peaks   in edged variance. 



"igure   j     Reduction  Matching 

a)     A hierarchy of  images,   each 
the  3 X 3  "reduction of  its 
parent. 

b)     Matching  points   found   by 
expanding a  grid   through  the 
reduction   image   hierarchy. 

CA^.RA l POSITION 

CAMERA 2 POSPTION 

CAMERA 2 ORIENTATION 

CAMERA 1 ORIENTATION 

POINTS Of CLOSEST APPROACH 

Figure  6    Point  Position Calculation 

The points   (S.T) £nd   (U,V)  are projected  through  tneir  respective 
cameras.     Their  irtersection   (X,Y,Z)  is defined  to  be   the mid- 
point  between  the  joints of closest  approach  for  these  rays. 
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Imago   I 

^W.    . 
Image  2 

Imagf  J 

■) b) c) d) e) 

An   Example   ol        _•   Com rol-Point   Handling   for   Bootstrap   Stereo 

a) fhe   original   sequence   of   3   images. 

b) The   interesting  points   in   Image   1. 

c) Tie  matched   points   between   Images   1   and  T. 

d) The  areas   of  Image   2     overed   by matches,   with   interesting  points   found   in   the  uncovered  areas 

e) The  control   points   in   Image   2  matched   to   image   3. 
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STATUS   REPORT 
ON  THE 

ADVANCED  FLEXIBLE  PROCESSOR 

BY 
G.R.   Allen 

Information Sciences Division 
Control Data Corporation 

A manor milestone was reached in early 
February in the development of the 
Advanced Flexible Processor (AFP)  Con- 
struction of the first AFP was completed 
and checkout was initiated on the AFP 
and interface to the system controller 
(PDP 11/70).  All of ehe  people who 
labored for several years to design, 
simulate, and fabricate the AFP were 
extremely pleased to have reached this 
milestone.  An appropriate celebration 
was held to mark the occasion.  More 
good news - testing and debugging the 
machine has gone extremely well. 

The design has now oeen fully 
verified.  No major design errors have 
been uncovered in the checkout process 
(6-7 days per weok, 3 shifts per day) 
as o-: April 2, 1980.  All available 
diagnostics (over 2000 lines of code 
have been run successfully with the 
hardware passiirj old tests.  The first 
set of user application code has been 
run and is now nearly operational. 

Construction of the second unit 
(to oe delivered to Carnegie-Mellon 
University) is proceeding in paralle1 

with the checkout effort; however, 
this is taking second place to 
getting the first machine working. 
The cabinet construction is complete 
and.the coaling system is starting 
into final test.  With few exceptions, 
the printed circuit  boards and 
integrated circuits for the CMU 
machine are on hand.  Follrwing com- 
pletion of major testing on the first 
AFP, changes will be installed in 
the CMU unit and checkout will be 
initiated. 

Work has also been started on 
a mne-piocessor system to be completed 
in mia-1981.  Thxs system will provide 
a computer capability of over 2 
billion arithmetic operations per 
second. 

Progress in bringing up the AFP 
has been phenomenal and can be attributed 
to three factors.  The machine was 
fully simulated at the gate level 
including gate and wire delays.  Proven 
technology was used in the construction 
including power distribution, freon 
cooling, printed circuit board con- 
struction, and integrated circuits. 
An instruction-level simulator was 
developed to model the hardware which 
eliminated the problem of debugging 
untested programs on untested hardware. 
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